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Foreword

The characteristics of software systems are undergoing dramatic changes. We are mov-
ing rapidly into the age of ubiquitous information services. Persistent computing sys-
tems are being embedded in everyday objects. They interact in an autonomous way with
each other to provide us with increasingly complex services and functionalities that we
can access at any time from anywhere. As a consequence, not only do the numbers
of components of software systems increase; there is also a strong qualitative impact.
Software systems are increasingly made up of autonomous, proactive, networked com-
ponents. These interact with each other in patterns and via mechanisms that can hardly
be modeled in terms of classical models of interaction or service-oriented coordination.
To some extent, future software systems will exhibit characteristics making them more
resemblant of natural systems and societies than of mechanical systems and software
architectures.

This situation poses exciting challenges to computer scientists and software engi-
neers. Already, software agents and multi-agent systems are recognised as both use-
ful abstractions and effective technologies for the modeling and building of complex
distributed applications. However, little is done with regard to effective and methodic
development of complex software systems in terms of multi-agent societies. An urgent
need exists for novel approaches to software modeling and software engineering that
enable the successful deployment of software systems made up of a massive number of
autonomous components, and that allow to control and predict their behaviour. It is very
likely that such innovations will exploit lessons from a variety of different scientific dis-
ciplines, such as sociology, economics, organisation science, modern thermodynamics,
and biology.

The sequel to successful editions in 2000 and 2001, ESAW’02 remained committed
to the use of the notion of multi- agent systems as seed for animated, constructive,
and highly inter-disciplinary discussions about technologies, methodologies, and tools
for the engineering of complex distributed applications. While the workshop placed an
emphasis on practical engineering issues, it also welcomed theoretical, philosophical,
and empirical contributions, provided that they clearly document their connection to the
core applied issues.

The organizers received 35 papers that underwent a strict scientific peer-review for
quality with three reviews per papers. This process led to the selection of 20 papers for
presentation at the workshop.

This volume collects these papers as the workshop notes. After the workshop, a
subset of the presented papers will be included after revisions in the workshops post-
proceedings. These post-proceedings will be published by Springer-Verlag, as a volume
of the Lecture Notes on Artificial Intelligence series.
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Paolo Petta
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Franco Zambonelli
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On Agentware: 
Ruminations on Why We Should Use Agents 

Federico Bergenti 
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Abstract. Agent-oriented software engineering has not yet solved the basic 
problem of why we should use agents to build our software system. Why is it 
convenient to use agents instead of more mature technologies like, for example, 
software components? This paper addresses this issue and compares a BDI-like 
agent model with well-known component models like Enterprise JavaBeans, 
CORBABeans and .NET components. The two main results of such a compari-
son are: (i) agents are more reusable and more composable than components, 
and (ii) agents allow to describe systems at a higher level of abstractions than 
components. This work is not meant to be conclusive; rather it intends to start a 
debate on these and related topics. 

1   Introduction 

The ultimate objective of agent-oriented software engineering (AOSE) is to provide 
all necessary tools to engineer agent-based systems. Such tools include, but are not 
restricted to, methodologies and development frameworks. Nowadays, AOSE has 
partially accomplished its task: we have some good methodologies and some good 
development frameworks also. Yet, all this work may not be sufficiently rewarded if 
the AOSE community would continue avoiding the very basic question of why we 
should use agents to build software systems. Why shall we employ agent-based tech-
nologies instead of choosing any other technology? Aren’t available technologies 
sufficient? These, and many other similar questions that may come to your mind, are a 
pain for us interested in agents. Put simply, we have no real answer to them. The de-
bate on the differences between agents and objects exacerbated the situation: the sup-
posed advantages over the object-oriented approach seem poor and the results of some 
comparisons are simply wrong. Just to cite a common mistake: people often forget that 
the metaobject protocol [9] was introduced in mid-80’s and they keep saying that one 
big difference between agents and objects is that agents send messages while objects 
invoke methods. 
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This paper is meant to be a first step in the direction of answering the very basic 
question of why agents are a good paradigm for software development. I proceed 
toward this end in the following way: first, I compare agents with state-of-the-art tech-
nology for software development, i.e., software components like Enterprise JavaBeans 
(EJBs) [15], CORBABeans [14] and .NET components [6]. Then, I elaborate on the 
first main result of such a comparison: agents are more reusable and more composable 
than components. Finally, I discuss the second main result of the comparison: agents 
raise the level of abstraction with respect of component-based development. I formal-
ize this new level of abstraction as a new system level and I briefly summarize its 
properties. 

Before approaching the main topic of the paper, I need to briefly discuss the agent 
model that I use. I have to address this issue because components are a concrete object 
model and I need a concrete agent model to draw a reasonable comparison. I chose the 
agent model the ParADE [2] introduces. Such a model is a BDI-like incarnation and it 
was designed to focus on the main characteristics that agents share with components, 
i.e., reusability, composability and interoperability. It is common to emphasize this 
design focus using the word agentware for software build through the composition of 
agents of this sort. For the sake of brevity, I do not describe the model in much detail 
and I restrict the details to what I need to support the comparison with components. It 
is worth noting that the results of this work also apply to other BDI-like agent models. 

2   A Model of Agentware 

Agentware is software made through the composition of a set of interacting agents. In 
the ideal world, agents are taken from a repository of commercial off-the-shelf 
(COTS) agents and the multiagent system is composed and reconfigured on the fly to 
cope with varying conditions. Agents are known to the multiagent system by means of 
a unique identifier and their state is characterized through beliefs and intentions. You 
may want to use the word goals for such intentions because there is no difference 
between the two abstractions here. In the attempt to support different agent models, I 
do not go formal and I refrain from defining the properties of beliefs and intentions. 

In addition to a unique identifier and a mental state, an agent has capabilities. These 
are described in terms of what the agent can do, i.e., the possible outcomes of its ac-
tions, and how the agent can interact with other agents. 

Agents communicate through message passing and communication allows them to 
exchange representations of theirs and others beliefs, intentions and capabilities. Nor-
mally, beliefs, intentions and capabilities are represented through logic formulae and 
the ultimate purpose of communication is to exchange logic formulae that incorporate 
modalities for beliefs, intentions and capabilities. This may seem a rather extreme 
approach to agent-based communication, but it simply generalizes the available work 
on agent communication languages (ACLs). Let’s take the FIPA ACL [7] as an exam-
ple: it defines performatives together with feasibility preconditions and rational ef-
fects. When an agent receives a message, it can assert that the feasibility precondition 
holds for the sender and that the sender is trying to achieve the corresponding rational 
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effect. This is basically a rather knotty way to let the receiver know what is going on 
in the sender’s mental state. The advantage of using a structured ACL instead of a 
more natural exchange of representations of beliefs, intentions and capabilities simpli-
fies the development of reactive agents capable of complex interactions. 

The semantics that we normally use with most popular ACLs rely on heavy as-
sumptions on the capabilities of agents. For example, the FIPA ACL requires an agent 
to reason on the receiver’s mental state before sending any message. This seems too 
strong a requirement if we want to use agents in large applications where many, and 
possibly unforeseen, interactions occur. This is the reason why ParADE introduces a 
FIPA-like ACL with minimalist semantics. Such a language provides an operational 
means for agents to exchange representations of beliefs, intentions and capabilities. 
Table 1 shows some performatives of the ParADE ACL together with their semantics. 
The semantics is modeled as the effect that the sender wishes to achieve when sending 
the message. 

Table 1. Semantics of some performatives of the ParADE ACL 

Message Semantics 
inform(s, r, p) IsBrp 

achieve(s, r, p) IsIrp 
queryRef(s, r, p(x)) IsBs[Brq ∧ unifies(p(x), q)] 

request(s, r, a) ||achieve(s, r, done(a))|| 
agree(s, r, a) ||inform(s, r, Isdone(a))|| 

refuse(s, r, a) ||inform(s, r, ¬Isdone(a))|| 

The ParADE ACL provides a means for exchanging complex logic formulae 
through simple messages as the receiver can assert what the sender is intending. This 
is sufficient to ensure semantic interoperability [2] without revealing too much details 
of the mental state of the sender, i.e., without breaking encapsulation. 

Strictly speaking, the particular sort of ACL is not part of the agent model that I am 
presenting. Anyway, I outlined the ParADE ACL to ground some considerations that I 
am going to make in the following section. 

Isolated messages are not sufficient to allow agents to communicate fruitfully. The 
classic example is the case of an agent requesting another agent to perform an action. 
The first problem is that messages are asynchronous: there is no guarantee that the 
receiver would act in response to a message, i.e., there is no guarantee that the re-
ceiver would actually perform the action. The second problem is that the semantics of 
a single message might not be sufficient to express application-specific constraints. 
The semantics of request does not impose the receiver to communicate to the sender 
that the requested action has been actually performed. The sender might hang indefi-
nitely while waiting for the receiver to tell it that the action has been performed. 

In order to support fruitful communication, the agent model that I am sketching 
here provides interaction laws. These are rules that an agent decides to adopt to gov-
ern its interactions with other agents. The interaction laws that an agent decides to 
follow are part of its capabilities and they are published. The following interaction law 
is sufficient to solve the classic problems of request(s, r, a): 
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BsIrdone(a) ← Irdone(a) 

Bs¬Irdone(a) ← ¬Irdone(a) 

Bsdone(a) ← Brdone(a) 

(1) 

The first rule states that if agent r intends to perform a, then s must know it. The 
second rule covers the opposite case: if r decides not to perform a, then s must know 
it. The third rule says that as soon as r comes to know that a has been done, then also s 
must know it. 

An interaction law has a precondition and a termination condition. In the example 
above, the precondition for r is Isdone(a), i.e., r received the request. The termination 
condition is Brdone(a)∨¬Irdone(a). An agent starts applying an interaction law when 
the precondition is verified and stops as soon as the termination condition holds. 

With the introduction of precondition and termination condition, interaction laws 
become an elegant and flexible way to describe interaction protocols. The example 
above is the interaction law that describes the FIPA request protocol [7]. Similar ap-
proaches to overcome well-known problems of the classic descriptions of interaction 
protocols are also available [13], but they do not exploit the semantics of the underly-
ing ACL. 

The interaction laws than an agent may adopt are linked to the possible roles it can 
play in the multiagent systems, and they may vary over time. 

3   Comparison with Software Components 

The comparison between agents and components starts from table 2. It shows some 
important component-oriented abstractions and associates them with agent-oriented 
counterparts. 

Table 2. Comparison between component-oriented and agent-oriented abstractions 

Abstraction Component-oriented Agents-oriented 
Communication Task delegation Task and goal delegation 

Message Requests for actions ACL messages 
Interaction with 
the environment 

Events Updates of beliefs 

State Properties and relations Mental attitudes 
Interactions 

between parties 
Interfaces, 

Interface repository 
Capabilities, 
Semantic matchmaker 

Runtime Application server FIPA platform 

Table 2 compares some of the abstractions that form the components’ metamodel 
with the corresponding abstractions of the agents’ metamodel. This suggests that a 
complete comparison should take into account also the abstractions that are missing in 
table 2. Following this approach, I should take into consideration, e.g., the .NET 
metamodel [6] and compare it with, e.g., the SMART framework [10]. This approach 
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seems to overkill the problem because many abstractions in these metamodels are too 
different and they are hardly comparable. 

3.1 Comparing Abstractions 

In the following, I take the component-oriented abstractions identified in table 2 and 
compare them with their agent-oriented counterparts. I did not choose any ranking 
criteria yet and therefore I cannot say which of the two approaches is better. 

Communication Model. The main difference between agents and components is in 
the mechanism they use to communicate. Agents use ACLs, like the one that I 
introduced in the previous section, while components use a metaobject protocol [9]. In 
the agent-oriented approach, a message is sent to transfer part of the sender’s mental 
state to the receiver. A special case of this mechanism is when the sender endeavors to 
delegate a goal to the receiver, e.g., through the achieve performative. This special 
case, known as goal delegation [5], is the basic mechanism that agents use to delegate 
responsibilities. 

The components’ metamodel does not comprise an abstraction of goal and there-
fore components cannot exploit goal delegation; rather they use task delegation. Com-
ponents achieve their (implicit) goals asking to other components to perform actions; 
agents achieve their (explicit) goals delegating them to other agents. This is the reason 
why I refer to the agent-oriented communication model as declarative message pass-
ing: agents tell other agents what to do without stating how to do it. On the contrary, I 
use imperative message passing for the component-oriented approach because com-
ponents cannot say to another component what to do without also saying how to do it. 

The possibility of using task delegation only is a strong limitation for components 
because goal delegation is a more general mechanism. First, task delegation is a spe-
cial case of goal delegation: the delegated goal has the form done(a), just like in the 
semantics of the request performative. Then, task delegation may inhibit optimiza-
tions. Consider, e.g., a component s with a goal g that needs component r to perform 
a1 and a2 to achieve it; s would ask to r to perform a1 and then it would ask to perform 
a2. As the two requests are not coupled though the underlying idea that s is trying to 
achieve g, r cannot exploit any possible cross-optimization between a1 and a2. 

If s and r were two agents instead of two components, s would simply delegate goal 
g to r and then r would decide autonomously the way to go, e.g., it would decide to 
perform a1 and a2. This approach couples a1 and a2 through g thus enabling r to per-
form cross-optimizations between a1 and a2. 

Interaction with the Environment. The environment is a structural part of the 
agents’ metamodel. Agents execute in an environment that they can use to acquire 
knowledge. Agents can measure the environment and they can receive events from it. 
In both cases, agents react to any change in the environment through changes in their 
mental state. This is radically different from the component-oriented approach where 
the environment communicates with components through reified events. Components 
react to reified events after constructing a relation with them. 
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The component-oriented approach seems to better respect encapsulation than the 
agent-oriented approach: the state of the component is changed only when the compo-
nent itself decides to change it in reaction to an event. If we go more in detail, we see 
that also the agent-oriented approach respects encapsulation. Agents have reasoning 
capabilities that are the actual responsible of any change in the mental state. Any di-
rect push of knowledge from the sensors to the mental state is ruled through reasoning 
and the mental state remains encapsulated. 

State Representation. Both agents and components are abstractions that comprise a 
state, but they have very different approaches to describe and to expose it. The state of 
a component is represented though a set of properties that other components can 
manipulate; such properties are the attributes of the component itself. In addition to 
properties, the state of a component includes its relations with other components. Such 
relations represent what the component knows about other components and how it 
relates to them. 

In the model I introduced in the previous section, the state of an agent is repre-
sented though a set of beliefs, intentions and capabilities. The main differences with 
the component-oriented approach are: 

1. Agents have an explicit representation of their goals; 
2. Agents have explicit knowledge of their environment and not only of other agents; 
3. Except for a unique identifier, agents do not have properties, they only have rela-

tions with other agents and with entities in the environment; 
4. Agents may use deduction to come to know more than what other agents told them 

and more than what they measured. 

It is worth discussing the last point a bit. Components can deduce the value of a prop-
erty using application-specific mechanisms. The difference is that properties and rela-
tions are not easily structured in a logic framework and it is difficult to use general-
purpose reasoning techniques with them; any reasoning is hardcoded in the component 
itself. 

Interaction between Parties. The different communication mechanisms influence 
how agents and components open themselves to the outer world. Components use 
interfaces to enumerate the services they provide and to tell clients how to get in 
contact with them. Sophisticated component models equip interfaces with 
preconditions, post-conditions and invariants to support design by contract [11]. 
Anyway, the important issue of providing a description of the semantics of the 
services directly in the interface is still open. 

The agent-oriented approach eliminates interfaces and provides agents with 
capabilities that describe what the agent can do, i.e., the possible outcomes of its 
actions, and how the agent can interact with other agents, i.e., the interaction rules it 
can adopt. The use of capabilities instead of interfaces has the advantage that we can 
easily describe the semantics of the services that an agent offers using: 

1. High-level, mentalistic abstractions, i.e., beliefs and intentions; 
2. The model of the environment, i.e., entities and their relations. 
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Runtime Environment. FIPA started its work in 1996 through the definition of a 
runtime environment to support interoperable multiagent systems. This work is 
valuable and today the agent-oriented counterpart of an application server is a FIPA 
platform, like JADE [1] and LEAP [3]. Actually, application servers are huge pieces 
of software that offer enterprise features that available FIPA platforms do not provide 
yet, e.g., transactional persistency and security. FIPA has accepted such a limitation of 
available implementations and it is going in the direction of creating an abstract 
architecture of its agent-oriented runtime. Such an architecture can be concretely 
instantiated using an available FIPA platform or any other runtime support, e.g., an 
application server. This choice saves both worlds and it seems one of the most 
reasonable. Anyway, it is worth noting that the very naïve approach of encapsulating 
an agent into a component so to run it in an application server has some drawbacks. 
The most remarkable one is that the threading model that the application server 
imposes to components may not be compatible with agents. Basically, the developer 
must choose between loosing some enterprise feature, e.g., fault tolerance and 
transparent scalability, and implementing only reactive agents. Some middleware 
providing a reasonable compromise are already available, e.g., Caribbean [18] and 
EJB 2.0 allow asynchronous messaging in EJBs. 

3.2   Agents Improve Reusability and Composability 

The comparison that I sketched above enumerates differences and similarities between 
components and agent, but it does not state whether an approach is better than the 
other because I did not adopt any ranking criteria. In this section, I consider two of the 
most important features of a development technology, i.e., reusability and composabil-
ity, and I evaluate how and when agents are better than components from these points 
of view. As noted above, agents: 

1. Can use goal delegation instead of task delegation only; 
2. Use ACLs that exploit the agent model to give a semantics to interactions; 
3. Have a mental state and can use reasoning to generate knowledge from events and 

messages. 

These properties improve the reusability and the composability of agents with respect 
of components. 

Goal delegation partially decouples the agent that delegates a goal from the dele-
gate agent because the two are no longer coupled through a sequence of actions, but 
only though a shared goal. In concrete terms, this solves the interface mismatching 
problem, i.e., the problem of substituting a component with another component that 
offers the same services through a different interface. Client components are perfectly 
fine with the services of this new component, but they cannot actually use them be-
cause they do not know how to access the services. Agents solve this problem because 
the client agent simply delegates the goal, and then the delegate agent autonomously 
decides what to do to achieve it. Unfortunately, the interface mismatching problem is 
not completely solved because agents may support different ontologies, but this is an 
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easier problem especially if we implement open systems that deal with, so called, 
standard ontologies. 

There are other similar problems concerning reusability and composability that 
goal delegation solves. I am not aware of any catalog of these problems and the enu-
meration and relative solution of all of them is out of the scope of this work. 

Other improvements in terms of reusability and composability come from the 
agent-oriented approach to communication. It turns many common tasks, e.g., inform-
ing and querying, into application specific only in the sense that they depend on the 
ontology1. Components implement informing and querying through properties and 
relations and this couples communication with the information model, i.e., with the 
component-oriented counterpart of the ontology, and with the semantics of get/set 
messages. Agents remove the dependency on get/set messages and promote reusability 
and composability, provided that the ontology remains the same. 

The logic-based model of mental states allows using deduction and means-end rea-
soning to infer knowledge. This means that many messages and events can be turned 
to few common situations. The concrete behavior of the agent is encoded only for a 
limited set of situations while allowing it to react to a wide range of events and mes-
sages. This promotes reusability and composability because the behavior of the agent 
is partially decoupled from the concrete messages and events that it can handle. 

The three characteristics of agents that I have just discussed account for their supe-
riority in terms of reusability and composability. If we try to generalize this result, we 
can see that their superiority is perfectly reasonable because agents support semantic 
composability. Agents rely on a common executor model, i.e., the agent model, that 
moves most of the semantics of the composition to the semantics of the ACL. This is 
exactly the opposite of what components do; the component model shifts most of the 
semantics of the composition to the semantics of the action that a component executes 
in reaction to a message or an event. The latter is syntactic composability because the 
semantics of communication does not exploit a common model of the executor. 

If we adopt a shared and accepted ACL, e.g., the FIPA ACL, we can say that agents 
are semantically interoperable while components are only syntactically interoperable. 

4   Introducing the Agent Level 

People began enumerating the benefits of working at a high level of abstraction in the 
early days of computer science. When computers could only be programmed in as-
sembly language people felt the urge of higher-level abstractions, e.g., types and pro-
cedures. Today, the component-oriented approach provides high-level abstractions, 
e.g., messages and events, and any further raise of the level of abstraction may seem a 
poor result. Actually, the level of abstraction that developers use impacts heavily on 
any figure we may evaluate to measure the quality of a product, and it should not 
come as a surprise that any increase of the level of abstraction drastically increases the 
quality of the final product. 

                                                           
1  Messages depend also on the chosen content language, but this is not a real issue. 
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In order to show that the agent-oriented approach is at a higher level of abstraction 
than the component-oriented approach, I take Booch’s words into account: “at any 
given level of abstraction, we find meaningful collections of entities that collaborate 
to achieve some higher level view [4].” The meaningful collections of agent-oriented 
entities comprise beliefs, goals and capabilities, and they are obviously closer to hu-
man intuition than component-oriented counterparts, e.g., property, event and mes-
sage. Following the standard approach, I formalize this idea defining a new system 
level. 

A system level [12] is a set of concepts that provides a means for modeling imple-
menttable systems. System levels are layered in a stack and each level is mapped on 
one lower level. System levels abstract away for implementation details and higher 
levels provide concepts that are closer to human intuition and far away from imple-
mentation. This is why we say that system levels are levels of abstraction2. System 
levels are structured in terms of the following elements: 

1. Components: atomic building blocks for building systems at that level; 
2. Laws of compositions: laws that rule how components can be assembled into a 

system; 
3. A medium: a set of atomic concepts that the system level processes; 
4. Laws of behavior: laws that determine how the behavior of the system depends on 

the behavior of each component and on the structure of the system. 

Newell’s knowledge level [12] provides a better perspective for characterizing agents 
than that of any operational characterization. Besides, Newell’s work dates back to 
1982 and it did not take into account many of the features that we would like agents to 
have today. In particular, Newell was very much concentrated on the realization of 
single agents capable of exhibiting intelligent behavior. Nowadays, we are no longer 
interested in realizing a system in terms of a single monolithic agent, and we prefer to 
use agents as building blocks of multiagent systems. The intelligence results from the 
interaction of agents and it is an emerging property of the whole system. In Wegner’s 
words: “Interaction enhances dumb algorithms so they become smart agents.” 

Jennings’ proposal of the social level [8] goes in this direction trying to raise the 
level of abstraction of the knowledge level. This approach has the advantage of requir-
ing minimal capabilities to agents, thus accommodating any sort of agent available in 
the literature. Nevertheless, it may remain too generic and its utility in building com-
plex systems seems poor. 

Taking into account the limitations of both Newell’s and Jennings’ approaches, I 
propose a novel system level called, and I will justify later why, agent level. The agent 
level is thought as a reasonable compromise between Newell’s position, that avoids 
dealing structurally with interactions, and Jennings’ view of interaction as the only 
relevant component of a system. At the agent level, single agents exhibit a rational 
behavior and they are described in terms of mental attitudes; they are also part of a 
society and they interact through an ACL. The agent level exploits the possibilities of 

                                                           
2  Newell explicitly stated the contrary, but it seems that he used the phrase “level of abstrac-

tion” in a different way from how we use it in software engineering today. 
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rationality and it provides a way for distributing complexity across agents rather than 
centralizing intelligence into a single monolithic agent. 

In order to define the agent level, I first enumerate the components that it com-
prises: 

1. Agents, that interact to implement the functionality of the multiagent system; 
2. Beliefs, that an agent has; 
3. Intentions, that an agent is trying to achieve; 
4. Actions, that an agent can perform on the environment where it executes; 
5. Roles, that agents can play in the system; 
6. Interaction laws, that rule how agents playing different roles can interact. 

Having said that agents and mental attitudes are both components of the agent level 
should justify its name. This does not apply to the knowledge level, where the agent is 
the system you implement. It is also inappropriate for the social level, where agents 
are components with no particular characteristics, and the focus is on the society. 

The laws of composition state that a multiagent system is composed of a set of in-
teracting agents. Each agent is associated with a set of beliefs, a set of intentions, a set 
of actions and a set of roles. The interaction between agents is ruled through a set of 
interaction laws. Notably, this is not a limitation of autonomy because agents autono-
mously decide to play a particular role as a way to bring about their goals. 

Exploiting the components of the agent level, we can define two familiar concepts 
that are no longer atomic: 

1. Responsibility: an intention that an agent is constantly bringing about and that it 
does not drop even if it has already been achieved; 

2. Capability: the post-conditions of an agent’s action, i.e., what the agent is capable 
to achieve on its own, and the interaction laws it supports, i.e., how it can interact 
with other agents to achieve its intentions. 

The medium of the agent level is the representation that each agent has about its and 
other agents’ beliefs, intentions and capabilities. An agent processes the medium of 
the agent level, i.e., comes to know other agents’ beliefs, intentions and capabilities, 
through interaction in order to achieve its goals. In my proposal, the principal means 
of interaction is communication and agents use an ACL to exchange representations of 
theirs and others beliefs, intentions and capabilities. Only agents produce and con-
sume messages, and the computation of the multiagent system results from the mes-
sages that agents manipulate. 

The law of behavior is an adaptation of Newell’s principle of rationality: if an agent 
has knowledge that one of the actions in its capabilities will lead to satisfy one of its 
intentions or to respect one of its responsibilities, then the agent will select that action. 

This principle is sufficient to connect the components of the agent level with the se-
lection of an action without implying any mechanism through which this connection is 
implemented at lower system levels. It may be any technique of means-end reasoning 
or it may be hardcoded in the program of the agent. Table 2 summarizes the elements 
of the agent level. 
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Table 3. Elements of the agent level 

Element Element of the Agent Level 
System Multiagent system 

Components Beliefs, intentions, actions, roles and interaction laws 
Medium Representations of beliefs, intentions and capabilities 

Behavior Principle of rationality 

Most of the discussions that Newell did about the knowledge level are still applica-
ble to the agent level. In particular, just like the knowledge level, the agent level is 
radically incomplete and the agent’s behavior cannot be designed without going to a 
lower level. 

An agent-level model is not useful if we do not provide a means for concretely im-
plementing the system. If we agree that the agent level can sit on top of the component 
level, then we need a mapping between elements of the agent level and systems at the 
component level. Generally speaking, any development tool that supports agent-level 
abstractions level actually implements this mapping. Just to cite one example, ParADE 
allows using UML diagrams to model a system at the agent level; then, it generates 
Java skeletons that are at the same level of abstraction of components. 

5   Discussion 

The whole length of this paper is devoted to give reasonable argumentations on why 
developers should seriously take into account the possibility of using agents for their 
products. The section on the agent level is there to provide a scientific foundation to 
such argumentations. The two most important outcomes of these discussions are that 
agents: 

1. Provide high level abstractions to developers; 
2. Have some advantages over components in terms of reusability and composability. 

The first point, i.e., working with high level abstractions, has well-known advantages 
but it also has a typical drawback: speed. In order to fully exploit the possibilities of 
agents, we need to implement an agent model similar to the one described in section 2. 
This model heavily relies on reasoning and agents of this kind are likely to be slow. 
Nowadays, this does not seem a blocking issue because speed is not always the top-
most priority, e.g., time-to-market is often more stringent. 

The second point, i.e., reusability and composability, is worth discussing a bit be-
cause components are advocated as the most composable and reusable technology. 
Actually, the improvement that agents obtain comes at a cost: speed, again. The use of 
goal delegation instead of task delegation requires, by definition, means-end reasoning 
and we face the reasonable possibility of implementing slow agents. 

Fortunately, in both cases, the performances of agents degrade gracefully. We can 
choose how much reasoning, i.e., how much loss of speed, we want for each and every 
agent. In particular, we may use reasoning for agents that: 

1. Are particularly complex and could benefit from high level abstractions; 
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2. We want to reuse and compose freely in possibly different projects. 

On the contrary, we can fallback on reactive agents, or components, when we have an 
urge for speed. This decision criterion seems sound because the more an agent is 
complex and value-added, the more we want to reuse it and compose it with other 
agents. Moreover, reactive agents are perfectly equivalent to components and we do 
not loose anything using the agent-oriented approach instead of the component-
oriented approach. 
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Abstract. Adaptive software is used in situations where either the environment is 
unpredictable or the system is open. This paper presents a methodology named 
ADELFE, which is led by the Rational Unified Process (RUP) but is devoted to 
software engineering of adaptive multi-agent systems. ADELFE guarantees that the 
software is developed according to the AMAS theory1. We focus this presentation 
on the additions of ADELFE regarding the three first core workflows of the RUP. 
Therefore, during the requirements phase, the environment of the studied system 
must be defined and characterized. Then, in the analysis phase, the engineer is 
guided to decide to use adaptive multi-agent technology and to identify the agents 
through the system and the environment models. Finally, the design workflow of 
ADELFE must provide the cooperative agent’s model and helps the developer to de-
fine the local agents’ behavior. We illustrate the methodology by applying it to a 
case study: a timetable design. 

1. Introduction 

Today applications are more and more complex and a possible solution to deal with this 
complexity is the use of agent-based or multi-agent based software. Usually this kind of 
software considers an environment where all is predictable. However, applications are 
more and more dealing with environments that are unpredictable and submitted to 
changes like the Internet or the real world in which robots can evolve. They require more 
robustness, more autonomy, more complexity; they require adaptive software. In [̃13], 
according to the DARPA definition, it is said  “self-adaptive software evaluates its own 
behavior and changes behavior when the evaluation indicates that it is not accomplishing 
what the software is intended to do, or when better functionality or performance is possi-
ble”. The multi-agent community generally considers the Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) as 
being adaptive because agents are autonomous, situated, pro-active, social… The condi-
tion for the system to adapt is to be composed of autonomous agents. In our point of view, 
this kind of adaptation is weak adaptation and all existing multi-agent systems are adap-
tive in this sense. 

                                                           
1 The AMAS theory is developed and applied for the last 8 years at the Research Institute in Computer Science 

in Toulouse (IRIT). See http://www.irit.fr/SMAC 
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We call “strong adaptation” of a multi-agent system, the ability this system possesses 
to take into account unpredictable events in order to react to evolutionary environments in 
order to realize its “right” task. This new generation of MAS represents the next challenge 
in programming. To theoretically study MAS with strong adaptation capability, we devel-
oped an Adaptive MAS (AMAS) theory [̃5][̃8].  

The aim of this paper is then to present a methodology, named ADELFE, able to guide 
and help a designer when he wants to build an adaptive multi-agent system based on the 
AMAS theory, presented in section 2. An important point is that the agents considered in 
this theory are not adaptive, only the whole system is. In the third section of this article, a 
brief overview of ADELFE is given. In the section 4, ADELFE is applied to a timetabling 
case study to present in a more detailed way the different steps of the methodology. Be-
fore concluding this document, the main strengths and limits of ADELFE and its contribu-
tions, with regard to other methodologies, are given in the section 5. 

2. The AMAS Theory 

The first aim of this theory is to realize MAS having the “classical” characteristics given 
in [̃7] to build a society of situated agents. But, from our point of view, such a MAS is 
also plunged into an environment and must reach a behavioral adequacy (by reproducing 
the behavior of a simulated society) or a functional one (by performing the right task, the 
task for which the system has been built). In our vision, the important notion is the collec-
tive; the AMAS theory must then lead to a coherent collective activity that realizes the 
right task.  

We then proved the following theorem [̃8]: “For any functionally adequate system, 
there is at least a cooperative interior medium system which fulfills an equivalent function 
in the same environment”. Therefore, we focused on the design of cooperative interior 
medium systems in which agents are in cooperative interactions. 

The specificity of the theory resides in the fact that we do not code the global function 
of the system within the agents. The global function of this system emerges from the col-
lective behavior of the different agents composing it. Each agent possesses the ability of 
self-organization i.e. the capacity to locally rearrange its interactions with others depend-
ing on the individual task it has to solve. Changing the interactions between agents can 
indeed lead to a change at the global level and this induces the modification of the global 
function. This capacity of self-organization at the lowest level enables to change the 
global function without coding this modification at the upper level of the system. Self-
organization is founded on the capacity an agent possesses to be locally “cooperative”, 
this does not mean that it is always helping the other ones or that it is altruistic but only 
that it is able to recognize cooperation failures called “Non Cooperative Situations” (NCS, 
which could be related to exceptions in classical programs) and to treat them. The local 
treatment of NCS is a means to build a system that does the best it can when a difficulty is 
encountered. Such a difficulty is primarily due to the dynamical nature of the environment 
of the system, as well as the dynamics of the interactions between agents. More precisely 
an agent can detect three kinds of NCS:  
• when a signal perceived from its environment is not understood and not read without 

ambiguity; 
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• when the information perceived does not induce the agent to an activity process; 
• when concluding results lead to act in a useless way in the environment. 

The agents, called cooperative agents, we are considering to build AMAS are com-
posed of five parts contributing to their behavior: skills (what the agent is able to do), 
representations of the world (the knowledge it has about itself, about the others or about 
its environment), an interaction language (to communicate with others or with its envi-
ronment), aptitudes (the capacities it possesses to reason on its knowledge) and a social 
attitude led by what we call cooperation. 

Any designer needs a methodology to guide him when building a complex application. 
In the multi-agent domain, some methodologies exist [̃9][̃16] but few of them are able to 
deal with notions such as dynamics or evolving environment. This is the main reason 
why, from our point of view, a methodology suited for AMAS design is required. Fur-
thermore, we want this methodology used by any designer and not only by those special-
ized in adaptive multi-agent systems because this would be a means to popularize this 
kind of programming. 

3. A Short Overview of the ADELFE Methodology 

This section highlights how ADELFE differs from object-oriented and other agent-
oriented existing methodologies and where and how it handles the strong adaptation of the 
system to an evolutionary environment. 

ADELFE2 [̃1] is based on object-oriented methodologies, follows the Rational Unified 
Process (RUP) [̃10] and uses UML and AUML [̃12] notations. Some steps had been added 
in the classical workflows to be specific to adaptive MAS. It is not a general methodology 
such as GAIA [̃17] or TROPOS [̃6] but it has a niche which concerns applications that 
require adaptive multi-agent system design using the AMAS theory.  ADELFE covers the 
entire process of software engineering like MESSAGE [̃4], PASSI [̃3] and TROPOS. In 
this paper, we only focus on the three first workflows, as shown in figure 1. At each work-
flow, the designer could backtrack to previous results to update or to complete them. 

The requirements workflow, which is also taken into account in TROPOS, is a fun-
damental step in software engineering. In the AMAS theory, the adaptation process starts 
from the interactions between the system and its environment. Therefore, it is important to 
give a model of the environment during this workflow. The environment model consists 
in three steps: determining the actors, defining the context and characterising the envi-
ronment. 

In the analysis workflow, we added two steps to the RUP: the identification of the 
agents and the adequacy of the AMAS theory. ADELFE focuses on the identification of 
the agents like in AAII [̃11], MESSAGE and PASSI. In the previous workflow, the de-
signer has identified the entities of the system, now ADELFE must help him to identify 
what entities will be agents. In ADELFE, the notion of agent is restrictive; we are only 

                                                           
2 ADELFE is a national project started in December 2000 and supported by the French Ministry of the Econ-

omy, Finance and Industry. The different partners of this project are: IRIT (University of Toulouse III) and 
L3I (University of La Rochelle) from academia and are ARTAL and TNI from industry. 
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interested in finding cooperative agents as described in the previous section. The designer 
has some guidelines: an agent is an entity previously defined, this entity may be faced 
with unexpected events and it may have evolutionary representations about itself, other 
agents or about its environment and/or evolutionary skills. 

Because an adaptive MAS is not a technical solution for every application, ADELFE is 
the only methodology providing a tool to help a designer to decide if the AMAS theory is 
adequate to implement his application. For example, if the algorithm required to resolve 
the task is already known, if the task is not complex, if the system is closed or if no unex-
pected events can occur, this kind of programming is useless. 

In the design workflow, the agent model and the NCS model are added to the RUP. 
The AAII methodology is dedicated to BDI agents, ADELFE is also dedicated to a spe-
cific architecture of agent: cooperative ones. Using the agent model, the designer must 
then describe the architecture of a cooperative agent by giving the components realising 
its behaviour. A MAS which is not in a cooperative interaction with its environment needs 
to adapt itself to it. But, according to the AMAS theory, the global function of the system 
is not coded, only the local behaviour of the agents composing the society is coded. The 
adaptation will then be managed by these agents through the NCS model. An agent which 
locally detects cooperative failures acts to change its interaction with others to remove this 
state. The NCS of an agent must be described by the designer, they depend on the applica-
tion. To help him, ADELFE provides the designer with generic cooperative failures such 
as incomprehension, ambiguity, uselessness or conflict. ADELFE also provides tables 
with fields to fill up concerning the name of the NCS, its generic type, the state in which 
the agent must be to detect it, the conditions of its detection and what actions the agent 
must perform to treat it. 

 

 

…  

1. Define the studied system 
2. Determine the system context 

3. Determine the entities 
4. Characterize the environment 

5. Express the use cases 

10. Express the detailed architecture  
and the agent model 

11. Give each agent architecture 
12. Express NCS 

13. Give class diagrams 

Design 
Workflow 

 

Analysis 
Workflow 

 

Requirement 
Workflow 

 

9. Study interactions between components 
8. Identify agents 

7. Verify the AMAS adequacy 
6. Analyse the domain and identify components 

        Figure 1. Overview of the three first core workflows of ADELFE. 
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4. Step-by-Step Details of the Methodology 

In this section, we present the different steps of the ADELFE methodology. A case study 
about timetabling problem3 illustrates the methodology at each step. The main actors of 
this case study are teachers and students who need to book several rooms to achieve theirs 
tasks. This case study has been chosen because it is based on a non-predictable environ-
ment and it is an open problem. Actually, some rooms could become unavailable because 
of some kind of problem or a teacher’s availability could change and giving a solution to 
this problem means adapting in order to react to these dynamic changes of the environ-
ment. Furthermore, this problem can be extended to a diary management, for example, in 
which new people, and so new agents, must be added in the running system; this problem 
can be considered are being open. 

4.1.  Requirements Workflow 

The aims of this stage are to define the system to be, to transform this view in a use-case 
model, and to organize and to manage the requirements (functional or not) and their pri-
orities. In fact, at this stage, the designer has to define the function of the studied system 
and to model its environment. 

Definition of the studied system. This definition is the result of the analysis of the re-
quirements set artifact. The output of this step is a keyword set defining the system. From 
the user requirements, for the timetabling problem, the following keywords and concepts 
are highlighted: planning, rooms, teachers, students, constraints, organization and con-
straint managing.  As an outlook, the problem can be viewed as the organization of teach-
ers and students in rooms (and all the participants are subject to constraints). This problem 
belongs to the constraint satisfaction problems class. 

 
Definition and Environment Modeling. A detailed definition of the environment of the 
system is necessary to develop adaptive systems, which are able to respond to any change. 
This step firstly focuses on what may be in interaction with the studied system in terms of 
passive or active entities, or constraints. In our example, teachers, students, the planning 
manager and the room manager are active entities because they are able to change by 
themselves their own constraints or they can interact with the system. Rooms are passive 
because they represent resources and they cannot modify their characteristics by them-
selves. The PPN (or National Pedagogic Plan) is the database that contains all the infor-
mation concerning the courses (maximum number of sessions per week, hour quotas for 
each formation, etc): it is a passive entity. 

In a second time, this step must define the context of the system. It requires a charac-
terization of data flows and interactions between passive or active entities and the system. 
This step produces collaboration diagrams and sequence diagrams (entity/system or en-
tity/entity). In our example, there are two kinds of data flows between the system and 

                                                           
3 We elaborated this example as a case study to compare and discuss different methodologies and 

multi-agent platforms for the ASA Group of the Artificial Intelligence French Association. 
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passive entities: when the system consults the PPN and when the system consults room 
constraints. When an active entity wants to interact with the system, it may only have to 
change constraints (owner constraints or room constraints). In the other sense, the system 
interacts with the active entity by displaying the planning. 

The third stress of this step is to characterize the environment according to the classifi-
cation given by Russell in [̃14]. This characterization may enable the designer to detect 
some special use cases that aim to respond to the environment behavior. In the case study, 
we can characterize the environment of the system as following: 
• Dynamic: the evolution of the active entities does not depend on the system, it is un-

predictable from the point of view of the system; 
• Accessible: the environment can obtain information on the state of the environment; 
• Non-deterministic: the system is not able to know what could be the effects of its ac-

tions on the active entities; 
• Continuous: the number of interactions between the system and the entities is infinite. 

 
Determination of the Use Cases. The main objective of this step, which ends the re-
quirements workflow, is to clarify the different functionalities the system has to respond 
to. Only the active entities are implied in these use cases, which are the results of a func-
tional requirements set. The use cases for the timetabling problem are shown in figure 2. 

4.2. Analysis Workflow 

From a multi-agent point of view, the identification of the agents must take place in this 
workflow. The analysis workflow has to develop an understanding of the system, its struc-
ture in terms of components and to know if the AMAS theory is required. 

Domain Analysis and Architecture Study. Domain analysis is a static view and an ab-
straction of the real world and the linked entities. Considering separately each use-case by 
defining scenarios, the designer has to divide the system into entities. The result of this 

        Figure 2. The use cases and their related actors for the timetabling problem. 
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step is a set of entities in preliminary class diagrams. Teacher, CourseManager, 
StudentGroup, Room, RoomManager and PPN classes appear naturally as real world 
entities. In a second time, we tried to determine what entities could be useful for our sys-
tem. We propose a board to visualize the organization (the Grid and Cell classes) and 
the ConstraintManager class to control constraints for each entity that owns a Con-
straint class instance. Cells represent intersections of different dimensions (days, 
rooms, etc). 

Adequacy of the AMAS Theory. This step aims to help the designer to decide if the 
AMAS theory is adequate to solve his problem because, for certain applications, this kind 
of programming can be useless. A software has been developed with several criteria to 
study the adequacy at two levels: 
• At the global level to answer the question “is a system implementation using AMAS 

needed?” 
• At the local level to try to answer the question “do some components need to be im-

plemented as AMAS?” i.e. is some decomposition or recursion useful during design? 
 

For the case study, the decision tool clearly suggests to use the AMAS to design the 
global level. Moreover, the tool indicates that some entities could be decomposed as 
AMAS. So, once the agents are identified, the designer has to reuse the method on them, 
as developed below. 

Agent Identification. In this step, we are only interested in agents that enable a designer 
to build our sort of AMAS. The designer has to determine which entities fit with this 
agent type. This identification is done considering the notion of cooperative agent and the 
agent’s characteristics such as autonomy, locality, requirement of interactions, individual 
goal to achieve, capacity of negotiation. Firstly, we have to know where a lot of evolution 
or dynamic is required. Then, for each entity identified during the domain analysis, we 
must examine if it has to face up to unpredictable events and has to treat Non Cooperative 
Situations. Teachers and students are autonomous, have local views, are plunged in the 
rooms and have to negotiate to find partners and to resolve resource problems. This kind 
of situations may create cooperation failures (NCS). At this stage, we identify teachers 
and students groups as being cooperative agents. All other entities are considered as ob-
jects. 

Adequacy of the AMAS Theory at the Local Level. If the first step of adequacy to the 
AMAS theory indicates a possible decomposition, each agent has to be analyzed as a 
system. The goals of an agent, Teacher or StudentGroup, are to find different places 
and partners to follow or to give each course. These goals raise the problem of ubiquity. 
Agents cannot be at different place at different moments. Therefore, we propose to create 
one agent per course for each teacher or student group. Two agent levels are distin-
guished: 
• RepresentativeAgent (RA): at the highest level, it represents a teacher or a stu-

dent group within the system; 
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• BookingAgent (BA): at the lowest level, it is responsible for finding partners and 
booking rooms for a RepresentativeAgent. There are as many BAs as the num-
ber of courses a teacher has to give or a student group has to follow.  

The identified agents have to be added to the preliminary class diagram as shown in fig. 3. 

Study of Interactions between the Different Entities. The result of this step is a set of 
sequence diagrams and activity diagrams, which explains the possible interactions be-
tween the different entities within the system and at each level. As the RUP is use-case 
guided, for each use case, which has been defined between the system and the environ-
ment, a sequence diagram has to be defined to show the internal view and the interactions 
within the system. The interaction between agents can be written with AUML. 

4.3.  Design Workflow 

In this section, we detail the design workflow in four steps. Because the complete design 
cannot be described in this paper, we only detail the steps which are not existing in other 
methodologies such as the agent model and the modeling of Non Cooperative Situations. 

Detailed Architecture and Agent Model. The first step of the design requires to identify 
the software components and to describe them. The result provides the architecture of the 
system in terms of needed blocks, classes, agents and interactions. The agent model, 
which represents the relationships between agents, is included in this architecture. The 
previously defined architecture can be refined by determining if some design patterns 
and/or re-usable components can be used.  For example, in object-oriented methodologies 
designers try to re-use models such as customer-server model… In ADELFE, we propose 
a specific design pattern named cooperative agent architecture. In our case study, four 
packages appear:  
• Agent package, to manage BAs and RAs; 
• Grid package, to manage the different dimensions of a grid and its cells; 
• Constraint package, which has to be accessible to rooms and agents; 
• Interface package, to enable a user to interact with the system. 

 

Figure 3. The revised preliminary class diagram for the timetabling problem gives 
us an idea of the MAS model. 
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Cooperative Agent Architecture. This step helps the designer to fill in a generic archi-
tecture given for an agent used in the AMAS theory. This architecture can be considered 
as a design pattern supplied by ADELFE in which an agent is composed of a skill model, 
representations models, an interaction language, aptitudes and a social attitude named 
cooperation. Following an object-oriented methodology, skills, representations or apti-
tudes possessed by an agent could be represented by methods. However, one of the main 
characteristics of the agents used in AMAS is the fact that sometimes they must be able to 
learn new skills, new representations or new aptitudes to adapt themselves to an evolu-
tionary environment. Methods cannot change as the time goes by, so, if these characteris-
tics are dynamic, they must adopt new representations: they must be AMAS themselves. 
In such a case, ADELFE recommends the designer to apply again the methodology to 
realize an adaptive multi-agent system to implement the skills, the representations or the 
aptitudes of an agent. The interaction language can be implemented by a set of classes or 
by a design pattern, which is closed to specific communication tools between agents like 
ACL implementation. Finally, the social attitude of an agent is guided by cooperation, it 
must be able to solve Non Cooperative Situations and a model is purposely defined in the 
following step. An example for a BookingAgent is given in the table 1. A BA is able to 
move in the grid, to meet other BAs and to negotiate partnerships. It can also send and 
receive messages and interpret them. To achieve its task, it must know the constraints of 
all the BAs working for its RepresentativeAgent. Constraints can be relaxed dur-
ing a negotiation. 

BookingAgent 
Representations 

• constraints 
• bookState 
• partnershipState 
• brotherConstraints 

• partners 
• recentlyMetAgents 
• RAFather 
• currentCell 

Skills 
• moveInTheGrid 
• manageConstraints 
• manageBooking 

• managePartnership 
• manageMessages 

Aptitudes 
• bookARoom 
• cancelBooking 
• negotiateBooking 
• establishPartnership 

• cancelPartnership 
• negotiatePartnership 
• SendMessage 
• InterpretMessage 

Interaction Language 
• messageInteraction • contactInteraction 

Table 1.  BookingAgent specification: skills, aptitudes and interaction lan-
guages are methods; representations are attributes. 
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Non Cooperative Situation Model. This step represents the main contribution of 
ADELFE to this workflow. During it, the designer must fill up a table describing each 
NCS encountered by each previously identified agent. This table contains the name of the 
NCS, the state in which the agent is when detecting it, the textual description of the NCS 
and the conditions and actions linked to it. The conditions describe the different elements 
that enable the agent to locally detect this NCS. The actions describe what the agent has to 
do to remove it. For instance, the NCS for a BookingAgent are:  
• Partnership incompetence: the BA meets another BA that may be an uninteresting 

partner; 
• Booking incompetence: the BA is in a cell that is uninteresting to book; 
• Message unproductiveness: the BA receives a message that is not correctly addressed; 
• Partnership conflict: the BA meets another BA that is interesting, but this other BA has 

already a partner; 
• Booking conflict: the BA is in a cell that is interesting to book but this cell is already 

booked (shown in table 2); 
• Booking uselessness: the BA meets its partner: they must separate to explore more 

efficiently the grid. 

Even if all the behaviors of the cooperative agents are given (agent model + NCS model), 
the MAS as a whole can adapt itself because the interactions are not a priori coded. 
Changing the interactions between agents (self-organization) changes the global function 
of the system and, then, allows the “strong adaptation” of the MAS. 

Class Diagrams. This step provides the different class diagrams for taking the GUI and 
database designs into account. These class diagrams are also refinements of the previous 
class diagrams. ADELFE does not need to provide additional functionalities to build them 
because the designer follows the same method as the one used in an object-oriented 
methodology. The figure 4 shows the final class diagram for the system.  

Booking Conflict 
State 

Any 
Description 

The BA is in a cell that is interesting to book but this cell is already 
booked 

Conditions 
The BA is in a cell AND this latter is already booked AND yet the cell 
would be suitable if not booked 

Actions 
IF the cost of the new booking is less than the older one THEN the BA 
books the cell ELSE the BA moves elsewhere 

Table 2. The Booking Conflict NCS table of a BookingAgent. 
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4.4. Implementation and Tests Workflows 

This workflow is similar to what is done in the RUP. However, to facilitate the work of 
the developer, we plan to provide a rapid prototyping tool that will be integrated in the 
OpenTool© software provided by our partner TNI (http://www.tni.fr). OpenTool is a 
graphical tool like Rational Rose, which supports the UML notation. 

Concerning the timetabling problem, we have implemented the proposed architecture. 
Agents find adequate organizations and provide relevant results. At the moment, we only 
have tested the system on simple examples that appear in the requirements, but we hope to 
enlarge its application. 

5. Contributions, Strengths and Limitations of ADELFE  

TROPOS [̃6] expresses the dynamic and openness of the application in the requirements 
phases with the model of the environment and with particular soft goals. However, it does 
not give guidelines to design the right agents’ behavior allowing the adaptability of the 
system. GAIA indicates that the domain covered by the methodology is static and that the 
methodology is dedicated to closed domain where agents’ skills and beliefs are static at 
run-time [̃16]. However some improvements to GAIA are suggested in [̃18] to support 
applications in dynamic domains. Many other methodologies, like AAII [̃11], MaSE [̃15] 
or MESSAGE [̃4], do not focus on the dynamic aspect of the software environment and 
on the adaptation abilities of the software. 

Figure 4. The final class diagram for the timetabling problem and the static in-
ter package links between agents and objects. 

Constraint 
Manager 
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The specificity of ADELFE is to provide a methodology to design adaptive multi-agent 
systems coupled with a theory on those systems. The provided methodology covers the 
whole “classical” life cycle of software and reuses UML notations. These notions are 
already familiar to most of designers making this tool easily usable by developers not 
specialized in designing AMAS. 

In adaptive multi-agent systems, the environment (in which the system is operating) is 
a key notion; but in a general way, the environment modeling is not a central point in 
existing methodologies. In DESIRE [̃2], the environment is taken into account at the agent 
level in the “world interaction management module”: an agent maintains and interacts 
with its environment in the same way as with other agents.  In MaSE, GAIA and AUML 
there is no particular model of the environment. In TROPOS, the environment model is 
described in terms of actors, their goals and interdependencies. In MESSAGE, the domain 
model captures some entities of the system environment and the interactions with the 
environment are described for each role in terms of sensory inputs and acquaintances, 
resources ownership and accesses, and finally tasks and actions. In AAII, the relation 
between the agent and the environment is taken into account in the interaction model.   

For an industrial, it is very important to know very early if the system to develop justi-
fies some investment in a new methodology or technique. Therefore, ADELFE guides the 
developer to make him decide if and where the adaptive multi-agent system technology is 
required in the system that he is developing. This explains the importance of the adequacy 
checking in the analysis stage. 

ADELFE helps the designer to find what components of his system demand to be 
treated like agents belonging to the AMAS theory (cooperative agents). The specific agent 
architecture recommended by ADELFE can be viewed as one more design-pattern pro-
vided to the developer. Furthermore, ADELFE guides him to build agents; it provides a 
functionality to endow an agent behavior with the NCS model. This is because it is well 
known that the autonomous behavior of an agent which results from its perceptions, its 
knowledge and its beliefs is very difficult to define in complex systems as well as in dy-
namic systems. Actually, it is very difficult to enumerate all possible actions for each state 
of the environment. ADELFE is also a recursive or iterative methodology, when the de-
veloper has to implement an agent he must reuse the entire methodology to develop it. 

ADELFE does not allow the design of every agent-based application. This drawback 
can be taken away by coupling another methodology (such as MESSAGE or PASSI) with 
ADELFE. If the adequacy phase tells that adaptive systems are not necessary, another 
methodology could be proposed. There is no automated tool for consistency checking of 
the workflows results but it is a future improvement.  

6. Conclusion and Future 

Few of the existing agent-oriented methodologies deal with concepts like dynamism or 
evolving environment. The aim of this paper was then to present the ADELFE methodol-
ogy which is a multi-agent-oriented methodology suited to adaptive multi-agent systems 
based on the AMAS theory. ADELFE provides a new methodology to design a society of 
agents showing a coherent activity. It allows the society of agents to self-adapt to its envi-
ronment. Till now, ADELFE has been used in two case studies : an Intranet system design 
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[̃1] and a timetabling problem. In the former one, the requirements, the analysis and the 
design have been realized. In the later, the system is now implemented and operational. 
We plan to experiment more ADELFE in a European project (SYNAMEC) to develop a 
mechanical self-design system. 

ADELFE is aimed to be a development toolkit of software with emerging functional-
ities and not only a “mere” methodology. Therefore, we have some perspectives for it, 
ADELFE will be able to: 
• Provide some tools and libraries to ease the design and development of systems. For 

example, we think that it is better for a designer to have the ability of rapid prototyping 
to judge the validity of his architecture; 

• Assist the designer if another methodology is more adequate to the system he wants to 
build. 
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Abstract. Our thesis is that an agent1 is autonomous only if he is ca-
pable, within a non predictable environment, to balance two forms of
rationality: one that, given goals and preferences, enables him to select
the best course of action (means-ends), the other, given current achieve-
ments and capabilities, enables him to adapt preferences and future goals.
We will propose the basic elements of an economic model that should
explain how and why this balance is achieved: in particular we underline
that an agent’s capabilities can often be considered as partially sunk in-
vestments. This leads an agent, while choosing, to consider not just the
value generated by the achievement of a goal, but also the lost value gen-
erated by the non use of existing capabilities. We will propose that, under
particular conditions, an agent, in order to be rational, could be led to
perform a rationalization process of justification that changes preferences
and goals according to his current state and available capabilities. More-
over, we propose that such a behaviour could offer a new perspective on
the notion of autonomy and on the social process of coordination.

1 Rationality in Traditional Theories of Choice

Traditional theories of choice are based upon the paradigm that choosing implies
deciding the best course of action in order to achieve a goal [23]. Goals are ge-
nerally considered as given or, at least, they are selected through an exogenous
preference function which assigns an absolute value to each possible state of the
world [21]. Potential goals, once ordered according to preferences, are selected
by comparing each absolute value with the cost of its achievement. In particular,
the agent will commit to the goal that maximizes the difference between the ab-
solute benefit of the goal and the cost of using the capabilities that are needed.
This means-ends paradigm subtends a type of rationality that March defines
as anticipatory, causative, consequential, since an agent anticipates the conse-
quences of his actions through a knowledge of cause-effect relationships [7] [18].
Here, as underlined by Castelfranchi, autonomy is viewed in the restrictive sense
of executive autonomy : the only discretionality the agent possesses is about the

1 In this paper we do not intentionally draw any distinction between artificial and
human agents, but we rather discuss the concept of agent in general.
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way in which a goal is to be achieved and not about which kind of goal should be
preferable; in this sense, even if an agent selects a goal, he is unable to direct the
criteria of the selection. The interest of the agent is always reconducibile to the
one of the designer and, as Steels concludes referring to Artificial Agents, “AI
systems built using the classical approach are not autonomous, although they
are automatic . . . these systems can never step outside the boundaries of what
was foreseen by the designer because they cannot change their own behaviour in
a fundamental way.” [28]. Sometimes, as we will propose, autonomy and ratio-
nality lie in the possibility to change our mind on what is good and what is bad
on the basis of current experience; basically, this is equivalent to the possibility
to decide not just how to achieve a goal, but rather which goal is to be achieved
and, moreover, which is preferable.

2 Another Perspective on Rationality: Ex-post
Rationalization

Another way to look at rationality, that March defines as ex-post rationality or
rationalization offers an opposite perspective on decision making [19](see also
[31]). At the extreme, it envisions an agent as somebody who first acts and
then justifies his actions defining appropriate goals and preferences in order
to be consistent to his current achievements. More realistically, it presents an
agent not as somebody who is only able to be rational in the sense of setting
appropriate courses of action, but also in the sense of changing his mind about
what is preferable when planned achievements become unrealistic [20]. Such an
agent is able to learn not just in terms of finding better ways to achieve a goal
but also in terms of finding goals that are more appropriate to his capabilities.
As we will see afterwards, in an environment characterized by a non predictable
evolution, an agent who has a partial and perspective view of the world [4] [15]
will often come to situations in which ex-post rationalization is more rational
than setting a plan for the achievement of given goals [21]. We will propose that
this process hides an economic principle of reuse and conservation that could
lead an agent to try to fit the world, rather than pretending the world to be
appropriate to him.

Moreover, if non predictability is the main reason to be rational and au-
tonomous in the sense just stated, ex post rationalization is also an opportunity
for the agent to be like this. In particular, whenever an environment is ambigu-
ous and undefined, equally ambiguous and undefined is the definition of what
is good and what is bad. More simply, we often describe a situation as good
or bad not because it is so in itself, but rather because of our interpretation
and our convenience; as commonly said, it is a question of perspective [9]. Here
“rationalization” appears as an opportunity, since it can hide a powerful tool to
learn from experience, which produces as outcome the possibility of seeing the
world from different perspectives. As underlined by [21], this view represents de-
cisions as constructive interpretations, since they “are often reached by focusing
on reasons that justify the selection of one option over another. Different frames,
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contexts, and elicitation procedures highlight different aspects of the options and
bring forth different reasons and considerations that influence decisions”. More
simply, thanks to rationalization, an agent can understand that, under a differ-
ent point of view, a mistake or an unlucky event could become an opportunity
to learn. In this sense the “value” of a goal appears to be a choice rather than
an evidence [18].

3 The Rationale of Rationalization: Sunk Costs,
Economies of Reuse and Irreversibility

In this work we propose that ex-post rationalization can find a rational jus-
tification in the sunk cost effect which derives from the co-occurrence of two
conditions that could characterize an agent’s capability: economies of reuse and
partial irreversibility. To start, an agent has a set of means that we can view
both as capabilities when used to perform actions and as resources when used to
develop or acquire new capabilities. Under this perspective, at a given moment,
an agent’s set of capabilities can be interpreted as the result of an investment
of resources. Traditional theories of choice assume that when calculating the net
benefit of a decision, we take into account just the costs of those resources and
capabilities that will be used in order to achieve the goal [17]. Said differently,
the value of non used means are not to be considered when selecting ends.

The observation of the process of decision shows something different. In par-
ticular:

– when calculating the cost of a decision, we consider not just the cost of those
capabilities that we use, but also the cost generated by the non use of some
other one. This is because the generation of a capability implies the suste-
nance of some fixed costs that can be amortized through its repeated use. In
fact, in presence of fixed costs, reuse implies a decrease in the unitary cost
of each re-utilization. In economic theory, this effect is called the economies
of reuse effect. Consequently, not using a resource implies a loss of value
generated by the lost opportunity of a cost saving. Moreover, each time we
use a capability we exploit its economies of reuse effect and at the same time
we loose the correspondent effect of those we do not use;

– each capability, when considered as a resource that can be used to acquire
another capability, displays a rate of irreversibility. This is because when
trying to transform it into another, we can sustain a loss in value if the
resource is difficult to manipulate or if it is difficult to find a buyer on the
market. In general, if a resource is totally reversible (for example currency),
it can be sold on the market and the economies of reuse effect has only
marginal impact on the decision of the agent. On the other hand, if totally
irreversible, the resource will completely display its economies of reuse effect;
if this is not used, its owner will suffer the loss of a potential cost saving [10].

In all these cases, a resource which is characterized both by economies of
reuse and a rate of irreversibility is considered a sunk cost and it generates the
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effect that “paying for the right to use a good will increase the rate at which the
good will be utilized ceteris paribus” [30]. This hypothesis will be referred to as
the sunk cost effect [2]2 and, as underlined by [24], “This tendency (the sunk
cost consideration) contradicts a basic principle in economics that past costs and
benefits should be irrelevant to current decisions [13]”. In [17] Johnstone writes:
“For decision-making purposes, sunk costs are strictly irrelevant. This is a law
of economic logic justified by the argument that because no action (current or
future) can avert or reduce a sunk cost, no sunk cost can be attributed to or
have any relevance to current or future action. It is evident, however, that for
many of us, the edict that sunk costs must be ignored is hard to accept, if not
as a matter of logic then at least in application.”3. It is common sense that each
resource displays some of these effects, generating on the one hand an incentive
to reuse and, on the other, an incentive to create markets to enhance reversibility.
Moreover, it is important to notice how such effects can affect decisions. In fact,
when deciding, an agent will consider not just the costs currently sustained, but
also those losses in value generated by the non use of sunk investments. Now
the point is that in a non predictable environment, while pursuing a goal, an
agent can be led to develop and acquire capabilities that, to some extent, have
no use in order to achieve his current goal. This is probable in case of very
turbulent environments and it is enhanced when the agent is in an advanced
stage of his life or is particularly experienced in the domain of the decision he is
facing; the former circumstance leads the agent to unforeseen situations and to
the generation of redundant capabilities; the latter to the growing accumulation
of sunk investments and costs, since those that are more reversible were probably
used during the earlier stages of the agent’s life or experience.

4 Generating Preferences and Goals

In this section we will give evidence on how a decision making process that
considers sunk costs, can lead to an ex-post rationalization whereby an agent
manipulates preferences in order to justify his current state. As we will propose,
through this endogenous process of preferences formation, an agent becomes able
to select and pursue goals which are not predictable a-priori.

4.1 Generating Preferences

As [14] suggests, the “commitment to a current course of action is a function of
the comparison between the perceived utility of continuing with the action and
the perceived utility of withdrawal and/or changing the action”. If sunk costs are
taken into consideration in determining which option is preferable in a decision,
an agent can face a situation in which the cost of changing his mind about what
2 Some authors also call this “escalation effect” [25] [26] and it has been applied

in studying political decisions constrained by the presence of sunk costs (such as
military escalation).

3 See also [22] [29].
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is preferable is lower than the cost of going on in the pursuit of his intentions. In
particular, in the decision function the weight of sunk costs overcomes the one of
current opportunities. Some authors have remarked that this tendency can lead
to irrational behaviours such as the “irrational escalation” [26], whereby social
agents could irrationally justify the current failure in order to explain past choices
and “save their face” [5]. In this sense, decisions generating investments influence
future choices that are constrained by the need to preserve past investments.
On the other hand, some other has remarked that such a behaviour is also
to be considered as a manifestation of coherence and rationality [11]. In fact,
seen the other way round, (i.e. as a rational behaviour), such a situation offers
the agent the opportunity to do something qualitatively different: instead of
reasoning on how to pursue an unrealistic goal, he could realistically consider his
current state as appropriate to his capabilities. In this case, a current unexpected
situation could be viewed by the agent as a proper ex-post goal, and remaining
where he is could be more rational than moving. As argued before, instead
of reasoning about means necessary to achieve ends which were shown to be
irrational, he rationalizes his current state as an end which is appropriate to his
means. Under this perspective, the sunk cost effect is an attempt to demonstrate
the rationality of behaviours that are otherwise not explained and thus labelled
as “irrational” by traditional theories of rationality 4. In this sense, for example,
[3] argued that the escalation effect, which is typically adducted as an example
of irrational course of action, stems from a “don’t waste” decision rule (see
also [1]). We suggest that this attitude leads to a process of retrospective self-
justification [27] that implies a change in preferences. In fact, in order to be
consistent with his history, an agent who rationalizes his current state needs to
change his preferences accordingly. As a matter of fact, in order to justify the
(even ex-post) adoption of a goal, a rational agent needs to express such a goal as
desirable. If not, the agent would display the inconsistent behaviour of choosing a
goal which is not desirable. This necessity leads the agent to invert his reasoning
process on preferences which are turned from fixed tools used to select goals to
variable matters that are adapted to (now fixed) current achievements. As clearly
stated by [11], “When people realize they are in situations that they have never
considered before, they do not judge themselves to be irrational. Instead, they
simply try to decide what beliefs and preferences to adopt (if any)”. In other
words, it is rational for the agent to perform a counterfactual process [12] [16]
that could be expressed by a sentence such as: “What should I have preferred in

4 Traditional studies on the sunk cost effect predicts that the more a resource is
irreversible, the more a sunk cost effect will be displayed. According to this view,
the agent will decide irrationally since he will consider the value of something that
cannot be reversed. Differently, the authors are currently involved in an experiment
to demonstrate that both complete and null reversibility leads a rational agent not
to consider sunk costs in decisions as predicted by the classic rational model. On
the other hand, when the rate of reversibility is partial and ambiguous, the agent
has the opportunity to reuse and thus to exploit the value of a sunk investment.
In general we will propose that considering sunk costs in calculating decisions is a
rational strategy when an agent is facing ambiguity.
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order to be satisfied with the state of the world I am currently in?” or “What
should I have preferred in order to desire to reach a goal that is consistent with
the current state of the world?”.

4.2 Generating Goals

As anticipated, through this counterfactual process, the agent asks himself which
goal he should have been committed to in order to be, given his resources/capa-
bilities, satisfied with what he currently is. In a particular sense, such a process
represents the first attempt for an agent to endogenously generate a goal; the
goal is the already achieved current state that, only ex-post, can be viewed as a
goal. That is to say, we propose that the first manifestation of goal autonomy is
the rationalization of an unexpected and undesired current state, turned into a
desired one. Since rationalization is exactly driven by sunk costs, this first goal,
by definition, will display the peculiarity of exploiting the value of current sunk
investments. We underline that this original process of goal and preferences cre-
ation is not an abstract process of imagining new possible worlds and preferences
but a concrete exercise that uses the presence of a goal (the current state) as a
tool to derive a proper set of preferences.

At a first sight, the behaviour of this agent could appear to be intrinsically
conservative. Once the weight of past investments overcomes the weight of imme-
diate value, the agent stops where he is, due to the retrospective justification of
his state as a desired one. Even if we think that, in time, conservative behaviours
are an underlying tendency of the agent, we propose that, within this tendency,
new deliberative behaviours can emerge. Here we give just an example of how
new goals can emerge, derived by the idea of Castelfranchi [8] of social adoption.
In fact, given the new set of preferences, the agent is now able to assign new
“values” to every state of the world that is accessible to his knowledge. In this
way an agent is able to reorder the states of the world on his new preference
scale and set new goals. On the other hand, he has now changed his beliefs on
means-ends relations and on how a particular set of capabilities (the ones used
to reach the current state) can be used in order to achieve a goal. In particular,
he changes his beliefs on what is preferable and on which means are needed in
order to get to a particular goal (the current state) [11]. For example, we might
argue that the agent, observing other agent’s situations, discovers that another
state of the world displays a net benefit (considering the new preferences and
existing sunk costs) which is higher than the one of preserving the current state.
Now he will adopt the new possible state as the new goal. Again, as above, this
process can lead to the acquisition of new resources and to the possibility that,
on the path to the goal, the agent happens again to be in unexpected states of
the world that might influence, through the evaluation of sunk investments, his
preferences.
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5 Conclusions: Autonomy and Coordination

This conclusion leads us to some considerations on the notion of autonomy. We
agree with the one proposed by Castelfranchi [6] whereby an agent is autonomous
if he is able to choose goals on the basis of a personal interest. Here we underline
the need that such interest is an endogenous production of the agent rather than
something exogenously given by a designer (in the case of artificial agents) or by
another human or metaphysical entity (in the case of human agents). Moreover,
Castelfranchi remarks that the definition of autonomy currently used in artificial
agents literature is referable to the weaker notion of executive autonomy (as
opposed to goal autonomy): an agent is autonomous if he is able to choose
among alternative courses of action. As he underlines, this kind of autonomy
could resolve both in a type of slavery (from some external utility function) and
in a form of irrationality (pursuing some other’s interest when this is conflicting
with our own is irrational). We strongly believe as Castelfranchi in the idea
that an agent, if not goal autonomous, is not autonomous at all and, moreover,
potentially irrational. Now the question becomes how such a type of autonomy
can emerge in order to design, if possible, agents that can display goal autonomy
through the generation of endogenous preferences and the consequent adoption
of non a-priori predictable goals. In this work, we sketch the lines of a model that
could give an answer. In particular our thesis is that an agent, in order to be
rational, endogenously develops preferences and goals that are consistent to his
“emerging” interest. This interest is the consequence of an unforeseen evolution
of his life that led to the generation of sunk costs that need to be considered in
decision making. Such an evolution, assuming a non predictable environment,
leads to the autonomous formation of preferences that are not predictable a-
priori, and that are the rational consequence of an economic principle of reuse.
Through preference formation, new goals become desirable while old ones are
abandoned. In this sense we say that the agent, at a certain stage of his life, in
order to be rational, needs to become autonomous (and form new preferences).

One last point addresses the way in which this approach could be used to
interpret some fundamental aspects of an agent’s sociality, in particular those
aspects that involve coordination with other agents. Specifically, if we consider
coordination efforts as investments that display a sunk cost effect, we can explain
the persistency of social relations. We refer to the observation that social rela-
tions among social agents are less prone to opportunism than what is predicted
by traditional utilitaristic theories. In fact, whenever the current value of a rela-
tion is lower than the cost of keeping it, an agent should break such relation. As
a matter of fact, social relations seem to be more persistent than this. A way to
interpret such persistency without recurring to exogenous factors (such as social
norms) [8], is provided by the perspective of sunk costs. Here a social relation-
ship is viewed as a resource and capability that displays an economies of reuse
effect (as a consequence of the initial investment in creating the relation) and a
rate of irreversibility (since a social relationship cannot always be transformed
into another). As a consequence, an agent, in order to achieve his goal, will tend
to reuse and justify current established relations before creating new ones.
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Abstract. Much effort has been spent on suggesting and implementing new ar-
chitectures of Multi-Agent Systems. However, we believe the time has come to
compare and evaluate these architectures in a more systematic way. Rather than
just studying a particular application, we suggest that more general problem do-
mains corresponding to sets of applications should be studied. Similarly, we ar-
gue that it is more useful to study the properties of classes of multi-agent system
architectures than particular architectures. Also, it is important to evaluate the ar-
chitectures in several dimensions, both different performance-related attributes,
which are domain dependent and more general quality attributes, such as, ro-
bustness, modifiability, and scalability. As a case study we investigate the general
problem of ”dynamic resource allocation” and present four classes of multi-agent
system architectures that solve this problem. These classes are discriminated by
their degree of distribution of control and degree of synchronization. Finally, we
instantiate each of these architecture classes and evaluate, through simulation
experiments, how they solve a concrete dynamic resource allocation problem,
namely load balancing and overload control of Intelligent Networks.

1 Introduction

Much effort has been spent on suggesting and implementing new architectures of Multi-
Agent Systems (MAS). Unfortunately, this work has been carried out in a quite unstruc-
tured way where a (group of) researcher(s) invents a new architecture and applies it to
a particular domain and conclude that it seems to be appropriate for this domain. Often
this new architecture is not even compared to any existing architecture. We believe that
this area now has reached the level of maturity when it is appropriate to compare and
evaluate these architectures in a more systematic way.

1.1 Applications

Of course, there is no single MAS architecture that is the most suitable for all appli-
cations. On the other hand, to find out whether one architecture performs better than
another for a particular application is usually of limited scientific interest. (Although
this information may be very useful to solve that particular problem.) Instead, we sug-
gest the study of more general problem domains corresponding to sets of applications
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with common characteristics. In this paper we will exemplify this approach by inves-
tigating the general problem of dynamic resource allocation. Such studies tend to be
quite abstract and are for that reason often of a theoretical and qualitative nature. They
therefore should be supplemented with and validated by quantitative empirical studies
in one or more concrete applications corresponding to instances of the general domain,
in this paper exemplified by load balancing and overload control in Intelligent Networks,
a type of telecommunication system.

1.2 Architectures

Just as it is useful to study classes of applications rather than particular applications,
we argue that it is useful to study classes of MAS architectures in addition to particular
architectures. To make such studies possible, we need to describe MAS architectures in
a way that abstracts the particularities of the individual architectures but still captures
their relevant characteristics. To develop a general way of characterizing MAS architec-
tures is in itself a major research task. In fact, it may be necessary to use several views
to capture all relevant aspects of an architecture cf. Kruchten [9].

In this work we will categorize MAS architectures according to two properties: the
type of control used (from fully centralized to fully distributed), the type of coordi-
nation (synchronous vs. asynchronous). As with classes of applications, it is mostly
theoretical studies that can be performed on classes of MAS architectures. Therefore,
they often need to be supplemented with empirical studies using instantiations of these
architectures. Below we will present four concrete architectures corresponding to dif-
ferent combinations of the two architectural properties.

1.3 Quality attributes

It is possible to evaluate MAS architectures with respect to several different quality
attributes, both different performance-related attributes and more general quality at-
tributes, such as, robustness, modifiability, and scalability. Some of these attributes are
domain independent and some are specific for each set of applications, e.g., performance-
related attributes. As mentioned earlier, we do not think it is possible to find a MAS ar-
chitecture that is optimal with respect to all relevant attributes. Rather, there is an inher-
ent trade-off between these attributes and different architectures balance this trade-off
in various ways. The various applications, on the other hand, require different balances
of this trade-off. Thus, in order to choose the right architecture for a particular applica-
tion, knowledge about relevant attributes and how different MAS architectures support
them is essential.

1.4 Evaluation framework

To evaluate a set of architectures in a systematic way, we suggest an approach that can
be described in terms of the following three-dimensional space:

– the set of possible applications,
– the set of possible MAS architectures, and
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– the set of attributes used to evaluate the architectures.

The suggested approach is to investigate substantial parts of this space rather than just
single points. We believe that this approach, besides of enabling a more systematic
investigation of the space, will lead to a deeper understanding of MASs and their appli-
cations, which, in turn, will contribute to reach the long-term goal of obtaining general
design principles of MASs.

In this paper we will apply this approach to the general problem of dynamic resource
allocation and present four abstract MAS architectures with different characteristics that
solves the problem. These will then be compared with respect to a number attributes,
e.g., reactivity, ability to balance the loads, fairness, utilization of resources, respon-
siveness, amount of communication overhead, robustness, modifiability, and scalability.
Finally, we evaluate concrete instantiations of these abstract architectures in a concrete
dynamic resource allocation problem, namely load balancing and overload control in
Intelligent Networks.

2 Abstract domain: Dynamic resource allocation

Multi-agent technology has proved to be successful for dynamic resource allocation,
e.g. power load management [11] and cellular phone bandwidth allocation [3]. Basi-
cally, this problem concerns the allocating of resources between a number of customers,
given a number of providers. The dynamics of the problem lies in that the needs of the
customers, as well as the amount of resources made available by the providers, vary
over time. The needs and available resources not only vary on an individual level, but
also the total needs and available resources within the system. We will here assume
that the resources cannot be buffered, i.e., they have to be consumed immediately, and
that the cost of communication (and transportation of resources) between any customer-
provider pair is equal.

2.1 Abstract multi-agent architectures

There are many ways of dividing the set of possible MAS architectures into different
subsets based on their characteristics, e.g.:

– the topography of the system,
– the degree of mobility and dynamics of the communications,
– the degree of distribution of control, and
– the degree of synchronization of interaction.

We have chosen to focus the two last properties. By degree of distribution we mean to
what degree the control of the system is distributed. The degree of synchronization is
a measure of how the execution of the agents interrelate with each other. We may have
agents that are highly sophisticated, but who only interacts at special slots in time, and
thus have a high degree of synchronization. There are also systems in which the agents
may interact continuously, independently of when other agents interact, which we will
refer to as asynchronous.
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To sum up, we will compare the following four abstract classes of MAS architec-
tures for dynamic resource allocation: centralized synchronous architectures, central-
ized asynchronous architectures, distributed synchronous architectures, and distributed
asynchronous architectures.

2.2 Abstract attributes

We have identified the following important performance-related attributes to dynamic
resource allocation:

– Reactivity: How fast are resources re-allocated when there are changes in demand?
– Load balancing: How evenly is the load balanced between the resource providers?
– Fairness: Are the customers treated equally?
– Utilization of resources: Are the available resources utilized as much as is possible?
– Responsiveness: How long does it take for the customers to get response to a re-

quest?
– Communication overhead: How much extra communication is needed for the re-

source allocation?

In addition, there are a number of more general software architecture quality attributes
[6] that should be addressed, e.g.:

– Robustness: How vulnerable is the system to node or link failures?
– Modifiability: How easy is it to change the system after it is implemented (and often

deployed)?
– Scalability: How good is the system at handling large numbers of users (providers

and customers)?

2.3 Theoretical/qualitative evaluation

We will now make a brief theoretical, or qualitative, analysis of how the degree distribu-
tion and synchronization of the multi-agent system architecture influence the attributes
identified in the last section.

– Reactivity should be promoted by asynchronous architectures since there is no need
to await any synchronization event before i) an agent can notify other agents about
changes in demand and ii) other agents can take the appropriate actions to adapt to
these changes.

– Load balancing should be favored, or at least not disfavored, by centralized control
since it is possible to take advantage of the global view of the state of the system,
e.g., the current load at the providers and the current demand of the customers.

– Similarly should fairness be easier to achieve for architectures with centralized con-
trol since they have information about the global state of the system.

– It is not clear from a strictly theoretical analysis if there is any correlation between
the ability to utilize the resources and the architectural properties. Empirical studies
are probably necessary.
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– Also, it is not clear from a strictly theoretical analysis if there is any correlation
between responsiveness and the architecture properties.

– Communication overhead can be measured either by the number of messages sent,
or by the bandwidth required for the allocation. Synchronous architectures tend
to concentrate the message sending to short time intervals, and thus requiring a
large bandwidth, whereas asynchronous architectures tend to be better at utilizing
a given bandwidth over the time. Also, communication in distributed architectures
has a tendency to be more local than in centralized architecture, using smaller parts
of the network.

– Regarding robustness we conclude that the more centralized the control is, the more
vulnerable the system gets. Basically, the reason for this is that the system cannot
function, i.e., perform reallocation, if the agents that are responsible for the con-
trol fail. In more distributed systems, the reallocation may function partially even
though some agents have failed.

– The modifiability, to add or remove a provider or customer, seems to be better in
centralized architectures. For instance, changes may only be necessary in one part
of the system.

– Scalability seems to be better supported by distributed architectures than central-
ized architectures. Firstly, the computational load for the resource allocation is di-
vided between a number of computers, and secondly, the risk for communication
bottlenecks is smaller.

3 Concrete domain: Load balancing in Intelligent Networks

One important area in which the dynamic resource allocation problem is present is
telecommunications. The Intelligent Network (IN) concept was developed in order to
enable operators of telecommunication networks to create and maintain new types of
services [10]. Two important entities of an IN are the Service Switching Points (SSPs)
and the Service Control Points (SCPs). The SSPs continuously receive requests of ser-
vices which they cannot serve without the help of the SCPs where all service software
resides. Thus, the SCPs are providers and the SSPs are customers. The SSPs and SCPs
communicate via a signaling network which we here will represent as a cloud rather
than a specific topology of signaling links and nodes. (See Figure 1.) It is assumed that
a small part of the available bandwidth of this network is reserved for the resource al-
location, i.e., the communication overhead caused by agent communication (and trans-
portation). It is assumed that all SCPs support the same set of service classes and that
all service requests can be directed by a SSP to any SCP.

3.1 Concrete multi-agent system architectures

We have chosen one architecture of each of the abstract classes mentioned earlier (see
table 1). Common for these architectures are the use of three different types of agents:
quantifiers, allocators, and distributors. A quantifier acts on behalf of a provider of the
resources, an allocator acts on behalf of a customer, and a distributor decides the allo-
cation of some (or even all) available resources. Although these three types of agents
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Fig. 1. A simplified view of an Intelligent Network (IN) with m SCPs and n SSPs (typically
n > m).

centralized distributed

synchronous Centralized auctions (CA) Hierarchical auctions (HA)

asynchronous Centralized leaky bucket (CLB) Mobile brokers (MB)

Table 1. The four different multi-agent system architectures classified in terms of distributedness
and synchronicity

have similar roles in all the four multi-agent system architectures, the actual implemen-
tation may be rather different (in particular this hold for the distributors). The reason, of
course, is that different system architectures may put different demands on the agents.

The centralized auction architecture The Centralized Auction (CA) architecture is an
example of a synchronous, centralized architecture. Arvidsson et al. [1] suggested an
approach where the resource allocation is carried out by means of tokens (cf. market-
based control [5]). Each token represents a service request and is consumed when the
request is accepted by a provider. The three types of agents have the following func-
tionality:

– The quantifiers try to sell the amount of tokens that corresponds to the load that the
provider is able serve between two auctions.

– The allocators try to buy the amount of token corresponding to the resources it
predicts their customer will receive during the time to the next auction.

– The distributor receives bids from the quantifiers corresponding the available ca-
pacity at their provider (and the prices), and bids from the allocators containing the
expected need for resources. The distributor then carries out the auction so that the
common good is maximized and sends messages about the result to the involved
agents.
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An allocator maintains a pool of tokens for each provider and type of resource. Each
time the allocator feeds a provider with a request for a particular type of resource, one
token is removed from the associated pool. If all pools associated with a particular re-
source type are empty, the customer cannot accept more requests. The pools are refilled
at the auctions that take place at fixed time intervals. In order to avoid spending all
tokens immediately during high loads (which would lead to excessive delays caused
by long queues at the providers), percentage thinning is used so that the probability of
buying a certain type of resource is never higher than the number of remaining tokens
over the number of expected needs during the reminder of the interval. For more details
we refer to Arvidsson et al. [1].

The hierarchical auction-based architecture One possible implementation of a dis-
tributed, synchronous system is the hierarchical auction (HA) architecture [11]. The
idea is to partition the set of allocators and to use one distributor for aggregating bids
and holding auctions for each partition. These distributors then connect to higher order
distributors in a hierarchical manner until the total demand can be matched against the
amount of available resources offered by the quantifiers.

The centralized leaky bucket architecture The centralized asynchronous architecture
we have chosen is based upon an asynchronous approach called Leaky bucket [2]. The
basic idea is that each provider is equipped with a Leaky bucket that feeds requests to
the provider at an even and optimal rate. This is done by inserting the incoming requests
from the customers in a queue in the Leaky bucket. These requests are then dequeued
at a rate corresponding to the maximum capacity of that provider. If the queue is full,
the requests are rejected.

To get a centralized architecture, we introduce a centralized leaky bucket (CLB) ar-
chitecture, in which there is just one central distributor, common for all allocators and
quantifiers. The allocators send all requests immediately to this distributor, which con-
sists of a common leaky bucket for queuing the requests. It also has a router that contin-
uously dequeues requests at a rate corresponding to the total capacity of the providers
and then forwards the requests evenly to the providers in proportion to their capacity. If
the bucket is full, the request is returned to the allocator where it is rejected.

The mobile broker architecture As an example of a distributed, asynchronous system,
we choose a mobile broker (MB) architecture [4]. In this architecture, the distributors are
implemented as mobile brokers (one for each provider) that sequentially visit each (or a
subset) of the allocators offering the resources currently available at the corresponding
provider The allocator then requests the resources it needs for the moment (or rather,
predicts it will need in the near future). If possible, the broker gives this amount of
resources to the allocator. Otherwise, it gives as much as is currently available at the
provider. However, there are two problems with this naive approach:

– If an allocator demands all the available resources, the broker will give them to that
allocator. Thus, the broker will not be able to hand out any more resources for a
while, which would not be fair.
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– If the overall load is low or moderate, the allocators are given just as much resources
as they demand. However, if an allocator need slightly more resources than it asked
for (predicted), it will have to turn down request, even though the provider has lots
of surplus capacity.

In order to solve these problems, we use a broker mechanism that strive to give out all
the available resources and give each allocator resources in proportion to their part of
the total current demand (of the allocators in the route). For the details of this approach
we refer to Johansson et al. [7]. It should be noted that in case of a sudden increase
in demand, the resources given out may momentarily exceed the available resources,
which in the worst case will lead to a transient overload situation. However, the mech-
anism is self-stabilizing, and will find an equilibrium within one route (given that the
demands are relatively stable). The mechanism ensures that the allocators are given re-
sources that (relatively) correspond to their share of the total demand handled by the
broker, thus solving both problems in the naive solution above.

If an allocator are visited by several brokers it may happen that some of the brokers’
SCP are carrying a higher load than the others. To deal with this problem an additional
balancing function is used, making the allocators try to move load from those SCPs with
relatively high load to those with relatively low load. The allocator calculates the load
of a broker from the quotient between what it asked for and what is was given by the
broker.

3.2 Concrete attributes

We now operationalize the abstract attributes presented earlier. Thus, in the domain of
IN load management the attributes are defined as follows:

– Reactivity is measured by how fast the MAS is able to re-allocate the available SCP

processing time when there are sudden changes of offered loads by the SSPs.
– Load balancing is measured by the standard deviation between the carried load of

the SCPs.
– Fairness is measured by the standard deviation of rejected calls divided by the ac-

cepted calls between the SSPs, i.e., the rejection rate.
– The utilization of resources is measured by how close the carried load is to the

target load, or offered load, if the offered load is less than the target load. SCP load
levels should be as close to the target load (e.g., 0.9 Erlangs, corresponding to 90%
of its capacity) as possible but not exceed it. If an overload situation is approaching,
the SSPs should throttle new requests.

– Responsiveness is measured by the time it takes for the SSPs to get response from
an SCP.

– Communication overhead is measured by the bandwidth necessary for the MAS to
perform the reallocation.

– Robustness is measured in terms of the consequences of a distributor agent failure.
– Modifiability is measured in terms of how easy it is to add a new or remove an

existing SSP or SCP.
– Scalability is measured in terms of how the number of SSPs and SCPs influence the

performance-related attributes.
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3.3 Experimental evaluation

The four concrete architectures have been evaluated in simulation experiments. For
these experiments we used the same simulation model as Arvidsson et al. [1]. The In-
telligent Network modeled has 8 SCPs and 32 SSPs, which are assumed to be statistically
identical respectively. The processors at the SCPs are engineered to operate at 90 per-
cent of the maximum capacity (target load is 0.9 Erlang). All messages passing through
the network experience a constant delay of 5 ms, and it is assumed that no messages
are lost. Detailed descriptions the simulation results can be found in [8]. Since we use
these experiments as a case study, we only summarize the results here:

– As the theoretical evaluation predicted, reactivity was promoted by the two asyn-
chronous architectures. For instance, we simulated a scenario in which half of the
32 SSPs experience an offered load corresponding to 0.2 Erlang, and the other half
a load corresponding to 1.4 Erlang. The whole system thus is offered a total aver-
age load of 0.8 Erlang, which is below the target load, and therefore possible for
the system to carry. At time 400, the levels of loads are shifted from high to low
and vice versa and 10 seconds later they are swapped back again, see Fig. 2. The
CLB manage this difficult situation perfectly and the other asynchronous architec-
ture MB does almost as well. The auction-based architectures, on the other hand,
have apparent difficulties to adapt to the changes.

– All the architectures were able to balance the load well. There were just small
differences in the standard deviations (of the measured carried load of the SCPs),
varying between 1 and 3 mErlang depending on the offered load. When the offered
load was below target load the centralized architectures performed slightly better,
whereas there were no measurable differences in overload situations.

– With respect to fairness, all architectures performed well when the offered load
was below target load. In overload situations, MB was significantly less fair than
the other architectures. However, it may be the case that an improvement of the
design of the broker routes may reduce these differences.

– It was not clear from theoretical analysis if there is any correlation between the abil-
ity to utilize the resources and the architectural properties. The simulation results
presented to the left in Fig. 3 indicates that centralized asynchronous architectures
perform best in this respect.

– Also, it was not clear the theoretical analysis if there is any correlation between re-
sponsiveness and the architecture properties. But in this case the simulation results
indicate that the centralized asynchronous architecture has the worst performance.
See Fig. 4.

– We tuned the parameters in the simulation experiments so that both CA, HA and MB

needed approximately the same bandwidth for communication overhead, about 40
messages/second irrespective of the amount of offered load. The bandwidth needed
by CLB, however, is proportional to the number of requests and is considerably
higher than for the other architectures. For instance, when the offered load is 0.70
Erlang, 2150 messages/second are sent, and when the offered load is 2.0 Erlang,
9365, i.e., more than 200 times as much bandwidth as the other architectures need.

For the general software architecture attributes (robustness, modifiability, and scalabil-
ity), we refer to the theoretical analysis in section 2.3.
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4 Conclusions and future work

We have described a systematic way of evaluating different aspects of different MAS

architectures. This approach was applied to an abstract domain, namely dynamic re-
source allocation, and a theoretical evaluation of abstract architectures was made. This
was supplemented by an experimental study of an implementation of this abstract do-
main, load balancing and overload control in Intelligent Networks. The experimental
evaluation confirmed the conclusions of the theoretical analysis, e.g., that asynchronous
architectures are able to react faster than synchronous. In addition, it gave insights con-
cerning attributes for which no clear conclusions could be achieved from the theoretical
analysis, e.g., that centralized asynchronous architectures are able to utilize the avail-
able resources better than the other architectures, but have larger delays and need more
bandwidth when the load is high.

The results of the case study were, not very surprisingly, that different architectures
excel in different dimensions. The choice of MAS architecture for a particular applica-
tion should be guided by the balance of the trade-off between these dimensions that is
optimal for that application. We believe that if the systematic approach suggested here
is widely adopted, such choices can be more informed than is currently practice.

Our plans for future work includes:

– Further experimental validation in the IN domain of the theoretical results regard-
ing, e.g., scalability.

– Experimental validation in another dynamic resource allocation domain.
– Use the outlined approach to investigate other domains than dynamic resource al-

location.
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– Investigating to what extent the implementations of the individual agents influence
system performance.

– Develop a more refined method for characterizing MAS architectures.
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Abstract. Organizational metaphor, in which each agent plays a specific role to 
achieve organization’s global goal(s), seems as the most suitable approach to 
model multi-agent systems. In this paper, a new methodology, which uses 
organizational metaphor as its basis and integrates this metaphor to the FIPA 
standards and well-known interaction protocols in a systematic way, is 
introduced. In addition to the proposed methodology, a new interaction pattern, 
which is called as “ontology inception”, is introduced. This pattern illustrates 
how the methodologists can mine new agent interaction patterns from the 
requirements and how these patterns can be inserted into the FIPA standards to 
create a pattern catalogue. Naturally, interactions of each interaction pattern add 
new tasks to the participant agents. We believe that the requirements of these 
new tasks and how they are inserted into the agent’s internal architecture must 
be documented as part of the pattern knowledge. Thus, internal requirements of 
the “ontology inception” pattern are discussed from the perspective of the 
participating agents. By this way, understandability of the pattern will be 
improved. 

 
 
1. Introduction 

Multi-agent systems (MASs) have been widely recognized as a new paradigm to 
develop complex, intelligent and distributed applications. Based on this acceptance, 
developers need new methodologies to construct MASs in a robust and repeatable 
fashion. In the last few years, several methodologies, which take agents as high-level 
abstract entities and develop the methodology around the agent concept, has been 
proposed. Most of these proposals either extend Object Oriented (OO) methodologies 
using agent abstraction instead of object or focus on the internal design of the 
individual agent architecture [11] [12] [13] [16]. Ho wever, MASs behave like social 
organizations where each agent plays a specific role within the organization to satisfy 
the organization’s global goals. Hence, we need a different approach that takes 
organizational abstraction as a key concept and builds the methodology around this 
concept. 
 Gaia [17] is one of the well-known methodologies that uses the organizational 
view   to construct the development methodology. In Gaia, an agent organization is 
defined by collection of roles, each role’s responsibilities, and interactions between 
those roles. All of these entities try to satisfy the organization's global goals all 
together. Hence, Gaia assists the developers to systematically discover the abstract 
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entities of the organization (such as roles, responsibilities, interaction protocols and 
activities) and to map these entities to the concrete ones (such as agents, services and 
acquaintances). But, Gaia has been initially developed for modeling only the closed 
systems, where organizational structure of the system is static and do not change at 
run-time. It is a very critical shortcoming since MAS developers are mainly interested 
in open environments such as Internet. 
 This shortcoming of the Gaia methodology has been addressed by Zambonelli, 
Jennings, Wooldridge [19] and by Omicini [14]. Zambonelli, Jennings and 
Wooldridge introduced three additional organizational concepts over the Gaia: 
organizational rules, organizational structures and organizational patterns. 
Organizational rules are used to define global requirements of the organization. 
Hence, new agents can learn organization’s global rules when they join the 
organization in an open environment. Organizational structure defines the architecture 
of the organization, which is selected among many possible alternatives according to 
the specified requirements. Organization patterns express pre-defined organizational 
structures that can be re-used from system to system.  
 Omicini’s methodology, which is called SODA, explicitly takes the agent 
environment into account. Environment is modeled as services and agents use these 
services to work properly within the open environment according to the system’s 
requirements. SODA also separates the role’s tasks into individual and social ones. 
Social tasks are used to model the organizational aspects of a MAS. 
 It is certain that any methodology, which aims to model MASs must have a 
method to define organizational rules and must explicitly take the environment and 
organizational structures into account. However, neither SODA nor the methodology 
proposed by Zambonelli, Jennings and Wooldridge take standardization efforts of the 
agent community into account. FIPA organization was established to develop 
standards for supporting interoperability among agents and agent-based applications. 
FIPA standards define the required services to construct MASs working in open 
environments and define lots of interaction patterns to build robust organizational 
structures. We believe that any attempt of methodology development must take the 
FIPA standards as the basis. By this way, each attempt will refine the shortcomings of 
the previous ones and agent community will reach a unified methodology, which 
becomes the FIPA methodology specification. So, in this study a new methodology is 
proposed bas ed on FIPA standards to illustrate our vision. After reaching a unified 
methodology, agent methodologists should focus on the identification of new 
interaction patterns and integration of these new patterns to the FIPA specification. 
 To illustrate the mechanism of FIPA compliant pattern identification, we 
introduce a new pattern called as “ontology inception”. This pattern can be used to 
construct adaptable multi-agent organizations working in the environment, where 
ontologies change at run-time and new ontologies may be added to the system at any 
time. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of the 
SABPO methodology, especially discussing how the FIPA standards are used during 
the modeling process.  The use of   the methodology  is illustrated  by  means of a 
case study in section 3.  The “ontology inception” pattern is introduced in section 4. 
This introduction includes the motivation behind the “ontology inception” pattern, its 
interaction mechanism and its affect to the participating agent’s internal architecture. 
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Last section concludes the study and outlines main contributions over the previous 
studies.  

2. Overview of the SABPO Methodology 

Our approach puts the FIPA’s abstract architecture specification [7] to the center of 
the methodology as a basic organizational structure and tries to tries to create a 
concrete FIPA architecture that satisfies system requirements. Before discussing the 
details of the methodology, we need to introduce the elements of the abstract 
architecture and the relationship between these elements. Figure-1 outlines the basic 
relationship between the key elements of the FIPA abstract architecture. 

Fig 1. Basic agent relationships  

As seen from figure-1, agents communicate using transport-messages, which are 
sent or received by message transport service. Each transport-message includes a 
message, which is written in FIPA agent-communication-language (ACL) and the 
content of the message is expressed in one of the FIPA content languages. Message-
transport-service is not critical from the modeling methodology point of view, since 
any FIPA-compliant agent framework implements this service as a part of an agent’s 
internal architecture [3] [15]. But defining interactions between the agents is one of 
the most critical activities of the MAS development. In FIPA based agent systems, 
agent interactions are specified using the pre-defined FIPA interaction protocols. Each 
interaction protocol defines a pre-agreed message exchange between the agents. For 
example, FIPA Query Interaction Protocol, which defines how one agent may query 
another agent, is shown in figure 2.  Like all FIPA interaction protocols, this protocol 
uses FIPA ACL communicative acts (such as query-if, query-ref, inform etc.) within a 
well defined semantic. Hence, each interaction protocol can be considered as a 
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generic pattern where each participating agent plays a specific role within the defined 
semantic to solve a particular recurring problem. Since we accept interaction 
protocols as generic patterns, we use the concepts of the interaction protocol and the 
interaction pattern interchangeably within the paper.  

 
SABPO tries to identify required interaction protocols based on the system 

requirements during the analysis phase and then fulfills all FIPA ACL messages 
within the protocol during the design phase. Interaction patterns are considered as an 
extension point for SABPO methodology. When a MAS developer faces a new 
situation that can’t be handled with existing patterns, she/he has to define a new 
pattern using the FIPA standards. As a result, SAPBO drives the extension of FIPA 
standards by defining pattern identification activity within the process. 

 

 Fig2. FIPA Query Interaction Protocol. 

 Directory service, which is an mandatory component of FIPA abstract 
architecture, must be analyzed carefully during the modeling process, since this 
service is the heart of any multi-agent organization running in an open environment. 
A directory service provides a shared information repository, in which agents may 
publish their capabilities and in which they may search for other agents of interest. A 
directory service provides the following standard  services: 
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* An agent may register a directory-entry with the directory service. 
* An agent may modify a directory-entry that has been registered with a 

directory service. 
* An agent may delete a directory-entry from a directory service. 
* An agent may query a directory service to locate an agent of interest. 

 
In addition to these mandatory elements, FIPA abstract architecture specification 

defines some optional elements. Ontology is one of these elements. Ontologies 
provide a vocabulary for representing and communicating knowledge about some 
topic and a set of relationships and properties that hold for the entities denoted by that 
vocabulary. Although ontologies are defined as optional elements in the FIPA 
specification, they are one of the most important issues to be considered during the 
development of MASs running in open environments. Because, in an open 
environment, agents can join to or leave from the agent system unpredictably; hence, 
newly joined agents learn how to communicate with other agent of the organization 
from the declaratively represented explicit ontologies. Hence, SABPO accepts the 
ontology service as an mandatory element. That is why ontology service is defined as 
a part of abstract architecture in Fig1. 

Usage of explicit ontologies  are defined in another FIPA specification [8]. This 
specification introduces a new agent called as Ontology Agent (OA). OA provides 
some ontology service to an agent organization. As well as the other agents, the OA 
registers its services with the directory service. The OA also registers the list of the 
maintained ontologies and its translation capabilities, in order to allow other agents to 
query the directory service for the specific OA that manages a specific ontology. OA 
provides the following services: 

 
* Helping a FIPA agent in selecting a shared ontology for communication. 
* Creating and updating a specific ontology, or only some terms of  the 
ontology. 
* Responding to queries for relationships between terms or between 

ontologies. (Six relationships are defined in the specifications: ontologies can be 
identified, equivalent, extension of the other, weakly -translatable, strongly–
translatable or approximately-translatable. OA stores the defined relationships 
between the ontologies and agents in the organization can query this knowledge. 

* Translating expressions between different ontologies (of course, ontologies 
must be translatable and translation rules must be defined by an authority.)  

Agents query the OA to get the desired service using the FIPA interaction 
protocols where content of the each ACL within the protocol is written in FIPA-Meta-
Ontology. 

 As an conclusion, SABPO identifies tasks of all abstract elements of the 
architecture and FIPA based interaction patterns between these elements, to realize a 
concrete architecture, which satisfies the system’s requirements. SABPO only defines 
the analysis and design phases of the development process. Models created and 
activities involved in these phases are described below. 
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2.1 Analysis Phase  

SABPO analysis phase exploit two different models ; the role model and the 
interaction model as in the Gaia methodology. But FIPA abstract architecture and 
FIPA interaction patterns are taken into consideration during the modeling process. 

Role Model mainly defines the roles of the organization and responsibilities of 
these roles to satisfy the organization’s global goals. These roles can be considered as 
abstract agent elements of the FIPA’s abstract architecture specification. Then, 
SABPO introduces two new roles based on the abstract architecture specification. 
These roles are “Directory Service Provider” and “Ontology Service Provider”. 
Services given by the directory service and OA of the abstract architecture are 
accepted as those roles' responsibilities. In SABPO, role model is documented using 
the Gaia’s modeling style. 

Interaction Model defines the interaction protocols between the agents. To create 
a FIPA-compliant architecture, “Directory Service Provider ” and “ Ontology Service 
Provider” roles participate in interactions using the interaction patterns defined in the 
FIPA specifications. These interactions are documented using Agent-UML [2] 
notation and FIPA’s communication acts are explicitly indicated on the interaction 
diagrams. Inclusion of a directory service provider and an ontology service provider 
forces the developers to make same decisions in the analysis phase such as: 

* Name and general objectives of the global ontology must be identified. 
* Relationships between the global ontology and if there are any other 

known ontologies in the domain, then they must be identified.  
* If more than one ontology is identified for the organization, then the 
specific ontology used for each role must be identified. 
* Services given by the directory service provider and the ontology service 
provider roles during the interactions must be specified according to the 
related FIPA standards. 

2.2 Design Phase 

In SABPO design phase, a FIPA based concrete architecture is constructed by 
transforming the abstract entities identified in the analysis phase to the concrete ones 
using FIPA specifications. Design phase generates three models which are named as, 
the ontology model, the agent model and the detailed interaction model. 

Ontology Model extends the ontology knowledge derived in the analysis phase. 
The global ontology can be modeled using any of the well known ontology modeling 
languages  such as DAML [10], extended UML [1] [4], etc. Then, the mappings 
between this model and FIPA-Meta-Ontology specification are defined to make the 
global ontology, which is managed by the OA, accessible from outside. If there are 
any known ontologies in the domain, the mappings between these ontologies and the 
global ontology are also defined to make OA capable of providing translation service 
to the organization. At this point, organisational rules are defined using the 
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Zambonelli, Jennings and Wooldridge's study’s approach and stored as a part of the 
ontology knowledge.  

Agent Model defines the agent types and assigns the roles defined in the analysis 
phase to the agent types. This model also defines the services of each agent according 
to the responsibilities of the roles assigned to the agents. Hence, this model combines 
the "Agent Model" and "Service Model" of the Gaia methodology. “Ontology Service 
Provider” role and “Directory Service Provider” role and their defined services are 
assigned to both the ontology agent and the directory facilitator agent, which are the 
agents that are used for these roles in FIPA specifications. Since each agent must 
adapt itself to the ontologies used in the organization, mapping between agent’s 
internal knowledge and system’s ontologies are defined for each agent. This mapping 
differs for different types of agents within the organization. For example, agents 
playing the role of information providers need a mapping between its local knowledge 
and the ontologies they support. On the other hand, agents playing the role of 
information requesters just need proper user interface definitions based on the 
ontologies they support. These mappings are documented using the extensible style 
sheet language for transformations (XSLT) [18] standard and stored for each agent. 

Detailed Interaction Model maps the interaction patterns identified in the 
analysis phase to the FIPA specifications. For this purpose, each message between the 
agents is rewritten using the FIPA ACL specification. The content of each message is 
also written in one of the content languages supported by FIPA such as FIPA-RDF.  

At the end of the design phase, all of the concrete entities of the organization are 
ready to be implemented using any of the FIPA-compliant agent frameworks, since 
they totally conform the specifications of the FIPA. 

3. Applying the SABPO Methodology 
To illustrate how SABPO is applied to engineer a real system, we will use a part of 
the realistic B2B application as an example. This application is used by a developer 
company, which gathers required parts from different suppliers. Hence, the 
application should support the following functionalities: 

* It should support the developer company users to define the desired part’s 
knowledge 
* It should find the potential suppliers of the desired parts. 
* It should send a request to collect the information about the desired parts 
to the suppliers and shows the results to the developer company’s interested 
users. 

Because of the space limitation, only analysis phase of the SAPBO is illustrated 
for the requirements listed above. 

 
Role Model “Developer Company” role and “Supplier” role can be identified 

easily from the requirements. Following the Gaia methodology “Developer 
Company” role must have a “part definition” activity, which helps the users to define 
the desired parts. A “request” protocol must also be added to the “Developer 
Company” role to send the part request to the proper suppliers. On the other hand, 
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“Supplier” role must have a “get part knowledge” activity and an “inform” protocol to 
return desired part knowledge to the “Developer Company” role. 

However, there are some open questions such as how the "Developer Company" 
role will identify the right suppliers and how it will create the part knowledge that is 
understandable by suppliers. This is the point where "Directory Service Provider" and 
"Ontology Service Provider" roles come in to the stage. To locate the right supplier, 
"Developer Company" role must request this knowledge from the "Directory Service 
Provider" role since each supplier should advertise itself to the directory and the 
directory service provides such a service according to the FIPA abstract architecture 
specification. 

To create understandable part knowledge, it is certain that this organization must 
have a global explicit ontology. Let's call this ontology as "part-ontology". "Supplier" 
role must support this ontology and advertise it to the directory as the supported 
ontology. "Developer Company" role must also support this ontology to create 
sharable part knowledge. As a summary, "Developer Company" role must use a 
"request" protocol to get the right suppliers that support the "part-ontology" from the 
directory service and each agent must have the standard "advertise" protocol to 
advertise itself (including the ontology it supports) to the "Directory Service 
Provider". 

 
Interaction Model In the interaction model, all protocols identified in the role 

model are defined using the Agent-UML[2]. Also, the general interaction mechanism 
is visualized using the collaboration diagram of the Agent-UML. Figure -3 shows the 
collaboration diagram of the role's interaction. 

 

 
Fig 3. Collaboration diagram of the role's interaction. 

 
The information flow is given in detail below: 
1. "Developer Company" requests  the possible suppliers supporting the "part 

ontology" from the "Directory Service Provider". 
2. "Directory Service Provider" informs the "Developer Company" by returning 

the possible suppliers. 
3. "Developer Company" requests from the supplier for the desired part using 

the "part ontology". 
4. Suppliers return the requested part information to the "Developer Company". 
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Now, we will change the situation and illustrate how SABPO handles different 

conditions using the FIPA specifications. Let us assume that there is another ontology 
in this domain supported by some suppliers and call this ontology as "part1 ontology".  
"Developer Company" supports only the "part ontology", but it also knows that there 
are some suppliers around supporting different ontologies. To handle this situation, 
there must be a relationship between these ontologies and the "Ontology Service 
Provider" should be able to perform the translation service between any two 
ontologies as defined in the FIPA Ontology Service Specification [8]. The 
collaboration diagram to handle the defined situation is shown in figure-4. 
  

Explanation of the information flow is given below: 
1. "Developer Company" requests all suppliers in the domain from the 
"Directory Service Provider". 
2. "Directory Service Provider" returns all possible suppliers. 
3. "Developer Company" understands that there are some suppliers, which 
support "part1 ontology" and ask the "Directory Service Provider" if there is any 
"Ontology Service Provider", which provides a translation service between these 
ontologies. 
4. "Directory Service Provider" returns the "Ontology Service Provider" which 
supports the translation service. 
5. "Developer Company" requests for the translation of the query from "part 
ontology" to "part1 ontology". 
6. "Ontology Service Provider" returns the translated query.  
7. "Developer Company" requests for the part knowledge from suppliers using 
the proper ontology for each supplier. 
8. Suppliers return the part knowledge. 

 

 
Fig 4. Collaboration diagram for the role's interaction for a different situation. 

This new situation, of course, creates new activities for each agent and new 
interaction protocols as shown in figure-4. 
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 As a summary, SABPO first defines the roles of the organization and their 
responsibilities in the analysis phase. These individual roles are accepted as the 
abstract agent element of the FIPA's abstract architecture. Then, it fully exploits the 
abstract architecture by taking the directory and the ontology services as roles and 
defining the interaction protocols between the roles to satisfy system's requirements. 
 
4. Ontology Inception Pattern 
MASs aim to model complex applications running on complex environments. Hence, 
MAS developers may always face new situations, which have not been defined in the 
FIPA specifications yet. If the solutions found for these new situations are general and 
applicable to any MAS facing similar situations, then these solutions should be added 
to the FIPA specifications. By this way, an extensible catalogue of solutions patterns 
will be formed as part of FIPA standards. This approach has been applied successfully 
by the software community in creating a pattern catalogue for solving recurring 
design problems in an extensible way [9]. We believe that pattern identification must 
be taken as one of the most important research direction of the agent community. In 
this section, a new interaction pattern is introduced for multi-agent systems and a 
documentation style is proposed to define the identified patterns. 

4.1 Motivation and Interaction Mechanism 

To document the MAS interaction patterns, we define the pattern from three different 
perspectives. First, motivation behind the pattern identification is introduced. Then, 
interaction mechanism of the participating agents is defined according to the FIPA 
standards. Finally, guidelines are defined to make the pattern FIPA-compliant. 

Motivation: To understand the motivation behind the "Ontology Inception" 
pattern, let us look at the open environment from the ontological perspective and 
assume the following characteristics: 

*  There are a large number of domain dependent ontologies, which may 
change at run-time. 
*  At any time, new ontologies may be added to the MAS. Also, some existing 
ontologies may decided not to be used any more. 

In such an environment, some questions easily come to mind. For example, one 
question is about how agents provide the information related with newly added 
ontologies. In the ontology service specification, OA only provides translation 
service, which may be used for this situation. But, any agent that supports different 
ontologies can join the organization at any time. Who will define the mappings 
between these new ontologies and existing ones? How will individual agents begin to 
support these new ontologies? It is clear that translation service is not enough to 
support such an environment. Hence, "Ontology Inception" is a solution pattern that 
makes agent organization adaptable to the open environment. 

Interaction Mechanism: Interaction mechanism defines the interaction protocol 
between the agents that collaborate to solve the problem at hand. Also, activities of 
the participating agents are identified and modeled as services using Gaia style. The 
interaction mechanism is illustrated in figure-5 using a collaboration diagram. 
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Fig 5. Interaction mechanism of "Ontology Inception" pattern. 

Information flow between the participating agent is described below: 

1. Ontology agent requests the directory facilitator agent to find the agent within the 
organization. 

2. Directory facilitator sends the list of active agents to the ontology agent. 
3. Ontology agent informs each agent that there is a new ontology in the system. 
4. Interested agents send a request to the ontology agent for ontology transfer. 
5. Ontology agent transfers the ontology to the interested agents. 
It can be seen from the interactions that the agent role needs an activity to define the 
required mappings between the transferred ontology and its local knowledge. This 
activity is called as "localize" and defined as the service of the agent role. Also, 
ontology agent needs a new communication act to transfer a specific ontology to the 
interested agent. This new communication act is named as "transfer" and defined in 
Agent-UML. 

Guidelines for FIPA-compliance: The following guidelines are defined to conform 
the "Ontology Inception" pattern to the FIPA specification: 

* A new service should be defined for the ontology agent to transfer the 
required ontology. 
* FIPA-Meta-Ontology specification should be extended with required 
semantic to support the transfer service. 
* FIPA standards committee should decide either to define a new 
communicative act for transfer protocol or using inform act inserting the 
required knowledge to the content of the message.    

4.2 Run-Time Behavior of the Ontology Inception Pattern 

Sometimes it can be difficult to understand the internal behaviour of participating 
agents when they involve in a complex interaction pattern. "Ontology Inception" also 
requires a definition of how the participating agents  perform a "localize" activity. 
The "localize" activity needs different behaviour for different types of agents. For 
example, an information provider type of agent implements it by defining a mapping 
between the transferred ontologies and its local knowledge. On the other hand, an 
information requester type of agent implements it to create user interfaces for the 
transferred ontology. Hence, sometimes it can be helpful to discuss the details of 
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internal behaviour of the participating agent to make the pattern more understandable 
for the developers.  

To transfer ontologies, first of all, it must be decided what representation to use 
for modeling the ontologies. In agent literature, description logic based languages [6] 
[10] are widely used for ontology representation. Also, there are some work which 
use UML for agent based systems, present an ontology representation language based 
on a subset of UML together with its associated Object Constraint Language (OCL) 
or propose mechanisms for reasoning on UML class diagrams using description logic 
[1] [4]. Similarly, we use UML for representing ontologies [5]. 

After deciding which ontology modeling language to use, the ontologies are 
represented in the selected ontology modeling language. Then, the represented 
ontologies are transferred by the ontology agent. Hence, developers have to decide 
how to import the ontologies in the content of FIPA ACL messages. One possible 
solution is to use FIPA RDF content language, since most of the ontology modeling 
languages are based on RDF and use RDF/XML as a syntax to transport the modeled 
ontologies.  
 

Each participating agent can issue a transfer request for a specific ontology to the 
ontology agent, whenever needed. When the requested ontology is transferred from 
the ontology agent to the participating agent, the participating agent has to extract the 
content of the arrived FIPA ACL message and parse the incoming ontology. If the 
participating agent is an information provider type of agent, then it should visually 
show the ontology model and its local information model so that a mapping can be 
defined. This mapping will then be saved as part of the wrapping knowledge. If it is 
an interface type of agent, then it should generate a user interface so that the users can 
enter queries related with a specific ontology and can see the results  

5. Conclusion 
In this paper, a new methodology, which uses organizational metaphor as the basis 
and integrates this metaphor to the FIPA standards, is introduced. In addition, a new 
interaction pattern, which is called as “ontology inception”, is defined. The proposed 
methodology and the "ontology inception" pattern have been used in the development 
of a multi-agent system infrastructure for software component market-place [5], 
which has all the basic the characteristics of open environments. 
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Abstract. This paper proposes a new agent model, including normative aspects 
based on studies from social psychology. The three main model components are 
the Epistemic, Deontic and Axiologic components. This model structure 
facilitates the representation of normative organisational knowledge and 
processes as well as the relations between individual and social interests. 
Instead of manipulating the notions of belief, intention, desire, commitment, 
goal and obligation, the only primitives needed are belief and generalized goal. 

1 Introduction 

Organisations are multi-agent systems, eventually including both human and 
artificial agents. Organisations are also seen as multilayered Information Systems (IS) 
themselves, including an informal subsystem, a formal subsystem and a technical 
system as shown in figure 1, denoting the organizational semiotics perspective on 
information systems. 

 
We aim at improving the technical subsystem within the constraints defined by the 

other two. Organisational information systems are inherently distributed, nowadays, 
thus communication and coordination are major problems in this kind of information 
systems. Perhaps motivated by the difficult problems there is currently a strong 
interest on this area, which is an active research field for several disciplines, including 
Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI), Organisational Semiotics and the Language-

INFORMAL IS: a sub-culture where meanings are established, intentions are understood, 
beliefs are formed and commitments with responsibilities are made, altered and discharged 

FORMAL IS: bureaucracy where form and rule replace meaning and intention 
 

TECHNICAL IS: Mechanisms to automate part of the formal system 

Figure 1: Three main layers of the real information system (Stamper 1996) 
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Action Perspective, among others. Our approach integrates elements from these three 
perspectives. 

The Epistemic-Deontic-Axiologic (EDA) designation refers to the three main 
components of the agent structure described in this paper. Here we propose an agent 
model which, contrary to most DAI proposals, not only accounts for intentionality but 
is also prepared for social interaction in a multi-agent setting. Existing agent models 
emphasise an intentional notion of agency – the supposition that agents should be 
understood primarily in terms of mental concepts such as beliefs, desires and 
intentions. The BDI model (Rao and Georgeff, 1991) is a paradigm of this kind of 
agent, although some attempts to include social aspects have been made (Dignum et 
al., 2000). 

We claim that the cognitive notions that constitute the basis of intentional models 
show only one face of the coin, the other one being social agency. It is required that 
an adequate agent model, able to function in a multi-agent setting, should emphasise 
social agency and co-ordination, within a semiotics framework. Our approach focuses 
on organisational agents who participate in organisational processes involving the 
creation and exchange of signs, i.e. knowledge sharing, in a way that is inherently 
public, thus depending on the agent’s social context, i.e. its information field 
(Stamper, 1996), to support co-ordinated behaviour. An information field is composed 
by all the agents and objects involved in a certain activity and sharing a common 
ontology. 

A realistic social model must be normative: both human agents and correctly 
designed artificial agents ought to comply with the different kinds of norms that 
define the information field where they operate, although exceptions may occur. 
Private representations of this shared, normative, knowledge are translations of the 
public knowledge into specific agent mental structures. When designing an artificial 
agent, the designer must adopt a private knowledge representation paradigm to set up 
the agent’s internal knowledge in such a way that it fits the normative shared 
ontology.  

We postulate that norms are the basic building blocks upon which it is possible to 
build co-ordination among organised entities and co-ordinated actions are the crux of 
organised behaviour. We claim that although organised activity is possible either with 
or without communication, it is not possible without a shared set of norms. Therefore, 
these socially shared norms define an information field that is a necessary condition 
for heterogeneous multi-agent co-ordination including both artificial agents and 
humans. 

2 The Normative Structure of the EDA model 

Norms are typically social phenomena. This is not only because they stem from 
the existence of some community but also because norms are multi-agent objects 
(Conte and Castelfranchi, 1995): 

• They concern more than one individual (the information field involves a 
community) 

• They express someone’s desires and assign tasks to someone else 
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• Norms may be regarded from different points of view, deriving from their 
social circulation: in each case a norm plays a different cognitive role, be it a 
simple belief, a goal, a value, or something else. 

Social psychology provides a well-known classification of norms, partitioning 
them into perceptual, evaluative, cognitive and behavioural norms. These four types 
of norms are associated with four distinct attitudes, respectively (Stamper, 1996): 

• Ontological – to acknowledge the existence of something; 
• Axiologic – to be disposed in favour or against something in value terms; 
• Epistemic – to adopt a degree of belief or disbelief; 
• Deontic – to be disposed to act in some way. 

An EDA agent is a knowledge-based system whose knowledge base structure, 
depicted in figure 2, is based on three components: the Epistemic, the Deontic and the 
Axiologic. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The epistemic model component is where the knowledge of the agent is stored, in 

the form of statements that are accepted by that agent. Two types of knowledge are 
stored here: declarative knowledge – statements relative to the agent beliefs – and 
procedural knowledge – statements concerning the know-how of the agent, e.g. their 
plans and procedural abilities. 

The importance of norms to action has determined the name we have chosen for 
the model component where the agent goals are represented. An agent goal may be 
simply understood as the desire to perform an action (which would motivate the 
designation of conative) but it can also be understood, especially in a social context, 
as the result of the internalisation of a duty or social obligation (which would 
motivate the designation of deontic). We have adopted the latter designation not only 
because we want to emphasise the importance of social obligations but also because 
personal desires can be seen as a form of ‘generalised’ obligation established by an 
agent for himself. This provides a unification of social and individual drives for 
action, which simplifies many aspects of the model. 

The axiologic model component contains the value system of the agent, namely a 
partial order that defines the agent preferences with respect to norms1. The importance 
of the agent value system is apparent in situations of conflict, when it is necessary to 
violate a norm. This preference ordering is dynamic, in the sense that it may change 
whenever the other internal components of the agent model change, reflecting 
different beliefs or different goals. 
                                                           

1 It is important to note that these values are different from the values used in the 
evaluation process required to make a rational decision. The latter can been done in 
the scope of BDI models as illustrated in (Antunes and Coelho, 1999-1&2). 

EDA Agent Knowledge-Base 
 
 Epistemic 

Component 
Deontic 
Component 

Axiologic 
Component 

Figure 2: The EDA Agent Knowledge-Base Structure
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3 Intentions and Social Norms in the EDA Model 

The multi-agent system metaphor that we have adopted for modelling 
organisations implies that organisations are seen as goal-governed collective agents, 
which are composed of individual agents. This perspective comes in line with the 
principles of normative agents proposed in (Castelfranchi et al., 1999).  

In our model individual agents are autonomous, heterogeneous, rational, social 
agents. Therefore, they are compelled to make decisions and act in a way that, 
although not entirely deterministic, is constrained by their rationality. Actually their 
behaviour would be predictable if we knew all the details of their EDA model 
components, the environment stimuli, their perception function and also the reasoning 
machine they use, because the ultimate goal of a rational agent is to maximize its 
utility. 

Typically, Artificial Intelligence (AI) agent models consider intelligent agent 
decision processes as internal processes that occur in the mind and involve 
exclusively logical reasoning, external inputs being essentially data that are perceived 
directly by the agent. This perspective does not acknowledge any social environment 
whatsoever. In this thesis we start from a totally different perspective, by emphasising 
the importance of social influences and a shared ontology on the agent decision 
processes, which then determines agents’ activity. We shall henceforth refer to agent 
as ‘it’ although the EDA model also applies to human agents. In any case, we are 
particularly interested in the situations where information systems are formally 
described, thus making it possible for artificial agents to assist or replace human 
agents. 

An important role of norms in agent decision processes is the so-called cognitive 
economy: by following norms the agent does not have to follow long reasoning chains 
to calculate utilities – it just needs to follow the norms.  

However, instead of adopting a whole-hearted social sciences perspective, which 
is often concerned merely with a macro perspective and a statistical view of social 
activity, we have adopted an intermediate perspective, where social notions are 
introduced to complement the individualistic traditional AI decision models: a 
psycho-social perspective, whereby an agent is endowed with the capability of 
overriding social norms by intentionally deciding so. 

Our model enables the relationship between socially shared beliefs with agent 
individual, private, beliefs; it also enables the analysis of the mutual relationships 
between moral values at the social level with ethical values at the individual level. 
However, we have found particularly interesting analogies in the deontic component, 
specifically in the nature of the entities and processes that are involved in agent goal-
directed behaviour, by inspecting and comparing both the social processes and 
individual processes enacted in the deontic component of the EDA model. 

This was motivated by the close relationship between deontic concepts and agency 
concepts, and represents a direction of research that studies agency in terms of 
normative social concepts: obligations, responsibilities, commitments and duties (. 
These concepts, together with the concepts of power/influence, contribute to facilitate 
the creation of organisational models, and are compatible with a vision of 
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organisations as normative information systems as well as with the notion of 
information field that underlies the organisational semiotics approach. 

As will be explained in more detail in the next section, an essential aspect of the 
EDA model is that the Deontic component is based on the notion of generalised goal 
as a kind of obligation, that encompasses both social goals (social obligations) and 
individual goals (self obligations). This idea is inspired by Shoham’s work (1993). 
Following a traditional designation in DAI, we designate those individual generalised 
goals that are inserted in the agenda as achievement goals, as in (Cohen and 
Levesque, 1990). Figure 3 describes the parallelism between mental and social 
constructs that lead to setting a goal in the agenda, and which justifies the adoption of 
the aforementioned generalised obligation. Here, p represents a proposition (world 
state). ( )B pα  represents p as one of agent α ’s beliefs. ( )O pβ

α  represents the 
obligation that α  must see to it that p is true for β . ( )O pα

α  represents the interest 
that α  has on seeing to it that p is true for itself – a kind of self-imposed obligation. 
In this diagram ( , )p W Dα∈ Ε  means, intuitively, that proposition p is one of the 
goals on α ’s agenda. 

Interest is one of the key notions that are represented in the EDA model, based on 
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          Figure 3: Social and Individual goals parallelism in the EDA model. 
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the combination of the deontic operator ‘ought-to-be’ (von Wright, 1951) and the 
agentive ‘see-to-it-that’ stit operator (Belnap, 1991). Interests and Desires are 
manifestations of Individual Goals. The differences between them are the following: 

• Interests are individual goals of which the agent is not necessarily aware, 
typically at a high abstraction level, which would contribute to improve its 
overall utility. Interests may be originated externally, by other agents’ 
suggestions, or internally, by inference: deductively (means-end analysis), 
inductively or abductively. One of the most difficult tasks for an agent is to 
become aware of its interest areas because there are too many potentially 
advantageous world states, making the full utility evaluation of each potential 
interest impossible, given the limited reasoning capacity of any agent.  

• Desires are interests that the agent is aware of. However, they may not be 
achievable and may even conflict with other agent goals; the logical 
translation indicated in the figure, ( ) ( ( ))O p B O pα α

α α α∧ , means that desires 
are goals that agent α  ought to pursue for itself and that it is aware of. 
However, the agent has not yet decided to commit to it, in a global 
perspective, i.e. considering all other possibilities. In other words, desires 
become intentions only if they are part of the preferred extension of the 
normative agent EDA model (Filipe, 2000). 

It is important to point out the strong connection between these deontic concepts 
and the axiologic component. All notions indicated in the figure should be interpreted 
from the agent perspective, i.e. values assigned to interests are determined by the 
agent. Eventually, external agents may consider some goal (interest) as having a 
positive value for the agent and yet the agent himself may decide otherwise. That is 
why interests are considered here to be the set of all goals to which the agent would 
assign a positive utility, but which it may not be aware of. In that case the 
responsibility for the interest remains on the external agent. 

Not all interests become desires but all desires are agent interests. This may seem 
contradictory with a situation commonly seen in human societies of agents acting in 
others’ best interests, sometimes even against their desires: that’s what parents do for 
their children. However, this does not mean that the agent desires are not seen as 
positive by the agent; it only shows that the agent may have a deficient axiologic 
system (by its information field standards) and in that case the social group may give 
other agents the right to override that agent. In the case of artificial agents such a 
discrepancy would typically cause the agent to be banned from the information field 
(no access to social resources) and eventually repaired or discontinued by human 
supervisors, due to social pressure (e.g. software viruses). 

In parallel with Interests and Desires, there are also social driving forces 
converging to influence individual achievement goals, but through a different path, 
based on the general notion of social obligation. Social obligations are the goals that 
the social group where the agent is situated require the agent to attain. These can also 
have different flavours in parallel to what we have described for individual goals.  

• Duties are social goals that are attached to the particular roles that the agent is 
assigned to, whether the agent is aware that they exist or not. The statement 

( )O pβ
α  means that agent α  ought to do p on behalf of another agent β . 
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Agent β  may be another individual agent or a collective agent, such as the 
society to which α  belongs. Besides the obligations that are explicitly 
indicated in social roles, there are additional implicit obligations. These are 
inferred from conditional social norms and typically depend on 
circumstances. Additionally, all specific commitments that the agent may 
agree to enter also become duties; however, in this case, the agent is 
necessarily aware of them.  

• Demands are duties that the agent is aware of2. This notion is formalised by 
the following logical statement: ( ) ( ( ))O p B O pβ β

α α α∧ . Social demands 
motivate the agent to act but they may not be achievable and may even 
conflict with other agent duties; being autonomous, the agent may also decide 
that, according to circumstances, it is better not to fulfil a social demand and 
rather accept the corresponding sanction. Demands become intentions only if 
they are part of the preferred extension of the normative agent EDA model – 
see (Filipe, 2000 section 5.7) for details. 

• Intentions: Whatever their origin (individual or social) intentions constitute a 
non-conflicting set of goals that are believed to offer the highest possible 
value for the concerned agent. Intentions are designated by some authors 
(Singh, 1990) as psychological commitments (to act). However, intentions 
may eventually (despite the agent sincerity) not actually be placed in the 
agenda, for several reasons: 

o They may be too abstract to become directly executed, thus requiring 
further means-end analysis and planning. 

o They may need to wait for their appropriate time of execution. 
o They may be overridden by higher priority intentions. 
o Required resources may not be ready.  

The semantics of the prescriptive notions described above may be partially 
captured using set relationships as depicted in figure 4, below. 

When an agent decides to act in order to fulfil an intention, an agenda item is 
created – we adopt the designation of achievement goal. Achievement goals are 
defined as in (Cohen and Levesque, 1990) as goals that are shared by individuals 
participating in a team that has a joint persistent goal. Following the terminology of 
(Cohen and Levesque, 1990) agent α  has a weak achievement goal, relative to its 
motivation (which in our case corresponds to the origin and perceived utility of that 
goal), to bring about the joint persistent goal γ  if either of the following is true: 

• α  does not yet believe that γ  is true and has γ  being eventually true as a 
goal (i.e. α  has a normal achievement goal to bring about γ ) 

                                                           
2 According to the Concise Oxford Dictionary, demand is “an insistent and 

peremptory request, made as of right”. We believe this is the English word with the 
closest semantics to what we need. 
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• α  believes that γ  is true, will never be true or is irrelevant (utility below the 
motivation threshold), but has a goal that the status of γ  be mutually 
believed by all team members. 

However we do not adopt the notion of joint persistent goal for social co-
ordination, as proposed by Cohen and Levesque (1990) because their approach has a 
number of shortcomings, not only theoretical but also related to the practical 
feasibility of their model, which are well documented in (Singh, 1996). 

4 The EDA Model Internal Architecture 

Using the social psychology taxonomy of norms, and based on the assumption that 
organisational agents’ behaviour is determined by the evaluation of deontic norms, 
given the agent epistemic state, with axiological norms for solving eventual interest 
conflicts, we propose an intentional agent model, which is decomposed into three 
main components: the epistemic, the deontic and the axiologic. Additionally there are 
two external interfaces: an input (perceptual) interface, through which the agent 
receives and pragmatically interprets messages from the environment and an output 
(acting) external interface through which the agent acts upon the environment, namely 
sending messages to other agents3.  

A socially shared ontology is partially incorporated in an agent cognitive model 
whenever it is needed, i.e. when the agent needs to perform a particular role. In this 
case, beliefs are incorporated in the Epistemic component, obligations and 
responsibilities are incorporated in the Deontic component and values (using a partial 
order relation of importance) are incorporated in the Axiologic component – all 
indexed to the particular role that the agent is to play. 

                                                           
3 In this thesis we restrict our attention to the semiotic, symbolic, types of agent 

activity, ignoring substantive physical activities. 

Interests 
Desires Duties Demands 

Intentions 

Agenda 
Achiev. 
Goals 

Figure 4: Set-theoretic relationships among deontic prescriptive concepts. 
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Figure 5 depicts the EDA model and its component relationships. 

Ψ is a pragmatic function that filters perceptions, according to the agent ontology, 
using perceptual and axiologic norms, and updates one or more model 
components.  

∑ is an axiologic function that is used mainly in two circumstances: to help decide 
which signs to perceive, and to help decide which goals to put in the agenda and 
execute. 

Κ is a knowledge-based component, where the agent stores its beliefs both 
explicitly and implicitly, in the form of potential deductions based on logical 
reasoning. 

∆ is a set of plans, either explicit or implicit, the agent is interested in and may 
choose to execute.  

The detailed description of each component, including its internal structure, is 
provided in (Filipe, 2000). In this paper we focus on the system behaviour. The next 
sections show how in EDA we specify ideal patterns of behaviour and also how we 
represent and deal with non-ideal behaviours. 

5 Organisational Modelling with Multi-Agent Systems using the 
EDA Model 

The EDA model may apply to both human and artificial agents, and is concerned 
with the social nature of organisational agents: 

• Firstly, because it accounts for a particular mental structure (Epistemic-
Deontic-Axiologic) that is better, for our purposes, than other agent mental 
structures proposed in the literature to model agent interaction. Specifically, 
we intend to use it for modelling information fields where social norms 
influence individual agents and are used by an agent to guide inter-subjective 
communication and achieve multi-agent co-ordination.  

Figure 5: The EDA agent model 

action perception 

Axiological Component
∑ (values) 

Epistemic Component 
Κ (knowledge) 

Deontic Component 
∆ (behavior) 

Ψ 

           Figure 5: The EDA model component relationships. 
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• Secondly, because the model is based on normative notions that are not only 
intended to guide the agent behaviour in a socially accepted way, but also to 
identify what sanctions to expect from norm violations, in order to let the 
agent take decisions about its goals and actions, especially when co-
ordination is involved. The EDA model is based on the claim that multi-agent 
notions such as social commitment, joint intentions, teamwork, negotiation 
and social roles, would be merely metaphorical if their normative character 
were not accounted for.  

Given its social-focused nature, the EDA agent notion may be used to model and 
implement social activities, involving multi-agent co-ordination. However, although 
the agent paradigm described in this thesis is suited to model team work and joint 
problem solving, the major novelty with respect to other current agent models is the 
normative flavour. EDA agents are able to co-ordinate on the basis of shared norms 
and social commitments. Shared norms are used both for planning and for reasoning 
about what is expected from other agents but, internally, EDA agents keep an 
intentional representation of their own goals, beliefs and values.  

Co-ordination is based on commitments to execute requested services. 
Commitments are represented not as joint intentions based on mutual beliefs, as is the 
case of the Cohen-Levesque model, upon which the BDI paradigm is based, but as 
first-class social concepts, at an inter-subjective level. The organisational memory 
embedded in the representation of socially accepted best-practices or patterns of 
behaviour and the handling of sub-ideal situations is, in our opinion, one of the main 
contributions that a multi-agent system can bring about. 

6 Representing Ideal and non-Ideal Patterns of Behaviour 

The EDA model is a norm-based model. Norms are ultimately an external source 
of action control. This assumption is reflected specially in the Deontic component of 
the EDA model. 

Standard Deontic Logic (SDL) represents and reasons about ideal situations only. 
However, although agent behaviour is guided by deontic guidelines, in reality an 
agent who always behaves in an ideal way is seldom seen. The need to overcome the 
limited expressiveness of SDL, and to provide a way to represent and manipulate sub-
ideal states has been acknowledged and important work has been done in that 
direction, e.g. by Dignum et al. (1994). 

Contrary to SDL, the Deontic component of the EDA model is designed to handle 
sub-ideal situations. Even in non-ideal worlds, where conflicting interests and 
obligations co-exist, we wish to be able to reason about agent interests and desirable 
world states in such a way that the agent still is able to function coherently.  

Behaviours may be represented as partial plans at different abstract levels. A goal 
is a very high abstract plan, whereas a sequence of elementary actions defines a plan 
at the instance level. The Deontic component is similar, in this sense, to what Werner 
(1989) called the agent intentional state.  

However, in our model, agent decisions depend both on the available plans and a 
preference relationship defined in the axiologic component. This value assignment, 
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which is essential for determining agent intentions, i.e. its preferred actions, can 
change dynamically, either due to external events (perception) or to internal events 
(inference), thus dynamically modifying the agent’s intentions.  

Although our representation of ideal behaviours is based in deontic logic, we 
acknowledge the existence of problems with deontic logic, partially caused by the fact 
that the modal ‘ought’ operator actually collapses two operators with different 
meanings, namely ‘ought-to-do’ and ‘ought-to-be’. Our solution, inspired in 
(Hilpinen, 1971) and (Belnap, 1991), is to use a combination of action logic and 
deontic logic for representing agentive ‘ought-to-do’ statements, leaving the standard 
deontic operator for propositional, declarative, statements. Agentive statements are 
represented as [ ]:stit Qα  where α  stands for an agent and Q stands for any kind of 
sentence (declarative or agentive). An ‘ought-to-do’ is represented using the 
conventional ‘ought-to-be’ modal operator combined with an agentive statement, 
yielding statements of the form [ ]:O stit Qα  or, for short: ( )O Qα . 

The representation of behaviours using this kind of agentive statement has several 
attractive properties, including the fact that it is a declarative representation (with all 
the flexibility that it provides) and that there exists the possibility of nesting plans as 
nested stits.  

A plan is typically given to the agent at a very abstract level, by specifying the 
goal that it ought to achieve. The agent should then be able to decompose it into 
simple, executable, actions. This decomposition can be achieved by a means-ends 
process. By representing plans declaratively, as behavioural norms, the process 
becomes similar to backward chaining reasoning from abstract goals to more specific 
ones, until executable tasks are identified, the same way as in goal oriented reasoning 
in knowledge-based systems. This similarity enables the adoption of methods and 
tools from that area, being especially useful the inference engine concept. 

However, the Deontic component does not control the Agenda directly, i.e. it is 
not responsible for setting the agent goals directly, because the prospective agent 
goals – similar to desires, in the BDI model – must be analysed by the Axiologic 
component first, which computes their value accordingly to an internal preference 
relation, taking into account possible obligation violations.  

7 Generalised Goals 

Goal-governed behaviour can be represented, according to agency logic (Belnap, 
1991), by an agentive statement where an agent α  sees to it that the state of affairs Q 
obtains at time τ2 by the same agent α  performing a choice at time τ1: [ ]:stit Qα . 
We claim that it is possible to use the same syntax and semantics both for 
representing goals derived from both agent interests and behavioural social norms. 
This would make it possible to build up detailed plans from agent interests and 
behavioural norms using means-ends analysis – the same inference mechanism 
commonly used in knowledge-based systems for goal oriented backward-chaining.  

We propose an unification of different concepts under the notion of generalised 
goal. This unification stems from the following axioms: 
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• All actions have a responsible agent, who performs the action. 
• The performer may not be the ultimate responsible for the action and, in the 

case of artificial agents, it never is: the last agent in the responsibility chain 
must be a person. 

• An action is performed for satisfying someone’s interest.  
• If the client for whom the action is performed is not satisfied he can ask for a 

sanction to be imposed by the information field that defines the context of the 
action. 

We propose the following formal representation for generalised goals:  
Gi = /

/ , ,( )O Qβ χ
α ρ τ σ ⊃ O ( [ ]:stit Qα in-time-window τ  subject-to-sanction σ )  

This can be read as: α  (under the responsibility of ρ ) has the goal of ensuring 
Q, in reply to a request of β  (under the control of χ ); α  is the performing agent, 
β  is the client that requested the service, χ  is a controller agent – which 
Castelfranchi (1993) calls a witness, Singh (1996) calls a context, and we associate to 
the information field. ρ  is the responsibility chain for α 4; O is the standard deontic 
operator ‘ought-to-be’; [ ]:stit Qα is an agency statement, saying that agent α  sees-
to-it-that proposition Q becomes true. This means that α  will perform a plan to bring 
about Q in time window τ, where τ is a time expression specifying the time window 
during which proposition Q is intended to be satisfied; τ may be specified in absolute 
time or relative to some event; σ indicates the sanction cost of violation.  

If agent α  is different from agent β  then we have a social commitment; 
otherwise we have an intention. In the latter case there is no controller agent χ  and 
the sanction σ  is typically null (represented by ∅ ) with expected value zero.  

8 Conclusions 

The EDA model is a norm-based, theroretically sound, agent model that takes into 
account not only the intentional aspects of agency but also the social norms that 
prescribe and proscribe certain agent patterns of behaviour. The main components of 
this model (Epistemic, Deontic and Axiological) have a direct relationship with the 
types of norms that are proposed in the social psychology theory supporting the 
model. In this paper, however, we focused our attention essentially in the Deontic 
component, where the normative social aspects are more important, namely where 
ideal and sub-ideal behaviours are represented. 

We consider agents to be goal-governed systems. Using the generalised goal 
concept, all agent goals can be represented as obligations, encompassing both agent 
self-imposed obligations and social obligations – derived from moral obligations or 
commitments established in the course of their social activity.  The proposed modal 
operator – Gi – overcomes the excessive strength of stit, and implicitly permits the 
                                                           

4 The responsibility chain is a list constituted by one or more agents that are 
responsible for the commitment to service performance and may be brought to scene 
if there is a breakdown during the service performance or if the performing agent is 
unable to handle the service satisfactorily.  
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representation of an important organisational activity: delegation, which Belnap’s stit 
does not allow. Furthermore, the inclusion of a ‘committed-to’ agent also extends stit 
and permits the bringing in of the notion of social commitment, based on the notion of 
obligation towards other agents and subject to sanctions.  

Instead of manipulating the notions of belief, intention, desire, commitment, goal 
and obligation, the only primitives that we need are belief and generalised goal. All 
other notions are constructed from these ones. The interested reader can find more 
details about this in (Filipe, 2000). 
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Abstract. Multi-agent systems can be considered from a variety of per-
spectives. One such perspective arises from considering the architecture
of an agent itself. Another is that of an instantiated agent architecture
and its interaction with its peers in a MAS. A third perspective is that of
an external observer. These three perspectives cover a potentially over-
lapping but essentially distinct set of issues concerning MAS simulation
and modelling. In this paper, we consider each of these perspectives in
turn and demonstrate how a simulation framework can support a collec-
tive treatment of such concepts. We discuss the implications for agent
development and agent society design arising from the results and anal-
ysis of our simulation approach.

1 Introduction

Multi-agent systems (MAS) can be considered from a variety of perspectives.
One such perspective arises from considering the architecture of an agent itself
(e.g. [18]). This is relevant to agent designers and implementors, as it concerns
the internal operation of an agent. The basic architectural properties largely
determine how the agent will interact with its environment. Another perspective
to consider is that of an instantiated agent architecture and its interaction with
its peers in a MAS. This covers both communicative and socio-cognitive aspects
of agent interaction (e.g. [6,9,16]). In addition to being relevant to agent designers
and implementors, this can be used to model, analyse and explain the behaviour
of the agents in terms of social theories [6, 9]. A third perspective is that of an
external observer (e.g. [1, 2, 8]). Under such circumstances, we adopt a bird’s
eye view of computational systems — we are not concerned with the internal
architecture of the participating agents. We can specify the legal and social
aspects of these systems, such as the normative positions and institutional powers
of the agents, without making any assumptions about mentalistic concepts like
beliefs, desires or intentions.

Each of above perspectives concerns interactive aspects of agent systems and
societies [17]. On activation, an agent architecture is expected to interact with
its environment. The introduction of socio-cognitive elements to agent reasoning
allows interactions to be characterised in anthropomorphic terms, with corre-
sponding implications for agent ownership, control and responsibility [17, 20].
External observation offers an abstract view of interactions, making it possible
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to reason solely about the effects such interactions have on institutional aspects
of agent systems.

We aim to enable society designers and agent developers to view simulated
societies both at a micro (i.e. from each agent perspective) and a macro (i.e.
from an external perspective) level (as is the case with Gaia [27]), with partic-
ular focus on the linking concept of agent interaction. To this end, we propose
simulation tools which address concerns and requirements identified at both (and
intermediate) levels. We refer to these tools collectively as our simulation frame-
work. Pitt et al. [15] describe an abstract producer/consumer (APC) scenario
where producers sell information to consumers. In this scenario the producers
are explorer agents that map out the distribution of oil in their environment
and consumers are cartographer agents that initiate contract-net protocols [23]
(CNP) to acquire the maps from the explorers. The CNP is a generic, high-level
protocol commonly used in (distributed) Artificial Intelligence for distributed
problem solving, task allocation, or certain types of auction. At the highest level
of abstraction, the CNP assumes a pool of nodes (agents). Each node controls
resources and can perform tasks (offers services), and can interact directly with
every other node. A node may require certain resources, and certain combina-
tions of tasks to be performed, in order to solve a problem. That node will use
the CNP to find another node or nodes that will perform tasks or provide re-
sources that solves its problem. We have used variants of the CNP in Section 3
and Section 4 as a vehicle for analysing trust, experience and reputation from
the socio-cognitive (micro) perspective; and power, permission and obligation
from the external (macro) perspective. In keeping with our general approach,
note that the protocol itself abstracts away from all such issues as the actual
physical architecture of the individual nodes, the communications medium, in-
teroperability, and so on.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In section 2, we present MAS
and agent simulation architectures. In section 3, we describe an approach to
trust and reputation modelling in MAS. In section 4, we consider executable
specifications of norm-governed computational societies in a manner independent
of agent internals. In section 5, we examine the results and implications for
agent development and agent society design, concluding that they offer some
preliminary guidelines to agent implementors and society developers for scoping
social MAS.

2 Agent and MAS Simulation Architectures

The basis of our MAS simulation architecture is a collection of agents whose
interaction is governed by a communications interface and an accompanying set
of protocols. The MAS is neutral with respect to the architecture of participat-
ing agents: no assumptions are made about internal operation and motivations
of an agent by its peers. Interaction between two agents takes place through
their communications interfaces, either creating or extending a communicative
context, or conversation.
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2.1 Communications Interface

The communications interface consists of a higher and lower component pair: the
Agent Communication Language (ACL) and a socket-based module for TCP/IP
transmission of messages. The former defines (amongst other things) the sup-
ported syntax of messages while the latter defines how messages are exchanged.
Following [16], we define an ACL in terms of three components: a content lan-
guage, which defines the syntax of messages, a set of protocols which define
patterns of interaction and a reply function which provides an external seman-
tics for the ACL. The content language is the set of performatives that agents
use in communication, while the protocols identify sequences of performatives
that constitute meta-level interaction (such as auction and query/response pro-
tocols). Given an input performative, protocol and current conversation state,
the reply function returns the set of ‘acceptable’ responses. These take the form
of performative-protocol pairs, which, depending on the options available, may
enable a responding agent to continue the conversation using the same protocol,
or to initiate an auxiliary conversation using a different protocol. The relation-
ship between content language, protocols and reply function is specified in an
separate (Prolog) module, making it straightforward to refine and enhance the
communicative behaviour of agents.

Pitt and Mamdani [16] justify the use of a protocol-based semantics to cover
the external aspects of agent interaction in MAS featuring agents with hetero-
geneous architectures and distinct reasoning and motivational traits. A similar
justification is used here, with the introduction of a socio-cognitive perspective
arguably serving to re-inforce the need for such an approach. The additional sub-
jective treatment of concepts including trust and reputation makes each agent
even more distinct and thus external characterisations of interactions become
increasingly relevant. In the following section, we describe an agent architec-
ture that can be parameterised with different reasoning and socio-cognitive be-
haviour, allowing us to represent heterogeneous MAS in our experiments while
retaining a compact simulation base.

2.2 Agent Architecture

In our proposed experimental configuration, a generic BDI [18] architecture
forms the computational base for each agent. We use the same architecture for
reasons of simplicity: the principle of heterogeneity outlined earlier has not been
abandoned. It would be equally possible to use agents with different architectures
as long as they possess compatible interfaces (like in [11,13]).

Specific behaviour is determined by parameterisation of the respective agent
instances. This approach can be used, for example, to pre-assign the roles of auc-
tioneer and bidders in a group of agents enacting an electronic auction. Figure 1
gives a diagrammatic overview of the agent architecture.

The control module contains the agent interface and interpreter, in addition
to housing the protocols sub-module. The agent interface facilitates and manages
conversations (as mentioned previously), representations of which are to be found
in the conversational component of the agent’s mental state.
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Fig. 1. Generic Agent Architecture for Experiments

The interpreter serves as the animating core of the agent architecture, op-
erating in the form of a typical BDI cycle. It processes incoming messages at
the content level, consulting and updating mental state representation while ex-
ecuting communicative actions appropriate to the agent’s recent perception and
interpretation of events.

The mental state representation consists of several elements (see Figure 1).
The intentional state holds the agent’s belief and motivational state alongside the
agent’s current intentions. These are expressed as time-stamped Prolog terms
with assertion being the means of updating state content. Records of conver-
sations — again, represented through Prolog terms — are maintained in the
conversational state component. Each conversation is recorded as a four-tuple
denoting the correspondent (the other agent in the conversation), local and re-
mote conversation identifiers [16] and the current state of the conversation (from
a local perspective). A sub-set of the contained data reflects proceedings in cur-
rent, or active, conversations. The user interface provides a means for the exper-
imenter to initialise the agent and to monitor and control its behaviour.

The architecture does not feature a fixed procedure for belief update at
present, although the way has been prepared for the introduction of such a mech-
anism. In particular, with each Prolog term used to represent a belief there is
an associated credence measure (in the range of 0–1) which reflects the level of
certainty the agent has in the content.

3 Socio-Cognitive Modelling

Our investigation of socially motivated behaviour is based on formal models
of anthropomorphic socio-cognitive relations. Accordingly, our socio-cognitive
model defines three component beliefs of each agent about its peers in the society:
trust, direct experience and reputation. This section defines the socio-cognitive
model and the software developed to facilitate systematic experimentation with
agent societies whose members are implemented with a (parameterised) version
of the model.
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Our computational representation of trust is based on the formal model of
Castelfranchi and Falcone [6,9]. The essential conceptualisation is as follows: the
degree to which Agent A trusts Agent B about task τ in Ω (state of the world)
is a subjective probability; this is the basis of agent A’s decision to rely upon B
for τ . Our method extends this by defining trust as the resultant belief of one
agent about another, borne out of direct experience of that other party and/or
from the testimonies of peers (i.e. reputation).

We define direct experience as the belief one agent has about the trustworthi-
ness of another, based on first-hand interactions. Having ‘trusted’ another agent
to perform task τ and assessed the outcome, an agent will update its direct
experience beliefs concerning the delegated agent accordingly. The outcome of
delegating a task may be either successful or unsuccessful: this categorisation is
the basis of an experience update rule [25] that calculates the revised level of
trustworthiness to associate with the agent in question.

We briefly address a proposed method of combining direct experience with
reputation to formulate the mental state of trust. Each belief has associated with
it a degree of confidence signifying an agent’s trust in the belief’s accuracy. This
confidence measure is essential to what trust will be based on, be it one or indeed
both of the beliefs, experience or reputation. An agent with strong confidence
in its experience beliefs and little confidence in the accuracy of its reputation
beliefs should rationally choose to calculate its degree of trust (DoT) primarily
from its experiences. An agent recently introduced to the system should have
little confidence in its own (in)experience and should thus base its trust solely
on reputation. The number of direct experiences is therefore significant in eval-
uating confidence in a belief about direct experience. It is similarly the case for
reputation, where the number of agreeing testimonies is a decisive factor. Expe-
rience and reputation thus become influences of trust, the weighting assigned to
them dependent upon an agent’s confidence in their respective accuracies.

Our motivation in investigating reputation mechanisms by simulation is pro-
vided by Conte [7], who outlines the need for ‘decentralised mechanisms of en-
forcement of social order’ noting that ‘reputation plays a crucial role in dis-
tributed social control’. In an agent society, reputation is the collectively in-
formed opinion held by a group of agents about the performance of a peer agent
within a specific social context. By consulting its peers, an agent can discover
the individual reputation of an agent. However, the received testimonies may be
affected by existing relationships and attitudes (for example, agent C may be
willing to divulge reputation information to agent A but not agent B). Thus,
reputation is also a subjective concept which we define as a belief held/derived
by one agent.

The Subjective Reputation Evaluation Function (SREF) formulates subjec-
tively — that is, from the perspective of an agent A — the reputation of an
agent B, based on information from the peers of A and B. SREF may take sev-
eral forms; examples are a weighted sum or a fuzzy relation. In our current work,
we use the former approach; a summing function in which n assertions received
from peers regarding agent B are weighted by the agent’s trust (confidence) in
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each peer to make accurate recommendations. This approach incorporates the
credibility of each assertion source (the credibility of a belief being dependent
upon the credibility of its sources, evidences and supports [6]).

3.1 The Trading Economy

We simulate our commerce society as trading agents executing a variant of the
CNP. In this version, the corresponding communicative acts for informing of
the successful completion of a task and making payment are sent without any
intermediate evaluation — that is, the cartographer (consumer) does not know
how well (if at all) a task has been performed before it sends a payment in
response to a contracted explorer’s (producer) task completed message. In effect,
we have a contract-net concluding with a prisoner’s dilemma [3] (PD). Each
agent’s actions at any stage will be influenced by expectations about actions
of its trading counterpart. The agents are able to execute the CNP repeatedly,
forming the basis for an iterated PD. This differs from the game theoretic studies
in [3], however, in that agents choose the peers with which they are willing to
enter the PD on a trust/cost trade-off basis. The reasoning behind which action
to take once a contract is established is similarly distinguished.

By using the CNP, we introduce the concept of bidding, the explorer agent
being able to vary bidding price. This could be used to increase the desirability of
an agent’s bid, by under-cutting the bids of other explorers held in higher esteem.
Agents not being awarded contracts may lower their prices in an attempt to gen-
erate business. Once a loyal trade relationship has been established, an explorer
agent can gradually increase its bidding price in order to increase profitability.

When a cartographer awards a contract to a specific explorer, a PD-style
dependence is obtained. The explorer is relying upon the cartographer to make
prompt payment; the cartographer is relying upon the explorer to provide the
required information. Our system however, does not guarantee that agent actions
will always have the intended effect. Agents may fail to complete a task for
reasons other than conscious deception. The inclusion of this fallibility factor is
to account for unpredictability and unreliability within MAS environments and
real-world applications.

3.2 Trust-based Prediction

Here, we discuss the use of a trust mechanism as a predictor for future peer
behaviour based on past experiences and reputation. In this context, we inter-
pret trust as a subjective probability that a peer will take a certain action, the
outcome of which will characterise the corresponding interaction context. For
each outcome, the agent will experience profit or loss to a varying extent — we
refer to this as the outcome’s pay-off. Knowing the pay-offs of each outcome in
advance and having an estimate of their probabilities of occurrence, the agent
and calculate the expected pay-off of each of its options.

How the agent determines trading partners and what action to take (cooperate
or defect) once a contract is established depends upon its character type and
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the expected pay-offs of each possible action. We currently simulate three basic
character types. Co-operators only choose cooperation strategies; if the expected
outcome for cooperation is not greater than zero, a co-operator will not enter
into a contract. Defectors will pursue a policy of cooperation or defection purely
based upon maximising the expected pay-off of an interaction. Reciprocators
have probabilistic intentions; the probability that they will co-operate (their
trustworthiness) is matched to their evaluation of a trading partner’s behaviour
(DoT in the peer). As a result, their trustworthiness displayed towards co-
operators is high, whereas they are likely to defect against defectors.

3.3 Agent Configuration and Monitoring

The Multiple Agent Launcher (MAL) is a software tool that allows experimenters
to create and launch an arbitrary number of agents with distinct configuration
parameters. Agents may be launched individually or in groups. The configuration
parameters are expressed as arguments to the agent architecture presented in
section 2 and range from low-level (e.g. agent cycle delay time) to high-level (e.g.
file-name of Prolog source for run-time behaviour). The motivation behind the
MAL is to provide the user with a single interface from which to configure and
monitor agent experiments, as well as to visualise real-time agent interactions.
It is important to note that the agents thus launched remain semi-autonomous
processes; the MAL is not a centralised control mechanism, but behaves as a
convenient abstraction of one. The MAL supports configuration of agents with
heterogeneous socio-cognitive characteristics and behavioural traits, by allowing
the experimenter to adjust the parameters of the trust and reputation update
functions (for example). The output of these functions is logged at various various
intervals during a simulation run and can also be graphed in real-time.

3.4 Simulation and Results

We now discuss an example simulation for trust update based on direct experi-
ence. The experiment consists of twelve agents, split evenly between producers
(explorers) and consumers (cartographers). All of the agents are of reciprocator
interaction type, differing only in their ability to complete the tasks relied upon
by their respective contract partners. This ability is manifested through a prob-
ability parameter which determines the rate of successful task completion per
agent. In this experiment, three ability levels were specified: 95%, 75% and 50%.
Two cartographers and two explorers were all assigned the same probability pa-
rameter for each of the three levels, resulting in a tripartite ability configuration.
When an agent fails to successfully perform its part of the contract, its partner
perceives this and consequently reacts as if it were a conscious act of defection.
In the graphs of Figure 2 and Figure 3, each line reflects the mean data values
belonging to a pair of equally skilled agents of the same type. The mean data
readings for two explorer agents whose degree of ability is 95%, for example,
is labelled ‘Explorers (95%)’. Timepoints occur at 10 second intervals; the cur-
rent trust beliefs and monetary worth of the agents are logged at each point.
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Figure 2 plots the level of trust directed towards different members, over the
time of the simulation. The featured DoT is simply the mean of the opinions
of all the members in the society who know the agent in question. Agents are
configured to initially blindly trust their peers (DoT = 1.0). As the simulation
progresses their opinions change dramatically — in particular, there is a drop in
communal trust for the capable agents. This is because the incompetent agents
do not trust the competent agents, while the capable agents reciprocate for the
incompetents’ failures by defecting against them. The competent agents have a
very strong trust relationship among themselves but a very poor one with others
— the average is therefore lowered. Our next graph (Figure 3) shows the per-
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Fig. 2. Experimental Results - Trust Evolution

formance measure, the amount of assets accrued or lost. From this it can be seen
that a society of reciprocators is a meritorious one. The highly capable agents
(95%) are able to succeed; agents of intermediate skill (75%) break roughly even
while the least skilled agents (50%) are punished.

4 Executing the Specifications of Computational Societies

Artikis et al. [1] present a theoretical framework for providing executable spec-
ifications of particular kinds of multi-agent systems, called open computational
societies. Open societies (as defined in [1]) have the following characteristics:
first, the internal architecture of the agents is not publicly known, i.e. there is
no direct access to an agent’s mental state. Second, the members of the soci-
ety do not necessarily have a common notion of global utility. Members may
fail to, or choose not to, conform to specifications in order to achieve their in-
dividual goals. In addition to these properties, in open societies the behaviour
of the members and their interactions cannot be predicted in advance. In this
framework the computational systems are viewed from an external perspective.
Three key components of computational systems are specified, namely the so-
cial constraints, social roles and social states. The specification of these concepts
is based on and motivated by the formal study of legal and social systems (a
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theory of institutionalised power [14], normative positions [21]) and traditional
distributed computing techniques (state transition systems [8]). The social con-
straints and roles have been specified with two different formalisms from AI: the
Event Calculus [22] (see [1]) and the C + language [12] (see [2]). Next, we briefly
discuss the way social constraints are specified in [1,2]. Then we present a com-
putational framework that executes such specifications (i.e. the social constraints
of the agent societies).

4.1 Social Constraints

Artikis et al. [1, 2] follow Jones and Sergot [14] and maintain the standard (in
the study of social and legal systems) long established distinction between per-
mission, physical capability and institutionalised power. The social constraints
specify:

– What kind of actions ‘count as’ [14] valid (‘effective’) actions. Distinguishing
between valid and invalid actions enables the separation of meaningful from
meaningless activities.

– What kind of actions (valid, invalid) are permitted. Determining the permit-
ted, prohibited and obligatory actions enables the classification of the agent
behaviour as ‘legal’ or ‘illegal’, ‘social’ or ‘anti-social’, etc.

– What are the sanctions and enforcement policies that deal with ‘illegal’ or
‘anti-social’ behaviour.

Valid actions are specified as follows: An action counts as [14] a valid action at a
point in time if and only if the agent that performed that action had the institu-
tionalised power [14] to perform it at that point in time. Differentiating between
valid (‘meaningful’) and invalid (‘meaningless’) actions is of great importance in
the analysis of agent systems. For example, in an auction, the auctioneer has to
determine which bids are valid and, therefore, which bids are eligible for winning
the auction.
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Fig. 4. The Society Visualiser.

4.2 The Society Visualiser

We describe a software platform called Society Visualiser (SV), that builds upon
the theoretical framework (previously described) for the specification of open
systems [1] and that compiles (produces) and updates the global state of an
agent society. The global state includes information like the institutional powers,
permissions, obligations, sanctions and social roles of the members. Figure 4
describes the architecture of the SV in terms of inputs/outputs. In order to
produce the global state of the societies, the SV has two inputs: a narrative and
the social constraints1. The narrative is a description of the externally observable
events that take place in a computational society. For example, t : action1 states
that action1 took place at time point t (Figure 4). The narrative is produced in
the following manner: When a member of the society sends a message to a peer,
he also sends that message to an observer agent for monitoring purposes2. These
messages are called report messages and are necessary for the compilation of the
social states. The report messages (and all other monitored events) constitute the
narrative. In other words, the SV observes (without intervening) the interactions
of the members of the computational societies in order to produce the social
states of the societies.

The social constraints specify the valid actions, institutional powers, permis-
sions etc. of the members of the society. Consider the following example of a
constraint (expressed in a generic notation):

i : pow(Agent,Act)⇒ i : permitted(Agent,Act)

This constraint states that if at time point i an agent is ‘empowered’ [14] to
perform an action (represented by pow(Agent ,Act)) then this agent is also ‘per-
mitted’ to perform the same action (represented by permitted(Agent ,Act)). The
remaining constraints are specified in a similar fashion.

1 The social constraints and the narrative are expressed in terms of either the Event
Calculus or the C+ language. However, in order to simplify our analysis, we illustrate
the social constraints and narrative in Figure 4 with the use of a generic notation.

2 The observer agent monitors the interactions of the members for the benefit of the
Society Visualiser.
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As mentioned earlier, the output of the SV is the global state of the society at
a point in time. In other words, given the narrative of time point t (say), the SV
will produce the states of affairs that hold at time t + 1 . Global states are stored
in a database and are displayed in a graphical interface for the benefit of the
society designer. In this graphical display the social state of each agent is divided
in five categories: (i) institutional powers, (ii) permissions, (iii) obligations, (iv)
sanctions and (v) valid actions. Figure 5 demonstrates the GUI of the SV during
the simulations of a variation of the CNP (see [1] for more details). Global states
are produced for the benefit of the members of the societies as well. Agents can
send query messages to the SV in order to find out the social state of the group
or of their peers. Apart from producing the global state of each time point,
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Fig. 5. The main GUI of the SV.

the SV includes a number of additional capabilities, one of which is planning.
Given an initial state and a goal state (and the set of social constraints), the
SV can determine if there exists a sequence of actions that will lead from the
initial to the goal state. Due to the high complexity of such tasks, computation of
planning queries can be mainly performed in an off-line phase, that is before the
commencement of the interactions of the agent societies. Such a functionality
enables the society designer to prove various properties of the agent systems
and, therefore, evaluate the design of the social constraints. For example, having
specified the constraints of an auction protocol, the designer can determine with
the use of planning queries if it is possible to reach a state where two different
agents have won the auction. Currently, this functionality is only provided if the
social constraints are expressed by means of the C+ language3.

5 Summary and Conclusions
We presented a simulation framework that addresses the internal architecture of
the agents in addition to accounts of the trust relationships of the agents and of
3 In this case the SV is an extended version of a software tool called Causal Calculator

(see [2]).
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the institutional and social aspects of agent systems. We intentionally did not
address/fully investigate issues like low-level details of the software components,
experimentation, scalability and other criteria discussed in the community for
the experimental study of MAS (see for example [10,11]). Our aim is to stress the
need for the representation of conceptually different perspectives in the modelling
and simulation of computational societies. The issues that were not addressed
in this paper will be investigated in future work4.

Several simulation platforms have similar objectives to the framework pre-
sented in this paper (e.g. MACE3J [11], MadKit [13], FishMarket [19] and MYWORLD
[26]). To our knowledge, these platforms do not formally address all issues raised
in this paper. For example, in Fishmarket there is a lack of formalisation of
concepts such as rights, obligations and social relations as well as an explicit
representation of them during simulations. The MadKit platform is based on
the organisation metaphor AGR (agent/group/role) developed in the context of
the AALAADIN project and integrates heterogeneous agent systems. As pointed
out in [29], the AGR model views organisations simply as collections of roles
and does not incorporate the necessary notion of organisational rules (i.e. social
constraints).

The analysis and intepretation of the results from our trust simulations is
ongoing work, but we believe some conclusions can already be reached. There
is every indication that the use of trust-based prediction accurately reflects the
characterisation of agent capabilities in experiments. From this we infer that
building a socio-technical layer of computation, complementary to (and exploit-
ing functionality of) a lower level of security, is technically feasible, and indeed
offers a more tractable solution to certain security problems in e-commerce [4,24]
and digital rights management than, say, ever more sophisticated encryption
algorithms or encoding technology. For example, the proponents of the Exten-
sible rights Mark-up Language (XrML) [28] propose XrML as the foundation
of trusted system development: we propose trust as the foundation of trusted
system development

Although our presented experiments have not covered reputation, we intend
to address this in future work, as we believe it is an important aspect of agent
interation. In particular, we note how reputation is related to the notion of
scalability: in a system with a large number of agents, the likelihood of any indi-
vidual agent having interacted with a specific peer is less. This leads to an over-
all reduction in the amount of direct experience available to an agent during its
decision-making. We are investigating when and how agents (in their capacity as
third parties for reputation information transmission) can effectively propagate
information [7] under such circumstances. An important aspect of future work
will be trying to establish what parameters and socio-cognitive characteristics
lead to ‘stable’ trust relationships; ones that are resistant to minor aberrations
in agent behaviour due to circumstances beyond their control.

4 Limited space is another reason why we do not fully investigate these issues here.
However, details on issues like experimental results can be found in [1] and [2].
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There exist several approaches that modify the traditional BDI cycle in order
to increase the ‘social awareness’ of agents (e.g. [5]). The architecture we have
presented does not reason about deontic concepts, but one of our objectives is
to make the information compiled by the Society Visualizer available to other
agents, either through communication (via query messages) or via the addition
of an equivalent module to each agent. Reasoning about the institutional and
social properties of the agents (as produced by the Society Visualiser) is also
a crucial part of trust relationships. Members of a society, governed by a set
of rules, must consider when deciding to delegate a task to a peer what are
its associated institutional powers, permissions, obligations, sanctions and social
roles. For example, it would not be ‘rational’ to delegate a task to an agent if that
agent does not have the institutional power or is forbidden to perform that task.
Future work includes modifying the process of the trust update mechanism by
considering attributes such as powers (institutional and physical), permissions,
obligations and roles of the peers.

In conclusion, we believe the combination of architectural, socio-cognitive
and external observational perspectives presented in this paper affords a com-
prehensive approach to modelling MAS. We plan to fully validate the presented
argument through continued simulation and analysis.
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Abstract. Virtual enterprise which is established to satisfy the requirements of 
market is a one-off, dynamic distributed organization. In a virtual enterprise, 
partners selected form an alliance to fulfill goals that otherwise can’t be 
achieved for the limitation of individual’s capabilities. Modelling virtual enter-
prise will assist in analyzing system construction issue and facilitate coopera-
tion among the partners. This paper proposes to use strategic actor based on 
modelling framework i* to represent the construction and cooperation issue of 
virtual enterprise. The partners are treated as strategic agents and cooperation 
among them are depicted as dependency relationships. Through dependency re-
lationships, the actors in the model can form a hierarchical and federated archi-
tecture and cooperate with each other. Example from an air-separator virtual en-
terprise is used to illustrate. 

1 Introduction 

A virtual enterprise is a dynamic alliance among companies. Through cooperating in-
side or outside companies, a virtual enterprise can develop some kind of products 
with shorter leadtime, better allover performance and lower cost to meet the rapidly 
changing market. Virtual enterprise is a temporary and virtual organization which is 
built to respond to the market more quickly and utilize various technologies and re-
sources more efficiently in the entire virtual enterprise. It will be initiated by a core 
company which plays a role of leader. It will select proper cooperators to form a 
short-term relationship to collaborate in a one-off project. The initiator will select 
those partners who can provide resources needed. In fact, a company can take part in 
different dynamic alliances and act as a different virtual group in a virtual enterprise. 
There are several cooperation styles, such as supply chain, subcontract process, joint 
venture management and so on [18]. The cooperation eventually maximizes the vir-
tual enterprise’s utilization of resources, reduces high investment and risk and ulti-
mately wins the competition. In order to form the short-term cooperative relationships 
with partners, the initial company must model the requirements of virtual enterprise 
and take on the high-level design task (product design task) as its goal. Then it can 
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decompose the task into some sub-tasks. These partners are called the virtual groups 
who can take on the coarse-grained sub-tasks in accordance with their goals. They 
also can decompose their sub-tasks into the fine-grained sub-tasks and then select cor-
responding partners and allocate these sub-tasks to them. So the whole high-level de-
sign task can be accomplished by these hierarchical partners. All the partners take on 
these sub-tasks are according to their goals and form a hierarchical alliance. It is very 
important to decompose the large and complex system into smaller, more manageable 
subsystems which can be dealt relatively. 

Some architectures of virtual enterprise have been provided and many technologies 
have been applied in this field[2][12]. Many sophisticated methodologies, such as 
CIMOSA, GRAI-GIM and PERA, are used to describe the lift-cycle an integrated en-
terprise[17]. But these existing enterprise modelling methodologies are process-
oriented approaches and relevant solutions should be predefined. Based on these 
modelling methods, the enterprise is represented as various function models and in-
formation models. In the meantime, they don’t provide any tools and methods to iden-
tify the requirements of virtual enterprise. Because virtual enterprise is a dynamic al-
liance and the partners who are selected to join the alliance according to their goals 
maybe have different solutions to accomplish the same tasks or sub-tasks. So how to 
analyze the requirement of virtual enterprise is the foundation stone for modelling it. 
The partners who join the alliance will take on the tasks or sub-tasks and can be 
treated as agents which are capable of flexible, autonomous actions in virtual enter-
prise[3][15][21]. It will be very suitable to adopt an agent-oriented approach to ana-
lyze and model the requirements of a virtual enterprise and accomplish it in an agent-
oriented architecture[4][11][13][14][16]. Adopting an agent-oriented approach to 
model virtual enterprise aims at support elicitation, exploration, and analysis of the 
systems-in-the-world and it can help users and stakeholders articulate what they con-
cern and what cooperation relationships between them[1][6].  

In this paper, we adopt the i* framework to model a virtual enterprise. The i* 
framework [7] was developed for modelling intentional relationships among strategic 
actors, and helping to reason about changes in relationships among strategic actors. It 
adopts an agent-oriented perspective. In i* framework, organizations are viewed as 
consisting of social actors who have freedom of action (similar to agents), but depend 
on each other for goals to be achieved, tasks to be performed, and resources to be fur-
nished [8]. These dependencies are intentional and based on some important concepts 
such as goal, commitment, belief, capability, and so on. It is very useful to provide a 
higher level modelling method comparing to conventional modelling techniques such 
as data flow diagramming and object-oriented analysis. From this viewpoint, the i* 
framework is similar to the Gaia methodology[11]. It also treats an organization as a 
collection of actors, but it more stresses on dependency relationship between the ac-
tors. It can support strategic actor to undertake the task according to its belief and ca-
pability in order to accomplish a goal. It also can reason about opportunities and 
vulnerabilities through all kinds of dependency relationships. This goal-oriented and 
agent-oriented analysis leads to the functional and non-functional requirements of the 
system-to-be. Based on the analysis, agent-oriented architectural design can be ac-
complished. This modelling approach will reduce a semantic gap between the agent-
oriented software system and its implementary environment[9]. The framework has 
been applied in the context of requirements engineering, business processing reengi-
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neering, and other software processes. Now the framework is tending to form the ba-
sis of an agent-oriented system development paradigm. 
      In this paper, we explore the use of i* framework for modelling virtual enterprise. 
We can use organizational view to capture goals of the initial company. Goals related 
to functional capabilities provide the basis requirements of virtual enterprise and goals 
related to business and system qualities provide the non-functional requirements 
(called softgoal “which is used to model quality attributes for which there are no a 
priori, clear-cut criteria for satisfaction, but are judged by actors as being sufficiently 
met”)[5]. Goals from the organizational view take a starting step to construct the vir-
tual enterprise. This can be represented as a Strategic Dependency model in the i* 
framework. Then the partners who take on those goals will decompose the pertinent 
goals or tasks into alternative solutions and the softgoals will be used to determine 
how each alternative solution relates to pertinent business and system qualities. This 
can be represented as a Strategic Rationale model in the i* framework. Finally, the 
partners who take on the sub-goals and sub-tasks will refine the goal graph until the 
sub-goals and sub-tasks can be taken on by all hierarchical partners. The partners can 
be represented as actors in the i* framework. 
      This paper outlines an idea paradigm to use strategic actor relationships in the i* 
framework to represent the construction and cooperation issue in a virtual enterprise, 
and to illustrate how these models can support analysis and reason. Using the i* 
framework can obtain a better understanding of the organizational relationships 
among those agents and can understand the rationale of the decisions.  
      Section 2 presents a brief overview of the i* framework, including its basic con-
cepts such as Strategic Dependency model and Strategic Rationale model used in the 
virtual enterprise. Section 3 describes the cooperation relationships modelling in the 
virtual enterprise and proposes a cooperative architecture supporting it. Section 4 dis-
cusses related work and future research work. 

2 The i* Framework for Modelling Virtual Enterprise 

The i* framework consists of two kinds of models. One is the Strategic Dependency 
model that describes the network of intentional relationships among actors. Actors 
depend on each other for goals to be achieved, tasks to be performed, and resources to 
be furnished. These dependencies are intentional based on important concepts such as 
goal, commitment, capability, belief, and so on[7]. Another is the Strategic Rationale 
model which describes and supports the reasoning that each actor has about its rela-
tionships with other actors, its alternative means to achieve its goals, and how the 
qualitative expectations of actors are satisfied by these alternatives. Actors in i* 
framework are strategic because they evaluate their social relationships in terms of 
opportunities that they offer, and vulnerabilities that they may bring. 

2.1 Strategic Dependency Model 

A Strategic Dependency (SD) model consists of many nodes and links. Each node 
represents an actor, and each link between two actors indicates that one actor depends 
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on the other. The depending actor is called the depender and the actor who is de-
pended on is called dependee. That means the depender needs some help to attain the 
goal from the dependee. The depender can achieve goals that are not able to be real-
ized without the dependency, or not as easily or not as effectively. At the same time, 
the depender becomes vulnerable. If the dependee fails, the depender would be ad-
versely affected in its ability to achieve its goals. There are four dependencies in Stra-
tegic Dependency model: goal dependency, task dependency, resource dependency, 
and softgoal dependency. In a goal dependency, an actor depends on another to make 
a condition come true; In a task dependency, an actor depends on another to perform 
an activity; In a resource dependency, an actor depends on another for the availability 
of an entity; The softgoal dependency is a variant of the goal dependency and it is no 
a priori, clear-cut criterion for what constitutes meeting the goal. It reflects different 
types of freedom that is allowed in the relationship between depender and de-
pendee[7]. 

Figure 1 show a Strategic Dependency model for the virtual enterprise. Here the 
virtual enterprise is constructed to produce a complex product, named as air-separator 
or oxygen-producer. It always needs a long time to produce an air-separator and it 
needs a lot of companies to cooperate with each other. The Product Designing and 
Quoting Group, Devices and Machines Manufacturing Group, Parts Supplying Group, 
and Product Assembling Group compose the virtual enterprise. These groups may 
consist of a set of related companies to finish respective goals. In fact, this forms co-
operation in high level in the virtual enterprise. The virtual enterprise is triggered by 
the requirement of market. In other words, the Customer’s order is the requirement of 
the market. When the customer has a desire to purchase an air-separator, it is very dif-
ficult to get a product in stock, because this kind of product is customized and can’t 
be produced in batch. So the customer must hand over the order to the Product De-
signing and Quoting Group in order to customize the product. The Product Designing 
and Quoting Group will design the product in accordance with the performance of 
product and give the quoted price and the delivering date. For the customer, it can 
evaluate the design, price and delivering date and decide to accept or not. It can get 
the related information, such as price and producing time from the Devices and Ma-
chines Manufacturing Group, Parts Supplying Group, and Product Assembling 
Group. If not, it can negotiate with the Product Designing and Quoting Group. If the 
negotiation fails, the virtual enterprise will not be built. The Product Designing and 
Quoting Group will design the product according to the performance of product. In 
order to enhance competition of the product, the Product Designing and Quoting 
Group should give the Customer a good design, including good performance, good 
price, and short delivering time. Good performance means the product should suffi-
ciently meet the need of the product. It demands the Product Designing and Quoting 
Group to have sufficient experiences in product design. In the meantime, the Group 
should consider the related constraints in the downstream of producing process in ad-
vance, including the constraints in the manufacturing process, assembling process, 
and so on. It can avoid doing over again in order to short the delivering time and it 
also can effectively reduce the designing surplus in order to cut down the product 
price. All these can make the designed product more competitive. These constraints 
can be represented as all kinds of interaction relationships. So the Product Designing 
and Quoting Group is a footstone to build the virtual enterprise. 
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Virtual Enterprise 

  

Fig. 1. The strategic dependency model of the virtual enterprise 

In figure 1, the Customer depends on the Product Designing and Quoting Group to 
get the product design scheme and evaluate the scheme, including the performance, 
price, and delivering time. The Product Designing and Quoting Group will depend on 
the Customer to get the product requirements. It also depends on the Devices and Ma-
chines Manufacturing Group to get the proper manufacturing information in order to 
cut down the designing surplus. It also can get sufficient information about the manu-
facturing price and time in order to give quoted price for the Customer. When the 
Product Designing and Quoting Group has designed the devices and machines it 
would negotiate with the Devices and Machines Manufacturing Group. The perform-
ance, the price and the delivering date will be decided and cooperation among them 
will start. That will be a part of the virtual enterprise. In the meantime, the Devices 
and Machines Manufacturing Group will do its best to satisfy the Product Designing 
and Quoting Group in order to continue the business. 

Besides the cooperation above, the Product Designing and Quoting Group will co-
operate with the Parts Supplying Group and Product Assembling Group. The Parts 
Supplying Group will purchase and provide all kinds of standard parts or instruments 
for the product. The Product Assembling Group will get all kinds of design informa-
tion, devices and machines manufactured, and standard parts and assemble them to-
gether. The product will be given a test run and then is checked and accepted by the 
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Product Designing and Quoting Group. It will be sent to the Customer by the Group 
and entire virtual enterprise will be dismissed. 

2.2 Strategic Rationale Model 

The Strategic Rationale (SR) model describes a more detailed level of an actor in or-
der to model its internal intentional relationship and support to reason of each actor 
about its intentional relationships. The intentional elements, such as goals, tasks, re-
sources and softgoals, appear in SR model not only as external dependencies, but also 
as internal elements arranged into a hierarchy of means-ends and task- decomposi-
tions relationships. A goal may be associated through means-ends with multiple, al-
ternative ways to achieve it, which are usually represented as tasks. Task-
decomposition links hierarchically decompose task into four types: sub-tasks, sub-
goals, resources, and softgoals[6][7]. 

In figure2, the goals of each group and internal intentional relationships are elabo-
rated. The goal of the Customer is to get a customized product (air-separator) and is 
accomplished by “Requirements of Product Be Decided”. This task can be decom-
posed of three sub-tasks, such as “Performances Be Decided”, “Price Be Decided”, 
and “Deadline Be Decided”. For the Product Designing and Quoting Group, its goal is 
“Product Designing and Quoting”. There are three possible ways to accomplish it, 
such as “New_Product Designing and Quoting”, or “Transformed_Product Designing 
and Quoting”, or  “Modified_Product Designing and Quoting”. These tasks respec-
tively response for different products and each task is composed of two sub-tasks, re-
lated product designing and quoting. In any designing way, there are five main de-
signing processes, including “General Designing”, “Device Designing”, “Machine 
Designing”, “Power Supply System Designing”, and “Detect System Designing”. In 
which, the Power Supply System includes many kinds of power transformers and the 
Detect System which will detect flow quantity, pressure on the pipes, resistance in the 
pipes and so on. There are a lot of valves, detecting instruments and electronic con-
trolling instruments. So these sub-tasks have different complexities and they have dif-
ferent quoted prices. The Product Designing and Quoting Group will select related 
cooperative partners whom the tasks and sub-tasks can be allocated to and roughly 
design the product according to the requirements from the Customer and give its quot-
ing price. The Customer evaluates the design and price and negotiate with the Product 
Designing and Quoting Group. When they come to an agreement, the partners will 
take the product order to do the detailed designs. The designing partners will consider 
the product manufacturing and cost information from the partners in the downstream 
and the Product Designing and Quoting Group can negotiate with them to ensure the 
competitive price, delivering time, and good performance. Because the product is 
rather complex, the partners can decompose the designing work and find partners to 
finish it. These partners can cooperate with each other inside or outside their own 
companies. 

In figure 2 also shows the Strategic Rationale model to support reasoning about the 
product designing and quoting process. Each possible way has different implications 
for the qualities of goals or softgoals. A softgoal is usually not easy to quantified. The 
contributions to softgoals can be positive or negative, adequate or inadequate. The  
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Fig. 2. The strategic rationale model of the virtual enterprise 

treatment of softgoals is based on a framework developed by Lawrence Chung for 
dealing with non-functional requirements in software engineering [10]. The positive 
contribution types for softgoal are Help (positive but not sufficient), Make (positive 
and sufficient) and Some+(positive in unknown degree). The corresponding negative 
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types are Hurt (negative but partial), Break (negative and sufficient) and Some-
(negative in unknown degree). In figure 2, Modified_Product Designing is based on 
the existed designs and just need to do some little modifying work. So the designing 
process will be quick, low price, and have some positive effect to good performance; 
The Transformed_Product Designing is also based on the exist designs, but need to do 
a rather big transforming design. It will be some quick, some low price, and have 
some positive to good performance. These two processes are case-based designs and 
rather steady because there are already much experiences in the practices. But in the 
meantime they also have a difficult to break through the constraints of those models. 
The New_Product Designing has an innovative designing method and may make suf-
ficient positive effect to good performance, but it needs more time and high price. So 
the Strategic Rationale model provides a systematic way to explore the possible alter-
native in designing process. This would be help for the cooperators to decide which 
way they should take and sufficiently meet the requirements of the Customer. 

In figure 2, there are still other Groups in the virtual enterprise. These groups sup-
ply related constraint information for the Product Designing and Quoting Group and 
cooperate with the Group to accomplish devices and machines manufacturing, parts 
supplying, and product assembling. In Devices and Machines Manufacturing Group, 
there are a lot of manufacturing experiences. The redundant surplus in design is the 
main reason for cost inflation, and sometime it is a factor to prolong the delivering 
time. So the control of surplus is very important in product design. But it must be 
large enough to ensure the product quality in order to satisfy the Product Designing 
and Quoting Group to continue their market in the future. The Parts Supplying Group 
is similar to the Devices and Machines Manufacturing Group. It has two ways to sup-
ply the parts, in stocks and purchasing. It also needs to provide good quality work to 
continue their cooperation. The Product Assembling Group will assemble the devices, 
machines and parts supplied by the groups mentioned above in accordance with the 
design of the product and will give the product a test run. Then the product will be 
checked and accepted by the Product Designing and Quoting Group and delivered to 
the Customer. 

2.3 Roles, Positions and Agents 

In i*, an agent is an actor used to refer to the concrete, physical manifestation; A role 
is an abstract and serves as holder of intention. It can be reasoned about before it is al-
located to an agent. Position is typically assigned to an agent as a unit, serves as an in-
termediate mapping between agents and roles and eventually is occupied by some 
agents. Positions can cover roles, agents can occupy positions, and agent can also play 
roles directly [7]. The term actor is used to refer to the generic concept. agent, role, 
and position are specializations of the actor concept. 

In the virtual enterprise, the partners cooperate with each other as virtual groups 
according to their goals. In i*, goals always belong to agents and the global goal is 
distributed and propagated over the network of dependency relationships to form hi-
erarchical intentions (goals). So an actor can represent an organization in which there 
are some other actors to take on the sub-tasks. Here the functional requirements are  
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Fig. 3. The strategic dependency model with roles, positions and agents 

treated as goals and non-functional requirements is treated as softgoals which appear 
as dependency relationships among agents, like other goals.  

In figure 3, those groups in figure 1 are represented as the high level cooperators in 
the virtual enterprise and they are described as positions. These positions are occupied 
by some agents. For example, the position of Product Designing and Quoting Group 
covers two roles, Product Designing and Product Quoting. The Product Designing is 
so complex that it needs some partners to accomplish. There are five partners in Prod-
uct Designing and occupied by related agents who take on these decomposed tasks. 
Each position may cover different roles to be finished respectively. 

3 Study of Cooperation in the Virtual Enterprise 
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3.1 Cooperation in the Virtual Enterprise 

When the virtual enterprise is built, the partners will cooperate with each other ac-
cording to their dependency relationships. The dependencies propagating over the 
network of dependency relationships make the dependers and dependees cooperate ef-
fectively.  

 
Fig. 4. The cooperation relationships in the virtual enterprise 

In figure 4, the Customer depends on the Product Designing and Quoting Group 
(goal-dependency) to customize the product and doesn’t care how the Group achieves 
the goal. In the virtual enterprise, the Product Designing and Quoting Group takes on 
a leader role to establish and organize the virtual enterprise in order to accomplish the 
tasks. The sub-tasks in the Product Designing and Quoting Group, such as General 
Designing, Device Designing, Machine Designing, will finish the general product de-
sign and all kinds of designs of devices and machines in this product. They respec-
tively depend on Devices and Machines Manufacturing (task-dependency) to manu-
facture the devices and machines, depends on Parts Supplying (task-dependency) to 
supply the parts, depends on Product Assembling (task-dependency) to assemble the 
product. There are some resource-dependencies between tasks for the availabilities of 
entities (physical or informational). The Device Designing depends on the Devices 
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Manufacturing (softgoal-dependency) to achieve proper surplus design for devices. 
The depender will make the final decision based on information that it get from these 
partners in the downstream in order to cut down the surplus properly. Beside the 
dependencies among the actors, there are many task decomposition links in the model 
which can describe the decomposition of tasks.  

In figure 4, the sub-tasks of Devices Manufacturing and Machine Manufacturing 
are respectively allocated to two manufacturing partners. These two manufacturing 
partners can be selected by the Devices and Machines Manufacturing Group and can 
get those dependency relationships and related information from the their upper actor. 
From this view, the whole dependency relationships among the actors are formed a 
hierarchical architecture and it can constructed as a multi-agent system based on the 
federation architecture to support the virtual enterprise[15][21]. 

3.2 Cooperative Architecture for the Virtual Enterprise 

Based on the analysis with the i* framework, an agent and goal-oriented model for the 
virtual enterprise can be built. Because the virtual enterprise is a dynamic alliance, 
when the goals and tasks have been allocated to partners, the allying process is fin-
ished. In order to support the allying process and cooperation in virtual enterprise, we 
propose a hierarchical and federated architecture in figure 5. In this architecture, the 
partners can communicate with each other with the well-known Contract Net Proto-
col[20] when they ally with each other. Those agents(not at the lowest level) can dy-
namically take two roles: manager or contractor[14]. As a manager, the agent will de-
compose and allocate the task or sub-tasks to its partners. It can announce the task or 
sub-tasks to relevant partners and collect the bids from partners and awards the task or 
sub-tasks to the best bidders. When the task or sub-tasks have been allocated to the 
partners, the manager and the partners form a federation. The manager will cooperate 
and coordinate with the partners and support communication among the agents in its 
federation. Agents in a federation can communicate with others in different federa-
tions through their respective upper manager. This makes the realization of communi-
cation more convenient. 

In figure 5, the hierarchical and federated architecture not only supports the task to 
be decomposed and allocated, but also to facilitate the tasks to be managed. In a fed-
eration, these partners cooperate with each other in order to accomplish the tasks or 
sub-tasks. These partners may come from different companies or come from different 
work units in the same company. They can overlap to implement their respective 
tasks or sub-tasks allocated to them based on various dependency relationships. That 
means those companies cooperating with each other in the virtual enterprise as differ-
ent virtual groups, such as G1, G2, or G3, respond different tasks or sub-tasks in the 
high-level cooperation. In the low-level cooperation, the developers and work units in 
same company or in different companies can form all kinds of work teams, such as 
T1, to take on the decomposed tasks or sub-tasks. This makes the virtual enterprise 
more flexible and more competitive. In this paper, a partner can be a company, or a 
work unit, or a developer in a company. 
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Fig. 5. A hierarchical and federated architecture for the virtual enterprise 

4 Discussion 

In this paper, we have illustrated the use of i* framework to model an air-separator 
virtual enterprise. The i* framework has been applied in many fields, but what it has 
modelled are always very concrete applications, such as trust-related issues, intellec-
tual property management issues. The virtual enterprise is a very complex and distrib-
uted system and it is a dynamic alliance. The initial company establish and organize 
the virtual enterprise in order to sufficiently meet the requirements of the market. It 
will plan the product design and manufacturing process and select related partners ac-
cording to their goals, intentions, and capabilities to join the dynamic alliance and 
share the task. It also needs to model the various dependency relationships among the 
partners in order to support their cooperation. So it is very important to model the vir-
tual enterprise in order to reveal what parts are in it and how they interact and cooper-
ate. 
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The i* framework was developed for modelling intentional relationships among 
strategic actors. The cooperators in the virtual enterprise are treated as actors and co-
operate with each other in a network of dependency relationships. Some actors de-
pend on goals and others depend on tasks or softgoals. Because some task are so 
complicated that they are decomposed into several sub-tasks and allocate these sub-
tasks to actors (partners) which have been selected to join the alliance. Here we spe-
cialize the actors who join the virtual enterprise as positions and assign the positions 
to agents who represent the partners. This realizes the task decomposition and task al-
location. The i* model with the dependency relationships encourages and facilitates 
the analysis of requirements and cooperation in the virtual enterprise. We also pro-
pose a cooperative architecture based on this model to support virtual enterprise to be 
constructed and to be managed. 

This paper has taken a rather simplistic view of the virtual enterprise even through 
we provide a complex alliance to produce a kind of product, air-separator. We just 
give the coarse-grained analysis about it. It still needs rather deep study in the fine-
grained level. In this paper, we model the virtual enterprise using the i* framework 
aiming at analyzing the requirements of virtual enterprise and cooperation among the 
partners. There are still lots of works to do in this field. In future work, we plan to ap-
ply the i* framework to analyze and reason opportunities and vulnerabilities among 
the partners in cooperation through all kinds of dependency relationships using the 
softgoals. We also plan to combine other technologies, such as scenarios[19], to 
achieve the development  from early requirement analysis to later detailed architec-
ture design. 
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Abstract. Complex software systems, as currently engineered, are brittle and 
fragile. New ideas and a new set of engineering principles are needed to 
effectively build flexible, robust, evolvable software systems, able to cope 
with the dynamics of modern execution scenarios. Swarm intelligence – in 
which the paths to problem solving emerge as the result of interactions 
between simple autonomous components (agents or ants) and between them 
and the environment – appears a very promising approach. However, the 
variety of swarm-based approaches that have been proposed so far still lacks a 
common modeling and engineering methodology. In the attempt to overcome 
this problem, this paper presents a general coordination methodology in which 
swarm’s components are simply driven by abstract computational force fields 
(Co-Fields), generated either by agents, or by the environment, or by both. By 
having agents be driven in their activities by such fields, globally coordinated 
behaviors can naturally emerge. This model can provide a unifying abstraction 
for swarm intelligent systems and it can also be exploited to formalize these 
systems in terms of dynamical systems whose behavior is described via 
differential equations. Several example of swarm systems modeled with Co-
Fields are presented to support our thesis. 

1 Introduction 

In the last few years, the research of radically new approaches to software 
engineering and computing has witnessed a great momentum. These efforts are well 
justified by the state of trouble of present day computer science. Actual software 
engineering practices, based on structured design, lead to brittle and fragile systems 
[ZamP02, Sus99]. While such practices can be acceptable when engineering 
software systems to be dived in closed and static scenarios, it becomes definitely 
unsuitable for those systems whose execution has to deal with dynamic and open 
environments, as it is the case of pervasive [Est02], mobile [KahKP00], and wide-
area Internet applications [CabLZ02].  There, dynamic and openness call for 
systems architectures capable of supporting both partial failures and dynamic 
unsupervised re-organization of interaction patterns. 

To face this situation, several researchers turned their attention to engineering 
approaches that take inspiration from the collective behavior of social animals, e.g., 
ants. From the engineering point of view it is important to observe that animals 
solve a wide variety of different problems (e.g., finding food, use shortest paths to 
reach the nest, organize task division) in a very robust and flexible way. Robustness 
arises from the fact that the colony has the ability to achieve its goal even when 
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some individuals die or fail to perform their task; flexibility arises from the fact that 
the patterns of interactions between the individuals are not fixed by contract and can 
be instead dynamically re-shaped to self-adapt to changing environments. Following 
other authors [BonT00], we refer to those kind of systems as swarm intelligent 
systems, to stress the fact that their features and capabilities are not embedded in the 
single components of the system, but emerge by the coordinated activities of a 
swarm of individuals. 

 The features of swarm intelligent systems attract more and more software 
engineering researchers [ParB02], due to the fact that the daily problems solved by 
groups of animals have direct counterparts in engineering and computer science: 
finding food strategies can be exploited in an information retrieval context; the 
strategies used to find the shortest path connecting two locations can be exploited in 
routing algorithms for telecommunication and computer networks; mechanisms for 
ant’s division of labor can be exploited in manufacturing or workflow management 
scenarios. Therefore, it is no surprise that several works [Par97, Bon99, BonT00, 
Joh01, Ken01] describe peculiar applications of swarm intelligence in a variety of 
areas. Just to cite a few recent examples, the Anthill system exploits swarm 
intelligence to perform information search in a wide-area peer-to-peer system 
[BabBM02], while collective coordinated behaviors of simple components have 
been used to control the shape of modular robots [Spe02]. 

 While the opportunity to exploit these new concepts has already been spotted, 
the next challenge is it to enabling their exploitation in a systematic and engineered 
ways. In our opinion, a possible obstacle to the widespread diffusion of these 
methodologies is the lack of a common and general framework in which all these 
swam intelligent systems could fit.  

The aim of this article is to present a model able to provide a unifying abstraction 
for a large class of swarm intelligent systems. This model is based on the physically 
inspired concept of computational fields (Co-Fields). Co-Fields are distributed data 
structures spread in some space, abstracting some features of the world perceived by 
the agents, and influencing agents’ actions so as to implicitly encode coordination 
tasks. The key advantage of Co-Fields is that it enables to represent in a simple yet 
effective way both different types of “environments” in which agents can live and 
different coordination tasks they have to achieve. This makes it possible to adopt the 
same basic approach to model different classes of swarm intelligent systems. In 
addition, the physical inspiration also allows to formally treating Co-Fields 
coordinated systems in terms of dynamical systems [Par98, Par01], by integrating 
the differential equations governing their behavior. In the future we think that very 
interesting results could be obtained by applying classic dynamical system theorems 
and results to this mathematical description, like for example detecting the system’s 
attractors and their basin. However, up to now, we used it as a very effective fast 
prototyping tool: by solving the differential equations it is possible to quickly 
analyze the behavior of the system, tuning coefficients and make experiments. 

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the Co-Fields model in 
general. Section 3 presents different classic examples of swarm intelligence and 
shows how they can all be modeled in terms of the Co-Fields model. Section 4 
selects one of the previous examples and shows how it is possible to describe it 
using a dynamical systems’ formalism. Section 5 concludes the paper and presents 
our future work.    
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2 The Co-Fields Model 

The Co-Fields model provides a modeling framework to design a multi agent system 
(MAS). Its primary focus is to consider and model the MAS as a “whole”, in which 
agents achieve their goal not because of their single capabilities, but because they 
are part of an self-organized system that leads them to the goal achievement 
[ParB02]; the fact that the goals are accomplished is not a merit of the single agents, 
but of the system as a whole.  

The Co-Fields model can be schematized in the following four points: 
1. The environment is represented and abstracted by fields, spread by agents and 

by the environment itself. These fields convey some useful information for the 
agents’ coordination tasks and provide agents with strong coordination-task-
tailored context awareness. 

2. The coordination policy is realized by letting the agents to move following the 
“waveform” of these fields. 

3. Environment dynamics and agents’ movements induce changes in the fields’ 
surface, composing a feedback cycle that influences agents’ movement (point 
2).  

4. This feedback cycle lets the system (agents and environment) to auto-organize, 
so that the coordination task is finally achieved. 

More in detail, a field can be defined as a distributed data structure composed by a 
unique identifier, a value (representing the field magnitude in that particular point), 
and a propagation rule. Fields can be generated by the agents or by the environment, 
and are propagated through the space as specified by their propagation rule, which 
thus determines the final shape of the field surface. Fields can be static or dynamic, 
basically a field is static if once propagated its magnitude does not change over time; 
it is dynamic if its magnitude does. A field can be dynamic because for example its 
source moves and the field, with some propagation delay, changes accordingly its 
magnitude, or because for example its propagation rule it is designed to remain 
active and to change field value after some time. In our model agents simply 
compute a sort of combination of the fields they perceive (e.g. a linear combination). 
The result of this combination is itself a field, that we will call the agent’s 
coordination field. Agents are forced to follow (deterministically or with some 
probability) the shape of their coordination field, like if they were walking upon the 
coordination field associated surface. Basically their actions will be based on 
following downhill the decrease of the coordination field, on following its increase 
uphill, or on following one of its equipotential lines (see Figure 1). 

Complex movements are achieved not because of the agent will, but because of 
dynamic re-shaping of this surface. This is a strong point that will enable us to 
completely treat these field-based software systems as dynamical systems. In fact, 
having an analytical description of the coordination field, as will be shown in section 
4, is rather easy to write down a set of differential equations that can mathematically 
express the bond between the agents’ movement and the gradient of the field’s 
surface, and thus govern and describe the system’s behavior. 

Almost all the coordination tasks considered in this paper deal with agents’ 
movements and so the coordination field can be considered spread in the physical 
space and following the coordination field surface means moving from one place to 
another. However, the approach is more general and a coordination field spread in a 
more abstract space could encode coordination tasks that do not deal with some 
physical movements, but with other kind of actions. In these cases agents would 
follow its coordination field, not by moving from one place to another, but by 
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making other kind of actions. An example of this more abstract encoding will be 
presented at the end of the next section. 

In this paper, we do not face implementation issue. However, we point out that 
Co-Fields can potentially be implemented, as an overlay network, on any 
middleware providing basic support for data storing, communication and event-
notification.  

 

A 

B 

A A 

A 

B 

B 

A 

A 

B 

B 

 
Fig 1. Agent B following the surface of its coordination field which coincides with the field 
generated by agent A; (left) the agent B follows downhill the decrease of its coordination 
field; (center) the agent B follows uphill the increase of its coordination field; (right) the 
agent B follows an equipotential line of its coordination field.   

3 Classic Swarm Intelligence Examples 

In this section we are going to briefly survey different swarm intelligent 
coordination policies, mainly taken from [Par97, Bon99, Kenn01] and we will show 
how can they be modeled in terms of the Co-Fields model. This will serve both to 
justify the claim of unifying approach of this paper and to clarify the Co-Fields 
model itself. 

3.1 Wolves: surrounding a prey 

To capture a moose, a pack of wolves have to act in a coordinated way, surrounding 
the prey. Their coordinated behavior can be explained by means of swarm 
intelligence without assuming long-range communication mechanisms or complex 
intelligent strategies [Par97, Kenn01]. Wolves simply hunt for the moose trying to 
maintain a suitable distance from other wolves. Simulations of this simple strategy, 
with a moose that simply try to escape by moving farthest away from the nearest 
wolf, shows that it is a viable and successful solution for wolves to surround and to 
capture the prey.  
 
To model such behavior with Co-Field, we can imagine that the moose and the 
wolves generates the following fields, to be updated in real-time depending on 
agents’ movements: a moose at the coordinates ),( mm YX , generates a moose’s 
field described by the following equation (see Figure 2 left): 

( ) ( )( ) 0,),,(
22

>−= −+−−
mm

YyXxh
m hkektyxmoose mmm  
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Analogously, the wolf i at the coordinates ),( i
w

i
w YX , generates a wolf’s field 

whose equation is (see Figure 2 right): 
( ) ( )( ) 0,),,(

22

>= −+−−
ww

YyXxh
wi hkektyxwolf

i
w

i
ww  

The contribution of this analytical description will be clear in section 4, when we 
will derive the differential equations describing the Co-Fields model in general, and 
we will apply those equations to this mathematical description of the fields’ surfaces 
to derive moose’s and wolves’ behavior. 

 

 

-1 1 0 

mk−  

mhemk 2−−  mhemk 2−−  

 

-1 1 0 

wk  

whewk 2−
 whewk 2−

 

 

Fig. 2. Moose’s (left) and Wolf’s (right) generated field 

Now, if we consider the moose’s coordination field consisting in the linear 
combination of all the wolves’ fields:  

∑
=

=
n

i
tyxiwolftyxmoosecoord

1
),,(),,(  

by following the decrease of the resulting field, the moose runs away from wolves. 
Similarly, if we consider each wolf’s coordination field consisting in the linear 
combination between the moose’s field and all the other wolves’ fields: 

∑
≠=

+=
n

ijj
jwolf tyxwolftyxmoosetyxcoord

i

,1
),,(),,(),,(  

a wolf is directed towards the moose, but staying away from other wolves. It is clear 
that this simple description is perfectly analogous to the description based on 
distances and, by a proper tuning of the fields’ coefficients, can lead to the same 
results. 

3.2 Birds flocking 

Flocks of birds stay together, coordinate turns, and avoid each other, by following a 
very simple swarm algorithm [Par97, Kenn01]. Similar problems happen in air-
traffic control and convoys of ships and they could be possibly addressed by using 
similar methods. The coordinated behavior of flocks can be explained by assuming 
that each bird tries to maintain a specified separation from the nearest birds and to 
match nearby birds‘ velocity. The flock is a self-constraining structure in which each 
entity’s individual action simultaneously responds to and changes the overall 
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structure of the flock. Although each bird senses only the movements of its nearest 
peers, its responses to these movements propagate to others, so that the system as a 
whole exhibits global coordination. 
 
To model this strategy under the Co-Fields modeling framework, we can imagine 
that each bird generates a FLOCK field like the one showed in figure 3 (left), which 
can be described by the following simple equation: 

224

22

2),,(

)()(

dadtyxFLOCK

YyXxd

i

i
P

i
P

⋅−=

−+−=
 

This field is updated in real time to match the bird’s movements. Now, saying that 
birds have to stay a specified distances from each other is equivalent to saying that 
birds has to follow the decrease of other birds’ generated fields (see Figure 3 right). 
In fact the shape of the field constrains birds to stay close each other in an almost 
regular grid, the movement of a bird and the consequent change in the field it 
generates force other birds to move as well.  

 

  
Fig. 3. Flocking field (left) Flocking birds (right) 

3.3 Ant Foraging 

Ants construct a network of paths that connects their nest with available food 
sources [Par97, Bon99]. This global structure emerges from the simple actions of the 
individual ants that do not even know they are involved in this distributed building 
process. Several authors spotted the possibility to exploit the technique used by ants 
in this process in a routing or in an information retrieval context. Basically each ant 
that forages for food is able to produce two kinds of pheromones (scent markers that 
many insects generate). The home-pheromone is produced after leaving the anthill 
wandering looking for food. The food-pheromone is produced when the ant goes 
back to the anthill after some food has been found. Ants wander randomly following 
the food pheromone when looking for food, following the home pheromone when 
bringing food back to the anthill. The overall system behavior is based on the fact 
that, pheromone tracks deployed by an ant can be exploited by the same or by other 
ants in the future. The natural tendency of the pheromones to evaporate if not 
reinforced, allows the pheromone network to remain up-to-dated. So when a food 
source is extinguished the corresponding pheromone trial disappears, because it is 
no longer used and reinforced. 
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To describe the ants’ foraging strategy under the Co-Fields model, we can imagine 
that the environment is abstracted (i.e. perceived by ants) by means of two (initially 
flat) fields. These two fields, which we will call the home and the food fields, are 
generated and spread by the environment itself. The environment reacts to ants’ 
movements by wrinkling the fields’ surface, while ants’ movements are affected by 
the “waveform” of the field. This feedback cycle constitutes the key to let the 
system auto-organize. The algorithm followed by ants can in fact be restated by 
supposing that each ant wanders, avoiding obstacles, following (probabilistically) 
the decrease of the food field when it is looking for food, following 
(probabilistically) the decrease of the home field when it is bringing food back to the 
anthill. Then to close successfully the feedback cycle we will simply imagine that 
the environment reacts to the ants’ presence, by locally wrinkling the home field 
surface in correspondence of the points in which ants looking for food are located 
and it wrinkles the food field surface in the points in which ants carrying food are 
located. The form of the wrinkle is depicted in figure 4 (left). Moreover we will 
suppose that the environment is able to control the deepness of the wrinkle, so that 
each new (or renewed) wrinkle is deeper that all the wrinkles in its neighborhood. 
Following these principles, ants’ movement creates a network of channels in the 
fields’ surfaces. In the food-field surface these channels descend from the anthill to 
the food sources, in the home-field surface these channels descend from the food 
sources to the anthill. In figure 4 (right) a channel created by an ant movement is 
shown. Of course this is a pure abstraction, in no way a natural environment can 
provide the described capabilities. However this does not matter for our purposes, in 
fact we just want to demonstrate that the Co-Fields model can abstract these 
phenomena, and then use this model to build software systems in an artificial 
environment, where these functionalities can easily be gathered. 

 
 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. A wrinkle induced on a field’s surface by an ant presence (left). The channel in the 
field surface created by the ant movement (right) 

Finally, to accustom for pheromone evaporation, we will imagine that each of the 
fields’ surfaces has some form of memory and it reshapes to its original flat form if 
untouched. In particular this can be formally stated by saying that a field’s wrinkle 
at coordinates ),( wYwX  created a time 0t  can be mathematically described by the 
following function: 

( ) ( )( ) 0),()0(),,(
22

>−+−−−−= htkYyXxhettktyxwrinkle ww  
Where k(t) is a function that goes to zero as t increases, while h is a constant that 

expresses the fact the wrinkle is only a local deformation.  
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In general this kind of analytical description is not only useful to state these 
concepts formally, but it can be applied to provide a dynamical system description 
of the model. In section 4 this procedure will be applied to the example discussed in 
section 3.3, however the results can be easily applied also to this case.   

3.4 Ant Labor Division and Task Succession 

In social insects, different activities are often performed simultaneously by 
specialized individuals; this phenomenon is called division of labor. A key feature of 
division of labor is plasticity: the ratios of workers performing different tasks can 
vary in response to internal perturbations or external challenges. A simple model, 
which relies on response threshold, can explain how ants achieve flexibility and 
specialization in labor division [Bon99, Kenn01]. Each individual has a response 
threshold for every task, it engages in task performance when the level of the task-
associated stimuli exceeds its threshold, it drops a task when the task associated 
stimuli falls under another threshold. In this way everyone adjust its duties 
according to the colony’s needs. Moreover, by performing a certain task individuals’ 
task associated threshold decrease. This simple strategy is the key for specialization: 
the more one individual performed a task in the past, the more likely the same 
individual will perform the task in the future. 
 
This example is particularly interesting to be modeled with Co-Fields, because it 
involves fields propagated in a space, which is not the physical space in which ants 
are embedded. 

To model the above described coordination task within the Co-Fields approach, 
we can imagine that there exists a virtual space, separated by the physical one, in 
which ants are embedded. This is a multi-dimensional space containing one 
dimension for each of the possible tasks an ant may be involved. If an ant can be 
involved just in three tasks, let’s say: Task A, Task B, Task C, then this space will 
be the one depicted in figure 5 (left). An ant in placed within the space depending on 
its duties: we can suppose that each axis measures the fraction of the time, an ant 
performs that particular task. So that the ant in figure 5 (left) performs Task A for 
the 33% of its time, Task B for the 33% of its time and Task C for the 33% of its 
time. Of course, in general, every ant is constrained to the subspace 

%100≤∈∑ Tasksx ix
i

. An ant can move in this space, but its movement does not 

correspond to an actual movement in its physical space, but in a change in the ant’s 
duties. So for example the movement depicted in figure 5 (right), represent an agent 
that gradually stops doing Task C and starts doing Task B. Of course fields can be 
spread and sensed by ants also in this space. In particular the environment generates 
fields encoding the stimuli that encourages ants in performing a task. Basically the 
shape of these fields is almost like a steep flat surface, decreasing towards the 
direction of the associated axis. The more the task achievement is urgent, the more 
the environment increases the steepness of the field surface. In figure 6, three 
different Task A’s associated fields are shown. The more the surface get steep, the 
more Task A’s achievement becomes urgent. 
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Fig. 5. Diagram to represent task space (left). Movement in the task space (right) 
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Fig. 6. Task-A stimuli associated fields. The more the Task A’s achievement becomes urgent, 
the more the overall surface gets steep. 

Ants’ algorithm can thus be restated by means of the following actions: each ant 
evaluates a combination of the sensed fields, by considering only those fields whose 
steepness where the ant is located overcomes a certain threshold. Then the ant 
follows downhill the field obtained. As the ants move along the Task space the 
field’s surface tend to get flattened, because the associated tasks are achieved. Ants’ 
duties get stabilized in a suitable configuration, until new stimuli and thus fields’ 
surfaces’ deformations appear. As depicted in figure 6, a task-associated field’s 
surface is not actually a steep flat surface, but its steepness increases both in the 
direction of the associated axis and both in the proximity of the associated axis 
itself. The reason for this non-linear shape is to enforce specialization. In fact, on the 
one hand by increasing the steepness towards the direction of the associated axis, the 
more an ant is placed towards that direction (i.e. the more it is performing that task), 
the more it will easy that the ant will perform the task in the future because the 
field’s steepness is there particularly high. On the other hand the increase of the 
steepness towards the axis itself (i.e. towards the zero) rends easier that 
“unemployed” ants, rather than already fully committed ants, engage the task. 
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4 A Dynamical Description of Swarm Intelligence 

In this section we are going to present a dynamical system description of the Co-
Fields model, based on the differential equations that govern the system behavior. 

The Co-Fields model suits really well to this kind of description, because 
individuals’ behavior can be assimilated to the one of a ball rolling on a surface (the 
coordination field surface). It is thus rather easy to see that if we consider the 
individual i, and we denote its coordinates in a particular space as 

))(),...,(),(( 21 txtxtx i
n

ii and its coordination field as ),,...,,( 21 tXXXcoord ni . Then 
the differential equations that govern i behavior are in the form: 

nj
X

tXXXcoord
v

dt
dx

j

ni
i
j ,...,2,1

),,...,,( 21 =
∂

∂
⋅±=  

Where v expresses the “speed” of individual i, while the sign at the right of the 
equals is decided by weather i follows the increase or the decrease of the 
coordination field. This is because the direction of the gradient of the individual’s 
coordination field, evaluated towards the spatial coordinates, point to the direction 
in which the coordination field increase. So the individual i will follow this gradient 
or will go in the opposite direction depending on if it wants to follow the increase or 
the decrease of its coordination field. 

In a similar way it is possible to model those cases in which i follows the 
equipotential lines of the fields. 

To clarify the above equations and to describe a concrete example, we are going 
to write the differential equations that govern the moose escape and the wolves 
surrounding strategy. The moose coordination field, following section 3.1, is given 
by the sum (linear combination with all the coefficients equal to 1) of the wolves’ 
fields (let’s suppose n wolves). 

∑
=

=
n

i
tyxiwolftyxmoosecoord

1
),,(),,(  

While the wolf i coordination field is given by the sum (linear combination with 
all the coefficients equal to 1) of the moose’s field (that attracts the wolf) and all the 
others wolves’ fields (that repulse the wolf). 

∑
≠=

+=
n

ijj
jwolf tyxwolftyxmoosetyxcoord

i

,1
),,(),,(),,(  

Now writing the differential equations is just a matter of substituting these 
coordination fields with the fields’ equations described in 3.3 and to use the 
differential equations at the beginning of this section, in the case of individuals 
following the decrease of the coordination field. Because of space limit, we will not 
report the result of this substitution, however the system turns out to be described by 
a set of strictly coupled non-linear differential equations (because of the 
exponentials in the fields’ functions in 3.3). Of course it is not easy to solve these 
differential equations analytically and to prove the soundness of the presented 
approach we integrated numerically, with the program Mathematica [Math], the 
differential equations in the case of a system composed by one moose and three 
wolves. The results are displayed in the following figure (see Figure 7), which 
shows a common x-y plane with the trajectories of the elements of the system (i.e. 
the solutions of ))(),(( tiytix evaluated for a certain time interval). It is worth noting 
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that solving these equations numerically is a very effective way to simulate the 
system, and it can be regarded as a very easy and powerful tool to make experiments 
and tuning coefficients.  
 

 

 

MOOSE 
MOOSE WOLF 

WOLF WOLF WOLF 
WOLF 

WOLF 

Fig. 7. (left) Wolves do not care about other wolves’ fields and thus they are not able to 
surround the moose. (right) Wolves sensing other wolves’ fields are able to surround the 
moose.  

5 Conclusions, Current and Future Works 

This paper presents a general modeling framework rooted on a field-based model 
that can provide a unifying abstraction for swarm intelligent systems. This 
abstraction has been also exploited to formalize some of these systems in terms if 
dynamical systems whose behavior is described in term of differential equations. 
The numerical solutions of these equations provide a valuable tool to make 
experiments on the studied systems.  

In our current work we are applying the Co-Fields model to concrete software 
systems. We think in fact that this model presents valuable features that could 
improve current software engineering best practices. In particular, we are dealing 
with those applications in which a group of autonomous components (i.e. agents), 
running on some mobile computing devices, have to coordinate their respective 
movements (or the movements of the users carrying them on). The goals of this 
coordination can be various: letting the agents to meet somewhere, to move avoiding 
traffic jams, to distribute themselves accordingly to a particular geometry, etc. The 
first results of this work have been the development of a simulation in which a field-
based application guides the visitors and the clerks of a museum towards 
[MamLZ02]. In Figure 8, we sketch the results of such a simulation when applied to 
the flocking problem, and visualizing the coordinated movements of a set of security 
guards within the museum. We also emphasize that in Co-Fields, as in other swarm 
systems, adaptivity and self-organization is guaranteed: without any change to the 
agents’ code, the security guards can continue move in a coordinated way even 
when new security guards arrive or when security guards have to take care of a 
totally different museum.  

Our future work will proceed towards two main directions: on the one hand we 
will try to extend the Co-Fields model and to better formalize it. Our perception is 
that particularly significant results can be obtained by generalizing the use of the 
Co-Fields model to tasks that do not deal with some physical movements, but with 
other kind of actions, as we did in the example of ant’s division of labor. On the 
other hand, we would like to develop a proper infrastructure to support the Co-Fields 
model. To use this model in a real computing scenario is in fact necessary to have a 
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proper middleware infrastructure able to manage the distributed data structures 
associated to fields. Finally it would be very interesting to explore other approaches 
like Amorphous Computing [Abe00], Dissipative Cellular Automata DCA [RolZ02] 
and Artificial Neural Networks [Joh01] to see if and how the Co-Fields model can 
be combined someway with them. 

 
 

   
 
Fig. 8. (from let to right). Different stages in the Co-Fields guided movement of a group of 
agents through the virtual building of a museum. Agents follows the  
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Abstract. A Multi-Agent System (MAS) can be viewed as a software system 
evolving in some environment, with which it has to interact. During the MAS 
life cycle, many situations may occur, situations that are considered to be 
critical and that would have an effect on the MAS, prompting it to quickly 
adjust to this new situation. A design methodology of a MAS should help the 
designer to represent information about a changing environment and its effects 
on the MAS, an aspect of the modelling task which is currently lacking from 
agent design methodologies. We propose to add  two new diagrams: an 
environment diagram and an agent diagram, to MAS modelling methodologies. 
These diagrams will conceptualise the impact of the environment on the 
structure of the MAS, and therefore should guide the development of the actual 
implementation of the MAS. 

1   Introduction 

A multi-agent system (MAS) consists of a number of agents that operate together in 
order to achieve some goals. It can be viewed as an agent organization (by analogy 
with human organization) or in other words, as some artificial society or organization 
[11]. In fact, like human organizations, a MAS evolves in a certain environment, has 
goals to achieve and its agents operate together to achieve these goals. So we feel that 
their design should be somewhat inspired from that of human organizations (based on 
organization theories) [6]. From the study of organization theories, we find that 
organization structures are viewed as metaphors (as summarized in Morgan [7]) that 
can be applied for the study of many sorts of organizations [2]. It is important to 
notice from the start that human organizations are complex and most of the time, they 
need more than one metaphor to be accurately described, or need some variant of a 
metaphor. We have chosen the four metaphors that seem to be applicable to multi-
agent systems: the machine, organism, brain and political metaphors. Based on these 
metaphors, we have identified five key dimensions to design a human organization 
that we adapt to the design of an agent organization [6]. These dimensions are: the 
nature of the environment, the tasks to be performed, the control, communication and 
collaboration relationships between agents. 
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Looking at agent-oriented methodologies such as Gaia [11], AUML [8] and MAS-
CommonKADS [8], we find that they do not integrate any mechanism to explicitly 
model the environment, its evolution and its impact on the structure of the MAS [6]. 
They have no formal representation of the specifications of the MAS, and therefore, 
there is no way to implement some early validation of the behaviour of the MAS under 
design.  

We define the environment as a set of situations that can occur during the 
organization life cycle, and where each situation has an impact on the structure of the 
organization and on its meaningful behaviour. We feel that the modelling of the 
environment and its impact on the organization structure of the MAS is vital to the 
usefulness of the system since it challenges the adaptability of the system. 

We propose to add two diagrams to MAS modelling methodologies in order to 
conceptualise and represent the environment and its impact on the organizational 
structure of the MAS. These diagrams are the environment diagram and the agent 
diagram. 

The environment diagram. It represents a state transition diagram between the 
different situations that the environment can undergo. A change in a situation will 
affect most probably the roles that the agents play and their relationships. This 
diagram is needed in the modelling of this dependency between environmental 
situations and a MAS. We define loosely the environment as being the set of the 
different situations that condition the behaviour of the system, and the possible 
sequence of occurrences of these situations. Through domain analysis and background 
knowledge, we determine what situations are likely to have a tremendous impact on 
the organization of the MAS and, for obvious complexity reasons, we restrict 
ourselves to them.  

The agent diagram. Defined in relation to the environment diagram, it represents 
the structure of the agents (roles) and their relationships (control, collaboration and 
communication relationships), and how the environmental situations affect them.  

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we present the limits of the Gaia 
[11], AUML [8] and MAS-CommonKADS [3] methodologies with regard to the 
modelling of the environment. Section 3 presents the environment diagram and 
Section 4 presents the agent diagram based on some soccer game example. Section 5 
concludes. 

2. Limits of agent oriented methodologies 

In this section, we focus our study on three methodologies: Gaia [11], AUML [8] and 
MAS-CommonKADS [3]. We model some strategic tactics of a soccer team using 
Gaia, AUML and MAS-CommonKADS. We centre our argumentation around the 
modelling of the environment (a set of situations that impacts the organization 
structure of the MAS) and show how these methodologies do not allow the designing 
of a MAS that could readjust its overall behaviour to an evolving environment. We 
also show how the five dimensions that we identified from [6] (environment, task, 
control, communication and collaboration) as being important to the modelling of any 
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organization are taken into account by these methodologies. From that presentation we 
aim at showing that no provision was made to explicitly model the environment under 
these three methodologies. 

2.1 The Gaia Methodology 

Gaia [11] is based on three phases. The first phase is requirements statement; the 
second phase is analysis and the third phase is design. The first phase, requirements, is 
independent from any implementation. It corresponds to use cases in object oriented 
design. The second phase, analysis, specifies the different roles to be developed in the 
software system, and their interactions. It is composed of the role model and the 
interaction model. The former identifies the key roles that must be undertaken by 
agents in the system. The latter identifies the interactions between roles according to a 
set of protocol definitions. The third phase, design, defines the different agent types 
and instances (the agent model), the different services offered by each agent (service 
model) and the communication between the agents (acquaintance model). Each agent 
can be associated with a set of roles. 

The basic notion in Gaia is the role. It is very important to precisely identify the 
key roles of the MAS since all models produced by Gaia are based on them. When 
modelling a soccer team, the key roles are : Goal Keeper (GK), Defender (DF), 
MidFielder (MF) and Striker (ST). In Gaia, each role is described by a schema (see 
Table 1). In this schema we: 
- Give a textual description of the role: the role of the defender is to stop adverse 

forward players,   
- Determine the different protocols and activities that will be played by the role: the 

defender has the activity to stop adverse players (stopPlayers) and must use 
protocols to guide his team mate in the overall defence strategy of the team 
(guideDefense), 

- Determine the permissions associated to the roles. A player always has the 
possibility to kick the ball (kickBall), 

- Define the responsibilities of the role that are composed of liveness and safety 
responsibilities. The liveness responsibilities are the functionalities of the role. 
The defender must stop adverse players (stopPlayers) and guide his team mate in 
defence (guideDefense). To fulfil its role, the defender must warranty that no 
adverse player scores a goal in his team’s net. This constitutes the safety 
responsibilities. 

 
According to the dimensions identified in organization theories (environment, task, 

control, communication and collaboration), Gaia does not deal with the environment, 
control and communication relationships. In fact, if we need to represent a situation 
where a player is injured, there is no way to do it. Also, if a defender must become a 
middle fielder for tactical reasons, there is no way to represent the evolution of the 
role of a player during the game. Each agent has a specific role determined during the 
design phase and cannot evolve over time. There are no mechanisms (at least during 
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the design phase) to foresee and model this evolution. Also, if we need to represent 
that an agent controls another agent, there is no mechanism to do it.  
 

Table 1. Schema for role Defender. 
Role schema:  Defender 
Description: Stops adverse forward players 

 
Protocols and Activity stopPlayers, guideDefense. 

 
Permissions kickBall 

 
Responsibilities  
Liveness: stopPlayers, 

guideDefense 
Safety:  No adverse player scores 

2.2 AUML 

AUML is an extension of UML for modeling MAS [8]. It identifies agents by a class 
diagram describing the roles of each agent [1]. An agent class is identified by its 
name, its different roles, a state-description, actions, methods, capabilities, constraints 
and agent-head-automata-name. For the soccer example, if there is an agent player 
called A6 whose role is a DF (Defender), then the agent class (part of it) is described 
as follows (see Figure 1). 

A6 / Defender
<<agent>>

Stops adverse striker
<<state-description>>

stopPlayers
guideDefence
<<actions>>

 
Fig. 1. A part of the agent class as defined in AUML 

According to the dimensions identified in organization theories, AUML deals only 
with communication, collaboration and tasks (via roles) but does not provide any way 
to deal with the environment and control relationships. In fact, if we need to represent 
a situation where a player is injured, there is no way to do it. Also, if a defender must 
become a midfielder for tactical reasons, there is no way to represent the evolution of 
the role of a player during the game. Each agent has a specific role determined during 
the design phase and cannot evolve over time. Also, if we need to represent that an 
agent controls another agent, there is no mechanism to do it. But we note that in [10], 
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there is an attention paid to the important role played by the environment in designing 
a MAS. Nevertheless, there is still no way to represent the environment within AUML 
and no control relationships between agents in the agent class diagram. 

2.3 MAS-CommonKADS 

This methodology is an extension of the CommonKADS methodology [9] for agent 
systems using techniques of Object Oriented methodologies. It is based on the 
development of seven models: agent model, task model, knowledge model, 
organization model, coordination model, communication model and design model. 
Theses models are constructed in three stages: conceptualization, analysis and design. 
The first stage helps to understand the work of the future system by developing use 
cases and Message Sequence Charts (MSC). The analysis stage of the method is the 
production of all models except the design model, which will be produced at a later 
stage. 

The agent model is constituted by agent classes. Each agent class is described by 
three parts. The first part is the role of the agent. The second part is the mental state 
and internal attributes of the agent, such as its beliefs, goals or plans. The third part is 
the external attributes of the agent such as the sensors and effectors of the agent. For 
the soccer game, the agent class for defender agents is presented as follows (see 
Figure 2) : 

isDefender

adverseStrikerPos.

Defender

 
Fig. 2. MAS-CommonKADS central defender agent class 

The role of the agent is defender. It must be aware of it (part of its beliefs) and 
must know the position of adverse strikers (through external attributes) to counter any 
attack. 

According to the dimensions identified from organization theory, MAS-
CommonKADS does not deal with the environment and the control relationship 
between agents. If the defender has to change its role to a midfielder for tactical 
reason, there is no way in MAS-CommonKADS to model that information. Also there 
is no way to represent the environment in which a MAS evolves, and therefore, no 
provision is made to formally represent agent behavior in relation to the environment, 
allowing possible failure situations to subsequently occur as a result of this under 
specification. 

Looking at agent oriented methodologies [3, 8, 11], we find that they do not take 
into account the environment and its impact on the organization structure of the MAS. 
There is no formal way to include the description of the environment into the 
conceptualization of a MAS using these three methods. Since it has an influence on 
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the structure of the MAS, we introduce, in the next section, the environment diagram 
that can be added to MAS modeling methodologies. The environment could affect the 
roles or the tasks played by the agents, the communication between two agents, the 
control of one agent on another or the collaboration between agents. From this, we 
propose an agent diagram where the agent is identified by its name, the roles it has to 
play and where control, communication and collaboration relationships between 
agents are also represented. We will also propose to add a control relation between 
agents, in the agent diagram, since the environment diagram may impact on it.  

3. The Environment Diagram 

A Multi-Agent System (MAS) is designed to achieve specific goals. A MAS is placed 
in an environment with which it interacts. The MAS must decide what to do and 
develop a strategy in order to achieve its assigned goals. For this, the MAS must have 
a representation or a model of the environment in which it evolves. We now ask the 
question: how can the environment be modeled? 

A part of this answer is given by McCarthy in its situation calculus [5]. For 
McCarthy, the environment (or world) is composed of situations. A situation is the 
complete state of the world at an instant of time: a snapshot of the world at some 
instant. Each situation can be followed by an event that leads to a new situation. The 
situation calculus allows to infer something about future situations. Let us define 
s’ = result(e,s) where s’ is a situation that can be reached from situation s when event e 
occurs. It is specifically designed for representing dynamically changing worlds.  

Based on McCarthy theory, and since agent oriented methodologies as presented in 
section 2 lack in this regard, we propose to add to these methodologies an 
environment diagram that models different situations of the environment and their 
transitions. We define the environment as a set of situations and transitions between 
these situations. Each situation is described by a certain number of critical parameters. 
These situations are considered to be important in the design of a MAS since they 
could for example affect its organization structure or prevent it from achieving its 
goals. The transitions between situations are defined as events. In the soccer example, 
many critical parameters can be identified such as: the remaining time, the score 
difference or the team deployment tactic. The change of the value of one of these 
parameters could affect the roles played by the agents and so the organization 
structure of the MAS. So it is important to identify these critical parameters, and 
describe various situations of the environment that should have an impact on the MAS 
behaviour.  

Each situation within the environment is described by a set of valued parameters. 
The set of parameters describing a situation si is Pi. Each parameter pi of Pi has a 
single1 value vi. There could exist two situations si and sj where Pi ⊆  Pj. If also, the 
value vj (of an element pj) is equal the value vi of the element pj in Pi (Pi ⊆  Pj), we 
will say that si is a generalization of sj, and sj is a specialization of si. We conclude 

                                                           
1 We can extend the formalism for multi-valued parameter 
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that if a situation sk leads to situation sj, so it leads to situation si; and if the 
situation si leads to a situation sk, then the situation sj leads to the situation sk. 

Formally, the environment structure S is defined as S = <I, W, E, R, F> where I is 
the set of initial situations, W is the set of all situations (I ⊆  W), E is the set of all 
possible events, R is a relation that represents transitions between set of situations 
with R ⊆℘ (W) x E x ℘ (W) where ℘ (W) is the power set of W. R is a triplet (Si, e, 
Sj) where Si and Sj are in ℘ (W) and e is in E. The triplet (Si, e, Sj) means that from 
any element of Si, if the event e occurs, the system will subsequently be in situation 
Sj. All the elements of Si, respectively Sj, are related to each other by the relation of 
generalization-specialization as defined above. The set F is the set of final situations 
that can be reached (F ⊆  W). There are no possible situations after the elements of F, 
i.e., no triplet of R has the structure (f,e,f’) for whatever e in E and f’ in W. The 
situations and their transitions define the environment diagram [6] which is a state 
(situation) transition diagram. It is a graphical representation of R such that it is a 
graph where nodes represent elements in W and where an arc e between two situations 
si and sj in W exists if there exists two sets S1 ∈  ℘ (W) and S2 ∈  ℘ (W)  where si ∈  
S1, sj ∈  S2 and < S1, e, S2> ∈  R. 

In the soccer example, we have identified three parameters (for simplicity reasons) 
which, together, define situations that may impact the roles of agents. These 
parameters are: the Score Difference (SD), the Remaining Time (RT) and the 
Deployment TactiC (TC). If SD = +v, for v ∈  N*, it means that the team is leading by 
v goals. If SD = -v, then it is loosing by v goals. The RT parameter takes values of the 
form: op t, where t ∈  N*, and op ∈  {=, <, >, ≤, ≥}. Finally, TC is defined as = n1-n2-
n3, such that n1+n2+n3 = number of players on the field (for the same team), where n1 
is the number of defenders, n2 is number of midfielders and n3 is the number of 
strikers.  

An environment diagram such as what we propose, i.e., a situation transition 
diagram, would help to formally represent the characteristics of the environment. In 
each situation, we give a name that identifies the situation, and  values to the different 
parameters characterizing it. For the soccer example, we restrict our study to only 
eight situations (see Figure 3). Among these situations, there are special ones s0, s1, s3, 
s5 and s6. s0 is the initial situation identified by a bold rectangle. It is the first situation 
that could occur and  represents the environment when the game starts. s1, s3, s5 and s6 
are final situations; there are no possible situations after them.  

Each situation is described by the three parameters SD, RT and TC. For example 
the situation s0 represents a situation where the score difference (SD = 0) is equal to 0, 
where there remain 90 minutes of playtime (RT = 90), and where the adopted tactic is 
4-4-2 (TC = 4-4-2).  

According to the definition of the environment <I, W, E,  R, F>, the set I = {s0}, 
W = {s0, s1, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6, s7}, E = {box_goal, scores_goal, time_<_25, 
injured_player, recovered_player), R = {({s0}, box_goal, {s1}), ({s0}, scores_goal, 
{s2}), ({s0}, time_<_25, {s4}), ({s2}, box_goal, {s5}), ({s4}, scores_goal, {s3}), ({s4}, 
injured_player, {s7}), ({s7}, recovered_player, {s6})} and F = {s1, s3, s5, s6}. 

Once the situations are identified, it is interesting to see their impact on the 
structure of the MAS, more specifically on the roles played by the individual agents 
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and their relationships. For this purpose, we need to use an agent diagram [6] to 
represent agents, and to describe their roles and relationships. This agent diagram is 
drawn early on when designing a MAS. This kind of agent diagram is not defined in 
any of the mentioned methodologies: Gaia, AUML and MAS-CommonKADS. This is 
what we present in the next section. 

SD = 0
RT = 90

TC = 4-4-2

SD = -1
RT < 25

TC = 4-3-3

SD >= 1
RT < 25

TC = 4-3-3

SD = 0
RT < 25

TC = 3-5-2

SD = 0
RT < 25

TC = 4-4-2

box_goal

scores_goal
time_<_25

box_goal

S1

S4S2

S5

S0

SD >= 1
RT < 25

TC = 3-5-1

SD >= 1
RT < 25

TC = 3-5-2

injured_player

recovered_player

S6 S7

SD >= 1
RT < 25

TC = 4-2-4

S3

scores_goal

 

Fig. 3. The environment diagram of a soccer game. 

4. The agent Diagram 

The environment diagram is composed of situations that could have an impact on the 
organization structure of the MAS according to the roles played by the agents and 
their relationships (control and communication). Some of these situations may lead the 
MAS to a failure situation. So, we propose to define a diagram that would show the 
impact of any situation of the environment on the organization structure of the MAS; 
this is the agent diagram.  

In the agent diagram, each identified agent is specified by its name and roles. Since 
control and communication relations (for now, we will consider collaboration as a 
kind of communication) are at the centre of a MAS architecture, it is vital for the 
modeler to represent them. Their explicit representation favours knowledge elicitation 
(more semantics is added to the agent diagram); their formal representation favours 
automatic validation of the system. Furthermore, the maintenance of the system will 
be facilitated by such an explicit representation of the system, and so will the 
automatic generation of the code. Each agent diagram (or subpart of it) is attached to 
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an environment situation, which is identified by the label Situation name in the agent 
diagram. To see, how the agent diagram is related to the environment, we now 
continue with the soccer example.   In the initial state s0, the team is organized 
according to a 4-4-2 deployment tactic: four defenders, four midfielders and two 
strikers. Any player can communicate with any other player. Of course the volume of 
communication is more abundant between players who share the same role. The agent 
diagram associated with situation s0 is represented in Figure 4.  

 In Figure 4, we have omitted to represent communication and control relationships 
between roles where the communication is not abundant. For example, we suppose 
that since agent A8 controls the midfielders team mates, he is the only responsible 
agent for this task, and so there is no control no communication relation necessary 
between A7, A6 and A9.  

In situation s2, the team is organized along a 4-3-3 tactic. The A6 player changes its 
role to become a striker. The volume of communication between him and the other 
strikers will increase but decreases between him and other middle-fielders. Figure 5 
represents how the MAS structure changes with the situation s2 where the role of A6 
has changed to become a striker (the changes are in bold). Of course one could 
imagine that the drawing of Figure 5 could be done incrementally from that of 
Figure 4 in a MAS case tool. 

By comparing the agent diagrams associated with sequentially occurring situations, 
the information on how the architecture of the MAS will be affected by these changes 
is depicted. The agent diagram structure is defined as Da = {A, C, Ra} where A is the 
set of agent instances, C is the set of relationships that can be defined between agents, 
and Ra is a relation that determines the relationships between agents; Ra ⊆  A x C x A. 
Each agent diagram is related to a particular situation in the environment diagram. We 
define D as a set of various agent diagrams Da, so D = {Da}.We define a relation Rsa 
⊆  W x D that relates a situation from W to some agent diagram. In the soccer game 
example, according to Figure 5, (s2, D2) belongs to Rsa. 

The agent diagram D2 is defined as D2 = {A, C, R} where A = {A4, A6, A7, A8, 
A9, A10, A11}, C = {control, communication} and Ra = {(A4, control, A8), (A4, 
communication, A8), (A8, communication, A4), (A8, control, A7), (A8, 
communication, A7), (A7, communication, A8), (A8, control, A9), (A8, 
communication, A9), (A9, communication, A8), (A8, control, A10), (A8, 
communication, A10), (A10, communication, A8), (A8, control, A6), (A8, 
communication, A6), (A6, communication, A8), (A8, control, A11), (A8, 
communication, A11), (A11, communication, A8), (A6, communication, A10), (A10, 
communication, A6), (A6, communication, A11), (A11, communication, A6), (A10, 
communication, A11), (A11, communication, A10)}. 
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Agent name = A1

Role = Goal
keepr

Agent name = A2

Role = Defender

Agent name = A11

Role = Striker

Agent name = A10

Role = Striker

Agent name = A9

Role = Midfielder

Agent name = A8

Role = Midfielder

Agent name = A7

Role = Midfielder

Agent name = A6

Role = Midfielder

Agent name = A5

Role = Defender

Agent name = A4

Role = Defender

Agent name = A3

Role = Defender
Communication

Control

Situation s0

 

Fig. 4. The agent diagram D1 associated with situation s0. 

Conclusion and Future Work 

Based on organization theories, we have identified five key dimensions that must be 
considered when modelling some organization, either human or software-based: the 
environment, the nature of the tasks to be performed, the communication, control and 
collaboration links between the different entities (agents) of the system. Through an 
analysis of the most three popular MAS modelling methodologies: Gaia, AUML and 
MAS-CommonKADS, we could pinpoint that all of them do not provide diagrams for 
the explicit modelling of the environment in which the MAS will evolve. If this 
environment is dynamic, the MAS may have some instable behaviour. Therefore, we 
propose two diagrams to add to agent oriented modelling methodologies: the 
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environment diagram and the agent diagram. The environment diagram is a state 
transition diagram, and connects to agent diagram, representing the impact of each 
state on the organization structure of the MAS. The agent diagram states how the 
MAS is organized according to the roles and tasks accomplished by agents. Our two 
diagrams are independent from any of the methodologies and can be added to any of 
them as extensions. 

Agent name = A1

Role = Goal
keepr

Agent name = A2

Role = Defender

Agent name = A5

Role = Defender

Agent name = A3

Role = Defender
Communication

Control

Agent name = A4

Role = Defender

Agent name = A11

Role = Striker

Agent name = A10

Role = Striker

Agent name = A9

Role = Midfielder

Agent name = A6

Role = Striker

Agent name = A7

Role = Midfielder

Agent name = A8

Role = Midfielder

Situation s2

 
Fig. 5. The agent diagram D2 associated with situation s2: the role of A6 has changed and so 
have the relationships with the neighbouring agents 

As future work, many issues are still opened for investigation. Since the environment 
is unpredictable, we are not able to predict which state will occur next other than by 
using a probabilistic approach in the representation of the situation transition diagram. 
It is also important to represent the beliefs of the agents within the agent model 
pertaining to the information given in each environmental situation. For now, our main 
objective is to provide a simple graphical model to the designer so that the 
environment and its impact on the MAS can easily be captured, and that it could be 
translated into a system of logic whose model checking procedure would provide 
assistance to the designer by guiding the modelling process. Cost reduction and 
reliability issues of MAS development (specifically when dealing with dynamic 
environments) are two of the main concerns driving our research efforts. 
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Abstract. Agent-oriented software engineering (AOSE) is a promising approach
to developing applications for dynamic open systems. If well developed, these
applications can be opportunistic, taking advantage of services implemented by
other developers at appropriate times. However, methodologies are needed to aid
the development of systems that are both flexible enough to be opportunistic and
tightly defined by the application requirements. In this paper, we investigate how
developers can choose the coordination mechanisms of agents so that the agents
will best fulfil application requirements in an open system.

1 Introduction

Connecting together software environments (subsystems) to form dynamic open sys-
tems offers applications the potential to make use of the most up-to-date functionality
in any of those environments at any time. That functionality can then be extended by
adding more environments and adding new services to the existing environments. Now,
underpinning much of the raison d’etre for multi-agent systems is that they are a highly
appropriate technology for applications that run in dynamic open systems. By reacting
to changes in the system state and making appropriate decisions, agents can, if well
designed, be opportunistic. Opportunistic agents attempt to take advantage of the best
functionality available, regardless of whether those services have been implemented by
the developer of the agents or provided by another. In order to ensure that an appli-
cation can be judged to be opportunistic, the design should be tightly defined by the
application requirements, i.e. the design should have justification.

How well an agent can take advantage of the functionality available in the system,
and the amount of control it has over activities within the system depends on the coordi-
nation mechanisms it uses. A coordination mechanism is a software process employed
by an agent to ensure other agents behave as it would find most useful, usually making
use of communication between the agents. Different coordination mechanisms provide
different functionality but also place different demands on the system. Following the
work of others [3, 10], we suggest that the coordination model of a multi-agent system
should be tailored to application requirements. We consider that an application may
have a set of very different goals, i.e. provide a variety of functionality. Also, we con-
sider that this functionality may be best achieved at any one time by agents under the
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control of the application’s designers or other accessible agents or processes within the
open system.

We have developed a methodology in which we model cooperation to achieve an ap-
plication’s goals as the result of interactions between agents, without specifying which
particular agents the interactions take place between. By raising interactions to the sta-
tus of first-class design objects, we allow many agents, including those not existing at
design time, to take on the role of participants in the interactions. The aim is that the
most suitable agents within the open system can achieve the goals to the highest quality
at any point in time.

With applications that have a set of differing goals, the agents that coordinate over
those goals may appropriately use different coordination mechanisms. Choosing a sin-
gle coordination model, such as a marketplace or a hierarchy, would not necessarily best
fit the requirements. We therefore propose analysing each goal to determine the most
suitable coordination mechanisms for use by agents cooperating to achieve the goal,
and design agents to ensure that application goals are achieved within the open system,
based on the analysis results. Designing the multi-agent system for agent interactions
where the participating agents are not known in advance places further demands on the
analysis process.

In this paper, we demonstrate that our assurance analysis design process meets these
demands, with a small example. In order, we present the following.

– A case study is provided to illustrate the methods described in this paper (Section
2).

– The case study requirements are analysed to derive the application goals and pref-
erences as to how to best achieve the goals (Section 3.1).

– We discuss how a designer can choose from known agent coordination mechanisms
to make sure the application is opportunistic and its design is justified (Section 3.2).

– Details of this approach are explained and illustrated by analysing the goals of the
case study application (Section 3.3).

– After goals are matched to the coordination mechanisms which would best allow
them to be achieved, we discuss how the designer can use this information to design
the application agents. These agents will use the resources of the open system to
achieve the application goals (Section 3.4).

– To show that the design is justified as we have claimed, we show how the design
decisions made in the case study can be traced back to the requirements (Section
4).

Agent Interaction Analysis Our methodology, as a whole, is called agent interaction
analysis. Using the methodology, a designer will perform broadly the following steps
to create a multi-agent application functioning in an open system.

– Analyse the application requirements to discover the goals of the application and
the preferences (or non-functional goals) that specify and/or quantify the priorities
in achieving each goal (such as speed, accuracy of results etc.) Other information,
such as how the goals are triggered in the system, e.g. by request from the user, and
how goals can be decomposed into subgoals are also determined.
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– The ideal target application design is then viewed in terms of agent interactions. The
application can be seen as the achievement of the application goals within the open
system due to cooperation between agents, each goal achieved being represented
by an agent interaction. The agents taking part in the application are not specified
as they cannot all be known about at design time ([7] also discusses designing for
interactions between dynamically created agents).

– To achieve this target design, the designer adds agents to the open system to ensure
the application goals are met.

– The designs of individual agents are tailored to match the preferences of the appli-
cation, so as to best achieve the goals. The approach aims to preserve flexibility in
the system as far as possible to allow full use of other agents in the open system that
may more closely match preferences in their activity than the ones that the designer
has added.

In this paper, we concentrate only on choosing the coordination mechanisms for the
agents added to the system, which is a later stage of our methodology. As stated above,
the coordination mechanisms most suitable for achieving a goal are those that tailor
the interacting agents to best match the goal’s preferences. See [9] for more on our
methodology, and [12] for an overview of agent-oriented software engineering.

2 Case Study

To illustrate the design of multi-agent applications, we provide a case study that will be
used throughout this paper. We assume that the case for using an agent-based approach
for this application has already been made. In this section, we present the requirements
document for an example application.

We require a collaborative weather mapping application. Using the application, a
global weather map giving the current state is accessed and edited by various collabo-
rating organisations. Contributors can add data they have gathered locally to the map
in authorised locations. For example, one organisation may be authorised to add data
concerned with a small local area, while another can add data for any location within
a country. Authorisation is enforced to prevent accidental changes. Contributors and
other organisations can access the weather data and be provided with predictions of
weather at specified locations in the future. As with the contribution of data, different
organisations have differing access rights to predictions on different locations.

Several services offer predictions based on the data, and the number of predictors
available at any one time may vary, partly due to the load they each have on them. The
predictor services vary in speed and in accuracy. They are represented as autonomous
agents that accept prediction goals via published protocols. They must have access to
the weather data to make the prediction, either by moving onto the system on which rel-
evant data is stored or by repeated requests to the relevant sources. Prediction requests
specify location and time (in the future), and the results should aim to be as accurate
as possible. The application should be opportunistic in using open system resources, to
ensure that operations are performed quickly or accurately, but should prioritise speed
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over opportunism in general. Authorisation for editing data and viewing predictions is
governed by stored access rights, which some users are authorised to edit.

Of course, requirements are unlikely to be provided completely in a single docu-
ment, and further requirements capture may require further processes. Appropriate re-
quirements capture and analysis is beyond the scope of this paper, and so we summarise
key points that have been identified by the designer in our case study.

– Users need to perform three operations using the application as a whole: contribute
some weather data, view predictions based on this data and set access rights for
other users.

– When contributing data to the map, a user wishes the data to be added as quickly
as possible, access rights to be observed and the data to be reliably integrated into
the map, especially as new data may be generated frequently.

– When viewing a prediction based on existing data, a user particularly wishes for
the quality of the prediction (the probability of its accuracy) to be high, as well
as wishing it to be quickly presented to them. Again, the access rights should be
observed, but also the user of the application wishes to ensure that it has enough
flexibility to use higher quality prediction services when they become available.

– In setting access rights, the user primarily wishes the operation to be performed
quickly and in observation of access rights.

3 Designing Coordination for an Open Application

In this section we examine how agents can be designed to fit application requirements.
In particular, we examine which coordination mechanisms would best match the pref-
erences of application goals, to allow an agent added to the system, or, indeed, already
existing in the open system, to best fulfil the application goals opportunistically. The
justification for each design decision is made explicit in sections marked ‘Justification
of Design Decision’.

3.1 Requirements to Design

Requirements engineering is the process of understanding and refining the requirements
of an application. This may be aided by taking prospective users through usage scenar-
ios [6], for example. Agent-oriented approaches to development should not force any
change in an applications requirements. Therefore, the techniques used in requirements
engineering for agent-based systems will be the same as those elsewhere [2, 11] (see
Tropos [1] for an agent-oriented software engineering methodology based on require-
ments engineering).

A common requirements engineering technique is to describe the requirements in
terms of functional goals it is intended to achieve and priorities and restrictions which,
jointly, we call preferences. For brevity we exclude the requirements analysis of our
case study and simply present the results in Tables 1 and 2 for goals and preferences
respectively.

In Table 1, each goal identified is given a name, an end state and a list of associated
preferences. The end state describes the state of the system in which the goal has been
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Goal Name Goal State Description Preferences

Contributed
Weather Data

A user has contributed weather data
to the current map.

Security, Reliabil-
ity, Speed

Viewed Prediction A user has requested and received a
prediction.

Security, Flexibiliy,
Quality, Speed

Set Access Rights A user has set the authorisation of
another user for editing or viewing.

Security, Speed

Table 1. Goals identified by requirements analysis

achieved. The associated preferences state those priorities and restrictions that should
be observed while attempting to achieve the goal. A goal is, in fact, a class of goal
instances; there will be many times in which a user will contribute weather data, for
example, and each of those may be the contribution of data at a different location.
Each contribution is an instance of the Contributed Weather Data goal. In Table 2, each
preference identified is given a name and a description.

Preference Name Preference Description

Security Security of information prioritised.
Reliability Reliability of achievement prioritised.
Flexibility Flexibility for opportunistic behaviour prioritised.
Quality Quality of results prioritised.
Speed Speed of achievement prioritised.

Table 2. Preferences identified by requirements analysis

Justification of Design Decision The goals and preferences are decided upon by being
directly identified from the requirements.

For a complex application, goals can be divided into subgoals. A subgoal will inherit
the applicable preferences from its parent goal. This is not discussed further here but
see [9] for more.

3.2 Coordination Mechanisms

An application that is opportunistic will use the services available in an open system
to best achieve the application goals. The designer of an open system application will
implement this by adding functionality to the system that coordinates the services to
best effect. In an agent-oriented approach, the functionality added is viewed in the form
of agents. Agents coordinate activity between themselves and other services by using
coordination mechanisms. For example, here are brief descriptions of two such mecha-
nisms.
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Trust An agent using this mechanism, based broadly on the one constructed by Marsh
[8], keeps a record of the success of cooperating agents in achieving goals. Future
choices of cooperating agents are decided by whichever agents have been most suc-
cessful in the past. This allows the agent to choose between agents based on their
trustworthiness [4]. For Contributed Weather Data and Set Access Rights goals, the
successfulness of an attempt could be the speed at which the goal is achieved. For
Viewed Prediction, the success is judged by the prediction’s accuracy, which could
be checked when the actual data for the predicted time and location is contributed.
The mechanism may take longer to use than others as the agent will have to dis-
cover which potential cooperating agents are available before choosing one. There
is a wide range of research on modelling trust [4], and we do not claim that this
mechanism as described is better or worse than others.

Forced Cooperation An alternative method for an agent to find suitable cooperating
agents is for the designer to implement agents with references to pre-selected agents
that are known to be tailored to achieve a goal and are forced to accept requests for
cooperation over that goal. This mechanism, similar to standard method invocation
in object-oriented systems, prioritises speed and reliability over opportunism.

Different goals have different measures of success, as given by the preferences such
as those given in the preceding section. In order for a coordination mechanism to be
suitable for matching a preference, a mechanism must have two properties. First, it must
be useful in choosing agents or other services in the open system whose activity best
matches the preference. Second, it must match the preference itself. For example, in our
case study, contributing weather data should occur as quickly as possible. A mechanism
coordinating this goal should choose agents offering to edit the appropriate part of the
weather map and should not slow the process down unduly by the act of coordination.

In agent interaction analysis, the designer performs the following steps to decide
on which coordination mechanisms is most appropriate for each application goal.

1. The designer is supplied with a set of coordination mechanism definitions in a stan-
dard pattern language. This follows the approach of design patterns [5], in which
abstract parts of a design are made available to designers to encourage re-use of
well-founded designs. There are many agent coordination mechanisms suggested in
the literature but we use only the above two as examples in this paper (for brevity).

2. For each application goal, the designer chooses a coordination mechanism most
suitable for matching the goal’s preferences. In order to aid comparison, the de-
signer performs more detailed analysis of the mechanisms. This analysis is called
assurance analysis and is described in the next section.

3. From the choices of coordination mechanisms for each goal, the designer decides
on the coordination mechanisms for the agents that will be added to the open sys-
tem. When these agents are added the appication will be instantiated. This step is
called collation and is discussed in Section 3.4.

In the full methodology, the above steps are performed for mechanisms other than coor-
dination mechanisms, e.g. plan execution mechanisms, action scheduling mechanisms
etc. In order to aid the comparison described in the first step, the coordination mecha-
nisms are written in a pattern language. Examples for trust and forced cooperation are
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shown in Tables 3 and 4. The tables describe eight aspects of each mechanism that may
be revelant to application preferences.

Part Name Coordination
Model Name Trust
Description The agent using this mechanism checks the quality of any solution pro-

vided by an agent and uses these assessments to decide which offers
to accept in the future. The checks can be either by observation of the
state achieved, if the goal attempts to achieve a particular observable
state, or by an independent production of the same information, if the
goal attempts to derive some information.

Algorithms 1. Send requests to agents; 2. Wait for a suitable duration to receive
offers; 3. If no offers received, resend requests; 4. If some (one or more)
offers are received, assess them to determine which comes from the
most trustworthy agent; 5. Accept the offer from the most trustworthy
agent.

Priorities A trust-based mechanism prioritises quality of solution and reliability
in obtaining a solution.

Resource Use The agent using the mechanism will need to possess quantitative assess-
ments of the trustworthiness of other agents, which rise and fall depend-
ing on observed quality of solution. The agent will make observations
or request extra information for each goal.

Support Required As the agent using the trust mechanism algorithm must wait a specified
duration, it requires a scheduling mechanism capable of this.

Scaling With a large number of possible collaborators for a goal, the number
of models possessed by the agent will also be large. The observational
checks will add to the time taken to process each goal by the agent.

Applicability Where the quality of the goal is able to be checked in some way and is
of more importance than speed or the low use of resources.

Problems A trust-based mechanism may add a significant amount of processing
to each goal the agent seeks cooperators for.
Table 3. An IP model for a coordination mechanism.

3.3 Assurance Analysis

Assurance analysis is a procedure in which to analyse how well a coordination mechanism
matches an application goal’s preferences, which therefore aids comparison of coordination mech-
anisms for the application. It takes the viewpoint of a single agent attempting coordination with
unknown others, so as to ensure flexibility in making full use of the open system. In this paper,
we use simple tables to provide the results of the analysis for brevity.

In Tables 6, 7 and 8, we analyse and compare how well each of the two coordination mecha-
nisms matches the preferences of each goal of our case study. The analysis attempts to be detailed
to guide the designer in considering all aspects of the decision. Each cell in the tables is com-
pleted by the designer, and indicates whether a coordination mechanism is suitable for the goal
being analysed, in some respect. Clearly two different designers may give different analyses, and
so different entries into the tables, but the analysis still gives a justification for design decisions.
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Part Name Coordination
Model Name Forced Cooperation
Description In this model, certain agents are required to cooperate over a goal on

demand and are known to the agent employing this mechanism. The
mechanism is approximately the same as message passing in (concur-
rent) objects.

Algorithms To request cooperation from a forced agent, there is only one step. 1.
Demand cooperation over the goal

Priorities The model prioritises speed, reliability that the cooperators will be ca-
pable (through explicit design) and security in knowing the cooperator
is pre-determined to be trustworthy.

Resource Use Local information regarding the forced cooperation in agents is required
by the agent employing this mechanism.

Support Required The model requires mandatory adoption of goals in some agents pro-
viding the capability for this goal.

Scaling Scales easily as it requires no communication beyond the minimum de-
mand for cooperation, but does require suitable functionality to continue
to be available within the application over time.

Applicability This model is most applicable where security or reliability are of much
greater importance than opportunism and where it is known that the
forced functionality will always be available within the application.

Problems Forced cooperation allows no flexibility in choosing cooperators so pro-
vides for no opportunism in exploiting the open system.
Table 4. An IP model for a coordination mechanism.

Any more objective measure would be difficult as the priorities (preferences) of applications will
vary widely.

Each of the tables is divided into four stages of execution. The top stage analyses the obtain-
ing of information required to coordinate. The next stage down examines the updating of stored
information on potential cooperating agents. The third stage concerns the analysis made by the
agent from the cooperating agent information. The lowest stage examines acting on the analyses
made.

In each table, a column represents analysis of a single mechanism while a row represents
analysis of a single preference. For each cell in the table, the designer asks the following question:
“Does coordination mechanism X allow preference P to be matched in stage S.” In each cell, the
designer answers ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to the question. In the lowest stage, the designer can see the overall
suitability of the mechanisms. In general, the mechanism that answers ‘yes’ to all the questions
is the best to choose though a compromise may be necessary if no mechanism matches every
preference.

For example, in Table 6, the Trust mechanism has a ‘no’ entry in the second stage for the
preference to prioritise speed. This is because, at the stage of building up information on potential
cooperating agents, the Trust mechanism could be slow and prioritises quality of solution over
speed. It can be seen that the analysis of a mechanism with regard to a preference is independent
of any goal, so the same analysis of the Speed preference is made in Tables 6 and 8, for instance. In
Table 7, the Forced Cooperation mechanism is stated not to allow the prioritisation of flexibility
or quality of solution from the point at which it gathers information for cooperation (the first
stage). This is because it does not attempt to discover any more suitable agents in the system but
instead relies on pre-selected agents.
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The analyses made suggest that the Forced Cooperation mechanism is most useful for the
Contributed Weather Data and Set Access Rights goals and Trust is best for coordinating over
Viewed Prediction.

Justification of Design Decision The analysis of how well each coordination mechanism matches
the preferences of each goal justifies the choice of mechanisms.

3.4 Collation

Once designers have decided which of the coordination and other mechanisms available best
match the application preferences, they can use this information to decide on the design of agents.
The agents, when added to the open system, should instantiate the application goals while match-
ing the preferences.

In our example, we have decided that a Forced Cooperation coordination mechanism would
be best for coordinating Contributed Weather Data and Set Access goals and Trust would be most
suitable for coordinating Viewed Prediction goal. As there are no other mechanisms specified in
this brief example, the most obvious agents to introduce are to have one tailored to adopting and
coordinating over the Contributed Weather Data and Set Access goals and one for the Viewed
Prediction goal.

We give the final agent design in Table 5, which includes both the coordination mechanisms
and the goals that each of the agents will make offers to achieve if requested (the goals they will
adopt). The first agent can only adopt the Contributed Weather Data and Set Access Rights goals
because it requires pre-selected cooperating agents and will only have them for those goals. We
allow the second agent to adopt any of the goals, as there is no reason to restrict it and therefore,
for maximum opportunism of the application, we do not restrict it (though it will be restricted in
implementation).

The above application of assurance analysis is fairly simple as our case study is also simple
and contrived for the purpose of this paper. For this reason we cannot illustrate the full potential of
the analysis here. For example, both of the Forced Cooperation and Trust mechanisms concentrate
on choosing between suitable agents which leads to preferences being disallowed at the early
stages (higher tables in the analysis) or not at all.

Agent Coordination Will Adopt

1 Forced Cooperation Contributed Weather Data, Set Access Rights
2 Trust All goals

Table 5. Agents produced by collation

Justification of Design Decision The design of agents produced by collation is wholly based on
the mechanisms determined to be best for each goal.
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Information Acquisition
Preference Trust Forced Cooperation

Security yes yes
Reliability yes yes
Speed yes yes

Updating Models
Preference Trust Forced Cooperation

Security yes yes
Reliability yes yes
Speed no yes

Information Analysis
Preference Trust Forced Cooperation

Security yes yes
Reliability yes yes
Speed no yes

Acting on Analysis
Preference Trust Forced Cooperation

Security yes yes
Reliability yes yes
Speed no yes
Table 6. Assurance Analysis of Contributed
Weather Data goal

Information Acquisition
Preference Trust Forced Cooperation

Security yes yes
Flexibility yes no
Quality yes no
Speed no yes

Updating Models
Preference Trust Forced Cooperation

Security yes yes
Flexibility yes no
Quality yes no
Speed no yes

Information Analysis
Preference Trust Forced Cooperation

Security yes yes
Flexibility yes no
Quality yes no
Speed no yes

Acting on Analysis
Preference Trust Forced Cooperation

Security yes yes
Flexibility yes no
Quality yes no
Speed no yes
Table 7. Assurance Analysis of Viewed Predic-
tion goal

Information Acquisition
Preference Trust Forced Cooperation

Security yes yes
Speed no yes

Updating Models
Preference Trust Forced Cooperation

Security yes yes
Speed no yes

Information Analysis
Preference Trust Forced Cooperation

Security yes yes
Speed no yes

Acting on Analysis
Preference Trust Forced Cooperation

Security yes yes
Speed no yes
Table 8. Assurance Analysis of Set Access
Rights goal
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4 Judging the Design

When creating a multi-agent application, the design is justified by the requirements if
the functionality is divided between agents in a way justified by the requirements. The
application may make use of any functionality in the open system but, clearly, the only
part of the application that can be tailored to the requirements is that which is known
about at design time and whose form is under the control of the designer.

4.1 Tracing Backwards

The first agent in Table 5 has the functionality identified as most suitable for originators
of two goals: Contributed Weather Data and Set Access Rights. The designer has chosen
to merge the agents designed to coordinate over these goals, so that the organisation
contains one agent (in the application set) tailored to providing this functionality rather
than two. By simply identifying agents in the original requirements, the designer could,
for example, have chosen to implement two agents that separately dealt with the two
goals. To see why the decision to choose this particular organisation is justified, we
can reason (trace) backwards from the collation stage, at which the final organisation is
chosen.

1. At the start of the collation stage, the designer has decided that an agent tailored
to coordinating over the Contributed Weather Data goal would have an architecture
which used forced cooperation to coordinate. The designer has also decided that
an agent tailored to coordinating over the Set Access Rights goal would have the
same architecture. These are decisions on the most suitable architectures for agents
initiating cooperation over the goals. The decisions on the choice of most suitable
architecture for each agent is the results of analysis, such as the assurance analysis
described earlier, into how the agents can be tailored to match the requirements,
and should, therefore, inform the choice of organisation.

2. In collation, the designer decides which agents make up the final organisation based
on the coordination mechanism design decisions for the agents. It would be likely
that at least one agent with the Forced Cooperation mechanism for coordinating
over the Contributed Weather Data goal is implemented so that when an agent, or
the user, wishes to achieve an instance of the Contributed Weather Data goal, there
will be an agent tailored to doing so in the application. The same is true for the
Set Access Rights goal. However having two agents with the same architecture is
not necessarily the best organisational division, as having two agents will use up
more resources. Separation of agents into more than one agent type (architecture)
in the organisation is not justified by the requirements if the architectures of the
agents are similar enough, as long as the architectures are themselves justified by
the requirements.

3. To see that the architectures of the agents are justified we examine the assurance
analysis. The assurance analysis for the Contributed Weather Data goal gives rea-
sons why the most suitable coordination mechanisms for the goal is Forced Coop-
eration, based on comparing preferences of that goal with the operations of each
mechanism. The Set Access Rights analysis comes to the same conclusion for that
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goal. The choice of architectures for the agents was decided on the basis of the goal
and application preferences.

4. The Contributed Weather Data and Set Access Rights goals and their preferences
were extracted from the requirements in the requirements analysis stage by exam-
ining the scenarios, entities and goals mentioned in the requirements.

4.2 Opportunism

The other aspect of justification for designs is that it is restricted as little as possible in
its opportunism. The two agents in Table 5 differ greatly in their interoperability. The
first agent is heavily restricted in its operations while the second is highly interoperable.
We claim that the opportunism of each is restricted only as far as the requirements de-
mand and the design decisions are, therefore, justified. We examine the design decisions
restricting or allowing opportunism for each agent below.

1. The first agent is heavily restricted in its activity.
(a) The preference to validate authorisation to edit the weather map and access

rights and the emphasis on reliability in contributing to the map require that
the agent uses only trusted agents in making alterations. This can either be
achieved by checking the agent’s actions to determine their reliability or by
always using standard cooperating agents chosen by the designer. Speed is
more important than interoperability so the designer chose the latter option
(the Forced Cooperation coordination mechanism).

(b) Using Forced Cooperation requires that references to cooperating agents be
known in advance. Thus, only the goals for which references are provided can
be attempted by the agent, which are Contributed Weather Data and Set Access
Rights in this case. The agent will only offer to adopt these two goals.

(c) These restrictions are derived from the requirements (goals and preferences).
2. The second agent has very little restriction on its behaviour.

(a) The preferences on getting accurate predictions in prediction viewing opera-
tions lead the designer to use interoperation to find the most suitable cooper-
ating agents at each instance. To decide between cooperating agents, the agent
uses a trust-based mechanism giving information on the previous likely accu-
racy of results.

(b) There is no reason to prevent the agent from being given the ability to coordi-
nate over other goals, and so it is given the ability to do so.

(c) The requirements encourage opportunism in this case, and the design of the
agent reflects this.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we have shown how a designer can choose coordination mechanisms
for agents implementing an application in an open system. We have shown that these
decisions can be analysed to determine that the design does meet the requirements, and
allows for flexible use of the functionality available in the open system at any one time.
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Our methodology was developed to allow designers to produce opportunistic open
systems applications whose design is fully justified by the application requirements. We
do not believe this is currently achieved by other agent-oriented software engineering
methodologies.

Future work will examine how the infrastructure supporting agents can also be de-
signed to cohere with the guiding concepts identified above. One minor problem to
be addressed with the methodology, however, as with any that attempts to analyse all
points at which an application could take advantage of available functionality, is keep-
ing the volume of the specification to a manageable level. More detailed results of the
case study, and further details of the methodology, are available from the first author.
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Abstract. A key property associated with computational agency is au-
tonomy, and it is broadly agreed that agents as autonomous entities (or
autonomous software in general) have the capacity to become an en-
abling technology for a variety of complex applications in fields such
as telecommunications, e/m-commerce, and pervasive computing. This
raises the strong need for techniques that support developers of agent-
oriented applications in specifying the kind and level of autonomy they
want to ascribe to the individual agents. This paper describes a speci-
fication schema called RNS (“Roles, Norms, Sanctions”) that has been
developed in response to this need. The basic view underlying RNS is
that agents act as owners of roles in order to attain their individual and
joint goals. As a role owner an agent is exposed to certain norms (permis-
sions, obligations and interdictions), and through behaving in conformity
with or in deviation from norms an agent becomes exposed to certain
sanctions (reward and punishment). RNS has several desirable features
which together make it unique and distinct from other approaches to
autonomy specification. In particular, unlike other approaches RNS is
strongly expressive and makes it possible to specify autonomy at a very
precise level.

1 Introduction

A key property associated with computational agency is autonomy. As an au-
tonomous entity, an agent possesses action choice and is able to act under self-
control within the bounds of its design objectives.Compared to other basic prop-
erties usually associated with agency such as behavioral flexibility (covering both
reactivity and pro-activeness) and high-level interactivity (based on communi-
cation and negotiation with the purpose of cooperation or competition), it is
autonomy that makes agent orientation most distinct from traditional software
and systems development paradigms. These paradigms, relying on concepts such
as objects or components, simply are not intended to capture the notion of com-
putational autonomy – to the contrary, they can even be said to be intended
to prevent autonomous component behavior. The past years have witnessed a
rapidly growing interest in various aspects of computational autonomy, as it is
also indicated by an increasing number of related research efforts (e.g., see [1,
4, 5, 8] for work explicitly dealing with autonomy). This interest is largely based
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on the insight that agents as autonomous entities – or autonomous software in
general – do have the capacity to become an enabling technology for a broad
and important class of applications, namely, applications that run in complex
socio-technical environments which are open, dynamic, networked, time-critical,
and/or decentralized and thus possess a critical mass of inherent unpredictabil-
ity. Due to this unpredictability a full behavioral specification of application
software is not possible in many cases, and this is the point where autonomously
acting entities come into play which are able to act in a desired manner not
only in anticipated environmental situations but also in situations that were un-
foreseeable at design time. Well known examples of application domains calling
for a deployment of “autonomous technology” are telecommunications, logis-
tics, e/m-commerce, supply chain management, and pervasive and ubiquitous
computing.

Among the most critical activities in engineering agent-based applications is
the specification of the kind and level of autonomy owned by the different agents.
This specification can fail in two opposite ways, both making it unlikely that a
resulting application meets its requirements: on the one hand, if this specification
is too rigid then necessary action choice is suppressed and “objects are made out
of agents”; and on the other hand, if this specification is too generous then un-
necessary action choice is admitted and “agents are made out of objects”. This
autonomy specification dilemma raises the strong need for supporting a devel-
oper in specifying the agents’ action choice. More specifically, what is needed are
specification techniques – methods, formalisms, tools, languages, and so forth –
which enable and force developers to precisely state what degrees of behavioral
freedom they want to ascribe to the individual agents. This paper describes a
specification schema called RNS (standing for “Roles, Norms, Sanctions”) which
has been developed in response to this need. This schema employs the concepts of
roles, norms (permissions, obligations, and interdictions) and sanctions (reward
and punishment) to capture autonomy. RNS possesses several desirable features
which together make it unique and distinct from related approaches to auton-
omy specification. In particular, although RNS is based on a relatively simple
and easy-to-understand notation and syntax, it is very expressive and enables a
developer to specify agent autonomy with a very high precision.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes RNS in detail; this
includes a general characterization (2.1) and a detailed technical presentation
(2.2 and 2.3). This section also gives a number of illustrating examples of all
basic aspects of RNS. Finally, Section 3 discusses pros and cons of RNS and
compares RNS to related approaches.

2 The RNS Schema

2.1 Informal Characterization

RNS employs the concepts of role, norm and sanction as known from sociological
role theory (e.g., [3]) to specify autonomy. The basic view underlying RNS is that
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autonomous agents are embedded in a social frame which regulates – guides and
constrains – their behavior. This social frame, called role space, is composed of
roles which are available to the agents and through which the agents can try to
achieve individual and joint objectives. An agent may own several roles at the
same time, and the set of roles owned by an agent may dynamically vary over
time. Conceptually roles are viewed as a means for specifying desired behavior
and for achieving behavioral predictability, and not as a means for making sure
that agents do never exhibit unexpected and undesirable behavior. Roles in
RNS are not intended to fully constrain individual behavior; instead, they leave
room for individuality (agents may fill a role differently by putting emphasis on
different aspects). Somewhat more specifically, according to RNS a role consists
of at least one activity to which norms together with sanctions are attached. RNS

distinguishes three types of norms (permissions, obligations, and interdictions)
and two types of sanctions (reward and punishment). Whereas norms specify
behavior expectations held by agents against other agents (in their capacity
as role owners), sanctions specify potential consequences of norm-conforming
and norm-deviating behavior. Sanctions, in some sense, serve as a means for
controlling autonomy. By enabling a designer to explicitly specify sanctions, RNS

takes care of the fact that generally (and especially in open applications) agents
as autonomous entities do not necessarily behave in conformity with available
norms, but may also ignore and violate them (be it intentionally or not).

2.2 Basic Concepts and Constructs

The RNS schema requires to analyze and specify systems in terms of roles which
are available to the agents and through which the agents can try to achieve
their objectives. The set of available roles is called a role space. A role space is
specified in the form

ROLE SPACE role space id { role id list }

where role space id is a character string uniquely identifying the role space under
consideration and role id list is a list of character strings called role identifiers
that uniquely identify roles.1 Roles are viewed as collections of specific activities,
and for each role identifier, role id , there must be a role specification in the form

ROLE role id { activity id list }

where activity id list is a list of character strings called activity identifiers that
uniquely identify the activities being part of the role. For each activity identifier
there must be an activity specification as described in section 2.3.

The RNS schema distinguishes three types of norms – permissions (P), obli-
gations (O), and interdictions (I) – and two types of sanctions – reward (RE)

1 Syntactic keywords are written in underlined TYPEWRITER FONT, and italic font is used to

indicate variables. Expressions enclosed in brackets [.] are optional. Brackets of the form
<.> are part of the RNS syntax. As the reader will see in the examples provided below,

most of the variables also can be instantiated with specific keywords such as EACH.
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and punishment (PU) – that apply in case of norm conformity and deviation.
Based on these distinctions, a status range is attached to each activity which
describes activity-specific norms and associated sanctions. More specifically, a
status range specification is of the form

STATUS RANGE status statement list

where status statement list is a list of so called status statements each describing
a norm-sanction pair that is specific to the activity to which the status range
is attached. A key feature of the RNS schema is that it facilitates the explicit
modeling and specification of requests for (refraining from) executing particular
activities. This feature induces the distinction of two kinds of norm-sanction
pairs attached to an activity:

– norm-sanction pairs an activity is subject to, no matter whether the execu-
tion or omission of the activity is requested or not by some agent. Norm-
sanction pairs of this kind are, so to say, independent of any requests for (not)
executing the activity to which they are attached. Norm-sanction pairs of
this kind, and the status statements describing them, are called independent
and are indicated by the keyword IND.

– norm-sanction pairs an activity becomes subject to as a consequence of a
request for (not) executing it. Such norm-sanction pairs are, so to say, in-
duced by (i.e., do become active as an effect of) explicit requests for activity
execution or omission. Agents requesting the (non-)execution of an activ-
ity are called role senders. Norm-sanction pairs of this kind, and the status
statements describing them, are called dependent and are indicated by the
keyword DEP.

The common syntax of independent status (IS) statements and dependent status
(DS) statements is as follows:

<status type> : NORM <norm type> <condition>

︸ ︷︷ ︸

norm specification

+ SANC <sanction type> <sanction>

︸ ︷︷ ︸

sanction specification
︸ ︷︷ ︸

norm-sanction pair

where status type ∈ {IND, DEP role id} discriminates among IS and DS state-
ments, norm type ∈ {P, O, I}, condition is a Boolean expression making it
possible to formulate conditioned norms, sanction type ∈ {RE, PU}, and sanc-
tion is an expression specifying a sanction of type sanction type. Though syn-
tactically almost identical, IS and DS statements differ significantly in their
semantics. First consider IS statements, that is, statements of the form

<IND> : NORM <norm type> <condition> + SANC <sanction type> <sanction>

Dependent on norm type, such a statement attached to an activity reads as
follows:
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– norm type = {P}: “An agent owning the role of which this activity is part of
is permitted to execute this activity provided that the condition condition is
fulfilled. The sanction associated with this permission is of type sanction type
and is given by sanction.”

– norm type = {O}: “An agent owning the role of which this activity is part
of is obliged to execute this activity provided that the condition condition is
fulfilled. The sanction associated with this obligation is of type sanction type
and is given by sanction.”

– norm type = {I}: “An agent owning the role of which this activity is part
of is forbidden to execute this activity provided that the condition condition
is fulfilled. The sanction associated with this interdiction is of type sanc-
tion type and is given by sanction.”

Against that, DS statements, that is, statements of the form

<DEP role id> : NORM <norm type> <condition> + SANC <sanction type> <sanction>

read as follows:

– norm type = {P}: “If an agent owning the role role id requests to execute
this activity (from an agent owning the role of which this activity is part of),
then the requested agent is permitted (by the requesting agent) to execute
it (i.e., she may execute it) provided that the condition condition is fulfilled.
The sanction associated with this permission is of type sanction type and is
given by sanction.”

– norm type = {O}: “If an agent owning the role role id requests to execute
this activity, then the requested agent is obliged (by the requesting agent) to
execute it (i.e., she must execute it) provided that the condition condition is
fulfilled. The sanction associated with this obligation is of type sanction type
and is given by sanction.”

– norm type = {I}: “If an agent owning the role role id requests to not execute
this activity, then the requested agent is forbidden (by the requesting agent)
to execute it (i.e., she must not execute it) provided that the condition
condition is fulfilled. The sanction associated with this interdiction is of
type sanction type and is given by sanction.”

DS statements make it possible to capture situations in which requests (e.g.,
from different agents) for executing an activity do have different normative and
sanctioning impacts on the requested agent. In other words, DS statements allow
to model situations in which requests even for the very same activity induce
different norms and sanctions. With that, the RNS schema is highly sensitive to
normative and sanctioning contexts.

2.3 Activity Types

According to the RNS schema, four types of activities are distinguished:

– Basic activities, that is, resource and event handling activities (Type I ).
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– Request activities, that is, requests for executing activities (Type II ).
– Sanctioning activities, that is, activities that result in a punishment of be-

havior deviating from available obligations and interdictions, as well as activ-
ities that result in a rewarding of behavior going conform with permissions,
obligations and interdictions (Type III ).

– Change activities, that is, activities that result in changes of status state-
ments being part of the status range of an activity of any type (Type IV ).
As a status statement consists of a norm specification and a sanction speci-
fication, change activities can be also characterized as activities that result
(i) in changes of norms attached to an activity and/or (ii) in changes of
sanctions associated with such norms.

Each of these four types of activities may be subject to (or “the target of”)
an activity of types II, III, and IV. This means, in particular, that the RNS

schema allows to formulate “crossed and self-referential” constructs such as re-
quests for requests, requests for sanction and norm changes, changes of norms
attached to norm-changing activities (as well as requests for such changes), and
changes of sanctions attached to sanction-changing activities (as well as requests
for such changes). Examples of such constructs, which we call activity reference
constructs, are provided below. In the following, the four activity types are de-
scribed in detail.

Resource and Event Handling Activities. These activities are highly domain-
and application-specific. Two types of resources are distinguished, namely, con-
sumable ones (e.g., time, money, and any kind of raw material to be processed
in a manufacturing process) and non-consumable ones (e.g., data, protocols, and
communication support services such as blackboard platforms and translation
systems). Examples of such activities are

provide(CPU time), deliver(material,quantity), access(database),
run-protocol(joint-planning), kick-ball(position), acknowledge-receipt(data).

The RNS specification of this type of activities has the general form

ACT activity id ( activity variable list )

{ STATUS RANGE status statement list }

where activity variable list is a list of variables specific to the activity activity id .
The first line of any activity specification, starting with the keyword ACT, is called
an activity header , and the part enclosed in {.} is called an activity body . Here
is an example of a specification of a basic activity. Assume there is a role with
identifier USsupplier, and that one of its basic activities is specified as follows:

ACT deliver ( material,quantity )

{ STATUS RANGE

<IND> : NORM <P> <NO> + SANC <NO> <NO>

<DEP EACH> : NORM <O> <quantity ≤ 100> + SANC <PU> <withdraw role>
<DEP AssemblyMg> : NORM <I> <material = steel> + SANC <PU> <pay fine>

}

The keyword EACH used as an instantiation of role id (agent id) indicates that
all roles (agents) are concerned, and the keyword NO used as an instantiation of
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condition (of sanction type and sanction) indicates that the norm is uncondi-
tioned (that there is no associated sanction). With that, in this example the IS
statement says that an agent owning the role of which the deliver activity is part
of is permitted to deliver. The first DS statement says that a request from each
agent (no matter what role she owns within the role space under consideration)
for executing this deliver activity induces the obligation to deliver, provided that
the requested quantity is not above 100. Furthermore, the statement says that
the requested agent must withdraw the role USsupplier (i.e., is not longer al-
lowed to act as a USsupplier) in the case of violating such an induced obligation.
The second DS statement says that the delivery of steel, if requested by an agent
owning the role AssembyMg (“Assembly Manager”), is forbidden; not acting in
accordance with this interdiction is punished by some fine.

Execution Requests. These activities are specified as follows:

ACT REQUEST ( agent id list ; role id list ; [NOT] activity id ( activity variable list ) )

{ STATUS RANGE status statement list

NORMATIVE IMPACT norm specification list }

The activity header says that requests can be directed towards any agent who
is referred to in agent id list and who owns at least one of the roles listed in
role id list . The header also identifies the activity being subject to the request.
The keyword NOT is optional and is to be used only in the case of interdiction (i.e.,
in the case of requests for not executing some activity). norm specification list
specifies the normative impact of the request on the requested agent(s) through
a list of norm specifications. As already introduced above, these specifications
are of the form

NORM <norm type> <condition>

Note that every norm specification included in a normative impact specification
of a request activity, together with the identifier of the role of which the request
activity is a part, unambiguously points to a single or (if there are multiple
sanctions – rewards and punishments – associated with the induced norm) several
DS statements.

As an illustrating example based on the delivery activity specified above,
consider the following request activity specification being part of the role As-
semblyMg:

ACT REQUEST ( EACH ; USsupplier, EUROsupplier ; NOT deliver ( material , quantity ) )
{ STATUS RANGE

<IND> : NORM <P> < (material = steel) AND (rating(material) = poor)> +
SANC <NO> <NO>

NORMATIVE IMPACT

NORM <I> <material = steel>
}

The keyword EACH says that the request can be directed towards each agent own-
ing the roles USsupplier or EUROsupplier. (If role id list were also instantiated
with EACH, then this would mean that each agent – without any role restriction –
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can be requested to deliver.) Generally, the keyword EACH serves as a wildcard,
and expressions including it are called templates.

A potential, legal occurrence or “call” of this request activity (which, for
instance, could be part of interaction protocols) during run time is the following:

REQUEST ( Dr Meyer, Mr Black ; USsupplier ; NOT deliver ( steel, [0 . . . 500] ) )
(i.e., the USsuppliers Dr Meyer and Mr Black are requested to not accept steel delivery

orders with an ordering volume less than or equal to 500 units)

As a variant of this example, consider the following specification (again as-
suming that the specified request activity is part of the AssemblyMg role):

ACT REQUEST ( EACH ; USsupplier, EUROsupplier ; NOT deliver ( material, quantity ) )

{ STATUS RANGE

<IND> : NORM <P> < (material = steel) AND (rating(material) = poor)> +
SANC <NO> <NO>

<DEP MemBoardDirectors> : NORM <O> <NO> + SANC <PU> <reprimand>

NORMATIVE IMPACT

NORM <I> <material = steel>

}

The status range of this variant includes a DS statement, meaning that this
request activity becomes obligatory for agent owing the role AssemblyMg if it is
requested by an agent owning the role MemBoardDirectors (“Member of Board
of Directors”). The specification of the corresponding request activity of the
MemBoardDirectors role could look like this:

ACT REQUEST

( EACH ; AssemblyMg ;

REQUEST ( EACH ; USsupplier, EUROsupplier ; NOT deliver ( material, quantity ) ) )
{ STATUS RANGE

<IND> : NORM <O> <decided by board> + SANC <PU> <board exclusion>

NORMATIVE IMPACT

NORM <O> <NO>

}

With that, the RNS shema offers the possibility to formulate “requests for re-
quests for requests for . . .”, that is, nested requests.

Sanctioning Activities. Activities of this type are specified as follows:

ACT SANCTION ( agent id list ; role id list ; activity id ; norm spec )
{ STATUS RANGE status statement list

SANCTIONING IMPACT sanction specification list }

where norm spec is a norm specification and sanction specification list is a list
of sanction specifications, that is, a list of specifications of the form

SANC <sanction type> <sanction>

The sanctioning impact part specifies all sanctions that “become reality” through
the execution of the sanctioning activity. Here is a simple example of a sanction-
ing activity, based on the “deliver” activity specification above:
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ACT SANCTION ( EACH ; EACH ; deliver ; NORM <O> <quantity ≤ 100> )
{ STATUS RANGE

<IND> : NORM <P> <NO> + SANC <RE> <earn bonus>
<DEP RoleSpaceMg> : NORM <I> <NO> + SANC <PU> <withdraw role>

SANCTIONING IMPACT

SANC <PU> <withdraw role>
}

The two occurrences of EACH indicate that the sanctioning activity concerns each
agent and each role of which the activity with identifier “deliver” is part of. The
IS statement says that an agent owning a role of which this sanctioning activity
is part of is unconditionally permitted (i.e., may) to execute this sanction, and
that she earns some bonus in the case she does (i.e., actually makes use of her
permission). The DS statement says that the sanctioning activity may become
subject to an unconditioned interdiction, namely, as the result of an “interdiction
request” by an agent owning the role with identity RoleSpaceMg (“Role Space
Manager”); violating such an interdiction is punished through the withdrawal of
role ownership.

An example of a real-time occurrence (instantiation) of this sanction specifi-
cation is

ACT SANCTION ( Dr Meyer ; USsupplier ; deliver ; NORM <O> <quantity ≤ 100> )

A further example of a sanction specification illustrating the expressiveness
of RNS is the following. Under the assumption that each norm violation is pun-
ished by the withdrawal of role ownership, the “most general” specification of a
sanction activity that can be constructed is

ACT SANCTION ( EACH ; EACH ; EACH ; EACH )
{ STATUS RANGE

<IND> : NORM <P> <NO> + SANC <NO> <NO>

SANCTIONING IMPACT

SANC <PU> <withdraw role>
}

saying that each agent owning a role of which this activity specification is part of
is unconditionally permitted to sanction any norm violation through the with-
drawal of role ownership.

Change Activities. Change activities affect the status range of activities. Three
types of change activities are distinguished: DEL (delete), REP (replace), and ADD

(add). The specification of these activities is as follows:

ACT ADD ( role id list ; activity id list ; status statement )
{ STATUS RANGE status statement list

[ STATUS IMPACT

add status statement ]
}
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ACT DEL ( role id list ; activity id list ; status statement )
{ STATUS RANGE status statement list

[ STATUS IMPACT

delete status statement ]

}

ACT REP ( role id list ; activity id list ; status statement 1 ; status statement 2 )
{ STATUS RANGE status statement list

[ STATUS IMPACT

replace status statement 1 by status statement 2 ]

}

The status impact parts are optional as they are of explanatory nature only.
Here is an example of a specification of a change activity:

ACT REP

( USsupplier, EUROsupplier ; deliver ;

<IND> : NORM <P> <NO> + SANC <NO> <NO> ;
<IND> : NORM <O> <NO> + SANC <PU> <pay fine> )

{ STATUS RANGE

<IND> : NORM <P> <NO> + SANC <NO> <NO>

}

An agent owning a role which includes this activity specification is permitted
to replace, within each deliver activity being part of the roles USsupplier and
EUROsupplier, the first status statement given in the activity header by the
second one. (Note that the first IS statement in the header and the IS statement
in the status range part are syntactically identical.)

Another example of change activity specification is the following:

ACT DEL

( USsupplier ; deliver ;
<IND> : NORM <P> <NO> + SANC <NO> <NO> )

{ STATUS RANGE

<IND> : NORM <P> <NO> + SANC <NO> <NO>

<DEP USdirector> : NORM <I> <NO> + SANC <PU> <withdraw role>
}

This change activity concerns the deletion of the status statement

<IND> : NORM <P> <EACH> + SANC <EACH> <EACH>

attached to the deliver activity of the USsupplier role (as specified in the activity
header). As can be seen from the status range of the delete activity specification,
an agent owning the role USdirector may forbid this delete activity (i.e., is
authorized to request to not execute it). Generally, RNS enables to formulate
requests on change activities, and, reversely, it enables to formulate changes of
status statements belonging to request activities.

Finally, here is an example of a specification of an add activity:
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ACT ADD ( EACH ; EACH ;
<DEP President> : NORM <I> <NO> + SANC <PU> <role space exclusion> )

{ STATUS RANGE

<IND> : NORM <P> <NO> + SANC <NO> <NO>

}

The owner of a role containing this activity specification is permitted to add
the specified DS statement to every activity being part of any role (in the role
space). Once added to an activity (more precisely, to the status range attached to
an activity), an agent being in the role of President may unconditionally forbid
this activity, where the consequence of violating this interdiction is the exclusion
from the role space.

3 Discussion

The RNS schema is appealing for several reasons: it is based on a relatively
simple and intuitively clear notation and syntax; it is domain- and application
independent; it is neutral w.r.t. autonomy (i.e., it is neither biased in favor of nor
against autonomy and so supports a developer in specifying any autonomy level
she considers as appropriate); it is grounded in sociological role theory; and, in
particular, it is strongly expressive and enables a highly precise specification of
agent autonomy. Expressiveness and precision derive from the following features:

– Through its concept of (positive and negative) sanctions RNS enables a devel-
oper to explicitly specify consequences of both norm-conforming and norm-
deviating behavior. The importance of specifying these consequences results
from the fact that autonomy, taken seriously, implies autonomy against
norms [4] – an agent as an autonomous entity can not be guaranteed to
act in accordance with all available norms under all circumstances.

– Through its concept of change activities RNS supports the explicit modeling
and specification of potential dynamic changes in norms and sanctions and
thus in behavioral autonomy.

– Through its concept of a status range RNS enables a developer to specify
different normative impacts on the same activity. This makes it possible to
cope with situations in which the normative status of an activity depends
on the request context, that is, on who requested the activity under what
condition. With that, RNS allows to explicitly capture context sensitivity of
norms and thus of autonomy.

– RNS supports the specification of complex activities through various activ-
ity reference constructs. While some possible reference constructs (e.g., “a
request for requesting a certain resource handling activity”) may be only
of marginal interest in an application at hand, others (e.g., “a request for
sanctioning a norm violation”) may be of particular importance.

– As it is based on the role concept, RNS does not imply constraints on the
type and structure of the individual agents. Instead, it enables a developer
to abstract from architectural aspects of agency. This is of particular impor-
tance in view of open applications.
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There are several approaches which are closely related to RNS in that they
also aim at a norms-based specification of autonomous behavior [6, 7, 9, 2, 5].
As elucidated below, what makes RNS distinct from all these approaches is the
expressiveness and precision with which it allows to capture autonomy.

An approach which shows several interesting parallels to RNS is described in
[6]. The focus there is on norm compliance and on the question what motiviations
an agent might have to comply with norms. Like RNS, this approach is based
on the view that agents as autonomous entities may decide to not act in accor-
dance with norms; moreover, similar to RNS this approach considers the issue of
positive and negative sanctions. The main difference is that this approach does
make several strong and in some sense restrictive assumptions on the cognitive
structure and processes within the individual agents (e.g., by treating sanctions
as the agents’ goals and by defining autonomy in terms of motivations hold by
agents). Against that, RNS does not make restrictive assumptions on “things
occuring within agents”, but concentrates on the role level.

Another approach showing interesting parallels to RNS is presented in [7].
This approach focuses distributed systems management through policies. A pol-
icy in this approach is understood as a behavior-influencing information being
located outside of the managers themselves, and is specified in terms of norma-
tive concepts (authorizations and obligations). Similar to RNS, this approach
employs the role concept and supports a specification of context sensitivity.
The main differences are that this approach does assume that agents always do
behave norm-conforming (thus sanctioning is not considered), that complex ac-
tivity specification is not supported, and that the specification of dynamic norm
(and sanction) changes is not supported.

A logic-based approach related to RNS is described in [9]. This approach
concentrates on collective agency and offers, similar to RNS, a normative system
perspective. One important difference is that RNS, in contrast to this approach
with its roots in deontic logic, does not rely on inter-definability of permissions
and obligations (i.e., P (x) =def ¬O¬x). Another important difference is that
this approach does neither consider the possibility of norm-deviating behavior
nor the issue of dynamic norm change activities.

Other logic-based approaches related to RNS are described in [2] (dealing with
norms-based coordination) and [5] (dealing with norms-based capturing of au-
tonomous agents from a more general perspective). Like RNS, these approaches
employ the concepts of permissions, obligations and interdictions and consider
sanctions on norm-deviating behavior (though only negative sanctions). Unlike
RNS, the approaches do not support the specification of dynamic changes in
norms and sanctions and do not capture complex activity specification. Another
difference is that these approaches are not role-based; instead, norms and sanc-
tions are directly attached to agents and assumptions are made on agent-internal
(cognitive) processes.
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4 Conclusion

It should be clear that RNS in its current form leaves room for improvement.
The two most critical deficiences of RNS we identify are the following. First,
RNS does not support developers in explicitly specifying information and control
relationships among roles such as generalization, aggregation, inheritance, peer,
superior-subordinate, and so forth. Without support of such an explicit specifica-
tion is it difficult (especially for large-scale applications) to obtain transparency
of the overall system and its internal organizational structure. Second, RNS does
not support developers in identifying and avoiding conflicts among norms (e.g.,
permission and interdiction of the same activity). Especially for large-scale ap-
plications such a support is extremely important as a means for avoiding poor
system behavior resulting from normative conflicts. Both deficiences are of par-
ticular relevance w.r.t. a coherent and consistent system perspective and both
require to extend RNS appropriately. What needs to be done in a first step thus
is to define clear and useful conceptualizations of role-role relationships and nor-
mative conflicts. Encouraged by the above mentioned advantages of RNS we are
currently concentrating on this first step as well as on the implementation of a
software tool which supports RNS-based systems specification.
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w�xzy {U|
}H~G�H�/���
�����G���G���/�������G�H���5�U�����/���������U�,�H�����J�������������U���H�,���������,�����G�E�����G�H�������D�"�
�5�"�H���G�,�U�H���E�G�"�H�
�G�,���U�$�q���U�E���D���$���,�G�D�����r���,�G���"���E�������/�������G���G [¡5���������,�G¢H�,��£u¤�¥e¦§�D�����Q�H���D�G�����,�����D�� >���H�,�,�����
�G���,�
���H�$���,�4���,�D���H�/���E¨§���"���
�����G�H���"�����$�H�����,¨P�����,�H�G���G���G�R�H�����G�E�G�H���E�,���H���D�K��©,���,�������������G�
���������4�D���P�j�ª���,���a���D�Q���,���r�E�����,���������E�������.�r�r�,�����G��©,���,�a���D�����G���������,�D�Q�5�,�����,¨
���������D�����,©
�G�«���,�U��¬,�����������������E¨��5���G�"�H���������������,�������/�¦p®��,���U�$�¯�G�����,�,��¢����A���,���� [�/���J�G�����/ [�/�����
���D���°�G�,�D���5�����������D���,�§�H���D�/���������G�����^±
− ²l³/´�µE¶¸·a´�¹�º�µ/´�»r¼�¹H½�¾ ¿³EÀG³[Á,Â�Ã,Ä�Å�Æ�Ç�Ä�È�ÇGÉ�Ê�Ë�Ì,ÍEÄ�ÎDÍjÏ�Ð�Ê�Ë�ËGÄ�ÑkÊ�Ð�Ç�Æ�ÎDÍ/Ò"ÆHÓ�Ç�Ã,ÄJÊ�Ô,Ä�È,Ç4Í/Õ[Í/Ç�Ä�Ö×Ê�ÎDÄ

ÉGÑHÄ�È,Ç�ÉGÓ�ÉGÄ�Ñ�ØÇGÆHÔ,Ä�Ç�Ã,Ä�Î�Ù5É�ÇGÃ�ÇGÃ�Ä�É�Î$Å�ÆHÍ/Í/É�Ú�Ë�ÄUÇ�Ê�Í/Û�Í"Æ�Î$Ó�Ì,È,Ð�Ç�É�Æ�È,Í\Á�Â�Ã,ÄUÎ�Ä�Í/Ì,Ë�Ç
ÆHÓ�ÇGÃ,É�Í"Ê�È�Ê�Ë�Õ[Í/É�Í
ÉGÍQÇ�Ã,Ä�Í/Ä�ÇlÆ�Ó�Ì,Í/Ä�Ð�Ê�Í/Ä�Í\Á§Â4Ã�ÉGÍrÊ�È,Ê�ËGÕ[ÍEÉGÍrÊ�È,ÍEÙ�Ä�Î�ÍrÇGÃ,Ä�Ü�Ì,Ä�Í/Ç�ÉGÆHÈpÝ
ÞßÃ,Ê�Ç�Ê�Î�ÄkÇ�Ã,Ä�ÅHÆ�ÍEÍ/É�Ú�Ë�Ä
Ì,Í/Ä�ÍlÆ�ÓaÇ�Ã,Ä�Ö�Ì,Ë�ÇGÉ�Ê�Ô�Ä�È,Ç§Í/Õ[ÍEÇGÄ�Örà

− á�¹�â�À�µ/ãH¹�äU´�¹�º�¶�å�´�¹�º�µ/´�»æ¼�¹H½�¾ ¿³EÀG³[Á�çjÔ,Ä�È,Ç�Í�Ê�Î�ÄèÍ/É�ÇGÌ�Ê�Ç�Ä�ÑéÉ�È�Ê�È�Ä�È,ê,É�ÎDÆ�È,Ö�Ä�È,Ç�ØRÊ�È,ÑéÇ�Ã,É�Í
Ä�È,ê,É�Î�ÆHÈ,Ö�Ä�È,Ç�È,Ä�Ä�Ñ�Í.Ç�ÆëÚ�Ä�ÖrÆHÑ�Ä�Ë�Ë�Ä�ÑaÁaìDÈæÅ�Ê�Î�Ç�É�Ð�Ì,Ë�Ê�ÎDØ"Ù�Ä�Ê�ÎDÄ>ÉGÈ,Ç�Ä�ÎDÄ�ÍEÇGÄ�ÑíÉ�ÈëÖ�Æ�Ñ�Ä�ËGË�É�È,Ô
Ã,Æ�ÙîÇGÃ,ÄrÍ/Õ[ÍEÇGÄ�ÖïÐ�Ê�È.Ê�Ð�ÇaÊ�È,Ñ�Î�Ä�Ê�Ð�ÇaÇ�Æ&Ç�Ã,ÉGÍ�Ä�È,ê�ÉGÎDÆ�È,Ö�Ä�È�ÇðÁ\Â�Ã,ÄQÎDÄ�ÍEÌ,ËGÇaÆ�Ó�ÇGÃ�ÉGÍ5Ê�È,Ê�ËGÕ[ÍEÉGÍ5É�Í
ÇGÃ,Ä.ÍEÄ�Ç�Æ�Ó�ÎDÄ�Ê�Ð�Ç�ÉGÆHÈ�Ð�Ê�ÍEÄ�Í\ÁÂ4Ã,É�ÍRÊ�È�Ê�Ë�Õ[Í/É�ÍRÊ�È,ÍEÙ�Ä�Î�ÍQÇGÃ,Ä�Ü�Ì,Ä�Í/Ç�ÉGÆHÈpÝ
ñUÆHÙïÑHÆ�Ä�ÍQÇ�Ã,Ä&Ê�Ô,Ä�È,Ç
Í/Õ[Í/Ç�Ä�Ö°ÎDÄ�Ê�Ð�Ç§ÇGÆ�ÇGÃ�Ä�Ä�È,ê,É�Î�ÆHÈ,ÖrÄ�È,Ç�à

− ò�´�³ ó�ã�¹H³/À�ô�À�¾GÀ�º ¿§¶�»Hµ/À�â�´�¹�¼�¹H½�¾ ¿³EÀG³[ÁUìDÈïÐ�Æ�È,Ç�Î�Ê�Í/Ç�Ù5ÉGÇ�Ã¯Ì,Í/Ì,Ê�Ë�Í/ÆHÓ�ÇGÙ5Ê�ÎDÄ°Í/Õ[ÍEÇGÄ�ÖrÍEØ�Ê�Ô,Ä�È,Ç
Í/Õ[Í/Ç�Ä�Ö�Í�Ð�Ê�È�Ê�Ð�Ç
Å�ÎDÆ�Ê�Ð�Ç�ÉGê�Ä�Ë�ÕKÁ�Â�Ã,ÄUÌ,ÍEÄ�Î$Ð�Ê�È�Ñ�Ä�Í/É�Î�ÄUÇ�Ã,Ê�ÇKÇGÃ,ÄUÍEÕ[Í/Ç�Ä�ÖõÃ,Ê�Í"Í/ÆHÖrÄUÎDÄ�ÍEÅ�Æ�È�Í/É�ö
Ú�É�ËGÉ�ÇGÉ�Ä�ÍEØPÇGÃ,Ê�ÇKÉ�Í/ØPÇ�Ã,ÄRÌ,ÍEÄ�Î�Ð�Ê�ÈJÊ�Í/ÍEÉGÔ,ÈJÍEÆ�Ö�ÄRÔ,ÆHÊ�Ë�ÍªÆ�ÎlÎDÄ�Í/ÅHÆ�È,ÍEÉGÚHÉGË�ÉGÇ�É�Ä�ÍªÇ�Æ&Ç�Ã,ÄrÍ/Õ[Í/Ç�Ä�Ö¯Ê�È�Ñ
ÇGÃ,ÄrÍ/Õ[Í/Ç�Ä�Ö¯Ð�Ê�Î�ÎDÉ�Ä�ÍªÆHÌ,ÇaÇGÃ,Ä�Í/ÄrÎ�Ä�Í/Å�ÆHÈ,Í/É�Ú�É�Ë�ÉGÇ�ÉGÄ�Í�Ù5É�ÇGÃ,ÆHÌ,Ç÷ÊrÑHÉGÎDÄ�Ð�ÇaÑHÄ�Ö�Ê�È,Ñ÷Á[Â�Ã,ÉGÍ5Ê�È�Ê�Ë�Õ[Í/É�Í
Ê�È,Í/Ù5Ä�ÎDÍRÇ�Ã,Ä.ÜHÌ,Ä�ÍEÇGÉ�Æ�ÈpÝ
ÞßÃ,Ê�Ç�Ê�ÎDÄ.ÇGÃ�Ä&Ô,ÆHÊ�Ë�ÍQÆ�Ó�ÇGÃ�Ä&Í/Õ[ÍEÇGÄ�ÖràkÂ4Ã,Ä�ÖrÊ�ÉGÈ�Ñ�É�Ó�Ó�Ä�Î�Ä�È,Ð�Ä�Ú�Ä�ö
ÇGÙ5Ä�Ä�Èªø÷ã�½�¾på�½H³/´�³�Ê�È,Ñ.Ì�Í/ÄRÐ�Ê�Í/Ä�Í/ØPÉ�Í�Ç�Ã,Ê�ÇpÇGÃ,ÄQËGÊ�ÇGÇ�Ä�Î�Í/Ã,ÆHÙéÃ,ÆHÙéÇ�Ã,ÄRÍ/Õ[ÍEÇGÄ�Ö<Ô,É�ê,Ä�ÍªÊ�ÈJÊ�È�ö
Í/Ù�Ä�Î�Ç�Æ&ÊrÌ,Í/Ä�Î�ÎDÄ�ÜHÌ,Ä�ÍEÇGØpÙ�Ã�ÉGË�ÄrÇ�Ã,Ä�Ó�ÆHÎ�Ö�Ä�Î�Í/Ã�Æ�Ù°Ã,Æ�Ù°Ç�Ã,Ä�Í/Õ[Í/Ç�Ä�ÖùÚ�Ä�Ã,Ê�ê�Ä�Í5Ù�Ã,Ä�È&ÍEÆ�Ö�Ä
Ð�Æ�È,ÑHÉGÇ�É�Æ�ÈQÉ�ÍlÓ�Ì,Ë�Ó�É�ËGË�Ä�Ñ÷ÁúUû$ü Ñ�Ä�Ó�É�È,Ä�Í«ÑHÉGÓ�Ó�Ä�ÎDÄ�È�Ç úUý«þ ÍEÇGÄ�Î�Ä�Æ�Ç�Õ[Å�Ä�Í

Ï�ÍEÄ�Ä&ÿ
É�ÔpÁ�� Ò�Ó�Æ�ÎjÄ�ê�Ä�ÎDÕ>ÖrÆHÑ�Ä�ËGË�ÉGÈ�Ô�Ä�Ë�Ä�Ö�Ä�È�ÇðÝ
Ì,Í/ÄrÐ�Ê�ÍEÄ�ÍªÊ�Î�Ä úUý«þ Í/Ç�Ê�È,ÑHÊ�ÎDÑ&Ä�Ë�Ë�ÉGÅHÍ/Ä�ÍEØKÔ,ÆHÊ�Ë
Ð�Ê�ÍEÄ�Í&Ê�Î�Ä�Ä�Ë�Ë�ÉGÅHÍ/Ä�ÍkÙ5ÉGÇ�ÃíÙ5ÉGÑHÄ�Î�Ë�ÉGÈ,Ä�Í/Ø�Î�Ä�Ê�Ð�ö
ÇGÉ�ê,ÄëÐ�Ê�Í/Ä�Í>Ê�ÎDÄíÄ�ËGË�ÉGÅHÍ/Ä�Í�Ù5ÉGÇ�Ã�Ñ�É�Í/Ð�Æ�È,Ç�É�È,Ì,Ä�Ñ
ËGÉ�È,Ä�ÍEØæÄ�È,ê,É�ÎDÆ�È,Ö�Ä�È,ÇWÆ�Ú�� Ä�Ð�Ç�Í<Ã�Ê�ê,Ä Ê�È É�Î�ö
Î�Ä�Ô,Ì,Ë�Ê�Î&Ó�Æ�ÎDÖrØUÃ,Ì�ÖrÊ�È Ê�Ð�Ç�Æ�ÎDÍ>Ê�Î�ÄëÍEÇGÊ�È,Ñ�Ê�Î�ÑúUý�þ Ê�Ð�Ç�Æ�ÎDÍ Ê�È,Ñ ÍEÆ�Ó�ÇGÙ5Ê�ÎDÄ Ê�Ð�Ç�Æ�ÎDÍ Ê�Î�Ä
Í/Ü�Ì�Ê�Î�Ä�Ã,Ä�Ê�Ñ�Ä�ÑèÊ�Ð�Ç�Æ�ÎDÍ/ÒeÁ�ìDÈíÇ�Ã,Ä«Í/Ä�Ü�Ì,Ä�ËGØ5Ù�Ä
ÖrÆHÑ�Ä�Ë Ê Ô�Ä�È,Ä�Î�É�Ð ìDÈ,ÇGÄ�ËGË�É�Ô,Ä�È,Ç��UÄ�Ð�ÉGÍEÉGÆHÈ� Ì,Å�ÅHÆ�ÎDÇ
çjÔ,Ä�È,Ç � Õ[Í/Ç�Ä�ÖïÉGÈJÇ�Ã,Ä�ÍEÄRÇ�Ä�ÎDÖrÍ\Á^ÿ
ÉGÔaÁ
��ÍEÌ,ÖrÖ�Ê�ÎDÉGÍEÄ�ÍlÇGÃ�Ä�ÎDÄ�ÍEÌ,ËGÇ�Í^Á� Æ�Ç�Í/Ì,ÎDÅ�ÎDÉGÍEÉGÈ�Ô,ËGÕ[Ø�É�È Ç�Ã,ÄßÔ,Ä�È�Ä�ÎDÊ�ËJÐ�Ê�Í/Ä�Ø �
	������������������������! #"%$'&!(*)
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£b¤
• ¥f¦G§G¨ª©�«<¬GS®@!¯!°5±.°5²G³G´Bµ?¶!·��¸Y¹6º!»@¼�º!½>¾<½C¹6º!¿5º!À�Á�Â�¾#ÃGÁ!¾5ÁF¾<Ä?¾<Á�Å�ºFÁSÃ@º!Æ!Ç5½.Ç5ÄGÂIÈ
• ÉfÊGËGÌ5Í6Î Ï#ÐbÑ<Ò�Ó9ÔGÓ�Õ!Ö5×.Ö5ØGÙ�Ú1ÛMÜ�Ý�Ó!Þ�ß�à.á�àPâ<ãåä!æGß!ç5è�ß!â5ä�â5é�ä9ê1ä�à.è�ç5â5àPã@ë?ßíì@ä!î!ï5à.ï5ãGðåß!ðGìåï5â5à

î!ã@ð�à.ä�ñGè�ä�ð�î!ä�à>ò
• óGô�õGõaö!÷.ø5ù5úGûG÷�ü�ý<þ�ÿ��Gÿ���������	�
��������ÿ����������������� ��!�����"�#�$���%�&���"�!�'� ��!(#�����%�)��'�*+ ������',�"�'-.!�'.��/�0��%�����"�&��$�%��1,�!�2(%�"�'3%�#�!���546/�"�&�/.��/�87 +:9<; "��=)'!�46$���,�-��%�#�$���>?��/��@�A�B�C�D�E�A�F5@�A�G�H�I�@�A�G�D�@�JLK�A�K�M NPO�C�ORQ�S�T�UV�Q�W�Q�T�XZY�T�[�T�\]�UV0T�U\�Q�Y�^�U_(T�U�V`^�acbdT�e�V�X�fg]�U�SLT�\T�Y�h
i ^�X�X�Q�a�[�TjT�\�T�UVlkT�U�T�Y�]�V�T�SmW�Y�^�_nV�oT�X�Tj^�acbdT�e�V�X6]�US i ^�X�X�Q�a�[�Tj]�e�V�Q�^�UXpe�]�Y�Y�Q�T�Sq^�rV�^�UmV�oT�_=st ^�Y�T�u]�_ i [�T�f�Q�Uj]�WvQ�U]�U�e�Q�]�[Pw5xyxyf�z6T�e�^�r[�S{Q�S�T�UV�Q�Wvh�]�U(^�a|b}T�e�VPO�~�K�D�@Ps���oT i ^�X�X�Q�a�[�T?Q�U i rV
T�\T�UV�X ]�Y�T6U�T�z�\]�[�rT�X�^�W�V�oQ�X�X�o]�Y�T�f�]�US(V�o�T i ^�X�X�Q�a�[�T�]�e�V�Q�^�U�X�V�^�a�rh�^�Y�V�^�X�T�[�[�st Q�U]�[�[�h�fPQ�U{V�oT��lE�K�M�H�J�D�C�B�@�A1K�A�K�M NPO�C�Opz�T�UT�T�S�V�^�Q�S�T�UV�Q�Wvh{V�o�T�]�rV�^�U^�_�^�rX:a�T�o]�\Q�^�rY�X
^�Wl]�Uj��w5T���sc��V�X�_(^�X�V�Q�_ i ^�Y�V�]�UVPY�T�X i ^�UX�Q�a�Q�[�Q�V�Q�T�X rX�r�]�[�[�h�]�Y�TP�
• � E�A�C�G�E�D�C�A|�:��^�a�X�T�Y�\T�V�o�T6T�U\Q�Y�^�U_�T�UVP]�US(S�T�V�T�e�V i Y�^�a�[�T�_�]�V�Q�e6a�T�o]�\Q�^�rY�X��
• � M�K�D�F0�l@�A�@�D�K�G�C�E�A���Y�]�Q�X�T�]�[�]�Y�_�X Q�WlV�oT�Y�T6Q�X ]6e�Y�Q�V�Q�e�]�[PX�Q�V�r]�V�Q�^�U��
• � K�D�A�C�A|�:�(z�]�Y�UQ�UknY�T�X i T�e�V�Q�Uk�rUS�T�X�Q�Y�T�S�e�^�UX�T���rT�Ue�T�X�^�W8�|a�]�S���]�e�V�Q�^�UX�]�U�S

i ^�V�T�UV�Q�]�[�[�h�X�rk�kT�X�V�Q�Ukja�T�V�V�T�Y�^�UT�X�s
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�;o;l�|�r�n�}��;n�p�~Uq�m�s,k�n�l�z ¡L°������������F��������±L��²�������������� ~��;k�k�l�u?m�p�o��"q�k�u<l��;u<n�~�~Lp���n�u<n�z?p�o�n�x+n�o;mYl�z
m��;n�~��;y�m�q�~��;~#z{u<l�xVp�o;m�n�u<x�n�}�p�q�m�n�k�q�u<m�p�q�rW�;n�u?~Lp�l�o;~Ul�z	m��;n�k�r�q�o�p�o�m��;n�z{l�r�r�l�|�p�o��"~�m�n�k�~B³
− 
¢ y�q�~Lp��hx+n�m��;l�}6´µp�~=q�k�k�r�p�n�}@|��;p����jp�o;m�u<l�}��;��n�~EqA��l�r�r�n���m�p�l�ojl�z���l�o;~Lp�~Lm�n�o;m�q���m�p�l�o�~
m�l��;n�m��;n�u\|�p�m���q+}�n���l�x+k�l�~Lp�m�p�l�o�l�z(m���n+��n�o;n�u?q�rbm�q�~���p�o�k�r�q�o;~Zl�z\q���m�p�l�o;~ � � p�o;m�n���u?q�m�n�}
|�p�m��i~�l�x+n+~��;y�m�q�~��;~�o;l�m1s,n�m'z?l�u<x���r�q�m�n�}�q�~Zk�r�q�o;~ < ¶5· ¸ ¶B¹ ¸ º º º ¸ »U¼ ¸ »Y½ ¸ º º º ¸ ¶¿¾ > |��;n�u<nAÀ,Á Â
À,Ã�q�u<n�~L�;y�m�q�~L�;~U|�p�m���o;l�k�r�q�o"l�z	n�r�n�x�n�o;m�q�u?s"q���m�p�l�o;~#~�k�n���p�z{p�n�}1v

− �cl�ubn���n�u<s"~���y�m�q�~��+o;l�mYs,n�mY}�n�~���u?p�y�n�}+p�o+m�n�u?x+~(l�z1y�q�~�p���q���m�p�l�o;~�Ä � � Â �<Å ÂÆÆÆ Ç=~L�;���=q�~%À,ÁÈl�uÀ,Ã%q�o=p�o;z{n�u?n�o;��n�~Lm�n�kEl�zbm��;n�~�q�x�n�m�s,k�n�p�~\q�k�k�r�p�n�}Ey�s+�;~�p�o;�=q�o=p�o�~�m�q�o;m�p�q�m�p�l�o=l�z�´É|�p�m��
l�m��;n�u¥k�u?n�x�p�~�n�~�q�o�}f}�l�x�q�p�of��o;l�|�r�n�}��;nWv ¢ m�u<n�n�n�t;k�r�l�u?p�o;�f}�p�z?z{n�u<n�o�m	~Lm�n�k�~dl�z¥k�r�q�of}�n��
m�q�p�r'p�~�k�u<l�}�����n�}i�;o;m�p�r'}�n�m�q�p�r�n�}ik�r�q�o;~�q�u<n"l�y�m�q�p�o;n�}il�u#q�ofq�k�k�r�p���q�m�p�l�ofl�zY´Êz{q�p�r�~�q�o;}�q
y�q����;m�u<q����;p�o;�"p�~Uk�u?l�}��;��n�}+m�l+q�r�m�n�u<o;q�m�p���n�m�q�~L�"}�n���l�x�k�l�~�p�m�p�l�o;~Bv
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Ë¥Ì;Í�Î;Í�Ï;Í�Ð?Ñ�ÒWÓ�Í�Ñ�Ð?Ô�Ì"Õ�Ð?Ö�Ô�Í�ÓLÓUÖ�×	Ø�Ì;Í�Ù�Í�Ø�Ì�Ö�Ú�ÛÝÜ�Ó#Ó�Þ;Ù+Ù+Ñ�Ð<Ü�ÓLÍ�Ú+Ü�Ï+ßcÜ�Î	à5á=â�Ì;Í�Ð<ÍZÍ�ã;Í�Ð?ä�Ï;Ö�Ú�Í
å Ö�æ�Ó�ä,Ù å Ö�Ò�Ü�ÓLÍ�Ó�Ø�Ì;ÍiÑ�Õ�Õ�Ò�Ü�Ô�Ñ�Ø�Ü�Ö�ÏJÖ�×bÛçâ�Ü�Ø�Ì�Ú�Ü�×{×?Í�Ð<Í�Ï;Ø(Ú�Í�Ô�Ò�Ñ�Ð<Ñ�Ø�Ü�ã�Íiè;Ï;Ö�â�Ò�Í�Ú�Î;Í å Ò�Ö�Ô�è�Ó�Ö�×
Ø�Ì;Í�×{Ö�Þ;Ð1Ø�ä,Õ�Í�Ó#Ô�Ö�Ù+Ù+Í�Ï;Ø�Í�Ú å Í�×{Ö�Ð<Í7à�Ë¥Ì�Í�Ü�Ï;Ø�Í�Ð<Í�ÓLØYÜ�Ï+Þ;Ó�Ü�Ï;Î+Ø�Ì�Ü�Ó(Ð<Í�Ñ�ÓLÖ�Ï;Ü�Ï;Î+Ó�Ø�Ð?Ñ�Ø�Í�Î;ä"Ü�Ó(Ø�Ì;Ñ�ØYÜ�Ø
Ù�Ñ�ä�Í�Ù å Í�ÚDØ�Ì;Í�ÓLÜ�Ù+Õ�Ò�Í@Ô�Ñ�ÓLÍ�â�Ì;Í�Ð?Í@Ö�Ï;Ò�ä�Ñ@Ô�Ò�Ñ�ÓLÓ�Ü�×{Ü�Ô�Ñ�Ø�Ü�Ö�Ï)ÓLØ�Í�ÕCÜ�ÓiÔ�Ö�Ï;ÓLÜ�Ú�Í�Ð<Í�ÚDâ�Ì�Í�ÏDÑ
Ô�Ö�Ò�Ò�Í�Ô�Ø�Ü�Ö�Ï"Ö�×	Ø�Ö�Ø�Ñ�Ò�Ò�ä"Ú�Í�×?Ü�Ï�Í�Ú+Õ�Ò�Ñ�Ï;Ó#é?ÜFà ÍWàQâ�Ü�Ø�Ì�Ï�Öhê;ë�Ö�Ð�ê;ì%Þ;Ï;Ú�Í�×{Ü�Ï;Í�Ú+Ø�Ñ�ÓLè;Ó�íbÜ�Ó(Î;Ü�ã�Í�Ï+Ü�Ï+Ø�Ì�Í
Ú�Ö�Ù+Ñ�Ü�ÏEÙ�Ö�Ú�Í�Ò¿àBî<ÏEØ�Ì�Ü�Ó�Ô�Ñ�ÓLÍ�ïYØ�Ì;Í%Î;Í�Ï;Í�Ð<Ñ�Ò	Ð?Í�Ñ�Ó�Ö�Ï;Ü�Ï;ÎEÓ�Ø�Ð?Ñ�Ø�Í�Î;ä=â�Ü�Ò�ÒeÓ�Ø�Ö�ÕfÑ�×{Ø�Í�ÐUØ�Ì;Í"×{Ü�Ð?ÓLØ	ÓLØ�Í�Õ
Ö�Ï;Ô�Í�Ó�Ö�Ù�Í�Ø�Ñ�Ó�è�Ú�Í�Ø�Ñ�Ü�ÒWÙ+Ö�Ú�Þ�Ò�Í�ÓUÑ�Ð?Í�Ñ�Õ�Õ�Ò�Ü�Í�Ú�Õ�Ð?Ö�Õ�Ö�ÓLÜ�Ï�Î"Ó�Í�ã;Í�Ð<Ñ�ÒWÔ�Ö�Ù�Õ�Ò�Í�Ø�Í�Õ�Ò�Ñ�Ï�Ö�Õ�Ø�Ü�Ö�Ï;Ó/à

ð�ñ�ò�ó�ô�õ�ö�÷�ø/ù�ø�ñ�ú�õ�û�ü�õ�ö�ý+þ�ñ�ü�ò�ö�ú�ÿ
Ë¥Ì;Ü�ÓdØ�Ñ�Ó�è6Ì;Ñ�Ó�Ñ�Ó�Ù�Ñ�Ü�ÏiÎ;Ö�Ñ�Ò'Ø�Ö�Õ�Ð<Ö�Õ�Ö�Ó�Í+Ó�Ô�Í�Ï;Ñ�Ð?Ü�Ö�Ó�Ö�×#Ó�Ì;Ö�Ð?Ø��{Ø�Í�Ð<Ù¯×{Þ;Ø�Þ;Ð<Í å Í�Ì;Ñ�ã;Ü�Ö�Þ;Ð(Ö�×#Ø�Ì�Í
Ú�Ü�×{×{Í�Ð?Í�Ï;Ø\Ô�Ö�Ù�Õ�Ö�Ï;Í�Ï;Ø�ÓEÖ�×�Ø�Ì�ÍAÙ�Ö�Ú�Í�ÒFà	Ë¥Ì;Í�Ð?ÍAÙ+Ñ�ä å ÍAÓLÕ�Í�Ô�Ü�×{Ü�ÔAÓ�Ü�Ù�Þ;Ò�Ñ�Ø�Ü�Ö�ÏjÙ�Í�Ø�Ì;Ö�Ú�ÓEÕ�Í�Ð��
×{Ö�Ð<Ù+Ü�Ï;ÎfØ�Ì;Ü�ÓdØ�ä,Õ�Í�Ö�×¥Ø�Ñ�ÓLè	à��VÒ�Ü å Ð?Ñ�Ð?äEÔ�Ö�Þ;Ò�Ú å Í"Ô�Ö�Ï;Ó�Ü�Ú�Í�Ð?Í�Ú6Ø�Ö6ÓLÞ;Õ�Õ�Ö�Ð?Ø'Ñ"Ô�Ò�Ñ�Ó�Ó�Ö�×¥Ñ�Õ�Õ�Ò�Ü�Ô�Ñ��
Ø�Ü�Ö�Ï;ÓhÜ�Ï;Ô�Ò�Þ;Ú�Ü�Ï;Î9Ñ�Ô�Ö�Ò�Ò�Í�Ô�Ø�Ü�Ö�Ï9Ö�×EØ�ä,Õ�Ü�Ô�Ñ�Ò%Õ�Ì;ä,Ó�Ü�Ô�Ñ�Ò%Ô�Ö�Ù�Õ�Ö�Ï;Í�Ï;Ø�Ó/à��ZÖ�â�Í�ã;Í�Ð<ïZÜ�Ø"Ô�Ö�Þ�Ò�Ú å Í
Ô�Ö�Ï�Ó�Ü�Ú�Í�Ð<Í�Ú9ÑjÓ�Ü�Ù�Õ�Ò�Ü�×{Ü�Í�Ú9Ù+Ö�Ú�Í�Ò�Ø�ÖDÕ�Í�Ð<×{Ö�Ð?Ù ÓLÌ;Ö�Ð<Ø%Ø�Í�Ð<Ù Î;Í�Ï�Í�Ð<Ñ�Ò	��
�ó�û����ö�� å Í�Ì�Ñ�ã;Ü�Ö�Þ;Ð
Ó�Ü�Ù�Þ;Ò�Ñ�Ø�Ü�Ö�Ï9Ø�Ñ�Ó�è;ï å äDÞ;ÓLÜ�Ï;Î9Ñ�ÏDÍ�Ï;ã;Ü�Ó�Ü�Ö�Ï;Ù+Í�Ï�Ø%Î;Ð<Ñ�Õ�Ì9×?Ö�Ð<Ù�Í�Ú å äDÔ�Ò�Ñ�Ó�ÓLÍ�ÓAÖ�×EÔ�Ö�Ù+Õ�Ö�Ï;Í�Ï;Ø
Ó�Ü�Ø�Þ;Ñ�Ø�Ü�Ö�Ï;ÓLï1Ú�Í�ÓLÔ�Ð<Ü å Í�ÚJÍ�ã;Í�Ð<ähÖ�Ï;Í å ähÑfÔ�Ö�Ò�Ò�Í�Ô�Ø�Ü�Ö�ÏAÖ�×�Ó�Ò�Ö�ØUã;Ñ�Ò�Þ;Í�Ó%Ô�Ö�Ð<Ð<Í�Ó�Õ�Ö�Ï;Ú�Ü�Ï�ÎAØ�ÖJÍ�ã;Í�Ð<ä
Ó�Ø�Ñ�Ø�Í+Ñ�Ø�Ø�Ð?Ü å Þ�Ø�Í�ï	Ñ�Ï;ÚhØ�Ð<Ñ�Ï;ÓLÜ�Ø�Ü�Ö�Ï�Ò�Ü�Ï;è;ÓZÐ<Í�Õ�Ð<Í�ÓLÍ�Ï;Ø�Ü�Ï;ÎiØ�ä,Õ�Í�Ó�Ö�×\Í�æ;Ø�Í�Ð?Ï�Ñ�ÒRÑ�Ô�Ø�Ü�Ö�Ï�Ó�Ö�Ð�Ú�Í�Ô�Ü�Ó�Ü�Ö�Ï�Ó
Õ�Ð<Ö�Ú�Þ;Ô�Ü�Ï�ÎDØ�Ì;Í�Ô�Ì;Ñ�Ï;Î�Í�×{Ð<Ö�Ù Ö�Ï;Í�Ó�Ø�Ñ�Ø�Í�Ø�Ö¤Ø�Ì;Í�Ö�Ø�Ì�Í�ÐQà#î?Ï¤ÓLÜ�Ù+Õ�Ò�Í�Ó�ä,ÓLØ�Í�Ù�ÓJØ�Ì;Ü�ÓJØ�ä,Õ�Í�Ö�×
Ð?Í�Õ�Ð<Í�Ó�Í�Ï;Ø�Ñ�Ø�Ü�Ö�Ï�Ó�Ù+Ñ�ä å Í=Þ;ÓLÍ�×{Þ�Ò¿à�Ë¥Ì;Í�ä6Ù+Ñ�ä å ÍEÎ;Í�Ï;Í�Ð<Ñ�Ø�Í�ÚAØ�Ì;Ð<Ö�Þ;Î;ÌhØ�Ì;ÍEÑ å Ó�Ø�Ð?Ñ�Ô�Ø�Ü�Ö�Ï�Ö�×\Ø�Ì�Í
Ð?Í�Ó�Þ;Ò�Ø�ÓZÖ å Ø�Ñ�Ü�Ï�Í�Úh×{Ð<Ö�ÙKÕ�Ð?Í�ã;Ü�Ö�Þ;ÓZÏ;Þ;Ù+Í�Ð<Ü�Ô�Ñ�ÒbÙ+Ö�Ú�Í�ÒRÑ�Õ�Õ�Ò�Ü�Ô�Ñ�Ø�Ü�Ö�Ï	à�î<ØRÙ�Þ;ÓLØRÏ;Ö�Ø å ÍE×?Ö�Ð<Î;Ö�Ø�Ø�Í�Ï
Ø�Ì;Ñ�ØdØ�Ì;ÍJÒ�Í�ã;Í�ÒdÖ�×"Õ�Ð<Í�Ô�Ü�Ó�Ü�Ö�Ï�Ð<Í���Þ;Ü�Ð?Í�Ú�×{Ö�Ð"Ø�Ì;Í�ÓLÍJÙ�Ö�Ú�Í�Ò�ÓfÜ�ÓfÏ;Ö�Ødã;Í�Ð?äjÌ;Ü�Î;Ì	à'î<ØdÓLÌ;Ö�Þ;Ò�Ú å Í
Í�Ï;Ö�Þ;Î;Ì�Ø�ÖCÚ�Ü�×{×?Í�Ð<Í�Ï;Ø�Ü�Ñ�Ø�Í�Ø�Ì�Í�Õ�Ö�Ó�ÓLÜ å Ò�Í�Ø�ä,Õ�Í�Ó6Ö�×"ÓLÌ;Ö�Ð<Ø��?Ø�Í�Ð?Ù Í�ã�Ö�Ò�Þ;Ø�Ü�Ö�Ï�Ö�×"Ø�Ì;Í�Ô�Ö�Ï;Ø�Ð<Ö�Ò�Ò�Í�Ú
Ó�ä,Ó�Ø�Í�ÙAà(Ë¥Ì�Í)Ù+Ö�Ú�Í�Ò�Ö�×6Ð<Í�Ñ�Ó�Ö�Ï�Ü�Ï;Î�Ù�Ñ�ä¤Ø�Ñ�è;ÍCØ�Ì;ÍDÔ�Þ;Ð<Ð<Í�Ï;Ø=Ó�Ø�Ñ�Ø�ÍC×?Ð?Ö�Ù Ø�Ì;ÍDÜ�Ï;×{Ö�Ð?Ù+Ñ�Ø�Ü�Ö�Ï
Ó�ä,Ó�Ø�Í�Ù[Ñ�Ï;ÚEØ�Ì;Í�Ñ�ÓLÓ�Þ;Ù+Õ�Ø�Ü�Ö�Ï;Ó\Ñ å Ö�Þ;ØeØ�Ì;Í�Í�æ;Ø�Í�Ð<Ï;Ñ�ÒcÑ�Ô�Ø�Ü�Ö�Ï;Ó\Ñ�Ï�ÚEÙ�Ñ�Ø�Ô�Ì+Ü�Øcâ�Ü�Ø�Ì=Ó�Ö�Ù+Í�Ï;Ö�Ú�Í%Ü�Ï
Ø�Ì;Í�Î;Ð?Ñ�Õ�Ì	à���Ó�Ñ"Ð<Í�ÓLÞ;Ò�Ø�ïe×?Ö�Ð(Í�ã�Í�Ð<äfÙ�Ñ�Ø�Ô�Ì;Í�Ú�Ó�Ü�Ø�Þ;Ñ�Ø�Ü�Ö�Ï6Ø�Ì;Í+Õ�Ð<Í�Ú�Ü�Ô�Ø�Ñ å Ò�Í+Ó�Ì;Ö�Ð?Ø��{Ø�Í�Ð<Ù¯Ô�Ì;Ñ�Ï;Î;Í�Ó
Ñ�Ð<Í�Ú�Í�Ó�Ô�Ð?Ü å Í�Ú å ä%Ø�Ì�Í�Ú�Ö�â�Ï;Ó�Ø�Ð?Í�Ñ�ÙVÔ�Ö�Ï;Ï;Í�Ô�Ø�Í�Ú+Ó�Ø�Ñ�Ø�Í�ÓBà

� ö��<ö�ø�ú�õ�ý�ó�ü�õ�ö�ý�þ�ñ�ü�ò�ö�ú�ÿ
� Ö��{Ö�Ð?Ú�Ü�Ï;Ñ�Ø�Ü�Ö�ÏVÜ�Ó å Í�Ó�ØfÔ�Ö�Ï;Ô�Í�Ü�ã;Í�Ú§Ö�×JÑ�Ó�Ø�Ì;Í�Ù+Ñ�Ï�Ñ�Î;Í�Ù�Í�Ï;Ø6Ö�×JÚ�Í�Õ�Í�Ï;Ú�Í�Ï;Ô�Ü�Í�Ó å Í�Ø�â�Í�Í�Ï
Ñ�Ô�Ø�Ü�ã;Ü�Ø�Ü�Í�Ó�������ï������Qà��jÍ�Ø�Ì;Ö�Ú�ÓfØ�Ì;Ñ�Ø�Õ�Í�Ð<×{Ö�Ð?ÙÝØ�Ì�Ü�ÓfØ�ä,Õ�Í�Ö�×%Ù+Ñ�Ï;Ñ�Î;Í�Ù+Í�Ï;Ø�Þ;Ó�Þ�Ñ�Ò�Ò�ä�Ô�Ö�Ù+Õ�Ð<Ü�ÓLÍ
Ø�Ì;Ð<Í�Í�Ó�Ø�Í�Õ�Ó! 

"# $ %
# % # & # ')(*# %,+ & ' %,- .0/ 1& ' + $32�. & ')# (

" # " $ " %4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
5 ( ' %617/)80+ 9,: & ' + $;+</ 1& = 5 .0> " # " ( " %4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 " # " $ " %4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

" /;+ + # : ( . 5 ( ' %!+ & 8 9,- & 9,8 .17/;8 & ? .0@ ( /;: ';(*& ' + $

4 4 4 4 4

" # " $ " %4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 " # " $ " %4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
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G " $ # %,- ( 9,2�. +<-7/)H 5 /;+ . 2+ 9,: & ' + $ & = 5 . +<>�I�CJI 4 4 4 IAD�K

G " (*# %,- ( 9,2�. + & ' + $& = 5 . +0E6IAF,I 4 4 4 K
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− ced�fgd�h�i�d�h�j0k�i�d�l�d�j�l�m�nohqpsr�t6u�vVwyx�zo{}|�u�vy~Vv�z�������x�wV��|���zorV�����V��x�u����,������vV��xo���o��vVxo��vV��u���t
���V|��	{}|���z�����rV��������z�xorV����������zovVt6rV{�����������|���u�z�vVtZ�Vu��ot6������t6zorV��������u�{}u���|���u�z�v�t��������������o���
��z�tZu���u�����|�vVx�vV��wV|���u��V��������|���u�z�vVtZ�Vu���t �o����������v¡���V��x�u��,�,������vV�¢��zo��|��¢��|�t6~Vt}z������V��|�wV��vV��t
|�����xo������������xq�¤£Nz��	u�vVt6��|�vV�����¢����z¥��zo��|��g����|����,u���|�wV��v���t�{�|�����|�vV�¦��zx�u�t6����|���x�u��,��������vV�
��|���vVu�vVw {���tZt6|�wV��t¢z�v}���V��t6|�{}������|��,�,u���{}��t6t6|�wV����|�v����<�

− §Nfgl�m�n�h�¨qd�hod�©6ªol�m�n�hTp��,zo�¦����������xo������vVx���vV�����q���V��t6���«z��g�oz�tZt6u������¬{�|�v�|�wV��{}��vV�«|�����u�z�v�t
u�t¢wV��vV����|�����x����v}z�rV�q����|��,�,u�����®V|�{}�o������|�v��¯z���������u�vV�Vzo���V��x¬|�wV��vV��t°{�|�� ���V|�v�wV�±u���t°��zo��|��
|�����u�zov¬����|�vV��z��²���	{�|���{}����w��¯�����¯u�v���z�{���|���u������¯{���tZt6|�w���t¦³�u�vV��u�x���vV�N|���´�µ |�vVx�³���z�v��
wV��t6��u�z�v�|���¶�µ¯��z����}x�u�t6�o��|�����xezov����V� tZ|�{�� ��|�vV����u�vV��z������ {���t6tZ|�wV�}³�����|����,u�� �o��zo������{�t
|���´·|�v�xg¶�µ��

− ¸ªoh�ª�¨qd�¹	d�h�lNiod�j�m�ºZm�nohqp���u�v�|��������s|¯xo����u�tZu�zov�{}rVtZ�N�o�¯��|�~V��ve����t6��������u�vVwe���V�}x�������v�x���v����
{}|�v�|�wV��{}��vV�»|�����u�zov���ze���}|��o����u���x����v����V� ����|��,��u�����®V|�{}�o�����NzovV�}�oz�t6tZu��o��������u�������u�z�v��,z��
��|�~Vu�vVwe���Vu�t¼xo����u�tZu�zov�u�t������ |�u�{½z��²xou�tZ����u���rV��u�v�w�����|����,u�� ��z�|�xe��¾orV|�������|�{}zovVwe���V��x�u��,�������
��vV������z��o����{¿|�����|�t��
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low  

SPEED  
(Km/h)  �������������������! ��#"���$���%��#���&�'�(���)���&�*���&�

medium  high  

low  

OCCUPANCY  
(Percentage)  

�������������������! ��#"���$���%��#���&�

medium  high  

low  

SATURATION  
(Flow/Capacity)*100  

�������������������! ��#"���$���%��#���&�

medium  high  
POS  

��+ �
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POS  
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POS
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Abstract This paper describes the specification and implementation
of the middle layer in a new three-layer time-aware agent architecture.
This architecture is designed for applications and environments where
societies of humans and agents play equally active roles, but interact
and operate in completely different time frames. The middle layer, called
the Time-Aware Layer, uses services of the underlying real-time layer to
co-ordinate the heterogeneous interactions present in composite human-
agent systems. Interactions are unified by abstracting away from their
temporal representation, temporal scale and class of parties they involve
(be they humans or agents). To achieve this, this paper firstly introduces
Availability Functions as the primary mechanism of reasoning about tem-
poral constraints placed on interactions. It subsequently describes their
stylised analytic representation and develops a Selective Sampling Algo-
rithm which allows searching through them in bounded time. The re-
sultant implementation allows more effective engineering of the topmost
application layer firstly by providing an abstract, unified view of inter-
actions and secondly by predicting and guaranteeing their initiation and
completion times.

1 Introduction

Many agent systems operating in the real world affect or depend on humans for
their correct and effective operation. In such systems, agents have temporally
constrained goals and need to interact with other agents as well as humans in
complex patterns in order to achieve them. Their temporal behaviour is deter-
mined by the set of temporal constraints placed equally on the computations
and the interactions within the system.
In this paper we describe the specification and implementation of the middle

layer in a new three-layer time-aware agent architecture. Time-aware agents are
defined as agents capable of dealing with the hard, fast temporal dimension of
agent-to-agent interactions while equally handling the much softer and slower
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interactions with humans. This architecture is designed for applications and
environments where societies of humans and agents play equally active roles,
but interact and operate in completely different time frames.
We focus on the architecture’s Time-Aware Layer, which uses services of the

underlying real-time layer to co-ordinate the heterogeneous interactions present
in composite human-agent systems. To facilitate this co-ordination, interactions
are unified by abstracting away from their temporal representation, temporal
scale and class of parties they involve (be they humans or agents).
To achieve this, we firstly introduce Availability Functions as the primary

mechanism of reasoning about temporal constraints placed on interactions. We
subsequently describe their stylised analytic representation within the layer and
develop a Selective Sampling Algorithm which allows searching through them in
bounded time.
Section 2 provides background information and describes our motivation for

this work. Section 3 presents an overview of the overall time-aware architecture
and Section 5 focuses on its Time-Aware Layer in which interaction co-ordination
takes place. Section 6 performs a brief evaluation before conclusions are presented
in Section 7.

2 Background & Motivation

2.1 Composite Human-Agent Systems

Practical use of agent systems has seen their application in areas where there
is extensive interaction with humans at the most basic level and societal or or-
ganisational structures more generally. Interactions between agents and humans
play a key role in areas such as agent-enhanced workflow and e-commerce.
Such systems comprise two classes of entities: agents and humans, each organ-

ised in their respective society (Figure 1). Normally, the agent society is formed
by a software multi-agent system, while the human one reflects the roles and
relationships of the ‘real’ human societal structure.
Each society is not passive and does not function independently from the

other, but forms an active and integral element of the environment. As an ex-
ample of this, consider the following envisaged agent scenario [2]:

Human Society

Agent Society

soft (human time)

'at certain times'

hard (agent time)

'at any time'

1

2 3

4

Figure 1. Composite systems consisting of agent and human societies.
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The scenario takes place at a doctor’s office in which a handheld agent is
asked to produce a schedule for a physiotherapy treatment. The agent engages
in conversation with the doctor’s agent to retrieve the prescribed treatment and
subsequently contacts a series of provider agents to determine the best one.
After a few minutes the agent returns a proposed schedule of treatment to its
human owner. Unfortunately, the schedule is unsatisfactory because it involves
the owner driving across town during rush hour. Another agent is then given a
stricter set of constraints and asked to come up with an alternative schedule.
The second agent returns a better-suited schedule, albeit one that requires its
human owner to cancel some of their less important appointments.
The system is initially unsuccessful in its attempt to provide a solution be-

cause it has not taken into account that the affected party is a human and
therefore bound by a wholly different set of temporal constraints (in this case,
the concept of rush hour) than a software agent.
Furthermore, there is unnecessary iteration because humans are never treated

as active parts of the system. Instead, they are external, passive elements: the
system is a black box in which humans feed some input and receive some output.
This results in a trial-and-error approach: problems are not detected until the
results are produced, at which point a human has to make modifications and
retry.
To avoid these limitations it is therefore desirable to treat both humans and

agents as active parts of these systems.

2.2 Co-ordinating Heterogeneous Interactions

The challenge of making agents and humans equally active participants lies in the
fundamentally different temporal nature of interactions that it would encompass:
agent-agent interactions (within the agent society), human-human interactions
(within the human society), and also human-agent interactions in both directions
(originating at either society).
From a temporal viewpoint, agent-agent interactions are well defined, fast

and predictable, while human-agent interactions are very loosely defined and
constrained and operate on an entirely different temporal scale. Human-human
interactions are even more loosely defined as they introduce human uncertainty
at both ends.
Agent-agent interactions normally assume availability of both parties (they

can occur ‘at any time’) and response times in the order of seconds at most. Ad-
ditionally, they are commonly iterative in nature and follow to a greater or lesser
degree some protocol convention. Human-agent interactions are constrained ei-
ther by physical location limitations, as when a human is ‘out of reach’ of an
agent, or by higher-level concepts such as attention, interest, mood etc. (that is,
they only occur ‘at certain times’). Further factors that may affect human-agent
interactions include day/night-time, time of day, working hours, bank holidays,
illness, social commitments, biological reasons etc. Human-human interactions
are a generalisation of human-agent interactions where both parties are human,
and are the least predictable of the three.
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This discrepancy stems partially from the difference in which agents and hu-
mans understand and deal with time. Agents, being principally software comput-
ing entities, have an implementation-level representation of time such as vector
clocks commonly found in distributed systems, whereas humans are used to deal-
ing with abstract relative concepts such as ‘today’ and ‘tomorrow’. Agents also
have a much finer-grain representation of time like ‘seconds elapsed since January
1st, 1970’, whereas humans normally only need a much coarser granularity like
‘3 o’clock’ or ‘this afternoon’. Finally, agents have well-defined means of mea-
suring temporal intervals (by measuring the difference of two UTC-synchronised
clocks, for example), whereas humans rely on a variety of calendar systems and
intervals of variable duration such as ‘evening’, ‘month’, ‘year’ and so on.

2.3 Related Work

There are several examples of real-time agent architectures, both ‘hard’ [6,3] and
‘soft’ [10]. Real-time agent systems are systems in which agents are temporally
constrained in achieving their goals. They combine real-time (RT) and artificial
intelligence (AI) characteristics by either embedding AI in RT, embedding RT
in AI, or by adopting a co-operative RT-AI approach [7].
However, applying these architectures to this particular problem presents two

key limitations. The first is that they mainly consider systems comprised of a
single class of entities, namely software agents. Adding a human class, however,
is problematic as humans ‘are not real-time’, that is, they cannot be considered
to be the well-defined, predictable, principally computational entities their agent
counterparts are.
The second limitation is that these architectures assume the internal delib-

erative process of an agent is exposed and focus on temporally constraining it
in real time. In extending this to the type of composite human-agent systems
we are considering, however, expressing temporal constraints on the deliberative
process of a human actor is not appropriate. This is similar to deontic speci-
fications in software engineering, where placing obligations on human actors is
equally inappropriate.
On the other hand, work on collaborative systems between agents and humans

either does not address temporal constraints [1] or, when it does [8], it is not
from a real-time, predictability perspective. There are also examples of“dramatic
failures” in such systems [4] because the temporal distinction between humans
and agents has not been made explicit in the design.
There is therefore a need to identify the different classes of parties present;

secondly to reason about how their interactions (rather than their deliberative
processes) affect the system’s temporal behaviour; and finally be able to handle
all interactions in a uniform manner, irrespective of the parties they involve.

3 A Time-Aware Agent Architecture

We have developed a real-time architecture, comprising time-aware agents, that
better meets the requirements described above. Time-aware agents are defined
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as agents capable of dealing with the hard, fast temporal dimension of agent-
to-agent interactions while equally handling the much softer and slower inter-
actions with humans. Time-aware agent systems can deal with an amalgam of
hard, soft, human and non-real-time interactions, reason about the temporal
constraints placed on the system by each type of interaction, make transforma-
tions between them and co-ordinate (schedule) activities seamlessly irrespective
of their constituent constraints.
In this architecture, we consider systems comprised of a number of parties,

agents or humans, logically or physically distributed over an interconnected net-
work environment such as the Internet. Agents are lightweight computational
entities that cannot share any data except by means of interaction through mes-
sage passing. They are trustworthy and work co-operatively toward achieving
the system’s goals.
We primarily consider the co-ordination of agent-agent and human-agent

interactions. Human-human interactions are considered only as far as they are
agent-mediated, that is, emergent from a specific pattern of interaction (namely
1→ 2→ 3→ 4 in Figure 1).
We treat deliberation as internal to both agents and humans, treating both

opaquely. We instead focus on providing the environmental and architectural
mechanisms by which agents can be aware of the different types of interactions
they are engaged in, as well as their temporal repercussions in achieving their
goals.
We have realised this architecture using a prototype implementation in the

Agent Process Interaction Language (April) [5], consisting of three layers: the
April Real-Time Run-Time layer, the Time-Aware Layer (TAL) and the Appli-
cation Agent Layer (AAL). The ART layer forms the underlying real-time agent
platform. Similar to a real-time operating system, the ART provides temporal
guarantees to the rest of the architecture. More information on the ART can be
found in [9]. The AAL is the overlying application layer; in it, software agents
exist and work toward their goals. The discussion in this paper focuses on the
middle of the three layers: the Time-Aware Layer.

4 The Time-Aware Layer

The Time-Aware Layer (TAL) is the layer that provides a unified temporal view
of the entire system. The TAL abstracts away from different time representa-
tions, disparate temporal scales and class of parties (human or agent) engaged
in interactions. The main components of the TAL are (Figure 2):

Human/agent handles: Both humans and agents are uniquely identified by
their handle. Handles are an abstraction mechanism by which parties in the
system can be uniformly addressed.

Task representation: Tasks are hierarchically decomposed sequences of either
processing or interacting (communicating).

Unified Time Representation: The Unified Time Representation (UTR) is
an April macro layer responsible for transforming different human and agent
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ART layer Interaction 
scheduling

Availability 
functions 

Human/agent 
handles

Task representation

Unified time 
representation

Figure 2. The Time-Aware Layer.

time representations, units, and calendars into a common representation
(namely, Universal Coordinated Time). Human concepts like time zones,
working hours, next working day, etc. are handled by the UTR.

Availability Functions: Availability Functions are associated with each party
to express that party’s degree of presence within the system. They are fully
described in Section 5.1.

Interaction Scheduling: Interaction scheduling involves co-ordinating and guar-
anteeing initiation and completion times of interaction sequences (generated
from tasks). Interaction scheduling is detailed in Section 5.2. Schedules gen-
erated by this process are passed on to the underlying ART layer.

5 Realisation

Interaction scheduling is central to the TAL and Availability Functions play a
key role in this process. In order to make interaction scheduling fast and pre-
dictable enough for real-time application, we constrain the Availability Function
representation and discuss a Selective Sampling Algorithm.

5.1 Availability Functions

The TAL uses the concept of availability and Availability Functions (AFs) to
reason about the temporal nature of interactions. The availability of a party i
at time t, given by Vi(t), is that party’s degree of ‘presence’ in the system, as far
as interactions with other parties are concerned.
For agents, availability is determined by the intervals during which they are

reachable via the network. Some network connections (such as local area network
links) may be persistent, others (such as satellite links) may be intermittently
connected for fixed periods of time, while yet others (such as dial-up links) may
have connection times and intervals which can only be statistically characterised.
For humans, availability is principally affected by the time spent sitting in

front of their terminal (for fixed contact points) or the times they are in the
vicinity of the relevant device (for mobile contact points such as cellular phones).
Human AFs closely follow the natural daily cycle.
AFs are mathematically expressed as probabilities. However, AFs are not

probability distributions. They rather function as look-up tables that provide a
statistical measure of availability at any point in time.
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AFs are assumed to be externally specified by either the relevant parties
themselves or a third party such as the application programmer. Realistic AF
generation is important as it directly affects the quality of the predictions, but
is outside the scope of this research. Nevertheless, we have used screensaver data
to generate experimental human AFs for validation purposes. Simplified versions
of this data have been used to produce the figures presented in this paper.

5.2 Interaction Scheduling

Interaction scheduling is the process of co-ordinating the system’s interactions
such that the time of their completion is known or can be statistically predicted
and guaranteed in advance. Interaction scheduling (in the TAL) is the counter-
part of computation time scheduling (in the ART).
A one-way interaction (a notification) completes when that notification is

received and the recipient becomes aware of it. Similarly, a two-way interaction
(a request-reply) completes when the reply reaches the initiator and the initiator
becomes aware of it. We therefore distinguish between the time a message is
delivered from the time it is handled.
AFs drive not only the completion time of an interaction, but also the time

of its initiation. For a guarantee level g (expressed as a probability) and a party
i, an interaction can be initiated or completed only when Vi (t) ≥ g.
For scheduling interactions interspersed with processing, we also distinguish

between off-line and on-line processing. Off-line processing at a party can pro-
ceed independently of its availability, while on-line processing can proceed only
when availability allows it, that is, when Vi (t) ≥ g. For example, a request
for a human to review a paper can proceed off-line, while requests for e-mail
composition are normally done on-line.
Figure 3 shows an example of interaction scheduling for a typical request-

reply scenario for g = 0.5. At t = t1, some off-line processing has completed
at A’s end and a request is ready to be sent to B. This interaction will not be
initiated until t = t2, when VA (t2) ≥ 0.5. B is not aware of this until t = t3, when
VB (t3) ≥ 0.5. As a result of the request, some on-line processing needs to be
performed, proceeding only when VB (t) ≥ 0.5. At t = t4 processing is complete.
The reply can be initiated immediately, however it will not be handled by A
until t = t5, when VA (t5) ≥ 0.5.
Interaction scheduling can be conceptually reduced to repeated applications

of variations on a primitive operation mathematically formulated as:

Given a function f (t), a reference point t = tref and a condition C on
f (t), find:

tx : (tx ≥ tref ∧ C (f (tx))) ∧ @t
′

x :
(

tx > t
′

x ≥ tref ∧ C
(

f
(

t
′

x

)))

(1)

Practically, arbitrarily-shaped functions f (t) can either be stored symbolically
in their analytic form, or numerically as discrete data samples. In our context,
sampling has two undesirable properties:
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Figure 3. Interaction scheduling for a request-reply scenario between parties j and k,
and a guarantee level g = 0.5.

– The success of sampling is dependent on a good choice of sampling frequency
(step size). A large step may result in solutions landing between sampled
points. A small step causes unnecessary over-sampling leading to unfeasibly
large computation times. Unfortunately, in composite human-agent systems,
we are dealing with interactions with greatly disparate temporal scales. On
one hand, it is desirable to detect sub-second availability periods for agents,
while on the other, it may be several hours or even days before human
availability rises to the desired level. There is therefore no single best step
size.

– Sampling is an iterative process which cannot be temporally bound without
restricting the search range. This has adverse implications for any real-time
system attempting to provide deterministic guarantees. A match may be
found immediately or it may be, for example, that a human is on vacation
and several weeks must be searched through until one is found.

To address this we have developed a stylised analytic representation for AFs
(Section 5.3) which, when used in conjunction with a Selective Sampling Algo-
rithm (Section 5.4), allows searches to be performed in bounded time.

5.3 Availability Function Representation

AF representation forms the first half of making interaction scheduling fast and
predictable enough for real-time application. We constrain AF representation in
the following ways:

– AFs are analytically stored and represented as hierarchical operator trees
named environments. Primitive (leaf) nodes of environments are named
spans. For example, a ‘working’ span for a human might set the availability
to 0.9 whereas a ‘sleeping’ span might set the availability to zero.

– Spans have a constant availability value v.
– The periods of composed environments must be harmonics (integral multi-
ples of one another). This is a requirement for the Selective Sampling Algo-
rithm to work correctly. Non-harmonic environments must be broken down
into a series of sub-environments such that they have harmonic repetitions.
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Fortunately, most human environments follow the natural daily cycle and
therefore do not require any transformation.

Environments go through a series of operations (dictated by the nodes in the
tree) to arrive at the final composite AF. Nodes in the AF trees can be one of
the following types:

Activity (v): Sets the availability value to v ∈ IR.1

Bound (V, i): Bounds the value of environment V to the interval i = [t1, t2). V
remains unchanged within [t1, t2) but becomes undefined outside it.
Undefined environments do not affect the availability value.

Repeat (V, p): Repeats environment V with a period of p seconds.
Offset (V, o): Translates (offsets) environment V by o seconds to the right.
Compose (f, V1, V2, . . .): Composes two or more environments together using the

function f as an infix operator. Composition only has an effect at
points where at least two environments are defined. Function f can
be any binary function, but it is normally one of addition (= V1+V2),
subtraction (= V1 − V2), modulation (= V1 · V2), demodulation (=
V1 + (1− V1) · V2) or selection (= V1).

Environment composition for common functions f is illustrated in Figure 4.
Repeated compositions result in more complex AFs, such as the ones shown in
Figure 5.
Given the AF’s tree representation, an evaluation function is provided to

return V (t) at any point t. Simplified pseudocode for evaluating the AF node

at point t is given in Algorithm 1.

5.4 Selective Sampling Algorithm

The task of the Selective Sampling Algorithm (SSA) is to generate a minimal
set of sampled points while guaranteeing that, if the solution of (1) exists, it will
be among those points.

1 Note that the value of v is not constrained at this stage. This allows for a simpler
tree representation of AFs. However, since AFs represent probabilities, final results
are clipped to lie within [0, 1].
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Figure 4. Results of Availability Function composition for common composition func-
tions f (addition, subtraction, modulation, demodulation, and selection).
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Informally, the SSA operates on the premise that, since spans are constant,
only their (bounded) extremities are relevant. Furthermore, repeated environ-
ments generate relevant points for only their first full period – any solution
found in subsequent periods will have a corresponding solution in an earlier pe-
riod. Lastly, environment compositions are periodic with a period that is the
maximum of the periods of their constituent environments.
The SSA can be specified as follows:

Input: An AF Vi (t) and a reference point t = tref at which the search starts.
Output: A set of time points where spans may cause a change in the availability

value. It can be shown that this is a superset of the set of points S that satisfy
(1) for each discrete value that Vi (t) can take, and that if a solution tx exists,
then it is always contained in S.

Steps: There are two stages. In the first stage, a set of relevant points is gener-
ated from tref . A point is relevant if it is the earliest point where a change
in spans may cause a change in the availability value. The reference point
is always relevant. The theorems which drive relevant point generation for a
reference point tref are summarised below (proofs are omitted):

1. Span (v) generates a single relevant point at t = tref .
2. Bound (V, I) generates a relevant point at each edge of I.
3. Repeat (V, p) generates relevant points only in its relevant period. The
relevant period is the first full period nearest to tref in the direction of
the search.

Algorithm 1 Availability Function evaluation algorithm.

evaluate(node, t)

{

case node of type

Span(v): v

Bound(V,I): evaluate(V,t) if t lies in I, undefined otherwise

Repeat(V,p): evaluate (V,remainder(t/p))

Offset(V,o): evaluate (V,t-o)

Compose(f,V1,V2,...): evaluate(V1,t) f evaluate (V2,t) ...

}
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4. Offset (V, o) has a relevant point at tx if and only if the environment V
has a relevant point at tx − o.

5. Compose (f, V1, V2, . . .) generates relevant points which always lie in the
relevant periods of its constituent environments V1, V2, . . ..

In the second stage, each of the relevant points of the first stage functions
as a reference point to add its own relevant points to the set. This stage
accounts for possible availability values resulting from the composition of
two or more spans.

After the second stage, the list of relevant points can be passed to the evaluation
function to test (sample) each point. Figure 6 illustrates relevant point generation
in the first and second stages of the SSA.
Based on this specification, correctness, completeness and complexity prop-

erties of the SSA can be proven. We omit the full format proof of these results
here, however we present a sketch of the computational complexity result as it
is the limiting factor for time-aware agents.
The first stage is O (n) with the number of nodes in the AF representation,

generating a linearly proportional number of relevant points (a maximum of
two per node). The second stage is identical to the first, only tref takes values
from the results of the first stage. The total algorithmic complexity is therefore
O
(

n2
)

. Theoretically, up to 4n2 points will need to be sampled in the worst case,
although practically not every node will generate relevant points and many points
generated from the first and second stages will overlap. The main advantage of
the SSA is therefore that it completes in bounded time.
Another advantage is that, as it operates on analytic representations of AFs,

it will find a solution (if one exists) irrespective how slim or far into the future
it is. Agent functions that change in a temporal scale of milliseconds can be
handled in the same way as human functions that may be specified in terms of
hours.
Searching in ‘forward’ time can be used to predict the completion time of

current interactions, while searching in ‘backward’ time can be used to determine
the latest start time for an interaction sequence such that it completes by a
specified deadline.
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Figure 6. Relevant point generation in the first and second stages of the Selective
Sampling Algorithm for a reference point at t = tref .
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The SSA can be used as the basis for a wide range of interaction scheduling
operations, including (i) finding the first point at which availability exceeds or
falls below a threshold (ii) finding the maximum and minimum value of availabil-
ity within an interval (iii) summing the length of time for which the availability
lies above or below a threshold within an interval and (iv) calculating the value

of functions of the form h =
∫ t2

t1
(Vi(t)− g) dt, which give a measure of how much

‘better’ or ‘worse’ availability is during [t1, t2] with respect to g.

6 Evaluation

There are two facets in evaluating the SSA and the encompassing TAL layer.
Evaluation of the raw real-time performance will be addressed first, followed by
a brief discussion of experimental results in a practical application.

There are two versions of the SSA: one implemented in April and one in C
(still accessible through April). The April version executes much slower than its C
counterpart. However, its main advantage is that it is interruptible and resumable
at any point by the April virtual machine. Other advantages are that Compose
nodes are much more flexible, allowing any composition function (standard or
user-defined) and the composition of an arbitrary number of environments in the
same node.

The C version is faster than the April one by approximately 350 times. This
improves the minimum temporal scale that can be handled and allows much
more complex AFs without adversely affecting the system’s performance. How-
ever, once the C algorithm is started, it must execute to completion. Another
limitation is that Compose nodes are restricted to pre-defined composition func-
tions and only two environments can be composed in a single node.

Experimentally, the number of relevant points generated on average by the
SSA was much lower than the worst case, lying between 1% and 2% of the
theoretical 4n2 limit. In absolute terms, relevant point generation is very fast,
with the C version generating relevant points for a 50-node AF within 160µs on a
1GHz processor. Evaluating the same function at each point takes approximately
1.2µs per point.

We are also in the process of applying this architecture in a workflow manage-
ment system to schedule typical processes in Institutions of Higher Education,
where some interactions are scheduled with millisecond accuracy, while the over-
all temporal scale can be of the order of years.

Figure 7 shows interaction scheduling for filling in a six-month progress re-
port. Participating parties are shown on the vertical axis. Solid bars denote that
a local party process is executing, dashed bars denote that the process is blocked
waiting for its dependencies to be satisfied. Arrows indicate messages (interac-
tions) between parties. Left-pointing triangles indicate the delay in interaction
completion (as determined by availability), while right-pointing triangles indi-
cate the delay in its initiation. Availability functions are plotted immediately
below their corresponding party.
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Figure 7. Interaction schedule for a “progress report” workflow process, showing (A)
interactions scheduled around weekends and (B) processing time affected by periods of
unavailability.

It can be seen how certain interactions occurring over weekends will not be
initiated or completed until the next working day (labelled as A in the figure),
as well as how on-line processing time is affected by periods of unavailability
(labelled as B). This application has also demonstrated that prediction quality
is directly affected by how accurately AFs reflect ‘real’ availability.

The TAL and the encompassing time-aware architecture represent ongoing
research work and the current iteration has several limitations:

– The architecture is unsuited to hard real-time environments. Guarantees as-
sociated with schedules generated by the TAL are very soft and should be
treated as guidelines only. This is a consequence of the presence of interac-
tions which wholly or partly depend on humans for completion.

– In all calculations, message delivery latency is assumed to be negligible. This
is a valid assumption for local controlled network environments but is not
necessarily true for large-scale distributed systems over the Internet.

– Commitments to tasks may translate to changes in the AFs. For example,
availability may be decreased for the duration of a task so that other tasks’
interactions are scheduled around it. These changes are currently done on a
FIFO basis. This may cause a lower-priority task to be scheduled in prefer-
ence to a higher-priority one. The selective re-scheduling of a minimal set of
affected tasks to avoid these priority inversions has not yet been addressed.

7 Conclusions

We have presented the specification and realisation of the Time-Aware Layer
in a time-aware architecture which co-ordinates agent-to-agent and human-to-
agent interactions. To facilitate this co-ordination, interactions are unified by
abstracting away from their temporal representation, temporal scale and class
of parties they involve. This is achieved by a combination of a Unified Time
Representation, common human/agent identifiers and Availability Functions.
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We have used Availability Functions to model and predict the initiation and
completion time of any kind of interaction. By restricting the Availability Func-
tion form with a stylised analytic representation and by taking advantage of
their piecewise constant and repetitive nature, we have developed a Selective
Sampling Algorithm which allows searching through them in bounded time.
The research work described in this paper is ongoing. There are still sev-

eral outstanding issues, such as the effects of wide-scale distribution and the
interplay between computational and interactional scheduling, which will need
to be addressed in the near future. Nevertheless, initial evaluation results have
been encouraging and we are applying the described time-aware architecture to
implement a workflow management system.
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Abstract. Approaches to the coordination of multiagent systems (MAS)
have been recently classified as subjective – typically coming from the
distributed artificial intelligence (DAI) –, and objective – coming from
the community of Coordination Models and Languages. Subjective and
objective approaches have a very different impact on the engineering of
social aspects of MAS, in particular with respect to the ability of specify-
ing and enacting social laws to achieve global coherent behaviours. In this
work, we provide a conceptual framework – influenced by the research on
Activity Theory – where both subjective and objective coordination play
an essential role, each providing effective means for the same coordina-
tion/cooperative problems at different abstraction and operational levels:
co-construction/co-operation level for subjective coordination, and co-
ordination level for objective coordination. In particular, the work shows
the benefits of supporting dynamic transitions between such levels, alter-
nating co-operation stages – in which agents reason about coordination
and cooperatively forge coordination artifacts (laws, constraints, norms)
– and co-ordination stages – where the artifacts, embodied in proper
coordination media, are exploited, so as to enact automated, consistent
and prescriptive coordination.

1 Objective vs Subjective Coordination in MAS

Interaction and coordination are interdisciplinary issues, and therefore it is not
surprising that their study and development in multiagent systems (MAS) is
supported by approaches coming from heterogeneous contexts (refer to [20, 13,
36, 27, 28] for comprehensive surveys).

The major contribution to coordination in MAS comes from the distributed
artificial intelligence (DAI) field. Generally, DAI approaches explicitly deal with
subjective coordination [32], considering coordination as “the process by which
an agent reasons about its local action and the (anticipated) actions of others to
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try and ensure the community acts in a coherent manner” [13]. Consequently, the
coordination of the overall system is determined by both the mental attitudes
(beliefs, goals) and the role of individuals, and by the subjective perception of
the inter-dependencies among the members of a society [24]. Well-known ex-
amples of subjective coordination techniques in MAS are multi-agent planning
[10], where agents build plans and commit to behave in accordance with them,
and negotiation [4, 20], where agents communicate so as to reach a mutually
accepted agreement on some matter. Typically, subjective coordination is ex-
ploited in MAS composed by intelligent (such as BDI) agents, provided with
an high-level agent communication language (ACL), such as KQML or FIPA,
whose formal semantics can become the means to realise flexible coordination
[3].

Other substantial contributions to MAS coordination are rooted in concur-
rent (parallel and distributed) systems. Starting from the need to explicitly sep-
arate coordination from computation issues in system design and development
[12], several coordination models and languages have been developed [29], and
applied to MAS [28]. Generally, these approaches explicitly deal with objective
coordination [32], promoting the separation between the individual perception
of coordination and the global coordination issues, enabling the modelling and
shaping of the interaction space independently of the interacting entities [24].
This kind of coordination is called objective because it prescinds from the sub-
jective view of the coordinated agents. It is also called uncoupled [36], since
coordination is no longer coupled with the computational issues of the coor-
dinated entities. According to [32], objective coordination is mainly concerned
with inter-agent issues such as (i) the description of how the MAS environ-
ment is organised, and (ii) the management of interactions between both agents
and their environment, and agent themselves. Objective coordination models
are heavily based of the concept of mediated interaction: agents are provided
with specific abstractions that enable their actions (typically communications),
and mediate the emerging interactions, caused by the dependencies inside the
agent ensemble. In the classification generally adopted by the coordination com-
munity [6], this abstraction role is assumed by the coordination medium, which
rules agent interactions by applying coordination laws, which represent social
laws and system constraints. Tuple centres [23] and the related TuCSoN coordi-
nation infrastructure [25] are an example of a coordination approach promoting
objective coordination.

The variety and complexity of the interaction scenarios that characterise
multiagent systems and agent societies require approaches with the properties
of both subjective and objective coordination. For instance, distributed work-
flow management systems (WfMS) and office automation environments require
the automatism and prescriptiveness that are easily provided by objective ap-
proaches; instead, unstructured environments (from the coordination point of
view) and market-oriented competitive scenarios mostly rely on the reasoning
and interaction capabilities of individual agents. Moreover, relevant coordina-
tion scenarios, such as business process coordination and computer supported
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cooperative work (CSCW), require models providing the means for balancing
subjectivity and objectivity, mediating between application-centric and human-
centric tasks, unstructured process and highly structure process structure [8].
In order to face such a complexity, we consider useful from both a scientific
and an engineering point of view to provide a conceptual framework exploiting
both the subjective and the objective coordination approaches: this is important
to ground models and infrastructures aiming at supporting both approaches in
MAS coordination.

The interdisciplinary nature of interaction and coordination makes it possi-
ble to find relevant contributions in disciplines and theories outside computer
science: social theories about organisation and coordination in human societies
can be very effective, given the complexity of the interaction space involved in
some MAS scenarios. An example is the theory of coordination developed by the
Centre of Coordination Study (CCS) at MIT: from the analysis of heterogeneous
contexts, from economy to computer science, coordination emerges as the process
of managing dependencies among activities [17]. Accordingly, engineering coor-
dination inside systems means first identifying the dependencies among the indi-
vidual parts, then defining strategies to manage the identified dependencies (or
interactions, when dependencies are among agent actions), and finally enacting
the strategies. The concept of dependency is a very important element for both
subjective and objective approaches: in the first case of subjective approaches,
dependency appears as the basic relationship on which the construction of the
whole agent social life is founded [5, 7], while objective coordination approaches
are explicitly focused on the management of dependencies/interactions.

The coordination theory approach is clearly bottom-up (regulatory): depen-
dencies are the starting point, then coordination activities are designed and de-
veloped on top of dependency analysis. However, the social issues that we aiming
at engineering in MAS also account for a top-down (constructive) approach to
coordination: the starting point here are the social goals and the properties that
must be provided by the aggregation of agents as a system/society, then depen-
dencies among the individual parts are determined/induced accordingly.

While the theory of coordination provides a good conceptual background for
the bottom-up approach, we found Activity Theory [37] very effective to frame
the role of objective and subjective coordination (and their relationship) in the
top-down case. Initially developed to study dynamics in collective human work
activity, Activity Theory has been recently introduced in computer science dis-
ciplines, such as CSCW and HCI (Human Computer Interaction). Both activity
and dependency theories refer (either directly or indirectly) to the notion of me-
diated interaction: interaction media are studied, catalogued and used to manage
dependencies in the theory of coordination, and media are forged as coordina-
tion artifacts in Activity Theory. The need to define abstractions and “social
structures” mediating agent interaction is clearly visible also in the evolution
path of some subjective coordination approaches in MAS: the notion of social
agency [34] and social laws [33], the STEAM teamwork module in the Team-
Core coordination architecture [35], and stigmergy coordination [30] are notable
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examples. In the last case, in particular, agent interactions are mediated and
ruled by the environment, with its own laws and constraints, and coordination
appears as an emergent phenomenon.

Given these premises, in this seminal work we provide a conceptual frame-
work derived from Activity Theory where both subjective and objective ap-
proaches are exploited in the same coordination context, but at different con-
ceptual and operational levels; the framework gives insights into the dynamics
between the approaches/levels, showing the fundamental role of mediated inter-
action (exemplified by the coordination medium/artifact abstractions) for that
purpose. Three hierarchical levels for analysing every social activity in MAS are
identified: co-construction, co-operation and co-ordination. Accordingly, we show
how subjective and objective approaches are both fundamental to support such
levels: in particular subjective approaches for co-construction and co-operation,
and objective ones for co-ordination. In this way, both high level cooperation
protocols among intelligent agents – typically found in subjective approaches –
and scripted coordination driven by laws embedded in coordination media – as
typically found in objective coordination – turn out to be necessary to build MAS
with autonomous agents behaving efficiently and coherently in a social/systemic
context. Moreover, the dynamics between co-operation and co-ordination is dis-
cussed, providing the notion of coordination reflection and reification.

The remaining part of the work is organised as follows: Section 2 provides the
basic elements of Activity Theory useful for this work. Section 3 comes back to
coordination in MAS, and provides a conceptual framework – derived from pre-
vious section – in which co-ordination/co-operation activities are analysed, and
the relationship with subjective and objective coordination discussed. Finally,
Section 4 provides conclusions and future works.

2 Activity Theory

Activity Theory (AT) is a social psychological theory about the developmen-
tal transformation and dynamics in collective human work activity [37, 16, 2].
Recently, AT has been introduced in some fields of computer science – in par-
ticular in CSCW [15] and computer system design [18]. AT focuses on human
activities, distinguished by their respective (physical and ideal) objects, that give
them their specific directions, i.e. the objectives of the activities. Cooperation is
understood as a collaborative activity, with one objective, but distributed onto
several actors, each performing actions accordingly to the shared objective. Ex-
plicit norms and rules regulate the relationships among individual participants’
work. Central to AT – as in the case of objective coordination – is the notion of
mediated interaction: human activity is found to be always mediated by coordi-
nation artifacts, both physical and psychological, such as operating procedures,
heuristics, scripts, individual and collective experiences, and languages. In this
context, (scripted) roles can be understood as actors’ expected behaviour with
respect to scripts, that are the coordination artifacts embodying the shared ob-
jectives.
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2.1 Co-operation and Co-ordination in AT

AT identifies three hierarchical levels defining the structure of collaborative ac-
tivities: co-ordinated, co-operative, co-constructive [2, 11]:

– co-ordinated aspect of work captures the normal and routine flow of interac-
tion. Participants follow their scripted roles, each focusing on the successful
performance of their actions, implicitly or explicitly assigned to them; they
share and act upon a common object, but their individual actions are only
externally related to each other. Scripts coordinating participants’ actions
are not questioned or discussed, neither known/understood in all their com-
plexity: in this stage actors act as “wheels in the organisational machinery”
[15], and co-ordination ensures that an activity is working in harmony with
surrounding activities.

– co-operative aspect of work concerns the mode of interactions in which actors
focus on a common object and thus share the objective of the activity; unlike
previous case, actors do not have actions or roles explicitly assigned to them:
with regard to the common object, each actor has to balance his/her own
actions with other agent actions, possibly influencing them to achieve the
common task. So, in this case the object of the activity is stable and agreed
upon: however the means for realising the activity is not yet defined.

– co-constructive aspect of work concerns interactions in which actors focus
on re-conceptualising their own organisation and interaction in relation to
their shared objects. Neither the object of work, nor the scripts are stable,
and must be collectively constructed, i.e. co-constructed.

In the analysis of collaborative activities, AT emphasises that an activity can-
not be said to exist on one level alone: co-ordination, co-operation, and co-
construction are analytical distinctions of the same collaborative activity, and
concur in different times and modes to its development.

Co-construction

Co-operation

Co-ordination

Reflection on the
Objective of Work

Reflection on the
Means of Work

Routinisation: Stabilising 
The Means of Work

Implementation: Stabilising 
the Objective of Work

Fig. 1. Dynamics of the Cooperative Work as reported in [2]
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2.2 Dynamic Transformation between Collaborative Levels

The notion of dynamic transformation between the hierarchical levels is central
to AT. Transformations are strictly related to the stability of the means of work
and of the object of work (see Fig. 1, taken from [2]): upward transformations
are caused by reflection on the means for doing the work or on the object of the
work itself, while downward transformations are caused by resolving conflicts
and problems, and re-embodying the solution in the lower levels.

In the context of this article, reflection on the means of work – going from
co-ordination to co-operation, and routinisation – going from co-operation to co-
ordination – are the most important transitions. The former happens when the
coordinated flow of work, relying on stable means of work such as scripts, rules,
coordination artifacts in general, needs to be cooperatively re-established ac-
cording to the object of work; the reasons can be either coordination breakdown,
or a deliberate re-conceptualisation of the way the work is achieved currently.
The latter works in the opposite directions, by re-establishing co-ordinated work
where the means of collaboration are stabilised, and (mediating) artifacts are
provided to be exploited by participants in the co-ordination stage.

The other transitions account for reflecting on the object of work – when the
objective become unstable within the collaborating ensemble and transformation
to the co-constructive level of collaboration is necessary –, and for implemen-
tation – when conflicts on a common objective are resolved, and communica-
tion/negotiation ensuring its commitment can begin.

3 Back to MAS: Reconciling Objective and Subjective
Approaches

The conceptual framework provided by the AT is effective here to understand
the (distinct) roles of objective and subjective coordination in MAS, and the
relationships that occur between them. We reconsider the hierarchical structure
of collaborative activities provided by the AT, and contextualise it according to
the theory of coordination. Accordingly, in context of MAS coordination three
main stages can be identified (see Fig. 2):

– co-construction – about the understanding and reasoning on what depen-
dencies and interactions have to be faced and managed;

– co-operation – about planning what actions must be taken to manage the
dependencies and interactions that have been identified in the previous (co-
construction) stage;

– co-ordination – about enforcing/automating the activities to manage the
interactions, planned in the co-operation stage.

Given these three levels, subjective approaches can be considered fundamental
for the co-operation stage. Here (intelligent) agents are necessary to reason about
what kind of coordination is required, what kind of coordination laws must
be developed to manage interactions identified in co-construction stage. The
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smartness of the agents is useful to build cooperatively – by means of negotiation
and high level (semantics driven) interaction protocols – effective artifacts (i.e.
coordination laws defining coordination media behaviour) to be used in the co-
ordination stage.

Instead, objective coordination is fundamental for the co-ordination stage,
where the coordination laws and organisational rules must be enacted in the most
automated, fluid, optimised manner. The coordination medium abstraction (and
coordination laws defining its behaviour) represents and embodies effectively the
AT concept of artifact (and related mediating tools), embedding and enacting
in the co-ordination stage the social laws and interaction constraints established
in the co-operation stage. The parallel between AT artifacts and coordination
media help to understand the role of the media inside MAS: as the artifacts,
coordination media first are used to enable the interactions among the agents,
and then to mediate them in the most automated manner. As the artifacts, media
become the place where the (partial) knowledge about the global behaviour
of the MAS is traced and can be further inspected. As the artifacts, media
become the source of the social intelligence that characterises concretely the
systemic/synergistic vision (as opposite of compositional) of MAS [6]; in this
context, coordination laws become the macro-levers that can be used to tune
and adapt dynamically such a collective intelligence.

The explicit identification of a co-ordination stage distinct from the co-
operation stage, with objective coordination models exploited in the first case
and subjective models in the latter, is useful to understand the relationships
between agent autonomy and social order, between the autonomy of single be-
haviours and the achievement of a globally coherent behaviour. Agent autonomy
is preserved both in the co-operation stage – essential to build the social laws ac-
cording to the aims and capability of the single agents –, and in the co-ordination
stage – where agents are not constrained to know/understand all the coordina-
tion machinery (embedded in media) in order to participate to coordination. In
particular, in the co-ordination stage agents can focus on the actions related to
their specific goals, and delegate implicitly to the medium itself (by means of its
role of social mediator) the enactment of the laws that characterise the global
coordination activities. In this way, also agents without high level coordination
skills can exploit the coordination service; indeed, this is a very important aspect
in the engineering of (open) MAS: the support for effective coordination among
agents with heterogeneous computational models, not necessarily intelligent or
BDI, not necessarily speaking with an high level ACL. The same thing hap-
pens in AT collaborative scenarios: often humans exploit coordination artifacts
without knowing their whole behaviour, focusing only on the actions that are
expected from them by means of their role.

An other important coordination issue taken into account within this con-
ceptual framework is the performance / optimisation of coordination activities.
Suitably designed coordination media make it possible to minimise the inter-
actions involved in the co-ordination stage: medium laws automate the coor-
dination flow, minimising the need of negotiation among coordinated agents –
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Fig. 2. Dynamics between Objective and Subjective Coordination

which typically characterises the co-operation stage. A good cooperation is then
fundamental to produce effective laws that can affect the performance of the
global behaviour of the MAS; of course, the impact depends also on the expres-
sive power of the coordination medium, which constrains the possible social laws
that can be specified and enforced. Also in this case, similarities with the human
case are evident: the effectiveness of the routinised-work in the co-ordination
stage depends on the characteristics of the artifacts used to mediate actors’
interactions.

This coordination framework is strictly related to MAS planning/scheduling
and execution approaches, with two important points that distinguish the former
from the latter at the foundation level: (i) the main focus is not on the individual
agents and their computational/planning behaviour, but on the agent system
and interactions; (ii) the coordination rules planned and scheduled in the co-
operation stage do not “melt” into the agent computational behaviour in the
co-ordination stage, but have a conceptual and physical body in the coordination
media, outside agents, used by agents. It is worth to remark that Activity Theory
has been exploited as a conceptual basis for situated planning [1], providing the
connection between plans and the contextual condition for realising the plans in
actual work.

3.1 Coordination Media are not Agents

Generally, in the context of MAS, agents are the only abstractions used for the
system engineering – especially at the development and deployment stage. In
particular, mediator services are provided by agents, too: middle-agents are a
well-known example, providing coordinating activities (such as matchmaking,
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brokering) among agent providers and requesters (information, goods, or ex-
pertise), locating and connecting agents in open environments [14]. Accordingly,
middle-agents can be understood as a suitable way to embody the AT artifacts at
the co-ordination stage, and so acting as coordination media mediating agent in-
teractions. However, as AT clearly distinguishes the ontological properties of the
artifacts – and related mediating tools – and of the actors designing/developing
(co-operation stage) and exploiting (co-ordination stage) the artifacts, the same
approach can be adopted here for agents and coordination media. Among the
main properties expected from a coordination medium there are:

– inspectability – the behaviour of a coordination medium should be inspectable,
both from human and artificial agents. Moreover, the inspected coordina-
tion specification should be described in a declarative way, possibly with
a formally defined semantics, to make the comprehension of coordination
activities semantics for intelligent agents easier;

– efficiency/specificity – a coordination medium should be specialised in the
management of interactions, in order to maximise performance in applying
the coordination rules; moreover, a medium should be specialised to sup-
port the concurrent actions (communications) of multiple agents, possibly
providing security, reliability and fault tolerance capabilities;

– predictability – the behaviour of a coordination medium should exactly re-
flect the coordination laws upon which it has been forged (autonomous,
unpredictable behaviour is typically not desired); a formal semantics should
be defined for the coordination model, in order to precisely define the effect
of the coordination laws on the state of the medium and, more generally, on
the agent interaction space;

– flexibility – a coordination medium should allow its behaviour to be forged
dynamically.

Agents are generally not meant to provide such properties, since they are sup-
posed to be autonomous, pro-active, situated entities, and typically speak by
means of a general-purpose / high-level communication language [38].

These characteristics remark the conceptual and physical difference between
the agent and the medium abstractions. In the TuCSoN model, for instance,
coordination media are represented by programmable tuple spaces (or reactive
logic-based associative blackboards, from the AI perspective) called tuple cen-
tres; agent interaction is enacted through the exchange of information via these
spaces. The coordination laws that define the behaviour of tuple centres are
expressed in the ReSpecT logic-based language [22, 23]: therefore, coordination
artifacts are forged by suitably programming tuple centres, “engraving” the co-
ordination media according to the need. As an example, the chunk of ReSpecT
code in Fig. 3 enforces a simple coordination policy synchronising three activities
possibly executed by three different agents.

In particular, ReSpecT coordination media provide the properties remarked
above. As a general-purpose language for coordination, ReSpecT features a reaction-
based computational model, and primitives specialised in the management of
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reaction(out(task end(first task)),(
in r(task end(first task)),in r(task end(second task)),out r(new task to do(third task)))).

reaction(out(task end(second task)),(
in r(task end(first task)),in r(task end(second task)),out r(new task to do(third task)))).

Fig. 3. The coordination law enforced by the above ReSpecT code induces the execution of the
task third task after the completion of tasks first task and second task. An agent takes in charge
a task execution by retrieving the tuple new task to do(TaskId ) from the tuple centre (by means of
an in operation) and inserts the tuple task end(TaskId ) (by means of an out operation) when the
task is done. So, according to the above code and the semantics of ReSpecT reactions [22], when
an agent manifests the end of either first task or second task, the medium reacts and produces
the tuple required for the execution of third task iff both the tuples task end(first task) and
task end(second task) are currently present in the tuple centre – that is, iff both tasks have been
successfully brought to end.

interactions / communications. Such a specialisation impacts on both expres-
siveness – since higher-level coordination pattern/policy can be easily described
by composing the primitive elements – and efficiency – since the primitive ele-
ments that affect the coordination performance are clearly identifiable and tun-
able. ReSpecT formal semantics [22] makes it possible to exactly predict the
behaviour of the coordination medium given a ReSpecT specification and the
current tuple centre state. Also, inspectability of the coordination laws is made
possible by their explicit representations in terms of ReSpecT tuples, and their
embodiment within tuple centres, where they can be accessed by both agents
– through either meta-level coordination primitives or high-level abstractions
like agent coordination contexts [21] – and engineers – through specific deploy-
ment tools like the Inspector [9]. Finally, the behaviour of a tuple centre can be
modified dynamically, by changing at run-time its ReSpecT specification, thus
providing the required flexibility.

3.2 Reflecting and Reifying Coordination

The notion of dynamic transformation between levels in collaborative activities
is central to AT. Accordingly, central to MAS coordination is the support for
dynamic transformation from co-operation – that is the subjective coordination
level – to co-ordination – that is the objective coordination level –, and viceversa.
In particular, this is important in the context of open systems, where the environ-
ment is subject to change, and collective goals, norms, organisational rules must
be adapted accordingly. This dynamism is captured by two basic transitions, the
reflection and the reification of coordination, which must be supported dynam-
ically, anytime required, during system execution. These transitions are strictly
related to the transformations seen in the AT, and account for (see Fig. 2):

– reification – in this transition, coordination laws that have been designed
and developed in the co-operation stage are reified in coordination media:
intelligent agents forge / program the coordination media behaviour in or-
der to reflect the social rules established in the co-operation stage, and to be
used as artifacts in the co-ordination stage. It is worth noting that coordi-
nation media are meant to embed not only the rules promoting cooperation
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among agents, but also the laws ruling interactions, useful to represent also
norms and environment constraints, mediating possible agent competitive
(not cooperative) behaviour.

– reflection – in this transition, the behaviour of the coordination media
deployed in co-ordination stage is inspected. Agents can retrieve and under-
stand the coordination laws underlying medium behaviour, in order to either
evolve them according to changes in coordination policies or in environmen-
tal conditions, or learn how to exploit efficiently the artifacts.

By making it possible to balance dynamically subjectiveness and objectiveness,
providing the tools to establish at runtime the distribution of the coordination
burden between media and agents, objective coordination models endorse a rel-
evant engineering impact. As a useful picture, we can imagine a “coordination
engineering segment” whose extreme points are on the one side all coordination
intelligence upon agents, and on the other side all coordination burden upon
media. The main issue here is to provide the expressive tools to locate, and dy-
namically move, the coordination engineering of the system in any point inside
the segment, thus determining a different morphology of coordination artifacts,
providing a smooth, by-need transition from subjective to objective orienta-
tion (see Fig. 4). The position of the point depends on both the considered
coordination scenario and the dynamics inside that scenario: the more automa-
tion/prescriptiveness is required and the social rules are well-defined (such as
for workflow systems), the more the coordination media are charged; the more
in the coordination context it is not possible (or feasible) to clearly identify
collective rules/constraints, the more the individual agents are charged of the
coordination burden. In order to support these capabilities, coordination models
and technologies must provide the means (languages and tools) for coordination
reflection (from objective to subjective transition), to inspect the coordination
laws defining media behaviour, and coordination reification (from subjective to
objective transition), programming the behaviour of the coordination media.

The dynamic support for balancing task automation with cooperation flex-
ibly is among the most important requirements for state-of-the-art systems for
workflow management, supply chain management, and CSCW [8, 19]. The abil-
ity to change the “engineering point” of coordination dynamically is specially
required in open systems, where the environment can unpredictably change, the
goals of the system can evolve, and coordination laws can be improved as a re-
sult of agent interaction. In the case of TuCSoN, this is achieved by means of
the ReSpecT tuple centre model, and the tools provided by the infrastructure.
The coordination laws that define the behaviour of the coordination media (tu-
ple centres) expressed in the ReSpecT language can be inspected and changed
dynamically by human and artificial agents by means of specific tools. We are
verifying the effectiveness of this approach in scenarios such as pervasive com-
puting and inter-organisational workflow management systems [31]. In the last
context, for instance, tuple centres have been used to embody the role of work-
flow engines, and workflow rules have been described as ReSpecT coordination
laws. Each workflow engine (tuple centre) acts as a coordination artifact provid-
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subjective
coordination

objective
coordination

Fig. 4. The coordination engineering segment: all coordination in agents (subjective,
left extreme), all coordination in media (objective, right extreme)

ing fluid coordination of the individual tasks executed autonomously by human
and artificial agents. So, (i) workflow rules are inspectable by inspecting the
coordination laws embedded in tuple centres (reflection stage); (ii) workflow
rules are modifiable at runtime – as a consequence of exceptions, or changes in
the business environment – by changing the coordination laws of tuple centres
(reification stage).

4 Conclusions

Activity Theory provides a general framework for MAS coordination, enabling a
precise understanding of the distinct roles of subjective and objective approaches,
and of their mutual relationship as well. By stressing the role of coordination
artifacts, AT points out that models for MAS coordination, to be effective, should
support both the subjective and objective viewpoints, and explicitly enable the
dynamic transitions between the two – allowing coordination laws cooperatively
established by agents to be fixed as coordination artifacts in proper media, and,
conversely, coordination media to be inspected and their behaviour understood
by agents.

Coordination infrastructures and tools are necessary to support the models
at runtime, providing coordination as a service: this accounts for (i) providing
human and artificial agents with the means for dynamically understanding what
coordination media/artifacts are available and how they can be exploited (pro-
tocols, permissions, etc.); (ii) providing agents with tools to dynamically create,
access and exploit the coordination media/artifacts [9].

Explicitly accounting for subjective and objective coordination also gives the
opportunity to flexibly balance the intelligence/burden of coordination between
the agents and the coordination services provided by the infrastructure. This
can be done according to the level of automation and prescriptiveness needed,
according to the skills of the agents involved in the coordination, and to the
expressiveness of the media embodying/acting-as the artifacts. In particular,
reflection and reification transitions allow the balance to be tuned and adapted
dynamically, according to the changes required by the application scenarios.
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ÚDA"TLÓMJ/="Ò·ÓMØCÐ]J�Ú�Ðe×�<" Q×eA@ÓM<H=KB 1 Ü¬A"BQP5ÓLØDÐ�Õ¿A"TMÐ�éOÝC<Z×sU�XHÕ5Ðe?V=VX>?�<HBDÙ$.Ã<>BD×6=KØCÐ�TMÐ�BQ×6Ð�Ö�Ð6ÓoÔ�Ð�ÐeB
ÓLØCÐ�JLÚ�Ðe×6<! Q×eA@ÓL<>=VB5A"Ó'P¨<�ï¹Ð�TMÐ�BOÓ�ÓM<HG]Ð�Ú�=V<>BOÓMJ 1 Þr�/BDXHÕ½P¨ÐeJL<HÙKB½J�ÓLTM<>UVÐeJ�ÓLØCÐ:TM<HÙKØOÓ
ÖDA"XZA"BD×�Ð
ÖQÐ�ÓoÔ_ÐeÐ�BãAVÖDJoÓMTMAK×�ÓM<H=KB�AVBDP¿×�=VØCÐeTLÐeBD×6ÕKÜQJL=IÓLØDA"Ó/<HÓv×eA"B5Ö�Ð�Ð�ï�Ðz×�ÓL<>?VÐeXHÕ�<>G]ÚCTL=@?KÐeP�Ö�Õ�A
ÒÃ=VTMG]AVX@ÒÃTsA"G]Ð�Ô�=VTMU¹ÞD-/ÝCTM<HBDÙ'P¨ÐeJL<>ÙVBFÜ�ÓMØCÐ�P¨ÐzJ�<>ÙVBDÐ�TFP¨=�ÐeJFBC="ÓÁPCÐeA"XVÔ�<�ÓMØvÓLØCÐ·TMÐeAVX"J�Õ¨J�ÓLÐeG½Ü
ÖCÝ¨Ó�Ô�<�ÓMØ AäJL<HG]ÚCX><! DÐeP JLÕ¨JoÓMÐ�G G]=¨P¨Ð�X/ÓLØDA"Ó½AVXHX>=@Ô
JITMÐeAVJL=VBD<HBCÙ»Ô�<HÓLØD=VÝ¨Ó�<HG]ÚDAV<HTM<>BCÙ
×6TMÐeA@ÓM<H?�<HÓoÕ9Ô�<HÓLØìÓL=�=»G�ÝD×sØ P¨Ð6ÓsA"<>XxÞ_R5=VTMÐ�=@?KÐ�TzÜÁÓMØC=VÝDÙVØ�ÓLØCÐÀP¨ÐeJL<HÙKBì<>J�JLÝCÚCÚ�=KJLÐePëÓM=
ÚCTL=¨P¨ÝQ×6Ð]ASJLÕ¨JoÓMÐ�G.JMA@ÓL<ZJ�ÒÃÕO<>BCÙ�×6ÝDJ�ÓL=KG]Ð�TvTLÐzéOÝC<HTMÐ�G]ÐeBKÓsJ�ÜQÓLØDÐ]PCÐeJL<HÙKBãG]=¨P¨Ð�X¡ÓLÐeBDPCJ�ÓM=
ÖQÐ»JL=VG]Ð�Ô�ØDA"Ó�PCÐe×6=KÝCÚCX>ÐeP ÒÃTL=KG ÓLØCÐ»JLÚQÐz×6<! Q×º×6ÝDJ�ÓL=KG)ÐeTSBDÐ�ÐePDJ�Ü
AVBDP <ZJSÓLØ�ÝDJ�G]=VTMÐ
TL=KÖCÝDJ�Ó¡A"ÙOA"<>BDJ�ÓhTLÐzéOÝC<HTMÐ�G]ÐeBKÓsJh×�TLÐeÐ�ÚC<>BCÙDÞ í J¡A
TMÐeJLÝCXHÓeÜ�P¨ÝCTM<HBDÙ
ÓLØDÐ�P¨ÐzJ�<>ÙVB�ÚCØDAVJLÐ·ÒÃ=KTLGIAVX
J�ÐeG]AVBOÓL<Z×�J�×�AVB�Ö�ÐaÒÃTLÝD<�ÓLÒÃÝCXHX>Õ�ÝQJ�ÐzP�ÓM=v×sØDÐe×sU:ÓMØCÐ�×6=VØDÐ�TMÐ�BD×�Ð�=VÒDÓMØCÐaG)=¨P¨ÐeX�ñ�×6=KG)G]=KBCXHÕ
TLÐ�ÒÃÐ�TMTLÐzP¿ÓM=�AKJ:<HÓMJ B %P57@r'P@r) BDB ñÀA"BDPãÓL=5?KÐ�TM<�ÒÃÕ¿<HÓMJ�ÚCTL=KÚQÐeT�ÓM<HÐzJv="Òa<HBOÓMÐ�TMÐeJ�ÓeÜFÐeBDA"ÖCX><>BCÙ
<HBOÓLÐeTM×�Ð�Ú¨ÓM<H=KBë=VÒ�ÐeTLTM=VTsJ)<HB�ÓMØCÐ5ÐeAVTLX>Õ9JoÓsA"ÙKÐeJ]="Ò�ÓLØDÐ¿P¨ÐeJL<HÙKB�AVBDP�ÖQÐ�Ó�ÓMÐ�T�ÙKÝC<>PC<HBCÙ�ÓM=
×6=VTMTMÐe×�Óa<>G)ÚDXHÐeG)ÐeBOÓMA@ÓM<H=KBDJeÞ

ßaØC<>JvP¨=�ÐzJ'BC=VÓ:G)ÐzA"BãÓLØDA"ÓvA&ÒÃ=VTMGIA"X�J�ÐeG]AVBOÓL<Z×�J/<>J�ÝDJLÐ6ÒÃÝCX�ÓM=SÐe?VÐeTLÕ5JL="Ò}ÓoÔaA"TMÐ�P¨Ð6á
J�<>ÙVBCÐeTeîDTMA"ÓLØCÐeTeÜDAVXHG]=OJoÓ'AVXHXÁ="Ò�ÓLØCÐeG ×�A"B5×�TLÐzA@ÓLÐ:G]ÐzA"BC<>BCÙ"ÒÃÝDXh=VT/Ð�?KÐ�B�<HBQJ�<>ÙVØOÓ�ÒÃÝDXÁJL="Ò}Ó�á
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Ô�AVTLÐSÔ�<�ÓMØC=VÝ¨ÓIU�BC=@Ô�<>BCÙºA"B�ÕºÒÃ=VTMGIA"X�ÒÃTMAVG]Ð�Ô�=VTMU�y�Þ·ßaØD=VÝCÙKØëAãÒÃ=VTMG]AVX�J�ÐeG]AVBOÓL<Z×�J)<>J
P¨<HTMÐe×6ÓLX>ÕIÝDJLÐ6ÒÃÝCX¬=KBCXHÕ]ÓM=IA�JLGIA"X>X¹JLÝCÖDJLÐ6Ó�=VÒÁP¨ÐeJL<>ÙVBCÐeTMJeÜ�<�ÓsJ_Ö�Ð�BDÐ, CÓ'×eA"BSJ�ÓL<>X>X¬ÖQÐ:JL<HÙKBC<" Dá
×�A"BOÓzÜzÖ�Ðe×eA"ÝDJLÐ_ÓLØDA"Ó�JLGIA"X>X¨J�ÝCÖQJ�Ð�Ó¡<ZJ¡Ð6ÛCAV×6ÓLX>ÕvÓLØCÐa=VBDÐ�ÓMTLÕ�<>BCÙ'ÓM=�×�=VÚ�Ð_Ô�<HÓLØ�ÓLØDÐ�ØQA"TsP¨ÐeJ�Ó
ÚCTL=KÖCX>Ð�GIJ�Ü�=VÒ}ÓLÐ�B�ÚCTM=�PCÝD×6<>BCÙ�X>AVBCÙVÝDAVÙVÐzJ�Ü�ÓL=�=VXZJ�A"BDP�XH<>ÖCTsA"TM<HÐzJ¬ÓLØQA@Ó·×�AVB�Ö�Ð_Ð�Û�ÚDXH=K<�ÓMÐeP�Ö�Õ
ÓLØCÐ)P¨Ð�?KÐ�X>=VÚCG]Ð�BOÓv×6=VG]G�ÝCBC<HÓoÕ½A"Ó/XZA"TMÙVÐVÞQânB5ÓLØDÐ�ÚDAVT�ÓM<>×�ÝCX>AVT/×eAVJLÐ�="Ò í � � J�ÐeG]AVBOÓL<Z×�JeÜ
Ô�ØC<>×sØä<>J�ÓLØCÐS=VBCÐSØCÐ�TMÐ�Ô�ÐSAVTLÐ�<>BOÓLÐeTLÐzJoÓMÐePº<>BKÓM=DÜÁÒÃ=VTMGIA"X_AVÚCÚCTM=KAK×sØCÐeJ:GIA�ÕºA"X>XH=@Ô ÓM=
ÚCTLÐz×6<ZJ�ÐeXHÕIP¨ÐA DBCÐ/ÓLØCÐ�G]ÐeAVBDJ�ÖOÕ]Ô�ØC<Z×sØSAVBSAVÙVÐ�BOÓaJ�ØC=KÝCXZP�J�ÐeBDP&AVBDP�TMÐe×�Ð�<>?VÐ/G)ÐzJLJMA"ÙKÐeJeÜ
ÚQ=OJLJL<HÖDXHÕ�J�ÝDÚCÚQ=KT�ÓM<HBDÙIÓLØCÐ)P¨ÐeJL<>ÙVB�="Ò�ÓMØCÐ�AVÙVÐ�BOÓ
<>BOÓLÐ�TLÒÅAV×�ÐVÜDÓLØCÐ)A"ÙVÐeBOÓ'×6=VG]G�ÝCBC<Z×�A@ÓM<H?KÐ
AV×�ÓsJ�ÜCAVBDP½BCÐ�ÙK="ÓM<>A"ÓL<>=VB&ÚDTL=VÓL=¨×6=KX>JeÞ

òQó{z |&gQøOþ�gFúÅø	�
;�<H?KÐ�BIÓMØCÐ'ÖDAK×sU�ÙVTM=VÝCBDP]AVBDP]G]="ÓL<>?@A@ÓM<H=KB�ÚCTM=@?O<ZP¨ÐzP]<HBIÓMØC<ZJ_JLÐe×6ÓL<>=VBFÜVÓLØCÐ/TLÐeG]AV<HBQP¨Ð�T_="Ò
ÓLØCÐvÚDAVÚQÐeT�<ZJ�=VTMÙKAVBC<>JLÐePIAKJ_ÒÃ=VX>XH=@Ô
JeÞ��¨Ðe×�ÓM<H=KB�ç�P¨<ZJL×�ÝDJMJ�ÐzJ�?@A"TM<>=VÝDJ�AVJLÚQÐz×�ÓsJ�×�=VBD×�Ð�TMBC<>BCÙ
ÓLØCÐ]P¨ÐeJL<>ÙVB5="Ò�A"ÙVÐeBOÓ�áµÖDAVJLÐeP�JLÕ�J�ÓLÐeGIJ�ÜQÒÃ=¨×6ÝDJL<HBDÙ&=VB¿ÓLØCÐ)P¨ÐeJL<HTMÐeP5ÒÃÐeA@ÓMÝCTMÐeJ/="Ò�AIÒÃ=KTLGIAVX
ÒÃTMAVG)ÐeÔ_=KTLU½J�ÝDÚCÚQ=KT�ÓM<HBDÙ&<HÓeÞ}��Ðe×6ÓL<>=VB�R�<HBOÓLTM=¨P¨ÝD×�ÐeJ'ÓLØCÐ�ÒÃTMAVG)ÐeÔ_=KTLUS="Ò·ÓMTMAVBDJL<�ÓM<H=KB¿J�Õ¨J�á
ÓLÐ�GIJ:=KBÀÔ�ØD<>×sØ�=VÝCT�AVÚCÚCTM=KAK×sØ¿<>J�ÖDAVJLÐeP¬Þ]�aAKJ�ÐzP¿=VB�ÓMTMAVBDJ�<HÓL<>=VB�J�Õ¨J�ÓLÐeG]JeÜ¬<>B~�¨Ðe×�ÓM<H=KB
3�Ô_Ð�ÚCTM=@?O<ZP¨Ð�A]ÒÃTsA"G]ÐeÔ_=KTLU&ÒÃ=VT'G]=¨P¨ÐeXH<>BCÙSAVÙVÐeBKÓsJ�ÜCÒÃ=�×�ÝDJL<HBCÙS=VB�ÓMØCÐ�=KÚQÐeTMA"ÓL<>=VBDAVXhP¨Ð6á
JL×�TL<>Ú¨ÓL<>=VB�="ÒCÓMØCÐ�<>T�<>BKÓMÐ�TsAV×6ÓL<>?VÐ�Ö�Ð�ØQA�?O<>=VÝDTeÞ�ânB6�¨Ðe×�ÓM<H=KB��'Ô�Ð_ÙK=/<>BOÓL=vP¨Ð6ÓsA"<>X>J¡="Ò¹P¨Ð, QBC<HBDÙ
í � � JLÐ�GIAVBKÓM<>×eJaÖ�Õ�=VÝCTaÒÃTsA"G]ÐeÔ_=KTLU¹Ü¨P¨<ZJL×�ÝDJLJL<>BCÙIAVJLÚQÐz×�ÓMJ�JLÝD×sØ�AVJ�ÒÃÐzAVJL<HÖC<>X><�ÓoÕ�ÚDTLÐz×6=VBCá
P¨<�ÓM<H=KBDJeÜDTsA@ÓL<>=VBQA"X¬Ð6ï¹Ðe×6ÓMJeÜQAVBDP5×6=KBO?KÐ�TsJLA"ÓL<>=VBDAVX�áµÖDAKJ�ÐzPIJ�ÐeG]AVBOÓL<Z×�JeÞ�j¡<HBDAVXHX>ÕVÜQ<HB$�¨Ðe×�ÓM<H=KB
o�Ô�ÐvÚCTM=@?O<ZP¨Ð:×6=KBD×6X>ÝDP¨<>BCÙ]TMÐ�GIA"TMU¨J�Þ

� �5Ï
Î�����Ì�Ïi���OÉ��/Ïi���i����Ìm��Ï�É��/���i�oË¨ÌE�zÎ����hÏ_Ë[�*���KË������

ßaØCÐ�GIA"<>B�ÙK=KA"X�=VÒDÓLØD<>J�ÚQA"Ú�Ð�T�<ZJ�ÓLTMÕ�<HBCÙ/ÓL=�JLÝCÚCÚ�=VTLÓ�G�ÝCXHÓL<HánA"ÙVÐeBOÓ�JLÕ¨JoÓMÐ�GIJ�P¨ÐzJ�<>ÙVB�Ô�<�ÓMØ
A'ÒÃ=KTLGIAVXKÒÃTsA"G]ÐeÔ_=KTLU¹ÞzânB�=KTMP¨ÐeThÓM=vÚCÝCTsJ�ÝCÐ�ÓMØC<>J�ÙK=KAVXxÜeÓoÔ_=�ÖCTM=KAKP�×6XZAVJMJLÐeJ¡="Ò�<>JMJ�ÝDÐeJ¡BCÐ�ÐzP
ÓL=IÖ�Ð�AVPCP¨TMÐeJMJLÐeP¬Þcj¡<>TMJ�ÓeÜ¨ÓMØCÐ:ÙVÐeBCÐ�TsA"X¬BQA@ÓLÝDTLÐv="Ò¡ÓLØDÐ�P¨ÐeJL<>ÙVB½ÚCTL=¨×�ÐeJMJaØDAVJ�ÓM=IÖQÐ:ÓsA"UKÐ�B
<HBOÓL=»AK×�×6=KÝCBOÓeÜ�A"BQP9ÓMØCÐ�BëÓLØCÐ�Ú�Ðe×�ÝCXH<ZA"TM<HÓL<>ÐeJ]="Ò�G�ÝCXHÓL<HánA"ÙVÐeBOÓ]JLÕ¨JoÓMÐ�GIJI×�AVBäÐ�BOÓMÐ�T]ÓLØDÐ
ÚC<>×6ÓLÝCTMÐVÞ

-'ÐzJ�<>ÙVBº<ZJ:<HB�?KÐ�BOÓL<>=VB»A"BQP»×6TMÐeA@ÓM<H=KBFÜ¬<HÓ�<>J�A"X>X_A"Ö�=VÝCÓ�P¨Õ�BDA"G]<ZJ�G A"BDPÀÓMÐ�BDJL<H=KB�ÓL="á
Ô�AVTMPCJ�AvÙV=KAVXxÜKJ�=QÜKA:P¨ÐzJ�<>ÙVBITMÝCX>Ð'J�ØD=VÝCXZP)ÖQ=VÓLØ&P¨ÐzJL×�TL<>Ö�Ð'AvÚCTM=VÚ�Ð�TLÓoÕ�="Ò¹ÓMØCÐ/P¨ÐzJ�<>ÙVBIAVBDP
J�ÝCÙKÙVÐzJoÓ/A�TL=OAVP¨GIA"Ú½ÓM=SAV×sØD<HÐe?VÐ:<HÓeÞ¹ßaØC<>J/ÚCTM=VÚ�Ð�TLÓoÕS<ZJ
TMÐ6ÒÃÐeTLTMÐeP½ÓM=&AVJ'ÙVÐeBCÐ�TsA@ÓM<H?�<HÓoÕS<>B
�_ØCTL<ZJ�ÓL=VÚDØCÐ�T í XHÐ�Û¨AVBDP¨ÐeT(� JvÔ_=KTLUëå�æ�è~î¬ÓMØC<ZJ:ÖCÝC<>X>PC<HBCÙÀA"Ts×sØC<�ÓMÐe×6Óv<>BDJLÚC<>TLÐzPÀBD="Ó�=VBDXHÕÀØC<>J
ÒÃÐ�X>XH=@Ô
JeÜÁÖDÝ¨Ó]AVX>JL=¿ÓMØCÐ�J�=VÒ}ÓoÔ�AVTLÐ�ÚQA@Ó�ÓMÐ�TMBDJ)×6=VG]G�ÝCBC<HÓoÕVÞ�jCTM=VG ÓLØDÐSG]<ZP�á~BD<HBCÐ�ÓL<>ÐeJ�ÓLØDÐ
J�=VÒ}ÓoÔ�AVTLÐ�ÚDA@ÓLÓLÐeTLB�×6=KG)G�ÝCBC<HÓoÕ�ÓMTLÐzAVJLÝCTLÐzP í XHÐ�Û¨AVBDP¨ÐeT(� Ja<>PCÐeAVJ�AVBDPSÙKA@ÓMØCÐ�TMÐeP&ÓL=KÙVÐ�ÓLØCÐeT
A�Ö�=¨P¨Õ�="Ò¡ÚDA@ÓLÓLÐeTLBDJ�=VÒ¡JL="Ò}ÓoÔaA"TMÐ/P¨Ðe?VÐ�X>=VÚDG)ÐeBOÓeÜ�GIA"U�<HBDÙ)P¨ÐzJ�<>ÙVBSÐ6Û¨Ú�Ð�TM<HÐeBD×6Ð/ÒÃTL=KG ÓLØDÐ
ÚDAVJ�Ó/TMÐeAKP¨<HX>Õ5A�?@A"<>X>AVÖCXHÐ�ÓL=&ÕK=VÝCBDÙVÐ�T�P¨ÐeJL<>ÙVBCÐeTMJeÞfq'=@Ô_Ðe?VÐeTeÜCÔ�ØDÐ�B¿ÓMØCÐ]A"ÚCÚCX><Z×�A@ÓM<H=KBãP¨=Vá
G]AV<HB&=VT·ÓMØCÐ�ÚCTL=KÙVTsA"G]G]<HBDÙ:ÚDA"TsAVP¨<>ÙVG <ZJ�BCÐeÔ A"BDP�TLÐeX>A"ÓL<>?VÐ�X>Õ)ÝCBOÓLÐeJ�ÓLÐzP¬ÜKÓLØCÐvP¨ÐeJL<>ÙVBCÐeT
×�A"BDBC="ÓÁ×�=VÝCBOÓh=KB�ÚDA"Ó�ÓLÐeTLBQJ¬ÒÃ=VTÁÙVÐeBCÐ�TsA@ÓM<H?�<HÓoÕ4.ÅA"ÓÁX>ÐeAKJoÓzÜ�BC=VÓÁ×6=KG)ÚDXHÐ�ÓLÐ�X>Õ 1 Ö�Ðe×eA"ÝDJLÐ�ÓLØDÐ�TMÐ
Ô�<HX>XFBC=VÓ
ÖQÐ:G�ÝD×sØSÚQAVJ�Ó'P¨ÐeJL<HÙKBSÐ�Û¨ÚQÐeTL<>Ð�BD×�Ð�ÓL=IX>Ð�?VÐeTMAVÙVÐKÞ�R¿=VTMÐ�=@?VÐeTeÜOÔ�<HÓLØC=KÝ¨Ó'A)XH=VÓ
="Ò
ÚDAVJ�Ó¡ØD<>J�ÓL=KTLÕvÓM=/ÒÃÐeÐeP�ØC<ZJ�=VT�ØCÐ�T�<>BOÓLÝC<HÓL<>=VBFÜ�ÓMØCÐ�P¨ÐeJL<>ÙVBCÐeT¡Ô�<>X>X¨G)=KTLÐ�X><HUKÐ�X>Õ�A"ÚCÚCTMÐe×�<>A"ÓLÐ�A
� wxmF�n´Ktz�O{�u
d¨q�rOt�moq�u'mo´Oc�m��ece�Fc_p�c�mnmoqMl¬t����}c��Mm��ep:tz�µmFuVqs�nikyzrOqLlo�h´Oc�l�uV{k�
�Kr�uVqMlo�µm�cerOu
�>telop�ce{
�nqsp�cer@moik�s��cerOu)c6loq�rOtem��ster*��uKqsr@m ¼ i�mo´)mo´Kqsi�l_�K�oceyeqs�s�
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ÚCTLÐz×6<ZJ�ÐvA"ÚDÚCTL=OAV×sØFÞ�ßaØCÐeBFÜCA�ÒÃ=VTMG]AVX�ÒÃTMAVG)ÐeÔ_=KTLUIAV<HG]<>BCÙ�ÓM=IJ�ÝCÚDÚQ=KT�Ó�P¨ÐeJL<>ÙVB½Ô�<HX>X¬BCÐ�ÐzP
ÓLØCÐvÒÃ=KXHX>=@Ô�<HBDÙ�ÒÃÐzA@ÓMÝCTLÐzJA\
æ���Ð�<>BCÙ�ÙKÐ�BCÐeTMA"ÓL<>?VÐKÜVÓMØDA@Ó�<ZJ�×�=VG�ÖC<HBD<HBCÙ]P¨ÐzJL×�TL<>Ú¨ÓL<>=VB½A"BDPSP¨Õ�BDA"G]<ZJ�G <>BOÓL=IA)×�A"XZ×6ÝCá
XHÝQJ�Þ

ç�jC=¨×6ÝQJ�<>BCÙ�=VB»ÒÃÝCBQPCA"G]Ð�BOÓsA"Xa<>JMJLÝCÐeJeÜhÓMØDA@ÓI×�AVBäÖ�Ð½JL=VX>?VÐzP»=VBQ×6Ð&Ö�Õ9A¿ÒÃÐ�Ô JLU�<HX>XHÐzP
P¨ÐeJL<>ÙVBCÐeTMJaA"BQPSX>Ð�?KÐ�TsA"ÙKÐeP�GIAVBOÕ�ÓL<>G)ÐzJ�ÒÃTL=KG ÓMØCÐ�B�=VBhÞ
ânB�ÓLØDÐ�ÚQA"TLÓL<Z×6ÝCXZA"T�×�AKJ�Ð_="ÒDG�ÝCX�ÓM<�ánA"ÙKÐ�BOÓ�J�Õ¨J�ÓLÐ�GIJ�P¨ÐzJ�<>ÙVBFÜzÓMØCÐ�ÓoÔ�=�ÚCTL=KÚQÐeT�ÓM<HÐzJÁAVÖQ=@?KÐ

A"TMÐ�BC="Ó·ÐeBC=VÝCÙKØFî"=VÓLØCÐeTMJ�BDÐ�ÐeP)ÓM=�Ö�Ð'AVPCPCÐeP]P¨ÝCÐ�ÓM=vÓLØCÐ�J�Ú�Ðe×�<" �×a<HBOÓLÐeBOÓ�="Ò¬G�ÝDX�ÓM<�ánA"ÙKÐ�BOÓ
J�Õ¨J�ÓLÐ�GIJeÜDÓMØDA@Óv<ZJ'ÓM=S=KÖ¨ÓMAV<HBÀJ�ÐeG]AVBOÓL<Z×�<>BOÓLÐ�TM=VÚ�Ð�TsA"ÖD<HX><�ÓoÕKÞZj¡<>TMJ�Ó�=VÒ_A"X>X~ÜQ<>B¿ÓMØCÐ)×�=VBOÓLÐ�Û�Ó
="Ò¡A)JLÚQÐz×6<! Q×vA"ÚCÚCX><Z×�A@ÓM<H=KBSA]JLØDA"TMÐeP&=VBOÓL=KXH=KÙVÕIJ�ØD=VÝCXZP�Ö�Ð�P¨Ð, QBCÐeP¬ÜCPCÐeJM×6TM<HÖC<>BCÙ)Ð�BOÓL<HÓL<>ÐeJ
ÒÃTL=KG.ÓLØDÐ&P¨=VGIAV<HB�="Ò
P¨<ZJL×�=VÝCTsJLÐ]JL=5AVJvÓM=¿J�ÝDÚCÚQ=KT�Ó�A�ÙKÐ�BCÐeTMAVX�ÝCBDP¨ÐeTMJ�ÓMAVBDP¨<>BCÙ�="ÒaÓLØDÐ
×6=VBOÓMÐ�BOÓ�="ÒQ×�=VG]G�ÝCBD<>×eA@ÓL<>?VÐaAV×6ÓMJeÞ"ßaØCÐ�BhÜ"A"B í � � JLÐ�GIAVBKÓM<>×eJ¡<>J¡ÓM=/Ö�Ð
P¨Ð, QBCÐeP�<HB)=VTsP¨ÐeT
ÓL=5ÙV<>?VÐIAVBºAVÙVTMÐ�ÐzP¿ÝCÚ�=VBºTMÐ�ÚCTMÐeJLÐ�BOÓMA"ÓL<>=VB�="Ò�ÓLØCÐIG]=VÓL<>?�A"ÓL<>=VBDJvÖ�Ð�ØD<HBDP�ÓMØCÐ�=KÖDJ�ÐeTL?KÐeP
J�Ú�Ð�Ðz×sØ�AV×�Óhñ/ÐVÞ ÙDÞ�ÓLØCÐ_=���×6<ZA"XOJ�ÐeGIA"BOÓL<Z×�Jh="Òcj¡âml íäí � � G]=¨P¨ÐeX>JÁA"ÙVÐeBOÓÁ×6=KG)G�ÝCBC<Z×�A"ÓL<>=VB
ÝDJ�<>BCÙ&AX��-/â�ÒÃTMAVG]Ð�Ô�=VTMU�ÞQßaØCÐ�JLÚQÐz×6<ZA"XhÐeG]ÚCØDAVJL<ZJ
ÚCÝ¨Ó�=VB¿JLÐ�GIA"BOÓM<>×v<>BOÓLÐ�TM=VÚ�Ð�TsA"ÖD<HX><�ÓoÕ
ÖOÕ]ÓMØCÐvG�ÝCXHÓL<HánA"ÙVÐeBOÓaJLÕ¨JoÓMÐ�GIJaA"ÚCÚCTM=KAK×sØ&JLÝCÙVÙKÐeJ�ÓMJ�ÓoÔ_=)G]=VTMÐ/P¨ÐzJ�<>TMAVÖCX>Ð/ÚCTM=VÚ�Ð�TLÓL<>ÐeJ_ÒÃ=KT
=VÝCTaÒÃ=KTLGIA"X><ZJ�G�Þ
R���ÝCÚCÚ�=VTLÓL<>BCÙvÓMØCÐ
P¨ÐeJM×6TM<>Ú¨ÓL<>=VB)="Ò¬A"Ý¨ÓM=VBC=KG]=VÝDJ�JL="Ò}ÓoÔaA"TMÐ�×�=VG]Ú�=VBCÐeBKÓsJ�Ü@Ö�Õ�AVXHX>=@Ô�<>BCÙ
BC=VBQP¨Ð6ÓMÐ�TMG)<>BC<ZJ�G�<>BIÓLØDÐ/JLÕ�J�ÓLÐeG�Ð�?V=KXHÝCÓL<>=VB�A"BQPI=VÚDAKéOÝCÐ�BCÐzJLJ·Ô�<�ÓMØ�TLÐzJ�Ú�Ðe×6Ó�ÓM=�ÓLØDÐ
AV×6ÓLÝDAVX¬<HBOÓLÐeTLBQA"X¬G]=¨P¨Ð�XF=VÒ¡ÐzAV×sØ½A"ÙVÐeBOÓeÞ

3���Ð�<>BCÙ]<HBOÓLÐeÙVTsA@ÓMÐeP�Ô�<HÓLØSÓLØDÐ�ÖQAVJL<>×vJLÚQÐeÐe×sØ�AV×�Ó�×6=KG]G�ÝCBC<Z×�A"ÓL<>=VB½G]=�PCÐ�X~Ü¨Ô�ØCÐ�TMÐ�AVB
A"ÙKÐ�BOÓ_×�AVB�A@ï¹Ðe×6Ó�<�ÓsJ�ÐeB�?O<>TM=VBCG]Ð�BOÓ·Ö�="ÓMØ�Ö�Õ�Ú�Ð�TLÒÃ=VTMG]<HBCÙ�P¨<HTMÐe×6Ó_AV×6ÓL<>=VBDJ�=VBI<HÓ�AVBDP
Ö�Õ�Ý¨Ó�ÓMÐ�TM<HBDÙ�×6=VG]G�ÝCBC<Z×�A@ÓM<H?KÐ:AV×�ÓsJ�Þ
ßaØCÐeJLÐ:ÒÃ=VÝDT'ÚCTM=VÚ�Ð�TLÓL<>ÐeJ'ÙVÝC<ZP¨Ð�ÝDJ'ÓL=�ÓLØCÐ)P¨Ð, DBD<�ÓM<H=KB¿="Ò�AIBDÐ�Ô ÒÃTsA"G]Ð�Ô�=VTMU�ÒÃ=KT
ÓLØDÐ

P¨ÐeJM×6TM<HÚCÓL<>=VB9=VÒ/A"BäAVÙVÐeBKÓ�ÖQÐeØDA�?�<H=KÝCTeÜ¡Ô�ØC<Z×sØ9<>B9ÓLØDÐSÐeBDP9Ô�Ð&Ô�<>XHXaÝDJLÐSAKJ�A¿ÓL=�=VX�ÒÃ=KT
ÒÃ=VTMG]AVXHX>Õ&P¨ÐA DBC<>BCÙIA"B í � � J�ÐeGIA"BOÓL<Z×�JeÞ

jÁ<>TsJoÓI="Ò:A"X>X~Ü·Ô_Ð�<>BOÓLÐ�BQPäÓM=»TLÐeXHÕä=VBìA"Bì=VÚ�Ð�TsA@ÓM<H=KBDA"X�JLÚQÐz×6<! Q×�A"ÓL<>=VBì="ÒvA"BÑA"ÙKÐ�BOÓ
ÖQÐeØDA�?�<H=KÝCT�ñ)P¨ÐzJL×�TL<>ÖC<>BCÙ�<HÓMJ_×�A"ÚQA"ÖC<>XH<HÓoÕ)="ÒFÚ�Ð�TLÒÃ=VTMG)<>BCÙ:<>BOÓLÐ�TsAV×6ÓL<>=VBDJ�A"BDP�×sØQA"BCÙK<HBCÙ:<HÓMJ
JoÓsA@ÓLÐ&ñ�<>BDJ�ÓLÐzAVP9=VÒ�ÓMAVUO<>BCÙãÓLØCÐ�?�<HÐeÔ�ÚQ=K<HBOÓ)="Ò/AVBäA"ÙKÐ�BOÓ)AKJ�AVBäÐ�BOÓM<�ÓoÕºÔ�<HÓLØìA¿G]Ð�B¨á
ÓMA"X�JoÓsA@ÓMÐVÞ��ÑØC<HX>Ð�ÓMØC<ZJ�A"ÚDÚCTL=OAV×sØºÙVÐeBCÐ�TsA"X>X>ÕãX>=@Ô_ÐeTMJ�ÓMØCÐSAVÖDJoÓMTMAK×�ÓM<H=KB�X>Ð�?KÐ�X~Üh<HÓ�Ö�Ð6ÓLÓLÐ�T
J�ÝCÚDÚQ=KT�ÓsJ]ÓLØCÐÀBCÐ�ÐzPëÒÃ=VT&Ö�Ð�<>BCÙ9ÙKÐ�BCÐeTMA"ÓL<>?VÐ�="ÒvÚCTM=VÚ�Ð�TLÓoÕ æKÞ���ÐãAV×sØC<>Ð�?KÐ½ÓLØC<ZJ�TMÐeJLÝCXHÓ
ÖOÕ»TMÐ�X>Õ�<HBDÙã=VBäÓLØCÐ½ÒÃTsA"G]Ð�Ô�=VTMU�="Ò'XZA"Ö�Ð�X>XHÐzP9ÓMTMAVBDJL<�ÓM<H=KBäJ�Õ¨J�ÓLÐeG]JeÜ�AVJ]JLØC=@Ô�B9<>BëBCÐ�Û�Ó
J�Ðz×�ÓL<>=VBQJ�Þ

ßaØCÐ�BFÜzAV×e×6=VTsP¨<>BCÙ�ÓL=�ÚCTM=VÚ�Ð�TLÓoÕ�ç�Ô�Ð·Ô�<>XHXOAVP¨=KÚ¨ÓhAaÙVTMÐ�ÕOáµÖQ=�Û/G)=¨P¨ÐeXH<>BCÙ'AVÚCÚCTM=KAK×sØ'ÒÃ=KT
A"ÙVÐeBOÓMJeÜ�ÒÃ=�×�ÝDJL<HBCÙ]=KB&ÓMØCÐvÒÃ=VÝCBQPCA"G]Ð�BOÓsA"XF<ZJLJLÝCÐv="Ò¡ÓLØDÐ�A"ÙVÐeBOÓ�<>BOÓLÐ�TsAV×6ÓL<>=VBDJeÜCP¨ÐzJL×�TL<>ÖC<>BCÙ
ÓLØCÐ�A"ÙKÐ�BOÓ�ÚDAVT�Ó)G)ÐzA"BOÓ�ÓM=ÀGIAVBDA"ÙKÐIÓLØCÐ½<>BKÓMÐ�TsAV×6ÓL<>=VBDJ�Ô�<�ÓMØ9ÓLØDÐ&Ð�B�?�<>TL=KBCG]Ð�BOÓ�Ô�ØC<>X>Ð
A"ÖDJ�ÓLTsAV×6ÓL<>BCÙ5A�Ô�A�Õ�ÒÃTM=VG1<�ÓsJ�<>BKÓMÐ�TMBDA"X·PCÐ6ÓMAV<HXZJeÞ��'ÓLØCÐeT�ÚDAVÚQÐeTMJIåHæ�^¨Ü6æ(p"è_P¨<ZJL×�ÝDJLJLÐeJvÔ�Ø�Õ
ÓLØC<ZJ�ÙVTMÐ�ÕOáµÖQ=�Û�A"ÚDÚCTL=OAV×sØ�<>J�JLÝC<HÓMA"ÖDXHÐ�ÒÃ=VT¡ÓsAV×sU�XH<>BCÙvA"ÙKÐ�BOÓ�JLÚ�Ðe×6<! Q×�AKJ�Ú�Ðe×6ÓMJ�AVJ�TMÐeéOÝCÐzJoÓMÐeP
ÖOÕ&ÚCTL=KÚQÐeT�ÓM<HÐzJ�R]A"BDP/3DÞ

� ����� �D¡CÎ����}¢�É�¡c£ É��&Ë�¡DÎ�Ï2��ÌnËCÌoÉ�Ï¤�*���VË7���¥�

ßaØCÐ�JLÐ�GIA"BOÓM<>×�AVÚCÚCTM=KAK×sØSÔ�Ð�P¨ÐzJL×�TL<>Ö�Ð�<HB¿ÓLØC<ZJ'ÚQA"Ú�Ð�T'<ZJ
ÖQAVJLÐeP�=VB�ÓMØCÐ�ÒÃTsA"G]ÐeÔ_=KTLUS="Ò
¦ +§=HOD),+<+§)N'F¨&8�KL=�@ B :<8Q:I%P@ BFC�B 8©)A# B å ª"è~ÜOÔ�ØC<Z×sØ&<ZJ�Ô�<ZP¨Ð�X>ÕIÝDJLÐePI<>B�ÓMØCÐ2 DÐ�XZP�=VÒÁ×6=KBD×6ÝCTMTMÐ�BD×�Õ
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ÓLØCÐe=VTMÕ
ÓL=/ÚCTM=@?O<ZP¨Ð·AVB�=KÚQÐeTMA"ÓL<>=VBDAVXVJLÐ�GIA"BOÓL<Z×�J¬ÓL='ÚDTL=¨×6ÐzJLJhA"X>ÙVÐ�ÖDTMAKJ�å 3Vè~ÜzJ�=
AKJ¬ÓL=/J�Ú�Ðe×�<�ÒÃÕ
ÓLØCÐ�<>BOÓLÐeTMAK×�ÓL<>?VÐ:Ö�Ð�ØQA�?O<>=VÝDT
="Ò·JLÕ�J�ÓLÐeGIJ�Þ í ÓLTsA"BDJL<HÓL<>=VB5J�Õ¨J�ÓLÐeG,=@?KÐ�T
JLÐ6Ói«Ê<ZJ
A]ÓMTL<>ÚCX>Ð
¬ «0(®f¯eN°i±F²>³�Ô�ØCÐeTLÐ�«.<ZJ�ÓMØCÐ:J�Ð�Ó�=VÒÁJ�ÓMA@ÓMÐeJ�="ÒhÓLØCÐvJ�Õ¨J�ÓLÐeG ="Òh<>BOÓLÐ�TMÐeJ�ÓeÜ7°2±F²·<ZJ�×eA"X>XHÐzP
ÓLØCÐ5JLÐ6ÓI="ÒvAV×�ÓM<H=KBDJeÜ�AVBDP´®Z¯eµ¤«·¶~°i±F²t¶�« <>J]A�TLÐeX>A"ÓL<>=VBFÞ � Ð6Ó&¸�L¸Z¹Tº «9Ü�AVBDP
» ±,²�º0°2±F²�ÜCÓMØCÐ�=¨×�×�ÝCTMTLÐeBD×6Ðv="Ò ¬ ¸� » ±F²FL¸Z¹<³a<>B~®Z¯4ñ&Ô�TM<�ÓLÓLÐeBx¸¥¼,½Q¾®E®Q¯¿¸Z¹Fñ&G)ÐzA"BDJ�ÓLØDA"Ó
ÓLØCÐvJ�=VÒ}ÓoÔ�AVTLÐ/×6=VG]Ú�=VBCÐeBOÓ�=VÒh<HBOÓMÐ�TMÐeJ�Ó_GIA�Õ]G)=@?KÐ
ÒÃTM=VG J�ÓMA@ÓMÐ2¸SÓL=]J�ÓMA@ÓMÐi¸f¹¹ÖOÕ]ÔaA�Õ]="Ò
AV×�ÓM<H=KB » ±F²�ÞZ�/BQ×6Ð�ÓLØCÐ�JLÐ6Ó�=VÒ�AK×�ÓL<>=VBQJ_<ZJ
JLÚQÐz×6<! DÐePFÜCA"BDPSÓLØDÐvJ�ÓLTMÝD×6ÓLÝCTMÐv="Ò�J�Ð�Ón« <ZJ�J�Ð�Ó
ÝCÚ¿ÓMØCÐI×6=VBOÓMÐ�BOÓ/=VÒ_A�ÓMTMAVBDJL<�ÓM<H=KB¿TLÐeX>A"ÓL<>=VBa®r¯ ×eA"B¿Ö�Ð]<HBOÓLÐeBDJL<H=KBDA"X>XHÕ�ÙK<H?KÐ�B¿<>B¿ÓMÐ�TMG]J
="Ò�A)JLÐ6Ó�=VÒ¡TMÝCX>ÐeJa="Ò¡ÓLØDÐ�U�<>BDP}\

±,À�Á]Â*Ã©²EÃEÀ�Á
¸ ¼,½Q¾®m®�¯Ä¸Z¹

ânB&ÐeAK×sØITLÝDXHÐKÜKÓMØCÐ�ÝCÚDJL<>P¨Ð/ÚDA"TLÓvGD%�@f'P:<8Q:I%P@5<ZJaA�ÚCTMÐePC<>×eA@ÓLÐ/=VBIÓMØCÐ/ÒÃTLÐeÐ'?@A"TM<>AVÖCX>ÐeJ·=VÒFÓLØDÐ
P¨=@Ô�BDJL<>P¨Ð�ÚDA"TLÓ(\¹ÙK<H?KÐ�BãA½J�Ð�Ó�=VÒ�TMÝCXHÐzJ�Üf¸ ¼A½Q¾®E®�¯Å¸Z¹�<ZJ'ÓMTLÝDÐ�<HÒ�<HÓvØD=VXZPCJ
ÒÃ=KT:A@ÓvXHÐzAVJ�Ó/=VBDÐ
TLÝCX>Ð:A"BDP½=KBCÐ:J�ÝCÖQJoÓM<�ÓMÝ¨ÓL<>=VB�="Ò¡ÓLØDÐvÒÃTLÐeÐ�?@AVTL<ZA"ÖCX>ÐeJ�ÆOÞ

í ×�ÓM<H=KBDJ'×eA"B5Ö�Ð�ÙK<H?KÐ�B¿P¨<Hï�ÐeTLÐeBOÓ'<HBOÓMÐ�TMÚCTLÐ�ÓMA"ÓL<>=VBDJeÞDânB�ÓMØCÐ�G]=KJ�Ó/AVÖDJoÓMTMAK×�Ó/JLÐ6ÓLÓL<>BCÙDÜ
AV×�ÓM<H=KBDJ�A"TMÐãG]ÐeAVBOÓSÓM=ëÚCTM=@?�<>PCÐÀAëØC<HÙKØ¨áµXHÐe?VÐ�X:P¨ÐzJL×�TL<>Ú¨ÓM<H=KB ="Ò]AëJLÕ¨JoÓMÐ�G%Ð�?K=VX>Ý¨ÓL<>=VBhÜ
A"ÖDJ�ÓLTsAV×6ÓL<>BCÙ
A�Ô�A�Õ'ÒÃTL=KG PCÐ6ÓMAV<HXZJÁ="Ò�ÓLØCÐ_<HBDBCÐ�T�J�Õ¨J�ÓLÐeG J�ÓMA"ÓLÐ_×sØQA"BCÙKÐVÞ6ânB:ÓMØCÐ_JLÐeéOÝCÐeBD×6Ð�="Ò
ÓLTsA"BDJL<�ÓM<H=KBDJ�¸�Ç ¼FÈ®,¯É¸ N ¼AÊ®F¯¿¸ Y ¼,Ë®A¯ÍÌ(ÌAÌ ¼FÎ�Ï Ê®(®c®N¯Ð¸fÑ¹Ü�ÓLØCÐ
JLÕ¨JoÓMÐ�G Ðe?V=KXHÝ¨ÓM<H=KB�×sØDAVTMAK×�ÓMÐ�TM<>JLÐeP
ÖOÕ¿J�ÓMA"ÓLÐzJ2¸ Ç L¸ N AÌ(ÌAÌm¸ Ñ <ZJvAVJMJ�=¨×6<ZA@ÓMÐeP�ÓM=½ÓLØCÐIAV×6ÓL<>=VB�J�ÐzéKÝDÐ�BD×�Ð » Ç (ÌAÌ(Ì, » Ñ�Ò N Ü¬Ô�ØC<Z×sØ×�A"BãÖQÐ�ÓLØC=KÝCÙVØ¿=VÒ�AVJ/A"BãAVÖDJoÓMTMAK×�Ó'?�<>Ð�Ô ="Ò�ÓMØDA@ÓvÐ�?K=VX>Ý¨ÓL<>=VBhÞDânBãASJ�ÐeBDJ�ÐKÜQAK×�ÓL<>=VBQJ'×�AVB
ÖQÐ�ÝDJLÐePIÓM=�P¨ÐzJL×�TL<>Ö�Ð'Ô�ØDA"ÓaAVB�Ð6Û�ÓLÐeTLBQA"X~ÜK?�<>T�ÓMÝDA"X�Ð�BOÓL<HÓoÕ]<>JaAVXHX>=@Ô_ÐzP)ÓL=�ÚQÐeTM×�Ð�<>?VÐ'=VÒFÓLØDÐ
J�Õ¨J�ÓLÐ�G Ð�?V=KXHÝCÓL<>=VBFÜ¨ÙKÐ�BCÐeTMAVXHX>ÕIÚCTM=@?O<ZP¨<>BCÙ]=VBCX>Õ&A)ÚDAVT�ÓM<>AVXFP¨ÐeJM×6TM<HÚCÓL<>=VBFÞ

ßhTsA"BDJL<HÓL<>=VB�JLÕ�J�ÓLÐeGIJ¬ÒÃÐeA"ÓLÝCTMÐ�<>BOÓLÐeTLÐzJoÓM<HBCÙ'ÚCTL=KÚQÐeT�ÓM<HÐzJ¬ÓMØDA@Ó�GIA"UVÐ·ÓLØCÐeG ÚQA"TLÓL<Z×6ÝCXZA"TMXHÕ
A"ÚCÚ�ÐeAVXH<>BCÙ�AKJ�GIA@ÓLØDÐ�GIA@ÓM<>×eA"XQJ�ÓLTMÝD×6ÓLÝCTMÐeJ·ÒÃ=VT_PCÐeJM×6TM<HÖC<>BCÙvÓMØCÐ'Ö�Ð�ØDA�?�<>=VÝCT�="Ò¬<HBOÓMÐ�TsAV×�ÓM<H?KÐ
J�Õ¨J�ÓLÐ�GIJeÜh<>B»Ô�ØC<Z×sØä×�AKJ�Ð�AK×�ÓL<>=VBQJ�A"TMÐIÝDJLÐeP�ÓM=ãTMÐ�ÚCTMÐeJLÐ�BOÓ:ÓLØDÐ&J�Õ¨J�ÓLÐeG/� J�<>BOÓLÐeTMAK×�ÓL<>=VBQJ
Ô�<�ÓMØäÓMØCÐ�Ð�B�?�<HTM=VBCG]ÐeBKÓzÞ�R5=KJ�Ó)<>G]ÚQ=KT�ÓsA"BOÓLX>ÕVÜ¡ÓMTMAVBDJ�<HÓL<>=VB�J�Õ¨J�ÓLÐeG]J)<>BOÓLTM<HBDJL<Z×�A"X>X>ÕºÓMA"UKÐ
<HBOÓL=)AV×e×6=VÝDBKÓ�BC=VBCáµP¨Ð�ÓLÐeTLG]<>BC<>JLG�ÜKÔ�ØD<>×sØ�<ZJ�A�Ú�Ðe×6ÝDXH<ZA"TaAVJLÚQÐz×�Ó�="ÒF<>BKÓMÐ�TsAV×6ÓL<>?VÐ'JLÕ¨JoÓMÐ�GIJ�Ü
ÐeJLÚQÐz×6<ZA"X>XHÕ�AVJaÒÅAVT/AKJ
AVJLÕ�BD×sØCTM=VB�Õ�<ZJ'×6=KBD×6ÐeTLBDÐeP¬ÞfjC=VT'<HBDJ�ÓMAVBD×6ÐKÜD<>BãA]ÙV<>?VÐeB�ÓLTsA"BDJL<HÓL<>=VB
TLÐeX>A"ÓL<>=VB�Ö�="ÓMØ�ÓMØCÐaÓLTM<>ÚCXHÐzJ ¬ ¸� » >¸f¹{³6Ü ¬ ¸� » ¹Q>¸Z¹ ¹<³�Ü"AVBDP ¬ ¸� » ¹�L¸Z¹ ¹ ¹<³Á×eA"B)=¨×�×6ÝDThñ�G]ÐeAVBC<>BCÙ
ÓLØDA"Óa<>B�JoÓsA@ÓLÐ�¸hÜ�ÓMØCÐ�JLÕ�J�ÓLÐeG GIA�ÕIÐ�<HÓLØCÐeT�Ú�Ð�TLÒÃ=VTMG AV×6ÓL<>=VB » =VT » ¹ ÜCAVBDP�G]=KTLÐe=@?VÐ�TzÜVÖ�Õ
ÚQÐeT�ÒÃ=KTLG]<>BCÙ » ¹¨<�Ó�×�A"B]Ðe<�ÓMØCÐ�T·G]=@?KÐ_ÓM=T¸Z¹ ¹D=VT�¸Z¹ ¹ ¹~Þ*Ó'=VB¨ánP¨Ð6ÓMÐ�TMG]<HBC<ZJLG³<ZJ�ÙVÐeBCÐ�TsA"X>XHÕ�ÝDJ�ÐzP
AVJ�A�Ú�=@Ô_ÐeT�ÒÃÝCX/A"ÖDJ�ÓLTsAV×6ÓL<>=VBëÓL=�=VX~Ü·<>BìÓLØDA"ÓIÓLØCÐãJLÚ�Ðe×6<! Q×eA@ÓL<>=VBì=VÒvA»JLÕ¨JoÓMÐ�G4AK×�ÓMÝDA"X>XHÕ
ÚCTL=@?�<ZP¨ÐeJ:A�B�ÝCG�ÖQÐeT�="Ò�A"X>X>=@Ô_ÐzPãÖ�Ð�ØDA�?�<>=VÝCTsJeÞ���Ð�?KÐ�TsA"X�TMÐ�GIA"TMU@A"ÖCX>ÐI×6=VBQ×6Ð�ÚCÓMJ:TMÐ�XZA@ÓMÐeP
ÓL=�BC=KB¨ánP¨Ð6ÓMÐ�TMG)<>BC<ZJ�G�A"TMÐ:ÚCTM=VG]="ÓMÐeP�Ö�Õ�ÓMTMAVBDJ�<HÓL<>=VB¿JLÕ¨JoÓMÐ�GIJeÜDJ�ÝQ×sØ¿AVJaÓMØCÐ�BC=VÓL<>=VBDJ
="Ò
J�Õ¨J�ÓLÐ�G¿%HO B ),KFÔP=P8Q:I%P@9AVBDP�KL)�Õ�@r),#&),@Z8a="Ò�JLÚQÐz×6<! Q×�A"ÓL<>=VBDJ�å�æ�R@èµÜCÔ�ØC<Z×sØãA"TMÐ:ØCÐ�TMÐ�ÖCTM<>Ð,ÖDÕ
P¨<>JM×6ÝQJLJLÐeP¬Þ

��<HBQ×6ÐºAV×�ÓM<H=KBDJS<HB A9ÓMTMAVBDJ�<HÓL<>=VB J�Õ¨J�ÓLÐ�G�×eA"B Ö�Ðº<HBOÓMÐ�TMÚCTLÐ�ÓLÐzP AVJ½Aä?�<>Ð�Ô.=VÒ�ÓLØDÐ
J�Õ¨J�ÓLÐ�G.ÓLTsA"BDJL<�ÓM<H=KBãÒÃTM=VG1A½J�ÓMA"ÓLÐ]ÓM=�AVBC="ÓMØCÐ�TzÜ¬<HÓv<ZJvÓMØCÐ�BºÚ�=KJMJ�<>ÖCX>Ð�ÓM=5×sØDA"TsAV×6ÓLÐ�TM<ZJ�Ð)A
Ô�ØC=VX>Ð
J�Õ¨J�ÓLÐeG Ð�?K=VX>Ý¨ÓL<>=VB)<HB]ÓMÐ�TMGIJ�="Ò¬AVJLÚQÐz×�ÓMJ�J�ÝD×sØ]AVJ�ÓLØCÐ
AK×�ÓL<>=VBQJ�ÚQÐeTLG]<HÓ�ÓLÐzPIA@Ó·ÐzAV×sØ
JoÓMÐ�Ú�A"BDP&ÓLØCÐ:AK×�ÓL<>=VBQJ�AV×�ÓMÝDA"X>X>ÕIÐ6Û¨Ðe×�Ý¨ÓLÐzP¬ÞCßaØC<ZJ�×sØDA"TsAV×6ÓLÐ�TM<ZJLA"ÓL<>=VBI<ZJaG]AKP¨Ð:AV×e×6=VTsP¨<>BCÙ
×�Ø ´OqMr)mo´OqMloq
c6loq�rOtv�Mtzr�uVi�moi�terO�·motvd¨q
�nj¨qs�siÙ��qsuD�KiÃ� qz�rÚmÛ(Ü7Ý(Þ§ß<ÞàÛ(Ü�áeß<â>ã	ä@�Vmo´Oq��KjO�ni�uKq�jOc�lnm
te�¬mo´Kq�lo�O{kq�ik�·�stzp:jK{�qLmoqs{��)c���tei�uKq�uC�O�nikp:jO{�� ¼ loi�moikrOyvåeæDçQèé©éàê å�ëÃ�
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ßaØCÐ�ÒÃ=KTLG]Ð�T/TLÐeÚCTMÐeJLÐ�BOÓMJaÓMØCÐ�TMÐeAK×�ÓM<H?KÐ�AV×�ÓM<H=KB5Ô�ØCÐ�TMÐ�=KÖDJLÐ�TM?�AVÖCX>Ð�JoÓsA@ÓLÐ4À]G)=@?KÐeJ
ÓL=XÀP¹
ÖOÕ&TLÐz×6Ð�<>?�<HBDÙ�AV×6Ót:IG"Ü¨Ú�Ð�TLÒÃ=VTMG]<HBCÙ)ÝCÚ¹PCA@ÓMÐH)��aÜCAVBDPIÓMØCÐ�B�JLÐ�BDP¨<>BCÙIAV×6Ót%�G-�ºñIÓLØDÐv×eAVJLÐ
Ô�ØCÐ�TMÐ&ÓMØCÐ5XZA@Ó�ÓMÐ�T]<ZJXÿJI 7 G]ÐeAVBDJ)ÓLØDA"ÓIBC=À=KÝ¨ÓLÚDÝ¨Ó&AV×6Ó)Ô�<>XHX�Ö�Ð¿JLÐ�BOÓeÞ í BDA"X>=VÙK=VÝDJLXHÕKÜÓLØCÐ�XZA@ÓLÓLÐeT�TMÐ�ÚCTMÐeJLÐ�BOÓMJ�ÓMØCÐ�ÚCTM=KAK×�ÓM<H?KÐ�AV×�ÓM<H=KBºÔ�ØCÐ�TMÐ À½G)=@?KÐeJvÓM=0ÀP¹�Ö�ÕÀ<HBOÓLÐeTM×�Ð�Ú¨ÓM<HBDÙ
<HBOÓLÐeTLBQA"XaÐ�?KÐ�BOÓJ.OÜ�Ú�Ð�TLÒÃ=VTMG)<>BCÙ�ÝCÚ¹PCA@ÓMÐK)+�aÜ�A"BQPëJLÐ�BDPC<HBCÙºAV×6Óx%�G-� .xA"ÙKAV<HBäÚQ=OJLJL<HÖDXHÕ
?V=V<ZP 1 Þ*��=DÜ@ÙK<H?KÐ�B]A"B í � � Ô�ØC=KJLÐ�<>BCÚCÝ¨Ó�×�=VG]G�ÝCBD<>×eA@ÓL<>?VÐ�AK×�ÓMJ�TsA"BDÙVÐa<HB�L(G�A"BDP�=VÝCÓLÚCÝ¨Ó
×6=VG]G�ÝCBC<Z×�A@ÓM<H?KÐ)AK×�ÓsJ/TsA"BDÙVÐ)<HBNM�Gk.ÃÔ�ØC<Z×sØ�AVTLÐ�ÓoÕ�ÚC<Z×�A"X>X>Õ�ÓLØCÐIJMA"G]Ð)JLÐ6Ó 1 ÜF<HÓMJ�ÒÃ=KTLGIAVX
J�ÐeG]AVBOÓL<Z×�J�×eA"B�Ö�Ð/JL<>G)ÚDXHÕ]ÙV<>?VÐeBIÖ�Õ�ÓMTMAVBDJL<�ÓM<H=KB�J�Õ¨J�ÓLÐ�GO��ÜOPCÐeJM×6TM<HÖC<>BCÙ�<>B&AVB&A"ÖDJ�ÓLTsAV×6Ó
Ô�A�Õ]ÓMØCÐ:ÖQÐeØDA�?�<H=KÝCT�="ÒÁÓLØCÐ�AVÙVÐeBKÓ�<>BOÓLÐ�TLÒÅAV×�ÐVÞ

ânBDP¨Ð�ÐzP¬ÜFÖ�ÕãBD=VB¨ánP¨Ð6ÓMÐ�TMG]<HBC<ZJLG½Üh<�Ó�<ZJ�Ú�=KJMJL<HÖCX>Ð]ÓL=¿×sØQA"TsAV×�ÓMÐ�TM<>JLÐ�ÓLØCÐ�Ö�Ð�ØQA�?O<>=VÝDT:="Ò
A"BÑA"ÙKÐ�BOÓ&×6=KG)ÚDXHÕ�<>BCÙºÓL=ºÓMØC<>JSJ�ÐeGIA"BOÓL<Z×�JIÖ�Õ�J�<>G]ÚCXHÕ�AVJMJ�ÝDG)<>BCÙºÓMØCÐ¿G]=KJ�Ó&A"ÖDJ�ÓLTsAV×6Ó
×sØDA"TsAV×6ÓLÐ�TM<ZJLA"ÓL<>=VB�ÒÃ=KT�ÓLØDÐ�<HBOÓMÐ�TMBDA"XFGIAK×sØC<HBDÐ�TMÕVÜ¨ÓMØDA@Ó'<ZJeÜQJLÝCÚCÚ�=KJL<HBCÙ]ÓMØDA@Ó�A@Ó/AVBOÕ�ÓL<>G)Ð
A"B�Õ¿<>BKÓMÐ�TMBDA"X�Ðe?VÐeBKÓ�×eA"B�ÖQÐITsA"<ZJ�ÐzPÀAVBDP�A"B�Õ¿ÝCÚ¹PCA@ÓMÐI<>J�AV×�×�Ð�Ú¨ÓMÐeP¬ÞFßaØD<>J:X>ÐeAKPCJvÝDJ�ÓM=
ÓLØCÐ)ÓLTsA"BQJ�<HÓL<>=VB�J�Õ¨J�ÓLÐ�G�PQ� ¬ �6A®}¯SR�N°i±F²@Tf³�Ü¬Ô�<HÓLØ�°i±F²@T��ULAG3� ¶BM�G-� AVBDPa®r¯SR
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J�ÓMA"ÓLÐiÀ/ÓM=
ÀP¹FÖ�ÕSTMÐe×�Ð�<>?�<HBCÙ]<>BCÚCÝ¨Ó6:IG � .Å=VT
ÚDTL=OAV×�ÓM<H?KÐ�X>ÕVÜC<HÒ�ÓLØC<ZJ
<ZJ2ÿ�` 7 1 AVBDP�Ö�ÕSJLÐ�BDPC<HBCÙ�%(G � .Ã=KTBC="ÓMØC<HBDÙDÜO<�Ò¬ÓMØC<>J_<ZJnÿ I 7 1 Þ�ßaØDÐ'×�AKJ�Ð
Ô�ØDÐ�TMÐ�:IG � �tÿ�` 7 =KT�BC=VÓ�P¨<ZJoÓM<HBDÙVÝC<ZJ�ØDÐeJ_ÚCTL=OAV×6ÓL<>?VÐAV×�ÓM<H=KBDJ�ÒÃTM=VG TMÐeAK×�ÓL<>?VÐvAV×6ÓL<>=VBDJeÜ¨TMÐeJLÚQÐz×�ÓL<>?VÐeXHÕKÞ

�/BëÓMØCÐ¿=VÓLØCÐeT�ØDA"BQP¬Ü�A"B AK×�ÓMÝDA"X
<>G]ÚCX>Ð�G]Ð�BOÓMA"ÓL<>=VBì="ÒvÓMØC<>J&J�Ú�Ðe×�<" Q×eA@ÓM<H=KB�ñ9ÓLØDA"Ó
<>JeÜ·ÓMØCÐ¿<>G)ÚDXHÐeG)ÐeBOÓMA@ÓM<H=KBì="Ò�A»×6=KG)ÚDXH<ZA"BOÓSAVÙVÐ�BOÓ)ñ�×eA"BìÖQÐÀP¨Ð, DBDÐePìÖ�ÕëAKPCP¨<>BCÙ»ÓLØDÐ
P¨ÐeJM×6TM<HÚCÓL<>=VB&=VÒhÓMØCÐ:AV×�ÓMÝDA"X¬AVÙVÐ�BOÓa<HBOÓMÐ�TMBDA"X¹GIAV×sØC<>BCÐeTLÕKÞOßaØCÐv<>BOÓLÐ�TMBDAVX�GIAK×sØC<HBDÐ�TMÕ)ÚQA"TLÓ
×�A"B&ÖQÐ:JLÚQÐz×6<! DÐePSAVJ�A�×6=KG]ÚQ=KBCÐ�BOÓaTMAV<>JL<HBDÙ�<HBOÓMÐ�TMBDA"X�Ð�?KÐ�BOÓMJ�A"BDPS×6=KBDJ�ÝDG)<>BCÙ�ÝCÚ�PDA@ÓLÐzJ�Ü
ÓLØDA"ÓS<ZJ�Ü�AVJ&A»ÓLTsA"BDJL<�ÓM<H=KBÑJ�Õ¨J�ÓLÐ�Gbac� ¬ed (®f¯�f� � �g�h��³6Þ í ÓLTsA"BDJL<�ÓM<H=KBeÃ A®¯�f Ã©¹
TLÐeÚCTLÐzJ�ÐeBOÓMJvÓMØCÐ&<>BOÓLÐ�TMBDAVX·GIAV×sØC<>BCÐ�TMÕ�TMAV<>JL<HBDÙ5Ð�?VÐeBOÓi.½AVBDP»×6=KTLTMÐeJLÚ�=VBDP¨<>BCÙKXHÕ¿G]=@?�<>BCÙ
ÒÃTL=KG�J�ÓMA"ÓLÐ2ÃÁÓM=TÃE¹ÅÜ�Ô�ØCÐeTLÐzAVJ�ÓMTMAVBDJL<�ÓM<H=KB Ã ;F<®©®I¯jf&ÃE¹DTMÐ�ÚDTLÐzJ�ÐeBKÓsJ�ÓMØCÐ/<>BOÓLÐeTLBDAVXDGIAV×sØD<HBCÐeTLÕ
G)=@?�<>BCÙ½ÒÃTL=KG Ã'ÓL=xÃE¹·P¨ÝCÐ]ÓM=5ÝCÚ¹PCA@ÓMÐ2)���.ÃØDÐ�TMÐIÔ_Ð�JLÝCÚCÚ�=KJLÐ]ÓLØDA"ÓTÃ �Vk®F®>¯jf~Ã/AVXHÔaA�Õ¨J
ØC=VXZPCJ 1 Þ]��=DÜ¹Ö�Õ¿×6=KÝCÚCX><HBDÙ�ÓLØDÐ]JLÚ�Ðe×6<! Q×eA@ÓL<>=VBã="Ò·ÓMØCÐI×6=VTMÐJ� ñ5TLÐeÚCTMÐeJLÐ�BOÓL<>BCÙ�ÓMØCÐ í � �
J�ÐeG]AVBOÓL<Z×�J
ñ½ÓM=�ÓLØDÐ]JLÚ�Ðe×6<! Q×eA@ÓL<>=VBã="Ò·ÓMØCÐ�<>BOÓLÐeTLBDAVX�G]AK×sØC<>BCÐ�TMÕla ñ½TMÐ�ÚDTLÐzJ�ÐeBKÓM<HBDÙ�ÓLØDÐ
A"ÙVÐeBOÓ�Ú�Ðe×�ÝCXH<ZA"T:AKJ�Ú�Ðe×6ÓMJ'ñ�=KBCÐ)=VÖ¨ÓsA"<>BDJ/ÓLØCÐIJLÚQÐz×6<! Q×�A"ÓL<>=VBã=VÒ_ASTLÐzA"X><>JMA@ÓM<H=KB,m1=VÒ�ÓLØDÐ
A"ÙVÐeBOÓeÞ¬ânB�ÚDA"TLÓL<Z×6ÝCXZA"T�ÓMØC<>J�<>J�ASÓMTMAVBDJ�<HÓL<>=VB�J�Õ¨J�ÓLÐeGcmn� ¬ � ¶ d (®Z¯SoTN°i±F²@Tr³6Ü¬Ô�<�ÓMØ
JLAVG)Ð:AK×�ÓL<>=VBQJ�AVJ(P'ÜDPCÐ, DBCÐzP½ÖOÕ&TLÝCX>ÐeJ(\
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ßÁAVUO<>BCÙ�AVJvASTLÐ�ÒÃÐ�TMÐ�BD×�Ð�=KÖDJ�ÐeTL?@A"ÓL<>=VBÀ×�TL<HÓLÐeTL<>=VBãÐVÞ ÙDÞ¹ÓLTsAV×�Ð)JLÐ�GIAVBKÓM<>×eJ]å �@è~Ü�ÓLØDÐ]JLÕ¨JoÓMÐ�G
P¨ÐeJM×6TM<HÖ�ÐeP½Ö�ÕIÓMTMAVBDJ�<HÓL<>=VB5JLÕ¨JoÓMÐ�Gqm ØDAKJ�A]G)=KTLÐvTMÐ, DBDÐePSÖQÐeØDA�?�<H=KÝCTaÓLØDAVBKP'ÜCÓMØDA@Ó
<ZJ�Ü
ÓLØCÐ�AVÙVÐeBKÓ'PCÐeJM×6TM<HÖ�ÐeP½Ö�Õrm.×eA"B�ÖQÐ�×6=VBQJ�<ZP¨Ð�TMÐeP�AVB�AK×�ÓMÝDA"X�ìL<HG]ÚCX>Ð�G]ÐeBKÓsA@ÓM<H=KB�î]="Ò�ÓLØDÐ
J�Ú�Ðe×�<" Q×eA@ÓM<H=KB)ÚDTL=@?�<ZP¨ÐeP�Ö�Õ	P'ÞOßaØCÐaÒÃ=VX>XH=@Ô�<>BCÙ�ÓLØDÐ�=VTMÐ�GðÚCTM=@?VÐeJ¡ÓMØCÐ�<>BKÓMÐ�BDPCÐeP]ÚCTMÐ�=KTMP¨ÐeT
TLÐeX>A"ÓL<>=VB½ÖQÐ�ÓoÔ_ÐeÐ�B�J�Õ¨J�ÓLÐ�GIJ(m A"BDPsP AV×e×6=KTMP¨<>BCÙ�ÓL=)ÓLTsAV×�Ð:J�ÐeG]AVBOÓL<Z×�JeÞ
t üÁø�õQþ@øOö òQó	u %�K�=P@ C À�ÇTºv� =P@f'TÃ©Çtº dxw ²^y » ±z.|{3o6. ¬ À�Ç	>Ã©Ç(³ 1 µí²^y » ±}.={3R�.IÀ�Ç 1 w :�~<)-~X�
��. » ÇVî » N îAÌ(ÌAÌ6î » Ñ 1 º/°2±F²LüT \ ¬ À3�H>Ãe��³ ¼E�®F¯So ¬ À3��� N LÃe��� N ³,LïJ�S�2�[Á1�Tµ��. » Ç"î » N îAÌ(ÌAÌ6î » Ñ 1 ºx°2±F²LüT \HÀ3� ¼ �®N¯gRJÀ3��� N Nï��S�2�íÁ1�

� þ�õhõZ���3�QøOý��zü_ó ��Ý7��×�Ð:<�Ó�ÓM=)ÚDTL=@?KÐ'ÓMØDA@Ó�ÒÃ=KT
A"B�ÕXÀ4º,�)Ü�Ã�º d ÜDAVBDP » ºx°i±F² T \
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ÓLTsA"BDJL<�ÓM<H=KBãJLÕ�J�ÓLÐeGIJ�AKJ'=KÚQÐeTMA"ÓL<>=VBDAVXÁJLÐ�GIA"BOÓM<>×eJ'ÒÃ=KT/ÚDTL=¨×6ÐzJLJ�A"X>ÙVÐeÖCTsAVJeÜQA"BQP¿ÙVÐeBCÐ�TsA"X>X>Õ
A"G]=VÝCBOÓsJ�ÓM=»J�Ú�Ðe×�<" Q×eA@ÓM<H=KBDJ]P¨ÐeJM×6TM<HÖD<HBCÙÀÓLØDÐ¿J�<>BCÙVX>Ð6ánJ�ÓLÐ�ÚëÐ6Û¨Ðe×�Ý¨ÓL<>=VB�A"BDPë<>BKÓMÐ�TsAV×6ÓL<>=VB
×�A"ÚQA"ÖC<>XH<HÓL<>ÐeJ�=VÒ_J�Õ¨J�ÓLÐeG]JeÞ¹ânB¿ÓMØCÐI×6=VBOÓMÐ6Û�Ó�=VÒ í � � JeÜ¹=VÝCTvJLÚQÐz×6<! Q×�A"ÓL<>=VBÀPCÐeJM×6TM<HÖ�ÐeJ/ÓLØDÐ
A"X>XH=@Ô�ÐeP¿×�=VG]G�ÝDBC<>×eA@ÓM<H?KÐ)AK×�ÓMJvJLÐ�BOÓ:A"BDPÀTLÐz×6Ðe<H?KÐeP5Ö�ÕãA½×6=KG)ÚDXH<ZA"BOÓ:A"ÙVÐeBOÓeÜ¬A"BDP¿ÓLØCÐe<HT
TLÐeX>A"ÓL<>=VBDJ�Ô�<HÓLØ�ÓLØCÐ�A"ÙVÐeBOÓ_×6=KTLÐ�� AVBDPIÔ�<HÓLØ�<>BOÓLÐ�TMBDAVXDÐ�?KÐ�BOÓMJ�A"BDPIÝDÚ�PCA"ÓLÐzJ � E� ñ�ÓLØDÐ
ÓoÔ_=]XZA@Ó�ÓMÐ�T
P¨ÐzJL×�TL<>ÖC<>BCÙ)ÓLØCÐ:G�Ý¨ÓLÝQA"X¬Ð6ï¹Ðe×6ÓMJ�=VÒ¡<>BOÓLÐeTMAK×�ÓL<>=VBQJ�AVBDP½<HBOÓMÐ�TMBDA"X¬Ö�Ð�ØDA�?�<>=VÝCTzÞ

ânBì×�=VBOÓLTsAVJ�Ó]ÓL=»ÓMØC<ZJ&A"ÚDÚCTL=OAV×sØFÜ�Ð�Û�<ZJ�ÓL<>BCÙ í � � JLÐ�GIA"BOÓL<Z×�JIJLÝD×sØ AKJ j¡âml í í � �
AVP¨=KÚ¨Ó�Ô�ØDA@Ó�Ô_ÐIGIA�ÕÀ×eA"X>X�A"B�:<@Z8©)A@�8Q:I%P@r=P+ B M�)NGA: ÕwGD=�8�:I%�@DÞ¡ânBºÒÅAV×�ÓzÜ¬ÓLØDÐ�Õ�Ð�BDP¨=KTMJLÐ]ÓLØDÐ
BC="ÓM<H=KBã="Ò2:<@�8E),@Z8�:I%�@f=P+ B 8E=P@rGN)�åÙ^zèµÜ¬P¨ÐeJM×6TM<>ÖC<HBDÙ&ÓMØCÐIA"ÙVÐeBOÓ/Ö�Ð�ØDA�?�<>=VÝCT�<HBÀÓLÐeTLGIJ�="Ò�AVJ�á
×6TM<HÚ¨ÓM<H=KBDJ�ÓM=�ÓMØCÐ�JLÕ¨JoÓMÐ�G�="ÒFÖ�Ð�X><>Ð6ÒÅJeÜOP¨ÐzJ�<>TMÐeJeÜOAVBDP]<HBOÓMÐ�BOÓL<>=VBDJeÜKÓLØDA"Ó�<ZJ�ÜO<>BIÓLÐeTLGIJ_="Ò¬ÓLØDÐ
BC="ÓM<H=KBS=VÒ¡G]Ð�BOÓsA"XFJ�ÓMA@ÓMÐVÞ

ßaØCÐeJLÐ:ÓoÔ�=�A"ÚCÚCTM=KAK×sØCÐeJ'A"TMÐ:BC="Óv×6=VG]ÚCX>Ð6ÓMÐ�X>Õ½PC<�ï¹Ð�TMÐ�BOÓeÜ�ÐVÞ ÙDÞDÓLØCÐeÕSÖ�="ÓMØ¿TMÐ�X>ÕS=KB¿A
ÙVTMÐ�ÕOá~Ö�=�Û5G]=�PCÐ�X><HBCÙ¿AVÚCÚCTM=KAK×sØFÜQÐe?VÐeBãÓMØC=VÝCÙKØ�ÓLØCÐeÕ5ÓMAK×sUOX>ÐI×6=KG)ÚDXHÐeG)ÐeBOÓMA"TMÕ¿AVJLÚ�Ðe×�ÓsJ�Þ
�/B&ÓMØCÐ:=VBCÐvØDAVBDP¬Ü¨ÓMØCÐ:=VÚ�Ð�TsA@ÓM<H=KBDA"X¬JLÚQÐz×6<! Q×�A"ÓL<>=VB�A"ÖDJ�ÓLTsAV×6ÓMJaA�ÔaA�Õ]ÒÃTL=KG ÓLØCÐxìLG]ÐeA"BCá
<HBCÙ	î�="Ò�ÓMØCÐ�TMÐ�ÚCTMÐeJLÐ�BOÓLÐzPºA"ÙVÐeBOÓ�JoÓsA@ÓLÝQJ�ÜÁÔ�ØCÐ�TMÐeAKJvÓLØCÐS<HBOÓMÐ�BOÓL<>=VBDAVX�JLÚQÐz×6<! Q×�A"ÓL<>=VB»ÝCB¨á
P¨Ð�TsJoÓsA"BDPDJ'<HÓ/<>B¿ÓMÐ�TMG]J/="Ò·G]ÐeBKÓsA"X¡ÚCTM=VÚ�Ð�TLÓL<>ÐeJeÞ}�/B5ÓMØCÐ)="ÓLØDÐ�T'ØQA"BDP¬Ü�ÓMØCÐ�=KÚQÐeTMA"ÓL<>=VBDAVX
J�Ú�Ðe×�<" Q×eA@ÓM<H=KB9JoÓM<>×sU¨J:ÓM=¿ÓMØCÐ&<>BOÓLÐ�TsAV×6ÓL<>?VÐ�AKJ�Ú�Ðe×6ÓMJ�=VÒ�ÓLØCÐ½A"ÙKÐ�BOÓ�ÖQÐeØDA�?�<H=KÝCTzÜFÓLØ�ÝDJ�P¨Ð6á
JL×�TL<>ÖQÐzJ�ÓMØCÐ�Ô�ØC=KXHÐ�J�Ð�Ó'="Ò·A"X>X>=@Ô_ÐzPS<>BOÓLÐeTMAK×�ÓL<>?VÐ�ÖQÐeØDA�?�<H=KÝCTMJ�ÒÃ=VT
ÓMØCÐ�AVÙVÐ�BOÓ�ñ½Ð�B@ào=@Õ�<>BCÙ
ÓLØCÐIÒÃÐzA@ÓMÝCTLÐzJ�=VÒaBD=VB¨ánP¨Ð6ÓMÐ�TMG]<HBC<ZJLG½Þ�Ó
=5Ø�Õ�ÚQ=VÓLØCÐzJ�<ZJ�×eA"B»Ö�Ð�GIAVP¨Ð&=VB»Ô�ØC<Z×sØ9AV×6ÓLÝDAVX
ÖQÐeØDA�?�<H=KÝCT_Ô�<>X>X�Ö�Ð:×sØC=KJLÐ�BhÜKÔ�ØCÐeTLÐzAVJ�<HBOÓLÐeBOÓL<>=VBDAVX¹JLÚ�Ðe×6<! Q×eA@ÓL<>=VBQJ�ÚCTM=@?�<>PCÐ/A�G)ÐzA"BDJ_ÒÃ=KT
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Ð6Û¨ÚCX>=V<HÓLÐeP&ÒÃ=VT/P¨ÐeJM×6TM<HÖD<HBCÙ�ÓLØDÐ�J�ÐeG]AVBOÓL<Z×�Ja="Ò�×6=KG]G�ÝCBC<Z×�A"ÓL<>?VÐvAV×6ÓMJeÞ
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í J� DTsJoÓ�<>BOÓLTM=�PCÝD×�ÓM=VTMÕ:Ð6ÛCA"G]ÚCX>ÐVÜ@Ô�Ð�×6=VBQJ�<ZP¨Ð�T¡ÓMØCÐaÓLTM<H?�<ZA"XC×eAVJLÐ_Ô�ØCÐeTLÐaBC=:AK×�ÓLÝQA"X¨J�Ú�Ðe×�<�á
 Q×�A"ÓL<>=VB]<>J_AVJMJ�=¨×�<>A"ÓLÐeP�ÓL=�×6=VG]G�ÝCBC<Z×�A@ÓM<H?KÐ
AV×6ÓMJeÜVJ�=vÓMØDA@Ó_BC=:TLÐeXHÐe?@A"BOÓ·<HBCÒÃ=VTMG]A"ÓL<>=VBI×�AVB
ÖQÐvAV×6ÓLÝDAVXHX>ÕI<HBCÒÃÐ�TMTLÐzPIÖ�Õ]ÓLØCÐ:A"ÙKÐ�BOÓ_<>BOÓLÐeTMAK×�ÓL<>=VB&ØC<>J�ÓL=KTLÕKÞ*��Ð:J�ÝDÚCÚQ=OJ�Ð'ÓLØDA"Ó�TLÐz×6Ð�ÚCÓL<>=VB
="Ò
×6=KG)G�ÝCBC<Z×�A"ÓL<>?VÐ�AV×6ÓMJ�A"BDPÀÓLØDÐ�<>T�ÚCTM=¨×6ÐeJMJL<HBCÙ5Ö�ÕÀÓLØCÐ&<HBOÓLÐeTLBQA"X·GIAV×sØD<HBCÐeTLÕ�A"TMÐ�P¨Ð6á
×6=VÝDÚCXHÐzP¬Þ���Ð&P¨ÐA DBCÐs����LAG ü \¡A@Ó�AVBOÕãÓL<>G]ÐVÜÁÓLØCÐ�=KÖDJLÐ�TM?�AVÖCX>Ð]J�ÓMA"ÓLÝDJ�=VBCX>ÕÀ×�=VBOÓMAV<HBQJ
ÓLØCÐ�JLÐeéOÝCÐeBD×6Ð�="Ò¡<HBCÚDÝ¨Ó'AV×6ÓMJaTMÐe×6Ðe<H?KÐeP&ÖCÝ¨Ó
BC=VÓaÕKÐ6Ó�ÚCTM=¨×6ÐeJMJLÐeP$.ÅBDA"G]ÐeXHÕKÜ�ÓLØCÐ�éOÝCÐeÝCÐv="Ò
<HBD×�=VG]<>BCÙ�TMÐeéOÝCÐeJ�ÓMJ 1 ÞOânBOÓLÐeTLBDAVXDÐe?VÐ�BOÓsJ�A"TMÐ
=VÒ¬ÓoÔ_=�U�<>BDPCJ(\ ¦ : ¨���.�²�TLÐeÚCTMÐeJLÐ�BOÓMJ·A�TLÐzéOÝCÐeJ�Ó
ÒÃ=VT�ÓLØDÐ�<>BOÓLÐeTLBDAVX¨GIAV×sØC<>BCÐ�TMÕvÓL=:×�=VBDJLÝCG]Ð�ÓLØCÐ�BCÐ�Û�Ó�<>BCÚCÝCÓ_AV×6ÓeÜ"A"BQP ¦ :<: ¨�{-.�Á]ÂZ.N%(G 1 Ü"TMÐ�ÚCá
TLÐzJ�ÐeBKÓsJ_ÓLØCÐv<>BKÓMÐ�TMBDA"X¹GIAV×sØD<HBCÐeTLÕIÚDTL=¨P¨ÝD×�<HBDÙ�ÓMØCÐ:=VÝ¨ÓMÚCÝ¨Ó
AV×6Ó�%(G/ÓM=)Ö�Ð:J�ÐeBOÓeÞcY
Ú¹PCA"ÓLÐeJ
A"TMÐ�ÓLÐeTLGIJ(�xyP±�.>:IG 1 Ü¬×6=KG)G�ÝCBC<Z×�A"ÓL<>BCÙ�ÓM=&ÓMØCÐ]<HBOÓLÐeTLBQA"X¡G]AK×sØC<>BCÐ�TMÕ½ÓLØCÐ)BCÐ�ÔðAV×�Ó�ÓL=½Ö�Ð
ÚCTL=¨×�ÐeJMJ�ÐzP¬Þ

��=DÜzÓLØDÐ�=KÚQÐeTMA"ÓL<>=VBDAVXOJLÐ�GIAVBKÓM<>×eJ¡="ÒD=KÝCT í � � <ZJ�J�<>G]ÚCX>Õ�P¨Ð, DBDÐeP�ÖOÕvÓMØCÐ�ÓLØCTMÐ�ÐaTMÝCX>ÐeJ(\
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ßaØCÐ�Õ¿TMÐeJLÚ�Ðe×�ÓM<H?KÐ�X>Õ¿TMÐ�ÚCTMÐeJLÐ�BOÓMJ�ØC=@Ô ¦ : ¨&A"B�<HBD×�=VG]<>BCÙ5AV×�Ó:<ZJvÚCÝ¨Ó�<>B�ÓLØCÐ�éOÝCÐeÝCÐVÜ ¦ :<: ¨
Ð�?VÐeBOÓ���.�²a×�AVÝDJ�ÐzJ�ÓMØCÐt DTsJoÓ/G)ÐzJLJMA"ÙKÐ:="Ò�ÓLØDÐ�éOÝCÐ�ÝDÐ:ÓL=�Ö�Ð�ÚDTL=¨×6ÐzJLJLÐePFÜDA"BDP ¦ :<:<: ¨]Ð�?KÐ�BOÓ
{3.�Á]Âf.L%�G 1 ×eA"ÝDJLÐeJT%�G/ÓL=IÖ�Ð�JLÐ�BOÓ�=VÝ¨ÓzÞ

�¬ó<_ � õ��Áø��ÅúxùÁ÷��µø	
��eú��¡ú��ÅúÃýsÿah¡þ@ø��Võ�ù��¡úÃýzúÅõ�ù��
ânB�j¡âml í9í � � JLÐ�GIA"BOÓM<>×eJ�Ü�JL=VG]Ð�j�l_JhA"BQP:E� �JÁA"TMÐ�AVJMJ�=¨×�<>A"ÓLÐeP/ÓM='A"B�Õv×6=VG]G�ÝCBC<Z×�A@ÓM<H?KÐ
AV×�ÓzÞ7q
=@Ô�Ð�?VÐeTeÜ�E� _J�AVTLÐ/BC="Ó�GIA"BQPCA@ÓM=VTMÕ�ÒÃ=KT�ÓLØCÐvTMÐe×6Ðe<H?KÐ�T�\VÓMØCÐ�ÕS×�A"BSÖQÐ�àoÝDJ�Ó�ÝDJLÐeP�Ö�Õ
ÓLØCÐvJ�ÐeBDP¨ÐeTaJL=�AKJ·ÓM=�Ø�Õ�Ú�="ÓLØDÐeJL<>JLÐ'ÓMØCÐ�Ð6ï¹Ðe×�Ó�=VÒÁJ�ÐeBDP¨<>BCÙ�A�G]ÐeJMJLAVÙVÐKÜVÔ�ØC<Z×sØ&<ZJ�ÝDJ�ÐzPIÓM=
ÙVÐ�BDÐ�TsA"X>XHÕv DÙKÝCTMÐ�=KÝ¨Ó·ÚCXZA"BDJ¡ÓM=�AV×sØC<>Ð�?KÐ_ÙK=KAVX>JeÞH�/B�ÓMØCÐ�="ÓMØCÐ�T�ØDAVBDP¬ÜVAVB)AVÙVÐeBKÓ·×eA"B)Ð�G]<�Ó
A"B&AK×�Óa=VBCX>Õ]<�Òh<HÓMJ�ÒÃÐeAKJ�<>ÖC<>XH<HÓoÕIÚCTMÐe×�=VBDP¨<HÓL<>=VBQJ�A"TMÐ/JMA@ÓM<>J> DÐzP¬Þ*��Ð�G)=¨P¨ÐeXDÓMØC<ZJ_Ö�Ð�ØQA�?O<>=VÝDT
ÖOÕ½×6=KBDJ�<ZP¨ÐeTL<>BCÙr�Q�NLAG ü ¶ M�Gv¶4¡!AKJ
A)ÓLTM<>ÚCXHÐ�TLÐzJ�Ú�Ðe×6ÓL<>?VÐ�X>ÕS×�=VBOÓMAV<HBD<HBCÙ)ÓMØCÐ�éOÝCÐ�ÝDÐ
="Ò�<>BCÚCÝ¨Ó5AV×6ÓMJ&ÓL=äÖ�Ð�ÚCTL=¨×�ÐeJMJ�ÐzP¬Ü·ÓMØCÐ�.ÅG�ÝCXHÓL<Há 1 J�Ð�Ó½=VÒ�=VÝ¨ÓMÚCÝ¨Ó5AV×6ÓMJSÔ�ØC=KJLÐ$j�l�J½A"TMÐ
×6ÝCTMTLÐeBOÓLX>Õ9JLA"ÓL<ZJm DÐzP¬Ü·A"BQP9ÓMØCÐ¿JoÓsA@ÓMÐ,¡ ÖDAVJLÐePë=VB�Ô�ØC<Z×sØíj�l_JIA"TMÐ½×eA"XZ×6ÝCXZA@ÓMÐeP.ÃÐVÞ ÙDÞ
ÓLØCÐ�G]ÐeBKÓsA"XhJ�ÓMA"ÓLÐ:<>B0j¡âml í í � � J�ÐeGIA"BOÓL<Z×�J 1 Þc��Ð�JLÝCÚCÚ�=KJLÐvÒÃÝCBD×6ÓL<>=VB4¢¤£/º*¡¦¥¯ M�G
ÓMA"UKÐeJ�Ð�X>Ð�G]ÐeBKÓsJ�<HBS¡ AVBDPãÕ�<>Ð�XZPCJ/ÓLØCÐIJLÐ6Ó:="ÒaA"X>XH=@Ô�ÐeP¿=VÝ¨ÓMÚCÝ¨Ó�AV×6ÓMJeÞ¬ânBKÓMÐ�TMBDA"X�Ðe?VÐ�BOÓsJ
A"TMÐ½BD=@Ô,=VÒ/ÓMØCTLÐeÐ¿U�<HBQPCJA\�ÖQÐzJ�<ZP¨ÐeJ�Ð�?VÐeBOÓMJJ�§.�²�A"BQP6{3.�Á]Âf.L%�G 1 AKJI<>BÑÚCTLÐe?�<H=KÝDJI×�AKJ�ÐKÜ
Ð�?VÐeBOÓ�¨kÀ|©ª.�.«¨k¹ 1 TMÐ�ÚCTMÐeJLÐ�BOÓsJaÓLØCÐ]J�ÓMA@ÓMÐl¡ ="Ò�ÓMØCÐ]A"ÙVÐeBOÓ/×sØDA"BDÙV<>BCÙIÓL=SBCÐ�Ô ?@AVXHÝCÐ�¨/¹
ñ5G]=¨P¨ÐeXH<>BCÙ�ÐVÞ ÙDÞhA½Ö�Ð�X><HÐ�Ò�ÝDÚ�PCA"ÓLÐKÞhßaØCÐ�BhÜFÔ_ÐIAVX>JL=½AKPCPÀÓL=J�xyP±�.>:IG 1 ÓLØCÐIBCÐeÔ³U�<>BDP�="Ò
ÝCÚ�PDA@ÓLÐ�÷,)D=f. %�G 1 Ü¨ÝDJLÐeP&ÓL=]×6=KG)G�ÝCBC<Z×�A"ÓLÐ�ÓL=�ÓLØCÐv<>BOÓLÐ�TMBDAVX�GIAK×sØC<HBDÐ�TMÕ]ÓLØCÐv=VÝCÓLÚCÝ¨Ó
AK×�ÓMJ
Ô�ØC=KJLÐ�ÒÃÐeAVJL<>ÖC<HX><HÓoÕ�ÚCTMÐe×6=KBDP¨<HÓL<>=VBDJ�AVTLÐ:JMA@ÓM<>J> DÐePFÞ

�/ÚQÐeTMA"ÓL<>=VBDAVX�JLÐ�GIA"BOÓM<>×eJ�<ZJ]ÖCÝC<>XHÓ&J�=ÀÓLØDA"Ó]ÒÃÝCBD×�ÓM<H=KBB¢�£9<ZJI×6=KG]ÚCÝ¨ÓLÐzPäÐzAV×sØäÓL<>G)Ð
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ÓLØCÐ&AVÙVÐeBKÓ�ÚDTL=OAV×�ÓM<H?KÐ�X>Õ¿ÝCÚ¹PCA@ÓM<HBDÙ¿<�ÓsJ�J�ÓMA"ÓLÐs¡ ÜFÖ�Õ�Ô�ØC<Z×sØÀÒÃÐzAVJL<HÖD<HX><�ÓoÕ�ÚCTMÐe×�=VBDP¨<HÓL<>=VBQJ
A"TMÐ:TLÐz×6=VG]ÚCÝCÓLÐePãA@ï¹Ðe×�ÓM<HBDÙIÓLØCÐ)J�Ð�Ó'="Ò·AKP¨G]<>JMJ�<>ÖCX>Ð�=VÝCÓLÚCÝ¨ÓvAV×6ÓMJeÞQßaØCÐ�ÒÃ=VÝCTLÓLØ5TMÝCX>Ð�P¨Ð6á
JL×�TL<>ÖQÐzJaÓLØDÐ�A"ÙKÐ�BOÓ�ÚCTL=OAV×6ÓL<>?VÐ�X>Õ&JLÐ�BDPC<HBCÙI=KBCÐ:="Ò�ÓMØCÐ�=VÝCÓLÚCÝ¨Ó/Ð�?VÐeBOÓMJaÔ�ØC=OJ�ÐvÒÃÐzAVJL<HÖC<>X><�ÓoÕ
ÚCTLÐz×6=KBDP¨<HÓL<>=VBDJ�AVTLÐvJLA"ÓL<ZJm QÐeP¬Þ
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�ÑØCÐ�TMÐeAKJ j¡âml í.í � � JLÐ�GIA"BOÓL<Z×�J�ÚCTL=KG]="ÓLÐzJ)ÒÃÝCX>X�AVÝ¨ÓL=KBC=VG�Õ9ÒÃ=VTSA"ÙVÐeBOÓMJeÜ�A"BDPìJL=9<HÓ
G]AVBDPCA"ÓLÐeJaBD=]E� �J�ÓL=)ÓMØCÐ�<>T'×6=KG]G�ÝCBC<Z×�A"ÓL<>?VÐvAV×6ÓMJeÜ¨ØCÐ�TMÐv<�Ó
<ZJa<HBOÓMÐ�TMÐeJ�ÓL<>BCÙ)ÓL=I×6=KBDJ�<ZP¨ÐeT
A"XZJ�=/ÓLØCÐ�×eAVJLÐ_Ô�ØCÐeTLÐ�AVB�A"ÙKÐ�BOÓ�ÚCTL=¨×�ÐeJMJ�<>BCÙvA'G]ÐeJMJMA"ÙVÐa×�AVÝDJLÐ�JL=VG]ÐaE� �J¡ÓM=�Ö�Ð�A"ÚCÚDXH<>ÐeP¬Þ
jÁ<>TsJoÓ�="Ò¹A"X>XxÜ"A/ÒÃÝCBQ×�ÓL<>=VBl·¹¸�º4¡¿¶HLAG�¥¯b¡�ØDAVJÁÓM=�Ö�Ð
P¨ÐA DBCÐeP�ÓLØQA@Ó�ÓMAVUVÐeJÁÓMØCÐ
×6ÝCTMTMÐ�BOÓ
JoÓsA@ÓLÐr¡ AVBDPÀÓLØCÐ�<>BCÚCÝCÓ�AV×6Ó�ÓL=5Ö�Ð�ÚCTM=¨×6ÐeJMJLÐeP¬ÜFAVBDPºÕ�<HÐeX>PCJ:ÓLØCÐ�BDÐ�Ô JoÓsA@ÓMÐr¡�A"Ò}ÓLÐ�T
A"ÚCÚCX>Õ�<HBDÙ�ÓLØDÐ�AK×�Ó(� JaE� �JeÞ�ßaØCÐ/ÚDTL=OAV×�ÓM<H?KÐ'AV×6ÓL<>=VB&×�=VTMTLÐzJ�Ú�=VBQP¨<HBDÙ:ÓL=�ÓLØCÐ�ÚCTM=¨×6ÐeJMJL<HBCÙ�="Ò
A�BDÐ�Ô <HBCÚDÝ¨Ó'AV×6Ó
<>J�ÓMØCÐ�B�="Ò¡ÓLØDÐ:UO<>BDP}\
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ÖQ=VÓLØ5×6=KBDJ�ÝDG)<>BCÙIAV×6Ót:IG:A"BDP�AVÚCÚCX>ÕO<>BCÙ]<HÓMJ�TsA@ÓM<H=KBDA"X¹Ð6ï¹Ðe×6Ó�ÓL=IJ�ÓMA@ÓMÐi¡ Þ
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��eø�� `Fø�öa
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í J�P¨<ZJM×6ÝDJMJ�ÐzPã<>B åHæ���èµÜ¬=VBDÐ)=VÒ_ÓMØCÐ�GIA"<>BºP¨TMA�Ô�ÖQAV×sU¨J�="Ò�×6ÝCTMTLÐeBOÓ:JLÐ�GIAVBKÓM<>×eJv="Ò�j¡âml í
í � � <ZJ'<HÓMJ�XZAV×sU�="Ò�ÓLØCÐ]×6=KBD×6ÐeÚ¨Ó�=VÒ_×6=KB�?VÐ�TsJMA@ÓL<>=VB�ÚCTM="ÓM=¨×6=VX~Þ�ânBDP¨Ð�ÐzP¬Ü¬A"ÙKÐ�BOÓMJ/×�A"B�×6=Vá
=VÚ�Ð�TsA@ÓLÐ�Ö�ÕIÐ6Û¨ÚCX>=V<HÓL<>BCÙ)Ô_ÐeXHXHáµPCÐ, DBCÐzP�<>BOÓLÐ�TsAV×6ÓL<>=VBSÚCTL=VÓL=¨×6=KX>JeÜOÔ�ØCÐ�TMÐ�A)J�ÓMA@ÓM<>×eA"X>XHÕ� DÛ�ÐzP
J�ÐzéKÝDÐ�BD×�Ð�="Ò'×�=VG]G�ÝCBD<>×eA@ÓL<>?VÐSAV×�ÓsJ�ØQAVJ:ÓM=ãÖ�ÐSTMÐeAVXH<ZJLÐeP�<HBë=VTsP¨Ð�T�ÓL=ÀAK×sØC<>Ð�?VÐ�ÓLØCÐS<HB¨á
ÓLÐ�BQP¨ÐeP½A"<>G ñ)ÒÃ=KT_<>BDJ�ÓMAVBD×6ÐKÜOBDÐ�ÙV=VÓL<ZA@ÓM<HBCÙ)A"B½A"ÝD×6ÓL<>=VBFÞ��ÑØCÐeTLÐzAVJnj¡âml í í � � <HBQ×6X>ÝDP¨ÐeJ
ÚCTL=VÓL=¨×6=KX�áµ=VTM<>Ð�BOÓLÐzP9Ú�Ð�TLÒÃ=VTMG]A"ÓL<>?VÐzJ�Ü�ÓMØCÐ5ÖCÝCTsP¨Ð�Bì=VÒ:JLÐ6ÓLÓL<>BCÙ»ÝCÚ�ÓLØDÐ¿ÚCTM=VÚ�Ð�TI<>BKÓMÐ�TsAV×6á
ÓL<>=VBDJ�ÚDTL=VÓL=¨×6=KX>J�<ZJ�X>Ð6Ò}Ó�ÝCBDJLÚQÐz×6<! DÐeP}\VÓLØCÐ/×6=VTMTMÐeJLÚQ=KBDP¨<>BCÙ/GIAVBDA"ÙKÐ�G]Ð�BOÓ·<ZJ·G]ÐeAVBKÓ�ÓM=�Ö�Ð
×6=VBQ×6Ð�ÚCÓLÝDAVXHX>Õ�X>=�×eA@ÓMÐePSÔ�<�ÓMØC<HB�ÓMØCÐ:<>BKÓMÐ�TMBDA"X¬GIAK×sØC<HBDÐ�TMÕVÞ

ânBS=KÝCTaÒÃTMAVG]Ð�Ô�=VTMU�Ü�Ô�Ð�×�AVB½AKPCP�ÓMØCÐ�BC=VÓL<>=VB½="Ò�A]×6=VB�?KÐ�TsJLA"ÓL<>=VBIÓM=]ÓLØCÐ�JLÐ�GIA"BOÓM<>×eJ
="ÒÁ×�=VG]G�ÝCBD<>×eA@ÓL<>?VÐ/AV×�ÓsJ�Ü�Ö�Õ)ÓMAVUO<>BCÙ�<�Óa<HBOÓM=)AK×�×6=KÝCBOÓ_<>BIÓLØDÐvJLÚ�Ðe×6<! Q×eA@ÓL<>=VB&="ÒÁAVB&A"ÙKÐ�BOÓ
×6=VTMÐVÞ�jC=KTLGIAVX�PCÐ6ÓMAV<HXZJ�A"TMÐ�=KG)<HÓ�ÓMÐeP�ØCÐ�TMÐ�ÒÃ=KT�ÖCTLÐe?�<�ÓoÕKÜzÔ�ØDÐ�TMÐeAVJÁ=VBDXHÕ�ÓLØDÐ�ÖQAVJL<>×_<HBOÓMÝC<�ÓM<H=KB
A"Ö�=VÝ¨Ó�ÓMØCÐ:<>PCÐeA)<>JaÚDTL=@?�<ZP¨ÐeP¬Þ
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Abstract. One of the most important prerequisites for the success of a peer to 
peer system is the availability of participants willing to provide resources (files, 
computational cycles, time and effort to the community). Free riders may not do 
any harm in file-sharing peer to peer applications, like NAPSTER, because of 
the nature of electronic data. It can be reproduced at no cost; downloading a 
copy does not take anything away from the common resources, but instead 
creates new resource. However, free riders they can be destructive in 
applications where there are costs associated with the resources shared. The 
paper argues that providing motivation or some kind of incentives for users to 
participate is very important. It describes various methods to motivate different 
kinds of users and describes a design of a peer to peer system called Comutella, 
which is being developed currently to support file and service (help, advice) 
sharing in research groups and groups of learners.  

1. Introduction 

Peer to peer systems have become increasingly popular in recent years. 
Applications like Napster, KaZaA the myriad of Gnutella-based file-sharing software 
or SETI@home have given publicity of peer to peer (P2P) computing. P2P is 
considered "invincible" because of the decentralization of control (e.g. Gnutella), 
"unbeatable" in terms of performance (e.g. Seti@home), and moreover, 
enthusiastically supported by all the participating users. One of the most important 
prerequisites for the success of a P2P system is the availability of participants willing 
to provide resources (files, computational cycles, time and effort) to the community. 
Studies [2] have shown that P2P systems are prone to be overwhelmed by "free 
riders", i.e. people who do not contribute resources, but only consume.  While this has 
given rise to some pessimistic expectations about the future of P2P computing, others 
[14] have argued that free riders are not be harmful in file-sharing P2P applications, 
like NAPSTER or KaZaA, because of the nature of electronic data.  It can be 
reproduced at no cost; downloading a copy does not take anything away from the 
common resources, but instead creates a new resource that can be shared. However, 
the problem remains in P2P applications where there are costs associated with the 
resources shared, e.g. compute cycles, network bandwidth, or human time and effort. 
In such systems, free riders can be a menace, and they can bring down the 
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functionality for other users (and increasingly, for themselves) by their consumption 
of resources, without contributing anything. 

 A P2P application, called COMUTELLA (Community Gnutella) is currently 
being implemented at the Mobile and Ubiquitous Computing Lab at the University of 
Saskatchewan. The system will enable research or study groups of students to 
collaborate and share resources, e.g. to exchange both files (e.g. research papers) and 
services (e.g. help each other). Each user installs a servent (a small application which 
is both a client and a server) that allows the user to search for resource or services and 
to offer resources and services to community. The servents communicate with each 
other using the Gnutella protocol. The nature of resources that are shared requires 
active involvement of the users (e.g. finding relevant research papers, saving and 
organizing them, enabling folder sharing, or engaging in conversation with other 
user(s) to answer questions, provide advice etc.).  Therefore, it is important to ensure 
user participation and a certain level of contribution to the community, so that a 
reliable service is provided.  

This paper does not report on a piece of finished work; it rather describes the 
design of a system that is being developed right now. The remainder of the paper is 
organized as follows: section 2 discusses various methods of motivating users to 
participate actively in a P2P community, section 3 presents the user modelling and 
adaptation that needs to be done by the servent, section 4 discusses methods for 
motivating users to participate and section 5 concludes the paper. 

2.  Motivating users to participate  

Motivation of users to participate in the community is a crucial factor for the 
success for a P2P system. Our experience with I-Help, a P2P system for help, that has 
been used for over 2 years in the University of Saskatchewan showed that if the 
deployment of the system lacks a "critical mass" of active users, it will never be able 
to take off [5]. Indeed, if each user logs in, asks for help and after finding (or more 
likely not finding it) logs out, there would be very few people simultaneously on-line. 
That means that the likelihood of finding a helper, competent about a given question, 
would be very low. After trying unsuccessfully to find help a couple of times, people 
stop trying. In this way the pool of users shrinks quickly in a downwards spiral and 
the system becomes disfunctional. On the contrary, if users stay logged in, there is a 
higher probability that when somebody asks a question there would be somebody on-
line who can answer. A user who received help is more likely to perceive the system 
as useful and remain logged in (in case she needs it again), available, when her 
expertise is required. In this way, the amount of participating users, as well as the 
value of the system increases in a snowball effect.  

It is important that the users perceive the system as useful and are willing to 
participate. We believe that this is true for file sharing P2P systems as well as for 
systems allowing sharing services or computing tasks. The size of the community of 
users defines the level of usefulness, or the value of the system, and the other way 
around, the value of the system defines the number of users. This "feedback loop" can 
develop by itself, as happened in file-sharing systems like Napster and KaZaA. 
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However, in other applications, like our peer-help system I-Help, it doesn't just 
happen. Our experience showed, that incentives are needed for the users in the 
beginning. This can be achieved either by providing an ample amount of resources in 
the system, or some other incentives.  Initial investment of resources, for example, 
hiring a knowledgeable person, teaching assistant or lecturer, to be constantly on-line 
and to answer immediately any question, is very helpful. It creates the impression in 
the students that the system is useful and they get used to asking their questions there, 
instead of phoning somebody. Once they get into the habit of staying on line, the 
knowledgeable person can withdraw; the students start getting matched with each 
other and helping each other. An alternative is to provide an incentive by giving some 
participation marks for using the system. Even though this reward is external to the 
system, it can draw a significant amount of users and ensure the "critical mass" 
necessary for the system to function.  

Obviously, these two ways of motivating participation in the P2P system depend 
on the nature of the application and the context of use (in this case formal University 
setting). Generally, motivation strategies seem to depend on how much participation 
or effort is desirable from  the users and the value that the system provides to them. 

There are several levels of user cooperative participation in a P2P system. They are 
characterized with decreasing degree of active user involvement (activeness):  
− create service: creating new resources or services and offering them to the 

community, 
− allow service: providing to the community disk space to store files for downloads 

or computing resources to enable a service that has been created by another 
participant in the community 

− facilitate search: providing a list of relationships to other users to facilitate their 
search of files or services. This level of cooperativeness is possible if the servents 
model the "good" relationships with peers, as we propose in the next section. 

− allow communication: forwarding ping-pong, query and hit messages, i.e. actively 
participating in the protocol of the network, thus providing the "glue" that holds the 
network together [2] thus facilitating the peer infrastructure. 

− uncooperative free-rider: downloading files or utilizing services when needed, but 
going off line immediately afterwards. 

The "create service" level usually includes "allow service", "facilitate search" and 
"allow communication", i.e. it describes the most socially cooperative type of user 
behaviour.  

The more typical level is "allow service", describing a user who contributes 
passively to the community, by providing her resources and relationships, as well as 
the functionality of her servent to enhance the infrastructure of the community, but 
does not actively bring new resources or services into the system.  As shown in [2], in 
Gnutella only a tiny minority falls into this category - 5% of the users is responsible 
for sharing over 70% of the files.  

According to [2], the majority of users (66%) fall into the category, "allow 
communication" - they participate in the network infrastructure and therefore can be 
detected and taken into account. Unfortunately, there is no way to know at any 
moment how many users are "uncooperative free riders" or "creators of service" due 
to the lack of history in Gnutella and the anonymity, which does not allow to identify 
who first introduced a file into the system.  
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According to [11], more than 80% of the users of Mojo Nation were "1-time, 1-
hour" users, and of the remaining users a significant part were "1 time, less than 24 
hour" users. We observed a similar behaviour of users in our I-Help system in certain 
classes, where the instructors failed to motivate a "critical mass" of active users in the 
beginning, when most of the users log-in just to try the system [5].  

All popular file sharing P2P systems, like NAPSTER, Morpheus /KaZaA try to 
ensure at least the "allow service" and "allow communication" levels of cooperation. 
Usually "allow service" is ensured by a default setting in the servent, which 
commands the downloaded files to be saved in the "shared folder", so that they can be 
found by other servents. The "allow communication" level is achieved by making it 
harder to quit the servent (even if clicking on the close window button, which 
normally quits an application, a KaZaA servent will remain active until it is quit once 
again explicitly by selecting the "Quit" option on the right-click menu). These settings 
can be changed by the user, e.g. the downloaded files can be saved in a file different 
from the "Shared Folder", but it requires more knowledge and active involvement 
from the user, which is a kind of punishment for uncooperative users who wish to be 
only free riders and not to contribute to the community in any way.  

There are four principle ways of motivating users to participate in a community:  
− by trying to influence the user's feelings (of guilt, of belonging or owing to the 

group) to stimulate her altruism towards the community, 
− by rewarding the user with visibility / reputation in the group depending on hisher 

contribution,  
− by allowing the user to develop relationships with other users in the community 

(one would do a favor to a friend, which one might not want to do for anonymous 
unknown people), and 

− by providing an economical model which ensures incentive for user contribution, 
(e.g. better quality of service, priority in the queues).  

It is likely that choosing the appropriate way of motivation depends: 
− on the personality of the user, and 
− on the nature or the user's interest in the area and the group (community). 
Thus, the same user can be altruistic in one group, motivated by reputation in another 
group and by economic rewards in a third group.  

The conclusion is that one needs to know a lot about the user to be able to persuade 
or motivate her to participate, about the user's interest in the community, about people 
with similar interests, who might become potential "friends" of the user, and finally 
about the user herself, in term of how selfish or altruistic she is. User modeling 
provides means to capture such features of users.  

3. User Modelling 

To create user groups based on interest, the servant needs to understand the character 
and the interests of the user and facilitate finding and maintaining relationships with 
users with similar interests. The approach described below is tied to the 
COMUTELLA application area - exchanging academic papers and on-line 
help/discussion on various topics. However, it can be adapted for other similar areas, 
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where users are looking for resources and services that can be classified according to 
their semantics. 

3.1. User Model Representation 

The user model contains four different parts:  
− a model of the user’s personality 
− a model of the user's interests,   
− a model of the user's relationships.  
The model of user personality can be simply a number denoting the level of the user's 
selfishness, varying from -1 (selfish) to +1 (altruistic).  

The model of user interests is represented as a list of topics / areas in which the 
user is interested. An ontology representing typical search terms in a given semantic 
area allows clustering users into groups sharing similar interests. It is important to 
note that these user groups can overlap on various levels, e.g. one user can be a 
member of a group interested in Bulgarian folk music and in a group interested in 
blues. The same user can be also a member of a group interested in P2P computing 
and in a group interested in multi-agent systems. However, she may be a member of a 
sub-group of the multi-agent systems group interested in agent negotiation and 
coalition formation and not be a member of a group interested in animated avatar 
agents (see Fig. 1). 

 

 
Fig. 1: User interest groups. 

 
The model of user interests is organized hierarchically as an overlay over the domain 
ontology. Sub-areas in which the user has shown interest by issuing queries are 
represented, along with a value that indicates the strength of user interest in the area 
and a time stamp showing when the user made the last query in this area. The user's 
strength of interest in an area is calculated based on how many times the user has 
searched in this area, and how recently she has been searching in this area.  The user's 
interest in areas that are more general (higher in the ontology heterarchy) than the 
current area of search are also impacted, but in a much weaker way.  

It is clear that in order to apply this approach, a necessary condition is that all 
servents use a compatible representation of a domain ontology or ontology of 
services. There are various tools to developing such ontologies, e.g. DAML-S [3].   

The model of the user's relationships includes the users with whom the user has 
interacted frequently, i.e. from whom the user has downloaded files frequently and 
also users, who have downloaded files frequently from the user. These relationships 
are represented in a list where each relationship contains the unique ID of the other 
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user, the search area in the context of which the users have interacted and two 
numbers representing the strength and the balance of the relationship. The strength is 
a subjective factor reflecting how satisfied the user was with the interaction, i.e. if she 
kept the downloaded file or deleted it, if she used the file frequently. The balance of 
the relationship denotes the direction of services / files, i.e. who of the users 
predominantly uses and who offers resources / services. The next section explains 
how these three representations are created and updated.   

3.2. Creating and updating the user model 

A simple method - reinforcement learning - is selected as a basis for maintaining all 
parts of the user model.  

3.2.1. Modelling user personality 
The level of user's selfishness/altruism is updated based on user actions that have 
impact on the community, e.g. providing new files to be shared, enabling file-sharing 
for folders on the user's hard disk, the preferences the user has chosen with respect to 
file-transfers from other people (see Fig.3). For example, if the user wants to bring a 
new resource (paper) in the system, she has to spend some effort to annotate the file 
w.r.t. category, so that it is searchable. If the user is willing to do this, the level of 
altruism of the user is increased. If the user interrupts a on-going transfer, this is a 
sign of a selfish behaviour, and the level of altruism is decreased. Other parameters 
considered in the computation of the personality characteristic of the user are the 
number of files shared by the user, the relative duration in which the user's servent is 
active, and the number of user actions that are deemed as uncooperative, such as 
removing downloaded files from the shared folder, or disallowing sharing of folders. 

3.2.2. Modelling user interests 
Each servent keeps track of the areas entered by the user for search in the model of 
user interests. The areas reflect the ontology of the domain. In COMTELLA, these are 
a subset of the ACM set of subject categories. The strength of user interest Sa at time t 
in each sub-area a in the ontological heterarchy that is on the path leading to the sub-
area related to the words of query is updated according to the reinforcement learning 
formula:  

            Sa(et, t) = i * Sa(e t-1, t-1) + (1 - i) * et         (1) 

where the new (at time t) evidence of interest et ∈ [0, 1] is calculated as et = 1/ d, 
where d = 1 + the distance between the level of the current search area in the 
ontology tree and the level of the area a.  

The parameter i ∈ [0.5, 1] is an inflation rate used to model the fact that older 
experiences become less important over time t, while the most recent experience is 
the most relevant (since the user's preferences may change over time). It can be fixed 
at a given value, say 0.5, giving equal weights to old and new evidence. The 
parameter i can also be a variable, which depends on the time elapsed since the last 
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evidence of interest in this area, which allows capturing better the current tendency in 
user interests. An example is shown in Figure 2. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Updating the model of user interests 

3.2.3. Modelling user relationships 
To model the relationships of the user, the servent keeps track of the following:  
− which servents respond with relatively many hits to the user's query, 
− from which servents the user chooses to download files or to request service,   
− the success of each download / service,  
− who issues queries that result in hits in the list of resources of the user, 
− who downloads files from the user,    
The servents who have returned many hits along with those from whom the user has 
chosen to request service or download a file are entered in the user's list of 
"relationships" with an indication of the context of the particular area of interest 
(request) in which the relationship was created. The success of each download or 
service is used to update the strength of the relationship between the users using a 
formula similar to (1). Servents who are searching for files / services that are offered 
by the user and those who choose to download files or use the services offered by the 
user are added to the list of "relationships" of the user in the context of the particular 
area of interest depending on the query used for the search.  

In addition to the relationship's strength and context, the servent keeps track of the 
balance (reciprocity) of the relationship. The servent of user X calculates the balance 
of its relationship with the servant of user Y as:  

BXY = N X Y − N Y X                          (2) 

i.e. the difference between the number of times when the user X has downloaded files 
from Y and the number of times when user Y has downloaded files from X. If the 
balance is negative, the user X "owes" user Y.  

The sum of the balances of all relationships of a user defines how much she has 
contributed to the community and how much she has consumed. Keeping a balance of 
each relationship allows maintaining a model of the user's contribution to individual 
users, to every interest group in which she participates and to the network as a whole. 
It is used, along with the model of the user's personality by the servent to provide an 
individualized motivational interface for the user, to persuade her/him to contribute to 
the community. 
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   3.2.4. Sharing user models among servents 
While not involved actively in search, servents can communicate with each other and 
learn about other users with the similar interests. This learning can take two forms:  
− Direct: without explicit request from the user, the servent sends queries in a 

particular area to find out servents that have resources and enters them in the list of 
relationships of the user. The strength of relationship can be minimal in this case, 
calculated as in [8] by the percentage of the number of hits by this servant over the 
total number of hits. In this way the servent explores the network. Also the time of 
request and reply can be recorded, to capture the compatibility in time patterns of 
being on-line.  

− Indirect: by requesting the list of their relationships in a given area from other 
servents, with whom the servent has strong relationships in this area. In this way 
the IDs of servents that have provided good files in a given area, have been 
frequently available and have provided a good service (e.g. did not interrupt the 
connection during download) are shared among the servents.  

Through this collective learning, in a network which is not very dynamic, i.e. most of 
the servents are active at approximately the same time, ultimately, all communicating 
agents from one interest group would end up with the same list of relationships, which 
will lead to an implicit objective measure of quality / ranking of each servent within 
the group (i.e.reputation). This objective ranking will be contextualized, i.e. it will 
make sense only in the context of one interest group, since people behave differently 
in different communities. Of course, this will not prevent servents who have a high 
rank in one group to have a high rank in another group too.  

There are a number of possible strategies concerning the requesting and 
interpretation of information received from others. For example, we assume that a 
servent will ask only the servents with the highest rank in its list of relationships about 
their relationships. However, it is possible to request data from all existing 
"acquaintances" and use the strength of relationship with each source to compute the 
strength of relationship in the new "acquaintance". This approach is similar to 
approaches for trust propagation among agents in multi-agent communities [13].  

There are many open questions, for example, how information about a given 
servent coming along a chain of "acquaintances" should be interpreted. There are 
various possibilities: by averaging the strength values along the path, or by 
multiplying them. It is also necessary to define a policy for resolving conflicts 
between different two different chains of sources. Should two separate representations 
of the strength of relationship be kept by the servent: a subjective one based on the 
servent's own experience, and objective based on information received from other 
servents. How can these two representations be combined and when?   

There are arguments against using global reputation measures. For example, if user 
X requests a service from user Y always at 1 a.m. and never gets anything from him, 
since Y is never on-line at that time, X's strength of relationship with Y would be 0. 
However, Y could be a very active member of the community, providing useful files 
and services at other times. The strength of relationship that X has with Y reflects not 
just the common interests, but also the compatibility between X's and Y's preferences 
in the time pattern of usage, and it can not be generalized without attaching a lot of 
context information. Just averaging the strength of relationship values of many people 
without considering the contextual information would not be appropriate. More 
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sophisticated techniques are necessary to retrieve information from appropriate 
servents, to interpret it in a context and purpose-dependent way. Distributed User 
Modelling [10] addresses some of these issues, but they are currently out of the scope 
of this application.   

4. Motivating Participation in COMUTELLA 

By modeling the user, the servent can apply persuasion techniques through 
modifications of the interface or through rewarding the user with a better quality of 
service to attempt to influence the user's behaviour for the common good. Motivating 
users to participate is very similar to teaching them how to behave as good citizens. A 
basic principle of good teaching, leading back to Skinner, is to provide a plenty of 
positive feedback. It is important to reward users for good behaviour and not to give 
them the feeling that they are "punished" for bad behaviour (at least not in the 
beginning), since they may withdraw entirely from the system. Of course, negative 
feedback should be present too, in carefully selected doses depending on the user's 
level of participation.  

4.1. Motivating altruistic users  

Altruistically motivated users are devoted to a particular cause (e.g. finding extra-
terrestrial intelligence, cancer research or genome sequencing).  They are likely to be 
active participants on higher levels (allow or create service) in an interest group 
dedicated to the cause, like SETI@home. Influencing people to be altruistic for a 
given cause is a very difficult task; it requires a very detailed and broad model of user 
interests and of her acquaintances in the real world (who might be involved in a 
interest group with a certain altruistic purpose). This seems still beyond the powers of 
the current user models and existing captology [4] (persuasion) techniques.  

A simpler way that could hopefully influence the user is trying to invoke a feeling 
of guilt for not contributing to a community from which the user has taken a lot of 
resources. This could be attempted by using subtle cues like running messages in the 
window frame (should never be obtrusive), or by a face or animal figure that changes 
its expression with the change in the owing balance of the user to the group (see 
section 3.2.3). We have developed a simple iconic avatar that represents the servent 
(an eagle), which changes gradually to reflect the level of cooperativeness of the user 
towards a given community. This level is computed from the sum of balances of the 
user's relationships with the members of the community, and the user's personality 
characteristic from the user model. For each avatar there is a set of variants that differ 
in the level of friendliness of expression. Depending on the user's level of 
participation in the community, the avatar changes from a friendly sympathetic 
expression to an unfriendly and even vicious expression (see Fig.3). This is 
accompanied with a running message on the bottom of the window suggesting what 
the user can do to participate more actively in the community, depending on the 
current level of participation of the user. The idea is that, similar to Oscar Wilde's 
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"The Picture of Dorian Grey" [12], the user will be cued to reflect on her social 
behaviour and how she can possibly change it for the better.   

 

 

Fig 3: The motivational interface in COMUTELLA. 

4.2. Motivating reputation-aware users 

Users motivated by social reputation are more likely to be active participants in 
groups where they already knows some participants (even if by alias) and are known 
themselves. This impact on the user can be achieved through an appropriately 
designed interface of the servent, that creates a global view of the group visualizing in 
an appropriate way the servents that contribute most. We are currently developing a 
background image of the servent for this purpose. It is inspired by the idea of a night 
sky where servents are represented as stars varying in size and brightness (see Fig.3). 
The size denotes the amount of resources or services shared by the servent and the 
brightness denotes the amount of relationships that the servent has with other 
servents. The user can access an annotated version of the image, and by positioning 
the mouse on a star the user can see the name / alias of the servent. The star 
representing the servent of the user is indicated, so the user can compare her 
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significance in the community by the size and brightness. The image is refreshed 
periodically to reflect changes in the group.   

4.3. Creating a feeling of community  

Many people are motivated by the feeling that they belong to a community. They 
want to be known in the community, to find friends and people with similar tastes and 
values. While not always altruistic, these people tend to be altruistic in groups, which 
they perceive important for them (e.g. family, work-colleagues, neighbourhood). The 
forms of the altruistic behaviour and the level of contribution expected varies 
depending on the community.  

More recently, approaches that try to exploit the social interactions between peers 
have been proposed. Local search strategies introduced in [1] use well-connected 
servents and have costs that scale sub-linearly with the size of the network. 
Ramanathan et al. [8] propose to dynamically determine the set of neighbors among 
those that have most related files (hits), thus indirectly defining a new neighborhood 
of each servent according to the current search. This reduces the number of query 
messages sent in the network by both reducing the number of servents to which a 
query is broadcasted and the TTL of each query). This approach provides a step in the 
right direction of proving mechanisms for servents in P2P systems to self-organize 
into groups.  

In COMTELLA, friends of the user are treated differently by her servent.  The 
servent ranks the requests coming from other servents depending on the balance and 
the importance of the relationship. In this way, in a download queue, priority or more 
bandwidth will be given to request from important servents to the user, or to servents, 
from who the user has downloaded often resources or whose services were often used. 
A servent X that "owes" to another servent Y can do it a "favour" by not 
decrementing the time to live (TTL, or the number of hops that the query can make) of 
a query sent by Y. In this way, the search horizon of a user who has contributed 
resources to users in the group increases.    

Two users can be involved in relationships in several different contexts, indicating 
that they share interests in different areas. The relationships that the user maintains 
with other users in a given area of interest are sorted with respect to strength. From 
these, the top n (2 <= n <= 10) servents that are active at a given moment are used as 
immediate neighbours to send queries when the user starts a search with keywords 
from this area. In this way, when the user searches for resource in a given area, her 
servent asks first the "friends" of the user in this area. They are more likely to have 
resources in the area, since they have been involved in exchange in this area in the 
past. In this way, a user with many "friends" in different areas is in a better position to 
find resources.  

4.4. Rewarding participation 

Several P2P systems (most prominently, Mojo-nation [11]) rely on a economic 
model to stimulate and reward participation. The basic assumption in the design of an 
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economic model is that the effort and time spent bring new resources or services in 
the community have inherent costs. To take these costs into account, the 
resources/services should be made tradable. Thus the payment in a virtual currency 
(e-cash, duke-dollars, or mojo) may motivate a user to create new resources / services.  

It is possible to reward the accumulated currency outside of the P2P system. For 
example, in the context of our system I-Help [5, 9], participation can be rewarded 
either in real dollars (for paid teaching assistants) or in marks (for students). The 
choice of reward depends on the type of the interest group. In Mojo-nation currency 
could be cashed in gift certificates from real-world vendors, though this wasn't very 
successful. It seems, that users are generally unwilling to participate in P2P systems 
with "micro-payments" [14], since the cognitive load to make the decision whether to 
request a resource/service outweighs the benefit of the service at the tip of your 
fingers. However, the users do not need to be aware that such micro-payments are 
happening. They can be arranged between the servents and the only thing visible to 
the user would be an improved or deteriorating Quality of Service (QoS) in terms of 
speed for locating and downloading resources.  

Introducing micro-payments for resources creates a mechanism to balance the 
supply and demand of resources/ services and allows taking into account the different 
quality of resources or services provided [6]. Exchanging the accumulated currency in 
better quality of service can be a significant motivator and relatively easy to 
implement, because everything remains within the system.  

In COMUTELLA we explore providing better Quality of Service (QoS) by 
allowing "richer" servents to "buy" themselves a wider the search horizon by 
negotiating the TTL of each query. Also, depending on the amount of "mojo" it is 
willing to pay for the service, the servent can jump to the top of the queue for a given 
service that is in a great demand at the moment. In this way users who have 
contributed to the community and earned a lot of "mojo" are able to gain a better 
quality of service, without even knowing that there is economy and currency 
involved.  

If the accumulated currency is "cashed" in better QoS, is important to ensure a 
gradual improvement or decrement in the QoS depending on the level of user 
contribution (level of accumulated currency) and always to maintain clear cues in the 
interface as to what is the reason for the increase / decrease in the QoS and what the 
user should do in order to improve it.  The QoS should not deteriorate completely 
even for uncooperative free riders, since there is always a hope that they may become 
cooperative, if they find the right interest group. 

An economic model in a P2P system, however, brings an overhead: it requires 
additional reasoning capabilities on behalf of the servents/ servents, reduces the 
anonymity in the system [7], and requires centralized components to be introduced to 
be responsible for the currency transactions (as in Mojonation). 

5. Conclusions 

We propose a variety of methods to motivate users to participate actively in a P2P 
community. These methods rely on a servent which maintains a user model, which 
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allows it to know an aspect of the personality of the user, the areas in which the user 
is interested and the friends or the most important relationships of the user in each 
area of interest. Such a servent will motivate the user in several ways: by interface 
cues targeted at provoking reflection in the user, by enforcing the user's feeling of 
being a part of a community through visualizing the standing of the users in the 
community, and by providing a better quality of service through a more informed 
search exploiting the social relationships that emerge between the user and her peers 
and implicitly creating user groups.  

Unlike the approach proposed in [8], where the interest groups of users are highly 
dynamic and change rapidly to reflect the current search performed by the user, our 
approach relies on the assumption that users have long-term interests and are likely to 
search repeatedly in the same area at different times. Therefore, it makes sense to 
keep track of all "interest groups" of the user, to be able to use them again when a 
new search happens.  

In addition, our approach relies on the assumption that the topology of the network 
in established active interest groups does not change too rapidly. We believe, that 
even though one of the biggest strengths of P2P systems is the ability to work in a 
highly dynamic environment, where servents (e.g. users) can come on-line and leave 
at any time, there is a pattern of behaviour that can be tracked (locally, by the 
individual servents) and adapted to, for the benefit of the users. The strength of the 
relationship between two users reflects not only a certain similarity in tastes and 
interest, but also a compatible pattern of being on-line. Users, who are related with 
strong relationships, who have been able to share valuable files / services in a 
mutually convenient time in the past, are likely to be able to do this again in the 
future.  

The idea of flexibly changing the horizon for search has too been proposed in [8], 
depending on the how promising is the immediate neighbour to whom the request is 
sent. We extend this idea with the possibility of negotiating the search horizon 
between the servents and deploying currency (a measure of the user's cooperativeness, 
or balance of the relationship with the servent - e.g. if a the servent owes to our 
servent, it will let the query pass without decrementing the TTL). In contrast with [8], 
where goal is to reduce network traffic, our goal is to ensure better quality of service 
to users who contribute to the community.  

Our future steps are evaluating the advantages and disadvantages of the proposed 
design with respect to user satisfaction and performance.  
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Abstract. In this paper, we argue that multi-agent systems developed to model 
and support organizations must on the one hand be able to describe and realize 
the goals and structure of that particular organization and on the other hand 
allow for autonomous behavior of participating actors. The agent autonomy 
should include collaboration autonomy, which means that agents can decide 
among each other how they want to cooperate. We present a model for agent 
societies and two techniques that can be used to achieve the described 
objectives: landmarks and contracts. The effects of these techniques on 
different agent society types are explored as well. 

1. Introduction 

Agent Societies emerge from the idea that agent interactions occur not just by 
accident but aim at achieving some desired global goals. That is, there are goals 
external to each individual agents that must be reached by the interaction of those 
agents. Desired behavior of a society is therefore external to the agents. Furthermore, 
we assume that in such a setting, social structure is determined by organizational 
design and not dependent on the agents themselves. We use the term Organizational 
Model (OM) to describe this global behavior and structure. 

However, the behavior of individual agents is motivated from their own goals and 
capabilities, that is, agents bring in their own ways into the society as well. The actual 
behavior of the society emerges from the goal-pursuing behavior of the individual 
agents within the constraints set by the Organizational Model. From the society point 
of view this creates a need to check conformance of the actual behavior to the desired 
behavior and this has several consequences. Firstly, we have to make explicit the 
commitments between agents and the society. An actor is an agent performing one or 
more roles in the society. The objectives and capabilities of the role are described in 
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the OM and the actual agreements of the actor concerning its interpretation of the role 
are explicitly described in a social contract. We use the term Social Model to refer to 
the social contracts that hold at a given moment in a society. Secondly, actual 
interaction between actors must also be made explicit, which can be done through 
(bilateral) contracts as well. We call this the Interaction Model (IM). Checking the 
conformance of actual behavior to the desired behavior can now be realized in two 
steps: 
•  Checking whether the contract set up by two or more agents conforms to the OM.  

The OM can be more or less elaborate, depending on the type of society. 
Typically, it does not provide more than a few “landmarks” that describe the 
main features (conditions, obligations, and possibly partial plans) of interaction 
between roles.  

•  Monitoring whether the actual messaging behavior conforms to the contract. This 
is primarily a responsibility of the agents themselves. Depending on the type of 
society, the OM can constrain the monitoring or even assign it to the society. 

In an Agent Society modeled from an organizational perspective, both the specific 
architecture of the individual agents and their motives to perform a role are ignored. 
In principle, an agent societies model is possible to be populated by any sort of agent 
(that is, first you have agents and then they decide to join a society), but the role 
description must be rich enough to allow for the design of agents specific to enact that 
role (that is, first you have a society and then you design agents to fulfil its roles). 

The structure of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we describe the Agent 
Society model that we start from. Section 3 discusses the requirements on the 
specification of the interaction model that result from the society characteristics. 
Sections 4 and 5 present respectively, an Organizational Model and a contract concept 
that can meet the requirements. In section 6, the effects of these techniques on the 
different agent society types (markets, networks, hierarchies) are explored. Section 7 
is the conclusion in which we evaluate the results and indicate some topics for future 
research.  

2. Agent societies 

The aim of agent societies is to describe multi-agent systems from an organizational 
(collective) perspective. Our work combines a society model similar to [2] and [12] 
with contracts, as a formalism to specify cooperation between agents and society, as 
proposed by [17], [6] and [1]. In [11] we introduce a model for agent societies, which 
takes an organizational perspective and describes a society in three levels: 
•  Organizational model (OM): describes the desired or intended behavior and 

overall structure of the society from the perspective of the organization in terms of 
roles, interaction scripts and social norms 

•  Social model (SM): populates the organizational model with specific agents 
mapped to roles through a social contract. Social contracts describe the agreed 
behavior for an agent within the society in terms of externally observable events. 
Agents enacting a role are called actors. 
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•  Interaction model (IM): specifies interaction agreements between actors. 
Describes the actual behavior or the society. 

Figure 1 depicts the different models. The model provides a separation between the 
intended, ideal behavior of the society as sought by the designer (organizational 
model) and the actual emergent behavior resulting from the autonomous action of 
participating agents (interaction model). We focus on designed societies (that is, 
societies that are explicitly developed for a certain aim, in opposition to societies that 
emerge from the local co-existence of a group of agents). In these societies the 
organizational aims are usually identified a priori and the society model must allow 
for predictability and verification. The organizational model describes the intended 
interactions between agents that from the perspective of the society designer will lead 
to the expected behavior of the society as a whole. However, actual interactions 
depend on the behavior and intentions of the actual agents involved at a given 
moment of the society life.  

role
agent actual interaction (contract)

structural interaction
Legend:

Organizational model Social model Interaction model

 

Fig. 1. Organizational framework for agent societies 

We assume that the designer of the society will usually have no control over the 
design of the participating agents (open societies). Therefore, verification of society 
goals cannot be based on assumptions about the internal construction of agents. The 
social model describes explicitly the agreements between an individual agent and the 
society concerning the expected/allowed activity of the agent from the point of view 
of the society. These “labor contracts” will specify obligations and rights that an agent 
is entitled to as enactor of a society role (that was described in the organizational 
level). In principle, agents are free to pursue other of its own goals as far as those are 
not in violation of its social contract. In [5] we consider the implementation of agent 
societies in a given agent language (3APL, [13]), that is, how can the architecture of 
individual agents incorporate social concepts described in an organizational model of 
agent societies. 

Actual interactions between agents are specified in the interaction model. These 
interactions can follow fixed protocols (e.g. the contract net protocol) but can be the 
result of communication between agents in which the interaction forms, results and 
duties for all parties have been negotiated. The type of interaction and the freedom for 
agents to negotiate specific interaction forms depends of the society model. In 
network models it is possible to create new interactions but market and hierarchical 
societies provide at least some fixed forms. 
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In order to develop a common understanding and a feeling of the possible 
applications of the agent society framework, it is necessary to develop scenarios in 
different areas, such as e-commerce, co-operative work and mediation. The agent 
society framework is especially suitable in situations where control and initiative are 
distributed and social order is an issue. In human organizations and societies, norms 
and conventions are used to specify the behavior that society members are expected to 
conform to. Such norms are usually backed by a variety of social institutions that 
enforce law and order, monitor for and respond to emergencies and prevent and 
recover from unanticipated disasters. In this way, citizens of civilized societies can 
utilize relatively simple and efficient rules of behavior, offloading the prevention and 
recovery of many problem types to social institutions that can handle them efficiently 
and effectively by virtue of their economies of scale and widely accepted legitimacy. 
The virtue of an institution resides in its potential to lend legitimacy to its members 
and security to its traders by establishing norms. Several researchers have recognized 
that the design of agent societies can benefit from abstractions analogous to those 
employed by our robust and relatively successful societies and organizations [4, 7, 
12]. Electronic institutions can engender trust through certification of an agent and by 
the guarantees that it provides to back collaboration. Furthermore, the electronic 
institution can also function as the independent place in which al types of agent 
independent information about the interaction between the agents within the society is 
stored [8]. 

3. Requirements for interaction specification  

In order to represent interactions between agents in such a context, a framework is 
needed that is able to specify sequences of interaction scenes  
•  independently from the internal design of the agent (internal autonomy 

requirement) and  
•  without fixing the interaction structures completely in advance (collaboration 

autonomy requirement).  

Contracts are an adequate means for the explicit specification of interactions [17]. 
Contracts describe externally observable events and the contract specification 
language is independent from the internal agent specification. 

As in human societies, existing norms and conventions do not cover all possible 
interactions between agents. That is, it is not possible to completely specify all 
interactions between agents a priori because we cannot account for environment and 
agent change during the life of the society. Therefore, there is a need to allow for the 
‘run-time’ specification of new interaction scenes. If contracts are used as a 
specification mechanism, this implies that the society must be able to provide partial 
specifications of contracts. In principle, this can be done in several ways. For 
example, Kumar and Cohen describe interaction scenes using landmarks, which are 
sets of propositions holding in the state [14]. The landmarks are specified beforehand, 
but it is left to the agents how to achieve these landmarks. Some interaction scenes 
may allow for the negotiation of more specific interaction scenes, which involves the 
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definition of new interaction scenes and landmarks (specialization of a conversation 
protocol in terms of [14]).  

Fundamentally, a tension exists between the goals of the society designer and the 
autonomy of the agents. When the society designer can specify the agent interactions 
in more detail, it is possible to check and guarantee more of the requirements at 
design time. Formal analysis of the interaction structures is possible, for example, to 
check basic audit principles as in [3]. It may be necessary to ensure the legal validity 
of the interactions that certain rules are followed. It can also be important for new 
coming agents that want to join the society that they know the norms and the 
interaction protocols used.  

On the other hand, there are good reasons to leave the agents with some degree of 
freedom. We call this the collaboration autonomy requirement, which basically says 
that the agents who want to collaborate are free in choosing their own way of 
achieving this collaboration.  Advantages of collaboration autonomy are: 
•  Extensibility: not everything needs to be, and often cannot be known beforehand. 

The society can evolve smoothly when new interactions or ways to perform these 
interactions are being developed. 

•  Flexibility: specifying a certain interaction structure beforehand often means that 
design choices are made that are not really necessary. Forestalling these choices  
gives the agents the possibility to make these choices themselves, geared to their 
particular situation. 

•  Perusability: not only is it possible to develop new interaction structures within 
the society, but it is also easier to reuse interaction structures across societies.  

It must be clear that the collaboration autonomy (as any autonomy requirement) is 
always relative. Certain rules or structures must be present, so that the agents can 
build on top of that. For example, in a market society it must be possible to arrive at a 
transaction. It is often not important how the transaction is achieved, but it must be 
clear at some point that a business transaction has been closed. Sometimes it is 
important how the transaction is achieved. If the number of suppliers and/or buyers is 
very large and efficiency is critical, an auction mechanism is most effective, and this 
means that the interaction structure is highly fixed.  

In the agent society model, two levels of specification for interactions are provided. 
The OM provides a script for interaction scenes according to the organizational aims 
and requirements and the IM, realized in the form of contracts, provides the 
interaction scenes such as agreed upon by the agents. It is the responsibility of the 
agents to check that the IM is a refinement of the OM (this can be supported by 
formal verification). It is also the responsibility of the agents to ensure that their 
actual behavior is in accordance with the contracts (the IM – they can use a 
monitoring agent or notary services provided by the society for that). However, it is 
the responsibility of the society to check that the agents fulfill these responsibilities 
(this is realized by means of social contracts, cf. section 5).  
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4. Organizational model 

The organizational model specifies the structure of an agent society in terms of 
externally observed behavior and components. An organizational model is a tuple OM 
= (R, CF, I, N), where R is the set of role descriptions, CF is the communicative 
framework, I is the interaction structure and N is the set of society norms or rules. The 
elements of OM can be referred to by: 

roles(OM) = R 
comm-framework(OM) = CF 
interactions(OM) = I 
norms(OM) = N 

Society goals are not part of the organization model but form the background to the 
society definition and are represented by the goals of the roles. That is, the goals of a 
society are specified in terms of roles that correspond to the different stakeholders in 
the domain. Moreover, the organizational model can be seen as split into two parts: 
facilitation and operation. The facilitation layer provides the backbone of the society 
and consists of institutional agent roles, which are designed to enforce the social 
behavior of agents in the society and assure the global activity of the society. The 
operational layer models the overall objectives and intended action of the society and 
consists of domain related roles. The operational layer is always domain and 
application dependent whereas the facilitation layer depends on the cooperation 
characteristics of the environment and can be reused across domains (this is one 
reason why the recognition of this layer is useful during a design process). Typically, 
facilitation issues are suitable for outsourcing to an external party ([8]). The 
organizational model does not need to make any formal difference between 
facilitating agents and operational agents (we can use the same models and logics), 
but usually, the facilitating agents will be more controlled by the institution. 

In the following, we will not describe all the components (see [9] for a more 
elaborate treatment), but focus on the Interaction Model using the example of 
conference organization. The global goal of the conference society is to realize a 
conference. This goal can be split into a facilitation component that aims at the 
organization of the conference, and an operational part where the conference program 
is generated and consumed. Operational stakeholders in this society, specified as 
roles in the operational component of the model, are authors, PC members and 
participants. The goal of author is to get papers accepted, the PC member aims at 
assuring the quality of the program and the participant hopes for a high quality to 
consume. Facilitation activities can be described in terms of an organizer role that 
administrates the conference and a chairperson role responsible to regulate conference 
sessions.  

4.1. Interaction structures 

The possible actions of a role determine interactions with other agents. These 
interactions are articulated into (institutionalized) interaction patterns between agents 
that establish the possible dialogues and interchanges between agents. Such patterns 
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are designed in such a way that the society aims are achieved. Examples are the 
negotiation dialogue needed to close a business transaction, or the workflow 
supporting a delivery process. We define an interaction structure as a pair I = (S, T) 
where S is a set of scenes (represented by interaction scripts) and relation T: S×S 
gives the scene transformation matrix. For s, s’ ∈  S,  (s, s’) ∈ T, means that s’ can be 
reached from s.  

The scene transformation induces a partial ordering T* on the set of scenes. Scene 
transformation T has consequences for roles(OM) in the sense that actors will follow 
different paths according to their roles. Furthermore, the performance of an actor in a 
given scene will have consequences to the roles that actors will play in other states. 
For example, the interaction structure of the conference society is depicted in Fig. 2. 
Note that the graphical representation is very similar to (and in fact inspired by) the 
work of Sierra [12]. However, an important difference is that protocols are fixed in 
that work, while our framework is based on the principles of refinement and 
collaboration autonomy. 

An interaction script describes a scenario of activity, that is, how roles interact 
and evolve in the context of a scene. Interaction scripts serve as a blueprint for the 
actual interactions between actors. Landmarks are logical expressions that describe 
the characteristics (for instance, goals and action plans) of the scene. The level of 
specification of landmarks determines the degree of freedom the actors have about 
their performance. Norms are deontic expressions that regulate the activity of actors. 
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Fig. 2. Interaction Structure for ‘Conference’ Society 

An interaction script, IS ∈  S, is defined by IS = (P, CF’, L) where: 

- P is the set of participating roles, P ⊆   roles(OM),  
- CF’ is the communicative framework used in the scene, possibly a specialization 

of comm-framework (OM),  
- L are the landmarks describing the interaction (propositions that hold for the 

scene, including the norms) 
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Roles:
Organizer (1)
PCmember (N)

Landmarks:
∀  p ∈ Papers, get_reviews(p, review1, review2).
∀  p ∈ Papers, paper_decision(p, decision, review1, review2).

DONE(Organizer, get_reviews(P, Rev1, Rev2))  ≡
DONE(Organizer, assign_paper(P, PCmemberA, DeadlineR) BEFORE DeadlineA)
AND DONE(Organizer, assign_paper(P, PCmemberB, DeadlineR), BEFORE DeadlineA)
AND DeadlineA BEFORE DeadlineR
AND DONE(PCmemberA, receive_review(Org, P, Rev1) BEFORE DeadlineR)
AND DONE(PCmemberB, receive_review(Org, P, Rev2) BEFORE DeadlineR)

Norms:
PERMITTED(Organizer, assign_paper(P, Reviewer, Review_deadline) ).
OBLIGED(Reviewer, receive_review(Org, P, Rev) BEFORE Review_deadline).
OBLIGED (Organizer, paper_decision(P, Decision, Rev1, Rev2) BEFORE Decision_deadline).

Review process

 

Fig. 3. Interaction scene ‘Review Process’ 

For example, in the conference society the interaction script for scene ‘Review 
process’ is partially described in figure 3. The arity (1 or N) of roles indicates the 
allowed number of different actors that can play the same role in the scene. 
Transformations indicates the possible consequences for actors of a role in future 
interactions (where ⊥  indicates the disappearance of a role). As shown, landmarks can 
be more specific than just goals; in this example organizational design makes explicit 
how reviews are supposed to be obtained. Actors are in this case still free to decide 
about the assignment of papers (for example, letting reviewers indicate their 
preferences), about how to deal with missing reviews or about the acceptance or not 
of papers (for instance, do reviewers get to vote about papers or does the organizer 
decide alone). Such decisions are to be fixed as contracts in the scene play agreements 
in the Interaction Model. 

5. Matching OM and agent autonomy: contracts 

The Organizational Model as described above is not enough to describe the activity of 
an agent society. The OM provides the specification of the society behavior as desired 
by the society designers. However, the actual behavior of the society emerges from 
the goal-pursuing behavior from the individual agents within the constraints set by the 
Organizational Model. From an organizational point of view this creates a need to 
check conformance of the actual behavior to the desired behavior. In the Social 
Model (SM) the social contracts that hold at a given moment in a society are 
described. These contracts make explicit the commitments between actors and the 
society, that is, specify all the aspects that govern and determine the interaction of a 
member with the rest of the society. Depending on the capabilities of the agents and 
on the organizational constraints, such contracts can be negotiated by the agents 
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seeking admission. The social model contains the instantiation of roles to actual 
agents (this combination of agent and role is called an actor). 

Furthermore, actual interactions between actors must also be made explicit. We 
call this the Interaction Model (IM). In the agent model interaction scenes are 
instantiated or created as a result of previous scenes for individual agents. Interaction 
scenes are described for generic agent roles and can be instantiated for enacting 
agents. A scene instantiation is described in a contract between the interacting 
agents. In the following, we collect the most important requirements for a contract 
language – a formal logic that meets these requirements is described in [10].   

5.1. Contract requirements 

The interaction structure as specified in the OM, gives a partial ordering of interaction 
scenes and the consequences of transitions from one to the other scene to the roles 
(creation, destruction, etc). That is, the interaction structure indicates the possibilities 
of an agent at each stage and the consequences of its choices.  Explicit representation 
of commitments is necessary in order to know how to proceed if the norm is violated 
but first of all to inform the agents about the behavior they can expect from the other 
agents. In this way, coordination can become possible. A formal language for contract 
specification is needed in order to be able to evaluate and verify agent interaction. 

Contract rules usually do not express an immediate obligation, but the obligation to 
achieve a certain result before something else has happened. The fact that usually 
contract obligations refer to a deadline indicates that temporal aspects are of 
paramount importance for the specification of contracts. Furthermore, because agents 
are autonomous entities that can decide on the course of action they will take, 
different futures most be considered at any moment. Deontic logic provides 
possibilities to reason about violability of norms, that is, about how to proceed when 
norms are violated. In systems where agents are assumed to be autonomous and 
intelligent, norm violation must be considered (agents can deliberately choose to 
violate a norm if they think that their goals are better achieved in this way). 

Furthermore, verification of the behavior of an open society, where the design of 
participating agents cannot be controllable, must be based on the externally 
observable effects of agent actions. That is, from the society perspective, different 
actions that bring about the same state of affairs in the world cannot be distinguished. 

6. Society types 

The way organizational coordination models achieve coordination is determinant 
to the motivation of coordination in agent societies. Table 2 derived from [11] gives 
an overview of the characteristics of agent societies with different coordination 
models. 
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 Market Network Hierarchy 
Type of society Open Trust Closed 
Agent ‘values’ Self interest Mutual interest/ 

Collaboration 
Dependency 

Facilitation roles Matchmaking 
Banking 

Gatekeeping 
Registry 

Matchmaking 

Interface 
Control 

Table 1. Coordination in agent societies 

 
In markets, agents are self-interested (determine and follow their own goals) and 
value their freedom of association and own judgement above security and trust issues. 
Openness is thus per definition a feature of markets. Facilitation is, in the most 
extreme case, limited to identification and matchmaking activities. Interaction in 
markets occurs through communication and negotiation. 

Network organizations are built around general patterns of interaction or contracts. 
Relationships are dependent on clear communication patterns and social norms. 
Agents in a network society are still self-interested but are willing to trade some of 
their freedom to obtain secure relations and trust. Therefore, agents need to enter a 
social contract with the network society in which they commit themselves to act 
within and according to the norms and rules of the society. The society is responsible 
to make its rules and norms known to potential members. Coordination is achieved by 
mutual interest, possibly using trusted third parties, and according to well-defined 
rules and sanctions.  

Finally, in a hierarchy interaction lines are well defined and the facilitation level 
assumes the function of global control of the society and coordination of interaction 
with the outside world. In a hierarchy, agents are cooperative, not motivated by self-
interest and all contribute to a common global goal. Coordination is achieved through 
command and control lines. Agents are cooperative and not motivated by self-interest. 
Such agents are said to be benevolent, that is, agents are assumed to always attempt to 
do what is requested from them.  

 
Let us consider now the way agent interaction is defined in each of these society 

types using the agent society model. In a market, the OM is relatively simple. It 
contains the roles of Buyer and Seller, as well as some facilitating roles such as 
Market Owner, Matchmaker and Bank. The Interaction Scenes fix the interaction 
based on standard protocols, such as auctioning protocols. In a typical market, the 
agents cannot refine these protocols, in other words, the contracts at IM level are 
identical to the scenes (of course, the parameters are different for each instance, but 
the contract structure is fixed). However, a market may also allow for refinement (in 
which case the society will start to resemble the network type). The Social Contract 
(SM level) specifies for an agent if it can play the role of Buyer, Seller, or both. The 
social contract also specifies what can happen in the case of misbehavior. However, 
the parties themselves are responsible for monitoring the actual performance. If the 
counterparty does not behave according to the scene/contract, and the issue is not 
solved bilaterally, one party can raise a claim with the Market Owner. Depending on 
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the Social Contract, the Market Owner may then decide to sanction the non-behaving 
party. 

In a typical hierarchy, the OM has a rich differentiation. It contains various 
functional role descriptions and the Interaction Scene binds these roles together into 
process models.  One or more Controller roles must be defined that have the task of 
monitoring the performance of a functional role, comparing it with the organizational 
goals or some targets derived from them, and possibly initiating some remedial 
action. The extreme case is that the Controller role is performed by one agent and  the 
OM does not allow for refinement. In such a situation, the advantages of an agent 
architecture such as local autonomy and flexibility become problematic. The other 
extreme is that the Controller role is distributed over many agents, and that refinement 
of contracts is possible. In this situation, the hierarchy starts to resemble a network. 
Normally, the structure of the hierarchy will be somewhere between these extremes, 
depending on the level of standardization that is desirable in the given environment. 
The assumption that agents are cooperative, that is, follow-up requests, is preferably 
not taken for granted, but put explicitly in the Social Contract. Agents are supposed to 
follow-up all requests authorized directly or indirectly by the Social Contract. On this 
point, the hierarchy is fundamentally different from both the market and the network. 

The network type is the type that maximizes collaboration autonomy. The 
Organizational Model can be simple, including not more than a role Participant and 
some facilitating roles such as Notary and Monitor, or it can be more elaborate, such 
as the Conference Organization example described above. The function of the Notary 
is to verify the correctness of contracts (whether they conform to the scene 
descriptions), and to register them. The role of the Monitor is to validate the contract, 
that is, to monitor actual performance. This role can also be assigned to the parties 
themselves. If actual performance deviates from the contract, typically the contract 
will indicate remedial action. If there is breach of contract, the parties can report this 
to the Network Owner or to some Reputation role. This needs to be defined in the 
Social Contract to which each agent in the network has to commit. 

It can be observed in this discussion is that both markets and hierarchies, however 
different in nature, can make use of the same two basic coordination mechanisms. 
These basic mechanisms are standardization and collaboration autonomy.  
Collaboration autonomy corresponds with what Mintzberg [15] has called mutual 
adjustment, and with respect to standardization he has distinguished several types of 
standardization (of work processes, outputs, skills, or norms). The sixth 
organizational coordination mechanism distinguished by Mintzberg is direct 
supervision, which we would like to generalize to authorization and which is the 
basic structure of hierarchies. 

7. Conclusion 

In this paper, we have described an approach to the specification of interactions 
that respects both the internal autonomy of agents as well as the collaboration 
autonomy. In order to profit from the flexibility of autonomous agents while at the 
same time ensuring the robustness of the complete system, we have argued for the 
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need to define an organizational structure for the multi-agent system (similar to real-
life organizations). This organizational structure is based on the goals of the overall 
system and indicates the behavioral boundaries for the individual agents within the 
system. We have described an Organizational Model that allows the designer of the 
Agent Society to specify some very basic structures (landmarks) to be respected by all 
agents within the society. These basic structures include role definitions as well as 
interaction scenarios. 

Because agents come in with their own goals and capabilities, we need to specify 
how the agent fits into a certain role it takes in the multi-agent organization. To this 
end, a social component (the Social Model) has been added to the agent architecture. 
This component takes care that the goals of the agent fit within those for the role it 
plays and that the agent fulfills all norms belonging to the particular role. We have 
shown how the Social Model and the Organizational Model differ for the various 
society types (hierarchies, networks, markets). One conclusion that can be drawn 
from that discussion is that refinement is most typical in a network type of society, 
but it can be combined with the other types as well. The extreme market and 
hierarchy types do not support collaboration autonomy, but they can introduce it to 
some degree, thereby evolving into a network.  

The combination of “refinement” and “agreement” in our proposal is rather unique. 
Refinement in itself is not new; for example, it is also used under the name of 
“levelling” in AUML [16]. However, in our proposal refinement is more than an 
abstraction device: it is a matter of the proper balancing of responsibilities. 

For the society, it is important that these contracts adhere to the landmarks given 
by the Organization Model. Therefore, the specification languages must be formalized 
syntactically and semantically so that formal verification is possible. We have 
developed a branching time deontic logic called LCR [10] that can provide the logical 
semantics of both the Organization Model and the contracts.   

Using the models presented in this paper, and the LCR logic, it becomes possible 
to give a precise and implementable specification of agent societies. One important 
topic for future research is to demonstrate precisely that, that is, the development of 
architectures and design patterns for various types of agent societies.  
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Abstract. Several characteristics distinguish today's complex software 
systems from "traditional" ones. Examples in different areas show that 
these characteristics, already the focus of agent-oriented software en-
gineering research, influence many application domains. These char-
acteristics will impact how software systems are modeled and engi-
neered. We are on the edge of a revolutionary shift of paradigm, pio-
neered by the multi-agent systems community, and likely to change our 
very attitudes in software systems modeling and engineering.  

1 Introduction 
Computer science and software engineering are going to change dramatically. Scien-
tists and engineers are spending a great deal of effort attempting to adapt and improve 
well-established models and methodologies for software development. However, the 
complexity introduced to software systems by several emerging computing scenarios 
goes beyond the capabilities of traditional computer science and software engineering 
abstractions, such as object-oriented and component-based methodologies. 

The scenario initiating the next software crisis is rapidly emerging: computing sys-
tems will be everywhere, always connected, and always active [Ten00]. Computer sys-
tems will be embedded in every object, e.g., in our physical environments, our clothes 
and furniture, and even our bodies. Wireless technologies will make network connec-
tivity pervasive, and every computing device will be connected in some network, 
whether the "traditional" Internet or ad-hoc local networks. Finally, computing sys-
tems will be always active to perform some activity on our behalf, e.g., to improve 
comfort at home or to control and automate manufacturing processes.  

This scenario does not simply affect the design and development of software sys-
tems quantitatively, in terms of number of components and effort required. Instead, 
there will be a qualitative change in the characteristics of software systems, as well as 
in the methodologies adopted to develop them. In particular, four main characteristics, 
in addition to the quantitative increase in interconnected computing systems, distin-
guish future software systems from traditional ones:  
• situatedness: software components execute in the context of an environment, can 

influence it, and can be influenced by it; 
• openness: software systems are subject to decentralized management and can dy-

namically change their structure; 
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• locality in control: the components of software systems represents autonomous 
and proactive loci of control; 

• locality in interactions: despite living in a fully connected world, software com-
ponents interact accordingly to local (geographical or logical) patterns. 

These characteristics commonly characterize multi-agent systems (MAS) [Jen01]. 
Section 2 discusses them characteristics in detail and shows how, to different extents 
and with different terminology, various research communities (e.g., manufacturing 
control systems [Bus00], mobile and pervasive computing [Wei93, AboM00], sensor 
networks [Est02], groupware and enterprise infrastructures [MamLZ02, Tol00], Inter-
net [CabLZ02] and P2P computing [PieIF02]) already recognize their importance and 
are adapting their models and technologies to them. Thus, our first contribution is to 
synthesize in a single conceptual framework several novel concepts and abstractions 
that are emerging in different areas without recognition of the basic commonalties, be-
cause of a lack of interaction and common terminology. This synthesis may suggest 
new applications for their broadly applicable MAS concepts. 

Following this synthesis, Section 3 argues that integration of these concepts and 
abstractions in software modeling and design is not an incremental evolution of current 
models and methodologies, but a revolution, a radical change of paradigm [Kuh96] 
pioneered by the MAS community. This revolution will impact most research commu-
nities and will dramatically change how we conceive, model, and build "software 
components" and "software systems." Next generation software systems will no longer 
be modeled and designed as "mechanical" or "architectural" systems, but rather as 
"physical" or "intentional" systems. We try to identify the impact of such a change of 
paradigm in computer science and software engineering practices.  

2 What’s New? 
The four characteristics identified in the introduction (situatedness, openness, local 
control, local interactions) affect most of today’s software systems.  
2.1 Situatedness 
Today’s computing systems are situated: they have an explicit notion of the environ-
ment in which components exist and execute, environmental characteristics affect their 
execution, and their components often explicitly interact with that environment.  

Software systems have always been and will always be immersed in some sort of 
environment. For instance, the execution of a process in a multi-threaded machine is 
intrinsically affected by the dynamics of the multiprocessing system. Traditional mod-
eling and engineering tries to mask the presence of the environment. In most the cases, 
specific objects and components “wrap” the environment and model it in terms of a 
"normal" component, so that the environment in itself does not exist as a primary ab-
straction. Unfortunately, the environment in which components live and with which 
they interact does exist and may impact execution and modeling: 
• Several entities with which software components may need to interact are too 

complex in their structure and behavior to enable a trivial wrapping. 
• For a system whose goal is to monitor (sense) and control (affect) a physical or 

logical (computational) environment, masking the environment is not natural. In-
stead, providing an explicit consciousness may be a primary application goal. 
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• The environment can have its own dynamics, independent of a software system’s 
intrinsic dynamics. Wrapping the environment will introduce unpredictable non-
determinism in the behavior of some parts of our applications.  

For these reasons, both computer science and software engineering now tend to de-
fine a system’s execution environment as a primary abstraction, explicitly defining 
both the "boundaries" separating the software system from its environment and the re-
ciprocal influences of the two systems. This approach both avoids odd wrapping ac-
tivities needed to model each component of the external world as an internal applica-
tion entity, and allows a software system to deal more naturally with its activities in the 
real-world environment it is devoted to monitor and control. In addition, explicit mod-
eling of the environment and its activities makes it possible to identify and confine 
clearly the sources of dynamics and unpredictability (and, thus, of non-formalizability 
[Weg97]), and concentrate on software components as deterministic entities that have 
to deal with a dynamic and possibly unpredictable environment. 
Examples. 

Control systems for physical domains (e.g., manufacturing, traffic control, home 
care, health care) are often built by explicitly taking into account unpredictable envi-
ronmental dynamics via specific event-handling (or similar) policies [GusF01]. Similar 
problems arise in sensor and robot networks [IntGE00], where many components are 
spread in an unknown environment to explore and monitor it.  

Mobile and pervasive computing recognizes the importance of context-awareness, 
e.g., applications’ need to model environmental characteristics (e.g., those related to 
the sensed physical environment [HowM02] or to the locations of specific components 
[Pri01]) and environmental data  (e.g., provided by an embedded infrastructure 
[ImiG00]) explicitly, rather than implicitly in terms of internal object attributes. 

Applications intended to be immersed in the intrinsically dynamic Internet envi-
ronment are typically engineered by defining the boundaries of the system in terms of 
"application," including the new application components to be developed, and "mid-
dleware," the environmental substrate in which components will be embedded 
[ZamJW01,CabLZ02]. Clearly identifying and defining such boundaries is a key point 
in web-application engineering. Several systems for workflow management and com-
puter supported collaborative work are built around shared data space abstractions as 
the common execution environment for workflow processes and agents [Tol00].  

Finally, several promising proposals in distributed problem solving and optimiza-
tion (i.e., works on ant-based colonies [ParB01, ParBS02]), exploit a dynamic virtual 
environment influencing the activities of distributed problem solver processes. 
2.2 Openness 
Living in an environment, perceiving it, and being affected by it intrinsically imply 
openness. The software system is no longer isolated, but becomes a permeable sub-
system, whose boundaries permit reciprocal side-effects. This reciprocal influence be-
tween system and environment is often extreme and complex, making it difficult to 
identify boundaries clearly between the system and its environment. 

In several cases, to achieve their objectives, software systems must interact with 
external software components, either to provide services and data, or to acquire them. 
More generally, different software systems, independently designed and modeled, are 
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likely to "live" in the same environment and explicitly interact with each other. These 
open interactions call for common ontologies, communication protocols, and suitable 
broker infrastructures, to enable interoperability. However, this is only a small part of 
the problem.  
• Simply enabling interoperability is not enough when software systems may come 

to life and die in an environment independently of each other, or when a software 
system (or its components) can explicitly move across different environments dur-
ing its life. These characteristics introduce additional problems. 

• When component in different software systems interact, and when components 
move across different environment, it may become hard if not impossible to iden-
tify clearly the system to which a component belongs. In other words, it becomes 
difficult to understand clearly the boundaries of software systems. 

• When a component comes to life in an environment (or is somehow moved to a 
specific environment), it must somehow be made aware of what is around in the 
environment, what other components are there for interaction, and how it can in-
teract with newly entering systems safely for both the systems and itself. 

• Enabling components to enter and leave an environment in a fully free way and 
interact with each other may make it very hard to understand and control the over-
all behavior of these software systems and even of a single software system. 

Due to these problems, computer science and software engineering are starting to 
consider the problem of not only modeling the environment in which systems execute, 
but also of understanding and modeling the dynamic changes in system structure. Also, 
the need to preserve coherency of the system despite openness may require identifying 
and enacting specific policies, intended to support the re-organization of the software 
system in response to changes in its structure, or to enact contextual laws on the activ-
ity of those components entering the system. The general aim is to increase the ability 
to control system execution despite its dynamic structural changes. 
Examples.  

Control systems for critical environments, such as traffic control systems, public 
telephony services, health care systems, manufacturing systems, and sensor-based 
monitoring, run continuously, cannot be stopped, and sometimes cannot even be re-
moved from the environment in which they are embedded. Nevertheless, these systems 
need to be updated, and their environment is likely to change frequently, with the addi-
tion of new physical components and, consequently, of new software components and 
software systems [Ten00]. For all these systems, managing openness and a system’s 
ability to re-organize itself automatically (e.g., by establishing new effective interac-
tions with new components and/or by changing the structure of the interaction graph 
[IntGE00, RipIF02]) is of dramatic importance, as is the ability of a component to en-
ter new execution contexts safety and effectively.  

Mobility, whether of users, software, or devices, moves the concept of openness to 
the extreme, by making components actually move from one context to another during 
their execution, changing the structure of the software system executing in that context 
[Whi97, CabLZ02]. This requires not only the ability of components to learn about 
their new context , but also the ability to organize and control component interactions 
in the context [PicMR00]. Such concepts are exacerbated in mobile ad-hoc network-
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ing, where interactions must be made fruitful and somehow controllable despite the 
lack of any intrinsic structure and the dynamics of connectivity [Bro98]  

Similar considerations apply to Internet-based and open distributed computing. 
There, software services must survive the dynamics and uncertainty of the Internet, 
must be able to serve any client component, and must also be able to enact security 
and resource control policy in their local context, e.g., a given administrative domain 
[CabLZ02]. E-marketplaces are the most typical examples of this class of open Inter-
net applications [NorST98]. P2P systems stands to Internet applications as ad-hoc 
networking stands in mobile computing system: components must be allowed to fruit-
fully and properly interact without any pre-determined interaction structure and by 
surviving the dynamics of services and data availability [RowD01, RipIF02]. 
2.3 Local Control 
The "flow of control" concept has always been one of the key aspects of computer sci-
ence and software engineering, at all levels, from the hardware level up to the high-
level design of applications. However, when software systems and components live 
and interact in an open world, the concept of flow of control becomes meaningless.  

Independent software systems have their own autonomous flows of control, and 
their mutual interactions do not imply any join of these flows. Therefore, the modeling 
and designing of open software not only makes the concept of "software system" 
rather vague, as discussed in Subsection 2.2, but it also makes the concept of "global 
execution control" disappear. This trend is exacerbated by the fact that not only do in-
dependent systems have their own flow of control, but also different components in a 
system may be autonomous in control. In fact, most components of today's software 
systems are active entities (e.g., active objects with internal threads of control, proc-
esses, daemons) rather than passive ones (e.g., "normal" objects, functions, etc.).  

Having multiple threads of control in a system is not novel, and concurrent and 
parallel programming are well-established paradigms. However, the main motives for 
multiple threads in traditional concurrent and parallel programming are efficiency and 
performance. Most approaches try to limit the independence of these multiple threads 
as much as possible, via strict synchronization and coordination mechanisms, to pre-
serve determinism and high-level control over applications. Today's autonomy of ap-
plication components has different motives and has to be handled differently. 
• In an open world, autonomy of execution enables a component to move across 

systems and environments without having to report back to (or wait for ack by) its 
original application. 

• When components and systems are immersed in a highly dynamic environment 
whose evolution must be monitored and controlled, an autonomous component 
can be effectively delegated to take care of (a portion of) the environment inde-
pendently of the global flow of control. 

• Several software systems are not only made up of software components, but also 
integrate computer-based systems, which are by their very nature autonomous sys-
tems, and can be modeled accordingly. 

• As the size of a software system increases, both performance and conceptual sim-
plicity require delegating control to components. Coordinating a global flow of 
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control among a very large number of components may become unfeasible. 
Autonomy then becomes an additional dimension of modularity [Par97]. 

Our concept of autonomy refers not only to those software components that are de-
signed as autonomous, but also to those that can be perceived as autonomous.  
Examples.  

Almost all modern software systems integrate autonomous components. Weak 
autonomy is the ability of a component to react to and handle events (e.g., graphical 
interfaces or embedded sensors). Strong autonomy implies that a component integrates 
an autonomous thread of execution, and can execute proactively. In most modern con-
trol systems, control is not simply reactive but proactive, realized via a set of coopera-
tive autonomous processes or, often, via embedded complete computer-based systems 
interacting with each other [GusF01] or distributed sensor nets [IntGE00].  

The integration in complex distributed applications and systems of (software run-
ning on) mobile devices of any type can be tackled only by modeling them in terms of 
autonomous software components [PicMR00]. 

Internet based distributed applications are typically made up of autonomous proc-
esses, possibly executing on different nodes, and cooperating with each other, a choice 
driven by conceptual simplicity and by decentralized management rather than by the 
actual need of autonomous concurrent activities.   
2.4 Local Interactions 
Directly deriving from these three issues, the concept of "local interactions in a global 
world" is more and more pervading today's software systems.  

By now, we have delineated a scenario in which software systems components are 
immersed in a specific environment, execute in the context of a specific (sub)system, 
and are delegated to perform some task in autonomy. Taken all together, these aspects 
naturally lead to a strict enforcement of locality in interactions. In fact: 
• Autonomous components can interact with the environment in which they are im-

mersed, by sensing and affecting it. If the environment is physical, the amount of 
the physical world a single component can sense and affect is locally bounded by 
physical laws. If the environment is logical, minimization of conceptual and man-
agement complexity still favor modeling it in local terms and limiting the effect of 
a single component on the environment. 

• Components can normally interact with each other in the context of the software 
system to which they belong, that is, locally to their system. In open work, how-
ever, a component of a system can also interact with (components of) other sys-
tems. In these cases, minimization of conceptual complexity suggests modeling 
the component in terms of a component that has temporarily "moved" to another 
context, and that interacts locally in the new context [CabLZ02]. 

• In an open world, components need some form of context-awareness to execute 
and interact effectively. For a component to be made aware of its context effec-
tively (and efficiently), this context must necessarily be locally confined.  

Locality in interactions is a strong requirement when the number of components in 
a system increases, or as the dimension of the distribution scale increases. In any case, 
tracking and controlling concurrent, autonomous, and autonomously initiated interac-
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tions is much more difficult than in object-based and component-based applications, 
even if these interactions are strictly local. 
Examples.  

Control and manufacturing systems tend naturally to enforce local interactions. 
Each control component is delegated control of a portion of the environment, and its 
interactions with other components are usually limited to those that control neighbor-
ing portions of that environment, with which it typically is strictly coordinated.  

In mobile computing, including applications for wearable systems and sensor net-
works, the very nature of wireless connections forces locality in interactions. Since 
wireless communication has limited range, a mobile computing component can di-
rectly interact – at a given time – only with a limited portion of the world [PicMR00].  

Applications distributed in the Internet have to take into account the specific char-
acteristics of the local administrative domain in which its components execute and 
have to interact, and components are usually allocated in Internet nodes so as to en-
force as much as possible locality in interactions [CabLZ02, Whi97].  
2.5 A General Model  
In sum, software systems increasingly follow the scheme of Figure 1. Software systems 
(dashed ellipses) are made up of autonomous components (black circles), interacting 
locally with each other and possibly with components of other systems. Some compo-
nents may belong to several systems at different times. Systems and components are 
immersed in an environment, typically modeled as a set of environment partitions. 
Components in a system can sense and affect a local portion of the environment. Also, 
since the portions of the environment that two components may access may overlap, 
two components may interact indirectly via the environment.  

The scenario of Figure 1 is very different from component-based and object-based 
programming, and matches the prevailing model of agent-based computing [Jen01]. 
Agents are situated software entities (they live in an environment) that execute 
autonomously (have local control of their actions) and interact with other agents. Local 
interactions are often promoted, although they may not be explicitly mentioned as part 
of the model. Despite this fact, most of the scientists working on agent-based comput-
ing still focus mostly on the AI aspects of the discipline, without noticing (or simply 
deliberately ignoring) that agents and agent-based computing have the potential to be a 
general model for today's computing systems and that different research communities 
face similar problems 
and are starting adopting 
similar modeling tech-
niques. Similarly, outside 
the AI community, com-
puter scientists often fail 
to recognize that they are 
already doing systems 
that can be assimilated to 
and modeled as agent-
based systems.  

The issues discussed  
Fig. 1. The Scenario of Modern Software Systems 
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in this paper can help clarify these relationships and the need for more interaction be-
tween different research communities, due to the strong similarities (we are tempted to 
say isomorphism) between the addressed problems. 

3 Changing our Attitudes 
Traditionally, software systems are modeled from a mechanical stance, and engineered 
from a design stance. Computer scientists are both burdened and fascinated by the 
urge to define suitable formal theories of computation, to prove properties of software 
systems, and to provide a formal framework for engineering. Software engineers are 
used to analyzing the functionality that a system should exhibit in a top-down way, and 
to designing software architectures as reliable multi-component machines, capable of 
providing the required functionality efficiently and predictably.  

In the future, scientists and engineers will have to design software systems to exe-
cute in a world where innumerable autonomous, embedded, and mobile software com-
ponents are already executing and locally interacting with each other and with the en-
vironment. Such a scenario may require untraditional models and methodologies. 
3.1 How Will Computer Science Change? 
Modeling and handling systems with many components can be feasible if such compo-
nents are not autonomous, i.e., are subject to a single flow of control. However, when 
the activities of these components are autonomous, it is hard, if not conceptually and 
computationally infeasible, to track them one by one and, so, to describe precisely the 
behavior of a system in terms of the behavior of its components. In addition, as several 
software systems are distributed and subject to decentralized control, or possibly em-
bedded in some unreachable environment [IntGE00], tracking components and con-
trolling their behavior is simply impossible. Such systems can only be described and 
modeled as a whole, in terms of macro-level observable characteristics, just as a chem-
ist describes a gas in terms of macro properties like pressure and temperature. 

This problem is exacerbated by the fact that components will interact with each 
other. Accordingly, the overall behavior of a system will emerge not only as the sum 
of the behavior of its components, but also as a result of their interactions. One may 
argue that since interactions tend to local (Subsection 2.4), this should not represent a 
big problem and, instead, it should be quite easy to control the effect of interactions. 
Unfortunately, the effect of local interactions can propagate globally and be very diffi-
cult to predict [PriS91]. Even if one knows the initial status of the system very accu-
rately, nonlinearities can amplify small deviations to become arbitrarily great. 

As an additional problem, software systems will execute in an open and dynamic 
scenario, where new components can be added and removed at any time, and where 
some of these components can autonomously move from one part of the system to an-
other. Thus, it is difficult to predict and control precisely not only the global dynamic 
behavior of the system, but also how such behavior can be influenced by such open-
ness. In fact, it has been shown that the effects of interactions of autonomous active 
components strongly depends on the structure of the interaction graph [Wat99]: 
strictly local interactions can produce a dynamic behavior that is completely different 
from the one emerging as soon as some form of non-locality in interactions is intro-
duced, changing the structure of the interaction graph. Such problems can emerge in 
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open systems, where the possibility for components to join and leave a system at any 
time dynamically changes the interaction graph and, possibly, its dynamic behavior. 

Situatedness causes a similar problem. Modern thermodynamic and social sciences 
show that environmental forces can produce strange large scale dynamic behaviors in 
situated physical, biological, and social systems [PriS91]. We can expect similar ef-
fects in situated software systems, because of the dynamics of the environment.  

These problems will force computer scientists to change their attitudes dramati-
cally in modeling complex software systems. Concurrency and interactivity already 
challenge the dream of dealing with traditionally formalizable systems [Weg97], and it 
will become even more impractical in the future. Traditional formalisms can deal ef-
fectively with only small portions of large systems. The next challenge is to find alter-
native models or, more radically, to adopt a new scientific background for the study of 
software systems, enabling us to study, predict, and control the properties of a system 
and its dynamic behavior despite the inability to control its individual components.  

Signals. Some signals of this trend are appearing in the research community.  
Recent study and monitoring activities on the Web [CroB96, AlbJB99] and on P2P 

networks [RipIF02] show that unpredictable and large-scale behaviors are already 
here, requiring new models and tools for their description. For instance, traditional 
Web caching policies are no longer effective when peculiar dynamic Web-access pat-
terns emerge [CroB96] and traditional reliability models fall short due to the specific 
emergent characteristics of Web and P2P networks [AlbJB00, RipIF02].  

Some approaches to model and describe software systems in terms of thermody-
namic systems have already been proposed [ParB01, ParBS02]. The ideas behind such 
research are twofold: to provide synthetic indicators capable of measuring how closely 
the system is approaching the desired behavior, and to provide tools to measure the 
influence of the environmental dynamics on the system. To some extent, a similar ap-
proach has been adopted in the area of massively parallel computing, where the need 
to measure specific global systems properties dynamically requires the introduction of 
synthetic indicators [CorLZ99]. Similarly, it has been recognized that modeling large 
and dynamic (overlay) networks can only be faced by introducing macro properties 
rather than by direct representation of the network [AlbJB99, RipIF02]. 

One area that clearly shows such a trend is modern artificial intelligence. The con-
cept of "rational" intelligence, as it should have emerged from a complex machine ca-
pable of manipulating facts and logic theories, is being abandoned. Now, the abstrac-
tions promoted by agent-based computing (matching the characteristics of today's 
software systems, Subsection 2.5) have shifted the emphasis to the concept of "inten-
tional" intelligence, i.e., the capability of a component or of a system to behave 
autonomously so as to achieve a given goal. Organizational [ZamJW01] and social 
science [MosT95] are starting to influence research, as it is recognized that the behav-
ior of a large scale software system can be assimilated more appropriately to a human 
organization aimed at reaching a global organizational goal, or to a society in which 
the overall global behavior derives from the self-interested intentional behavior of its 
individual members, than to a logical or mechanical system. Similarly, inspiration for 
computer scientists comes increasingly from the complex mechanisms of biological 
ecosystems, as well as the mindsets of biological sciences [HubH93, GusF01].  
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We expect theories and models from complex dynamical systems, modern thermo-
dynamics, biology, social science, and organizational science, will have to become 
more and more the sine-qua-non cultural background of the computer scientist.  
3.2 How Will Software Engineering Change? 
The change in the modeling and understanding of complex software systems will also 
impact how such systems are designed, maintained, and tested. 

Today, software systems are designed to exhibit specific, predictable, and determi-
nistic behavior at any level, from single units up to the whole system. However, in the 
presence of autonomous components situated in an open and dynamic environment, 
obtaining predictable behavior of a multi-component system in mechanical and deter-
ministic terms is not feasible. The next challenge for the effective construction of large 
software systems, overcoming the impossibility of controlling the behavior of each of 
its single components and their interactions, is to build it so as to guarantee that the 
system as a whole will behave reasonably close to an ideal desired behavior despite 
the lack of exact knowledge about its micro-behavior. For instance, by adopting a 
"physical" attitude toward software design, a possible approach could be to build a 
system that, despite uncertainty on the initial conditions, is able to reach a given stable 
basin of attraction. By adopting a "teleological" attitude, one could build an ecosys-
tem, or a society of components, able to behave in an intentional way, and robust 
enough to direct its global activities toward the achievement of the required goal. 

The design of a system must also explicitly take into account the fact that the sys-
tem will be immersed in an open and dynamic environment, and that the behavior of 
the system cannot be designed in isolation. Rather, the environment and its dynamics, 
as well as those software components that can enter and leave the systems, must be-
come primary components of the design abstractions. A defensive design treats these 
factors as sources of uncertainty that can somehow be damaging to the global behavior 
of a system and that the system should be prepared to face. An offensive design con-
siders openness and environmental dynamics as additional design dimensions to be 
exploited with the possibility of improving the behavior of the system [ParBS02].  

Signals. Again, a few exemplars adopt this novel engineering perspective.   
In the area of distributed operating systems management, policies for the manage-

ment of distributed resources are already being designed in terms of autonomous com-
ponents able to guarantee a global goal via local actions and local interactions, despite 
the dynamics of the environment [Cyb89]. The design of these policies is, in several 
cases, inspired by physical phenomena such as diffusion, which can re-establish global 
equilibrium in dynamic situations [CorLZ99], despite the fact that such equilibrium 
will never be perfect but always locally perturbed.  

Systems of ant colonies designed bottom-up can solve complex problems that re-
sist traditional approaches, using very simple autonomous components interacting via 
a dynamic environment [Par97]. The idea is to mimic in software the behavior of in-
sect colonies living in a dynamic world and able to solve, as a group and via the work 
sacrifice of a large number of worker insects (which translates in computational sacri-
fice to be paid), problems that have an interesting computational counterpart (i.e., sort-
ing and routing). In that case, the environmental dynamics plays a primary role in de-
sign and in the emergence of specific useful behaviors.  
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Social phenomena like epidemics have inspired distributed information in dynamic 
networks of components, such as mobile ad-hoc networks  [MitV00], despite the in-
ability of exactly controlling the information paths and structure of a network. The dy-
namics of the network is both a source of uncertainty and a useful property to guaran-
tee that a message propagates to the whole network in a reasonable time. P2P informa-
tion dissemination systems similarly exploit the dynamic properties of a spontaneously 
generated community network [PieIF02]. 

Both the dimension and the intrinsic dynamics of the network make it impossible 
to detect the structure of a network and of its components, challenging the whole con-
cepts of information routing and information retrieval. In different areas (e.g., perva-
sive and mobile computing [Adj99], P2P Internet computing [RowD01, Sto01], mid-
dleware [CarRW01, MamLZ02], sensor networks [IntGE00]), there is a general un-
derstanding that the dynamics of networks require novel approaches to information 
retrieval and routing focused on content rather than paths. In other words, the basic 
idea is that the path to information sources/destinations should be dynamically found 
by relying on abstract overlay networks, dynamically and automatically reshaping 
themselves in response to system dynamics. Data or queries follow the shape of the 
overlay network just as a ball rolls down a surface. Whatever the final destination, the 
paths that emerge always proceed in a “good” direction and eventually reach a point 
where the nodes in the network and the routed message are mutually appropriate. 

Despite its intrinsic uncertainty, biological evolution is also likely to be a useful 
tool for software engineers. For instance, though cellular automata can perform com-
plex computations, it is almost impossible to understand which rules must be imposed 
on cells and on their interaction to produce a system with required properties. An ap-
proach that has been successfully experienced is to make cellular automata rules 
evolve (e.g., via genetic algorithms) and eventually come up with specific rules lead-
ing to the desired global behavior of the automata, without anyone having directly de-
signed such behaviors [Sip99]. 

In addition to the change in the way software is designed, the new scenario will 
also dramatically impact the way software is tested, maintained, and evaluated.  

For software systems conceived mechanically, testing mainly amounts to analyzing 
system state transitions to see if they correspond to those designed or if some of the 
components exhibit bad state transitions, i.e., bugs. Such work is very hard for large 
(even non-concurrent) systems, and may become impossible when autonomy and envi-
ronmental dynamics produce a practically uncountable number of states. Thus, the 
testing criterion for a large software system will no longer be the absence of errors, but 
rather its ability to behave as needed as a whole, independently of the exact behavior 
of its components and of their initial conditions [Huh01]. In an existing dynamic envi-
ronment, where other systems are already executing and cannot be stopped, software 
cannot be simply tested and evaluated in terms of its capability to achieve the required 
goal. The test must also evaluate the effect of the environment on the software system 
and the effects of the software system on the environment. The better and more robust 
a system, the more reliably it can advance its goals independently of the dynamics of 
the environment, and the lower its impact on the surrounding environment and, thus, 
on other software systems. As a notable example, several approaches to content-based 
routing tend to evaluate their proposals in terms of how much the system can tolerate 
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network dynamics by still exhibiting reasonably good behaviors, how fast the overlay 
network can re-organize in response to dynamic changes, and how the addition and 
removal of components impact network behavior [AlbJB00].  

Software maintenance will change too. Autonomy and openness mean that no 
software system will be stable, but to some extent needs maintenance continually due 
to changed conditions. When a large software system no longer behaves as needed 
(e.g., when external conditions require changes), update will no longer imply stopping 
the system, rebuilding it, and retesting it. Instead, it will imply intervening externally, 
by adding new components with different attitudes and by removing some of its exist-
ing components so as to change, as needed, the overall behavior of the system. The 
openness and situatedness of the system and the autonomy of its components can also 
make maintenance and updating  smoother and less expensive, in that the system is 
already designed to tolerate and support dynamic changes in its structure. 
3.3 Discussion 
Humans increasingly rely on software systems for everyday activities, as well as for 
control of critical situations. One possible criticism of this approach is that such appli-
cations cannot be engineered in the way we have envisioned. Instead, one could insist 
that a software system exhibit a predictable and fully controllable behavior in each of 
its parts, and that the duty of a software engineer is to produce such reliable systems.  

A few MAS researchers are pioneering such new perspective. But many others, 
aware that emergent behavior is likely to appear in open systems of autonomous com-
ponents, consider all such behavior as undesirable. For instance, pessimists foresee the 
death of P2P approaches because of their unreliability and the impossibility of proper 
modeling. In our opinion, this is not the correct approach. Constraining the behavior of 
a highly interactive system may sacrifice most of its computational power and may re-
quire much more waste of resources to obtain the same functionalities. The engineer-
ing work needed to make a system fully controllable may be greater than the work 
needed to produce emergent behavior that is useful, reliable, and stable. Finally, con-
straining “by design” a software system may simply make it lose the properties needed 
to support openness and to tolerate environmental dynamics. 

In any case, we are aware that, for our vision on software engineering to become 
practical and used, much theoretical, methodological, and experimental work is re-
quired, paving the way for a suitable set of conceptual tools and frameworks to be ex-
ploited by the engineers of next generation software systems.   

4 Conclusions 
Modern software systems, in different application areas, exhibit characteristics that 
make them very different from the software systems to which we, as scientists and en-
gineers, are accustomed. These characteristics are likely to impact dramatically the 
very way software systems will be modeled and engineered, leading to a true revolu-
tion in computer science and software engineering [Kuh96]. In fact, we will be re-
quired to change from our traditional "design" attitude, implying a mechanical per-
spective, to an "intentional" attitude, requiring physical, biological, and teleological 
perspectives. Despite the opposing forces and the difficulties inherent in any revolu-
tionary phase, including the need of restructuring our cultural background, this revolu-
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tion will open the door to new interesting research and engineering challenges in 
which, hopefully, the multi-agent research community will hold a leading position. 
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